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PREFACE

Law plays a fundamental part in Judaism. However, one who wishes to study it

– not as ‘law’ but as Judaism (this is not a book for lawyers) – is shown a jungle.

He can start with one section and concentrate on it, taking a long time to get to the

next, or dabble all over the place, getting scraps of information about everything

and nothing substantial about anything. This is due to the enormous amount of

development that has taken place, swamping out the basis so that it is no longer

even visible. It is just not possible to start at the centre and work outwards – there

is no available material that allows it to be done.

Many readers will find that even if they learn nothing new from this book, it will

put what they have learned in a different perspective.

What is the system of Jewish law? As presented there is none. It is not a system

but a collection. Where did it all start? The answer given is in the Books or Torah

(Teaching) of Moses, but those books take much for granted, and they too appear

to present the laws to us as a collection. Jewish teachers also insist that they are

mere words; to even begin to understand law you must go to the Talmud – which

to the novice is a jungle! The fact that the authors of the Talmud themselves had

to start somewhere is conveniently forgotten.

The purpose of this book is to demonstrate that this Torah as originally given

was not intended as a collection, a patchwork of different items stuck together, nor

even as independent sections arranged and adjusted so that they dovetail and fit

together; it was given as a comprehensive system, each law designed ab initio as

a part of the whole. Parts may seem obscure, but overall it is not mystic. We have

been granted enough intelligence to understand most of it, and it is our duty to use

this intelligence.

The core of the law consists of those laws stated explicitly in the Books of

Moses. This is not a Sadducee approach, a denial of the implicit and derived laws.

Their place is explained in our text, but they are not the core, they come later and

are adequately dealt with elsewhere, while the core has become obscured.

The aim here is to help the reader to find that core, without having to struggle

through all the undergrowth and overgrowth. The system, unlike systems devised

by philosophers, was not aimed to operate in a vacuum but against a specific

background. This book begins by finding that background and examining it, and

then presenting the laws against that background.

Only in the final chapter (and in an appendix) have problems been raised

regarding the relevance of much of the law today. The problems have been faced

and not swept under the carpet, but no forced answers have been given. In some

cases solutions have been suggested; in many cases the questions remain open, but
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against the question ‘what is the alternative?’ Only during the course of writing the

book did I begin to realise how the development of Jewish law throughout the ages,

aimed at preserving the Torah in changed circumstances, has in fact often served

to destroy its original purpose. This does not absolve us from the obligation to face

the problems and try to find solutions that work.

Those new to the subject will find here an introduction which I doubt if they will

find elsewhere. After the first few chapters they may find that the volume of

information is hard to absorb, making it fairly heavy going, but knowledge is not

gained without effort. The idea is not to remember it all, merely to follow it and

start to become familiar with it. One who is not new to the subject will find much

of what he has already learned scrap by scrap consolidated, and will certainly find

himself viewing it all from a new perspective.

Jewish law is a fundamental part of God’s Teaching, or Torah. A part, not the

whole. It is intermingled with narrative, and one may ask if it is right to separate

the two, like taking nourishment pills instead of food. Strictly it is not right, but the

way we are mis-taught enables us to understand the narrative as something

continuous with the laws as scraps learned as independent items. I feel it necessary

to consolidate the laws and show them as a part of a comprehensive whole, so that

they can be merged with the narrative later. If taught properly from the beginning,

this approach should not be necessary.

The Torah was God’s gift to Israel. If I have been granted the opportunity to

help others to appreciate that gift, and perhaps to enable them to take steps to avoid

its being lost, not through being abandoned but through being smothered, then I am

grateful to the One who has given me that opportunity.

A.S.

Bet Zayit, Iyyar 5752

Eli, Kislev 5771
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INTRODUCTION

The Purpose and Limitations of This Book

The basis of all Jewish law is found in what we call the Torah, but it was Paul,

the founder of Christianity as a separate religion, who deliberately mistranslated

Torah as ‘law’; and it is to the shame of the Jews that they have allowed this

mistranslation to be used in their own circles, even by rabbis and scholars who

should know better.

The origins of Jewish law, all the basic laws from which the others are largely

derived, are indeed found in the Torah, but they only occupy a part of it. The latter

in fact contains other material which is no less either in quantity or importance.

Torah means ‘teaching’, and Torat Mosheh, the Teaching of Moses, is that which

Moses taught us, repeating, explaining and where necessary even restating in

different words that which he had received from God and was told to pass on. The

Revelation on Sinai and many miracles assured the people at the time that Moses

did really receive the Teaching from God and did not create or invent it. An

unbroken tradition ever since keeps us aware of the fact. The word Torah in a more

limited sense is used to refer to the written teaching, the Pentateuch or Five Books

of Moses, and will normally be used in this book in that sense.

The written Torah consists mainly, though not entirely, of two types of subject

matter: narrative or history, sometimes very general and sometimes quite detailed,

and instructions or laws. The laws are generally put together in small or large

groups, very rarely are they isolated; but the groups of laws themselves are

scattered, often apparently at random, throughout the narrative or history that forms

the framework of the text.

In this book we are concerned not with the narrative and other material but with

the laws. It is however important to understand first the purpose of the Torah, the

relevance of both parts, and their relationship with each other. It is also important

to appreciate that the laws are not in fact scattered at random but appear in context

in the course of the narrative, and to understand why we have here taken the laws

out of context and rearranged them.

Some additional points about the purpose of this book must be made clear before

elaborating on the above and before proceeding to the laws themselves.
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1. After the time of Moses, when conditions changed, Jewish Law developed. What

we have today is a mixture of subsequent interpretation and reinterpretation in

changing circumstances, together with legislation, customs that have been

incorporated into law, rulings by leading scholars and even elements brought in

from other sources, all of which combine to produce our current set of laws. Here

we are not concerned with this development of law, merely with noting that it

exists and discussing in outline why it was necessary. This book is concerned with

the original laws of the Torah, in outline, so that even ‘early’ or original

interpretations that involve delving deeply and perhaps controversially into the text

are not relevant; it will not be useful as a textbook for the practical application of

Jewish law today. However it will show the origin of today’s practical laws and

may help the student who later studies them to follow the development that has led

to them.

Surprisingly, a law in the Torah appears to ban any further legislation at all!

This law is ‘interpreted’ to mean that while further legislation (such as rabbinic

laws) is permitted, such laws must, repeat must be taught as being quite distinct.

Unfortunately even this interpretation is ignored. Books written for beginners, for

newly-weds, converts, adults who wish to remove their ignorance, or even children,

all seem to start with a simplified version of the code of practical laws that we

observe. It has been left to advanced scholars to learn to distinguish between basic

Torah laws and subsequent changes and additions, in contravention of the law itself,

even as rabbinically interpreted!

2. The laws are generally given in the Torah as they apply to simple cases. From

these, principles of law, or legal theories, are extracted and used to deduce more

detailed laws for the more complicated cases that actually occur. This book is not

concerned with legal theories and principles; such form part of the study of Torah,

before starting which it is necessary to have a good overall picture of the laws as

given, at very least in outline, how they combine to form a complete system, and

the relation of each law or section of laws to that system as a whole. Acceptance

of the system, and not mere observance of individual laws, is the essence of

Judaism, yet many fail to see that such a system even exists.

The Meaning and Purpose of This Torah

The word torah is used in the middle three of the Five Books of Moses in its

limited sense to mean ‘procedure’, but the wider meaning of the word is ‘teaching’.

In this sense it is used by Moses himself, particularly in the fifth book
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(Deuteronomy) to refer to the totality of all the instruction that he gave to the

Israelites regarding their future behaviour, both as individuals and as a nation.

The instruction given by Moses was not just in the form of speeches and

pronouncements, but also through practical examples and applications in the course

of everyday experience. To study botany it is necessary to examine actual living

plants, to take dead plants and dissect them, and perhaps also to experiment.

Reading up text-books and accounts of experiments is no substitute, and will not

help anyone who has never examined a plant to really grasp the subject. Few if any

can manage without a real live teacher, but text-books are still a basic requirement

for all that, no less for the teacher than for the pupil.

However, a good teacher might well be able to teach botany from memory

without books, and the subject may be handed down this way for generations,

because there is no temptation for the teacher to distort his subject. The main fear

is that he will forget part of what he has learned, and so fail to pass it on.

Behaviour, by contrast, is a subject in which the teacher faces two strong

temptations to distort, either consciously or sub-consciously, the knowledge he has

earlier received from his teacher. His limited experience in life may have led him

to false conclusions on the eventual results, or the probable results in the vast

majority of cases, of an action; and he is also tempted to distort in order to justify

his own behaviour where he himself has followed temptation rather than teaching.

So far as possible Moses wrote down the teaching God had handed him in a

document – Hebrew sefer often mistranslated as ‘book’ – which he called Sefer

Hatorah, the Document of the Teaching. The word torah could apply to many other

teachings, such as the religious teachings of Mohammed, Buddha, Jesus and others,

the doctrines of Karl Marx, the philosophies of Aristotle, Socrates and Plato, and

even the relativity laws and concepts of Einstein (and is so used in Modern Hebrew

today); so we distinguish by talking of the Torat Mosheh, the teaching of Moses

which for us is simply THE Torah.

This expression usually refers to not just what is written down but the whole

subject, the entire teaching however and in whatever form it may be expressed.

Despite this we shall, in this book, use the term in the narrower sense – that which

Moses actually wrote down in his Document, the Five Books of Moses.

The purpose of the Torah is to teach us how to conduct our lives. In one sense

it does not teach us how to walk, yet in another sense it does: while not telling us

which leg to raise first, how far to move it before setting it down, and whether to

walk on heel and toe or on toe alone, yet it does tell us to take positive precautions

to avoid treading on someone else in the process, in other words how to behave

when walking. (Compare the difference between a manual that teaches you how use
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the controls to drive a car, and the Highway Code which also teaches you how to

drive but from quite a different aspect. The Torah is our Highway Code.)

The Torah does superficially appear to resemble (in basic outline, with

differences only in detail) teachings and manuals of instruction of other religions,

especially where these include moral and not merely ritual demands. We seem to

be asked to worship a God who is like other gods only different – more than just

different since ours is real and genuine while the others are false. In other words

ours is actually what other people imagine theirs to be. But here lies the fallacy

which the Great Preachers (Neviim, misnamed ‘Old Testament Prophets’) went to

such pains to denounce; it leads to teachings diametrically opposed both to the

basic principles of the teachings of our Torah and to the whole concept of our God

as expressed in those teachings. The ‘superficial resemblance’ referred to above is

far more superficial than the vast majority of people – even Jews – imagine.

Without first sorting this out we will be unable to appreciate the set of laws as

an entity, as parts will appear out of place and irrelevant.

What is the basic concept of a god, as generally understood in the world, and

why is a god worshipped? A god is essentially powerful, and is to be worshipped

because he wants it that way. He asks you to obey his laws because for some

reason of his own he wants you to, it suits him. In some cases it is merely because

he wants to emphasise to you that you are subject to his will, that he is the master

and you are the servant. If you please him, or keep trying your hardest to please

him, he may, if he feels like it, decide to please you and help you, but he is not

obliged to. He does what he likes. However, if you upset him, he will certainly

punish you by doing something to you that you do not like, something that will

cause you trouble and pain, make life more difficult, or he may even kill you.

Why are you obliged to him? You are not ‘obliged’ to him, you merely have to

obey him and please him because that is the way it is, because he is strong and if

you don’t...... Some of the ancients had many gods and pleasing them all was no

easy matter, especially when they were not on good terms with each other. You

might take just one, look after him well, and hope that he would help you not only

against your enemies but also against the other gods. It didn’t always work!

Even where there was just one god alone, he might or might not be concerned

with justice – that is that you, his servant, observe some principles of justice – but

he himself is outside that sphere, is not bound by any rules that he sets for others,

and rewards and punishes arbitrarily. Such indeed was the picture and concept of

God that Job, in the biblical book of that name, was reluctantly prepared to accept

– very reluctantly, until he was given another answer to his problem.
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But to the disciple of Moses the above concept of a god, if applied to our own

God, is a mixture of a little truth together with many half-truths and of course

falsehoods. The half-truths are truths taken out of context where they represent a

distortion yet cannot be denied.

While it is not our task to delve deeply into philosophy, we do need just a little

in order to have some understanding of the purpose of the Torah, so that when we

learn its laws we can see them as part of a system with a purpose. It is not easy,

at times it is impossible, to know how all these laws fit into the system, but we can

see how most of them do; we can learn through life, with the aid of study and

experience, how many more do; and the rest we can take on trust. But to take the

whole lot on trust, just in order to please someone else, is not to accept the

teaching, merely to accept the laws of the teaching! Our parents, teachers or rabbis

may in fact ask us to do that, but Moses did not.

Two starting points are given for the Jewish concept of God, a concept that can

never be completely understood but which can be gradually understood better and

better. Some people simply state that ‘God cannot be defined’. True, but even a

simple thing like a table cannot be exactly defined. Still, we all have some idea of

what a table is. We must have a starting point. There is no point in talking about

‘God’ unless we have some idea of what we are talking about. The starting point,

however, is not unique, it is not the same for everyone, just as everyone sees the

world, and life, and everything in it, from a totally different starting point.

Abraham seems to have considered his God as being defined as the ruler, or

better in modern terms the General Manager, of the world (or universe). He then

assumed that the world is managed on the principles of justice, that his God is the

embodiment of that justice, and further demands that his God should feel obliged

to observe the laws of justice in relation to his subjects that he demands of those

subjects! (Contrary to the views of philosophers of other religions, Abraham did in

fact recognise the concepts of Love and Mercy too, but we are not discussing that

here.) Philosophers call this the ‘universalistic’ approach.

The second starting point, by contrast, is ‘nationalistic’, an approach more easily

accepted by those less intelligent than Abraham, particularly those familiar with the

general cultural background of the ancient world. This is not the starting point of

Moses himself, but the one he taught. It is the concept of a God who is first of all

the god of Israel, the one who brought Israel out of slavery in Egypt and set them

free. This God so defined is then extended in definition and we learn that he is also

(a) the only God of Israel, who has no other, (b) identified with the God of

Abraham, General Manager of the world and the embodiment of justice, the world’s
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only ruler, (c) the Creator of the world and all associated with it, such as the sky,

outer space and so on. The definition can be still further extended (until it ceases

to be a definition) but this suffices for our purposes here. Our primary concern is

an introduction to the laws of the Torah.

There are other starting points. For instance the Talmud relates the story of a

pupil of Hillel who at first simply wanted to wear certain clothes containing gold

and purple. But it is only the second one above that is the ‘official’ one, and it

explains why the Passover is the first of our festivals, and why, in the Haggadah

on that occasion, we attribute the starting point of the Jewish people and ‘religion’

to the Exodus from Egypt. These points will be elaborated in a later chapter.

So we start by having an obligation to our God, we are in his debt for releasing

us from Egypt. He is powerful, all-powerful, and answerable to no-one, yet while

he is capable of acting towards us from caprice his teaching declares that he does

not do so. He acts primarily in accordance with justice (tempered with mercy, but

that is secondary) and asks us to follow his example and follow principles of justice

in our dealings with each other. To understand justice we need, among other things,

laws.

There would have been no obligation had we been taken out of the frying pan

into the fire, rescued from slavery in Egypt and dumped in a worse place. We were

instead given independence and a wonderful country of our own, but at a price. The

country is not an easy one to conquer or to hold, but losing it would, as Moses

carefully pointed out, land us somewhere far worse than the Egypt we came out of.

It did. The way to hold the land was, we were told, to study and follow the

teachings of the Torah, including observing its laws. This implies serving and being

dependent on God, in exchange for serving Egypt as slaves. True independence and

freedom in its absolute form is inherently impossible for human beings. It is a

question of choosing masters. The laws would need to be particularly appropriate

to life in the new country, taking into account even such things as the soil and the

climate.

The purpose of the Torah as viewed subjectively, that is from our own point of

view, is to teach us how to conduct our lives for our own benefit; we have been

promised – and the promise has been borne out repeatedly by history – that if we

follow the Torah we will be greatly rewarded, if not we will be heavily punished.

It is a responsibility. One who is paid very high wages for doing a job must pay a

very big forfeit for neglecting to do it properly. That is the built-in difference

between the Jew and the non-Jew.
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Looked at from another angle, God has promised to please us if we please him,

which is by observing justice, not by trying to pay him bribes. He will accept a gift,

such as a sacrifice, when given as a token of goodwill, gratitude, repentance or,

when it is demanded, of obedience. But it is the motivation of the gift, not the

payment – he has no personal use for gifts and sacrifices. For instance, a gift as a

token of true inner repentance, like a bunch of flowers to a woman one has hurt,

is acceptable, but as payment for the sin it is not.

We have already seen major fundamental differences between on the one hand

our Torah and the concept it paints of the God from whom it originates, and on the

other hand other religious teachings and manuals of instruction and their concept

of God, even where they accept only one. These differences go very deep indeed.

The teachings of the Torah display the secrets of the creation of the universe – no,

we are not going into mysticism, but stating that the world is inherently so created

that obeying the Torah brings about its own reward and disobeying brings

punishment. Certainly to a large extent reward and punishment are not meted out

from pleasure or anger, but are already there, have already been created: obedience

leads on the road, not yet visible, to reward, and avoids the pitfalls on the

misleading road that leads to punishment. One can say that in life cause and effect

play a much larger part than we imagine, and the Torah’s laws help us by telling

us what to do, without necessarily explaining how it works. This is God’s gift.

In brief, the purpose of the Torah is to enable us – and we have the choice – to

live our lives to our own best ultimate advantage. As we cannot always foresee the

very long term results of our actions, this means that there is an element of faith,

of trust. But belief, faith and trust in God without observing a code of rules

representing what God demands of us is something quite meaningless to a Jew,

though apparently not so to others. There is an old Spanish proverb ‘Take what you

want, says God, and pay!’ One can regard the Torah as the price list – but even that

is not free, it has to be paid for.

This is the subjective view. And the objective view? The Greeks concerned

themselves with objective views of the world, produced a vast amount of

philosophy on the subject, and got nowhere. Jews consider it a waste of time – the

whole Torah is subjective at base. The few who try to emulate the Greeks also get

nowhere but refuse to admit it.

Selfish? Yes, we believe in selfishness, Moses taught it: keep the Torah and its

laws for your own sake, not for God’s – another difference between the belief of

Israel and that of other monotheists. But long-term selfishness. I help others not

only because I enjoy doing it but because in the long term it will help me, just as
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if I harm others it will ultimately harm me. This is what God has told me, through

Moses, and I trust him. The person I help may not help me in return, may even do

the reverse, but if I do my best to help others, ultimately others, not necessarily the

same ones, will help me. Just how shaking a palm branch during the autumn

festival will help me is not obvious to me, but I believe that in some way it will,

not in isolation but as part of a whole. As stated earlier, the Torah is an entity, a

whole. We begin to form a picture.

The Individual and Society

A fallacy widely, in fact almost universally, accepted today is that the Torah was

meant as a book of morality, teaching the individual how to conduct himself so as

to rise towards God, analogous to the teachings of Bhuddhism and to some extent

Christianity. So any additions to this by rabbis are automatically included in

‘Torah’ in the widest sense.

In fact the Torah is not intended as an ideal code of behaviour for an individual

to act on before God, a code of morality. It is a constitution for a society, telling

the society how to behave, telling the individual how to behave as a member of that

society, his relationship and behaviour to that society and its behaviour towards

him. In addition, or perhaps as the basis, it recognises God as the Head of that

society, and thereby regulates an individual’s behaviour towards God in that

person’s capacity as a member of that society, as well as that society’s behaviour

towards God.

A Jew is forbidden to eat pork, not because it is immoral. On the contrary, our

very own teaching states clearly that Noah and his sons were expressly allowed to

eat all meat. Nor is he forbidden because a Jew is a specific type of person who is

forbidden to eat it. He is forbidden because he is a member of a society whose

members are not allowed to eat pork, and if he disobeys he breaks a rule of that

society, a society of people who, among other things, do not eat pork.

A Jew may not take interest from a fellow-Jew, not because it is immoral or he

would at least be discouraged from taking it from anyone at all, yet on the contrary

he is expressly permitted to take it from a foreigner. It is because he is a member

of a society whose members are not allowed to take interest from one another.

There are other laws, like taking revenge, forbidden only to fellow members.

A society which does not recognise divorce cannot allow any of its members to

marry a divorcee; if it forbids a king to do so, then he must comply or abdicate.1

1. King Edward VIII of England abdicated only so as to be able to marry a divorcee.
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Some rabbis claim that the laws of the Torah can be divided into three groups

(which may admittedly sometimes overlap) – laws between a man and God directly,

between a man and his fellow-man, and between a man and himself, although

indirectly all are between man and God. This is not the Torah as such.

Consider a man who steals.

= He sins against God – we do not need the Torah to tell us that, it was always

well known.

= He sins against his fellow man – that is obvious, we do not need the Torah to

tell us that.

= He sins against himself – although by observing its teachings one may

indirectly reach a higher moral status, the Torah does not set out to directly teach

morality, and does not contain the sort of instructions that we find in the Book of

Proverbs, or in Ben Sira’s Ecclesiasticus, or for that matter in Confucius.

He commits all three sins, but not against the Torah. The offence against the

Torah is an offence against society, the society in which he lives. It is against God

who has dictated the rules for that society, rules which the People of Israel accepted

at Sinai. But although God is at the head of that society, he prefers not to interfere

in the running of it. He has asked us to run it, according to his rules, promising to

bless us if we observe them, and he interferes only if and when things get too bad.

The blessings come not only on the society as a whole, but also on those

individuals who have done their best to maintain and improve that society. The

rules apply to Israelites and relations among them, they are not necessarily intended

to apply to relations between a Chinese and a Zulu, neither of whom was rescued

from slavery in Egypt.

The effect of this is noticed when students ask a rabbi (as they often do) if it is

permitted according to the Torah to steal from a non-Jew, seeing that the law in the

Torah forbidding stealing applies to stealing from another Jew. The question shows

complete failure to understand the entire purpose of the Torah.

Private or semi-private premises, such as those belonging to a railway company

or a school, have rules and regulations restricting the behaviour of those who use

those premises. French Railways have, or, if my memory is correct, at least used

to have, a law posted prominently on every station platform forbidding passengers,

with dire penalties for disobedience, from urinating in a train carriage or on a

station platform. I have never heard of a regulation forbidding this in a school

classroom, but that does not mean that it is permitted. Still less does it mean that

French Railways permit this in a school classroom, although they do not expressly

forbid it, since the school is outside their jurisdiction. Likewise the Torah deals
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with relationships between one Israelite and another, and with special exceptions

does not deal with relationships with outsiders. (Foreign residents are not classed

as outsiders.) The fact that the Torah does not expressly forbid stealing from a non-

Jew does not imply that God ‘permits’ it. It is still normally immoral and a sin both

against God and against the victim.

However, there is also a practical difference. For instance, according to the

Torah a thief if caught may in some circumstances have to pay double the value of

the theft, or even more. This would apply to a theft from a fellow Israelite, or,

since the law is to be the same in all cases, a theft from a foreign resident. But it

would not apply to a theft by an Israelite in a foreign country, where one might

distinguish between a non-Israelite victim and an Israelite. If the former it is

conscience, and not the Torah, that decides. (Of course if this happens in, say,

Ruritania, the thief may have to face the consequences of Ruritanian law, but that

is another matter.) May you steal from a thief, one who regularly steals from

others, perhaps has stolen from you? Do the two wrongs make a right? In the Torah

certain laws go beyond the demands of morality, but only towards a fellow-Jew.

There was once a collossal library at Alexandria, until a caliph decided that

everything needed is in the Koran, whatever is not can be destroyed, so he had the

entire library burnt. We do not take that attitude to the Torah. It is fundamental for

teaching how to behave in life as a member of a particular society, but does not and

is not meant to contain everything, not only in science and general knowledge but

even in the sphere of morality. Otherwise we could dispose of the Book of Proverbs

for a start. It is a guide, but if it contained, even indirectly, a law to cover every

single situation in life, we would become machines, which is not expected of us.

We are asked to live in a society and to conduct that society within a certain

framework. This demands a common code of behaviour for each individual.

Halakhah and Aggadah

There are various ways in which the Teaching can be, for convenience, divided:

for instance, written and oral, of which more later. The division which concerns us

here is into:

(1) halakhah or laws;

(2) aggadah or historical narrative;

(3) other items which can for our purpose be grouped together with (2).

Our concern here is with laws, halakhah, and it is easy enough to understand

that such form the basis of a code of instruction on behaviour. But if there is

something else as well, we should like to know what else there is, and how the
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different forms stand in relation to one another. We are not concerned here with the

details of aggadah but would like to know why it is there, why the narrative, why

the laws alone are insufficient for the purpose.

It is reasonable to accept that the giving of the Torah itself had a historical

background, quite apart from the relevance, as explained in the last section, of its

being preceded by release from Egyptian slavery. Likewise the warnings of Moses

against neglecting the laws and the promise of a reward for keeping them are

understandably included. It may be of interest that some laws were issued at a

certain time, after some particular incident, but is it of importance? National history

gives us a national pride in the background to and origin of our culture and hence

encouragement to maintain it and observe its rules, but would this not have been

better served by giving us a set of laws in one book, and all the historical

background and moral encouragement in another book alongside it? And what on

earth has all the storytelling and detailed narrative not directly concerned with the

laws got to do with it? Cain and Abel, Lot and Sodom, Noah’s Ark, are not even

part of our national history, yet considered as an integral part of the Torah. Why?

We explained the meaning of the Torah as a teaching of how the people of Israel

are to conduct their lives, not as a set of regulations on how to conduct their lives.

And this answers the questions above. The teaching is given in two forms, explicit

and implicit. The explicit consists of ‘do this’ and ‘don’t do that’, laws and

regulations, halakhah. But what do you do in practice? How do you behave in any

of the millions of real-life cases that cannot possibly be covered by any

comprehensive legal system, either because the circumstances are too vague to be

legally defined, or because they are too complicated to be dealt with without a

lengthy analysis for which there is no time, or because they are so rare that they

may occur only to one or two people ever, and then only once?

Even a simple matter like driving a car cannot be dealt with by training and laws

alone. We need a Highway Code whose rules, unlike the law, must often be broken

when common sense demands, we need lots of driving experience, and can still

have an accident – what then?

The narrative is the implicit teaching from which lessons are learned. They are

learned from the biased way the stories are told, because it is impossible to write

history without bias. (It would take longer to relate than it did to happen!) Telling

history means selecting, and it is from the selecting that lessons emerge. In the

aggadah we see actions and their consequences in the long term, and especially the

two types of reward and punishment.

For example, Joseph’s honesty and integrity in Potiphar’s household led him to

a high position there where he earned the jealousy of others. These in turn were
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prepared to help Mrs. Potiphar against him when his further integrity aroused her

hatred, and he landed in gaol. Had he not done so he would never have ended up

as ruler of Egypt. We see the whole as pre-ordained.

Mrs. Lot looked back, against orders, just as it started raining salt from the sky.

She was covered by it and became a ‘pillar of salt’, a natural consequence. (It does

not say, as some imagine, that her body was converted into sodium chloride.) The

punishment was there, but obedience would have enabled her to escape it.

This sentence deserves repeating. The punishment was there, but obedience

would have enabled her to escape it, by not stopping.

Abraham’s honesty and integrity earned him the respect of the local population

and he had no difficulty in getting a particular burial place for Sarah, again a

natural consequence; however, God’s giving him a promise of the Land as a reward

for his loyalty, though also a consequence, was not a ‘natural’ one.

Aggadah is far more than this, though. The behaviour referred to in the Torah

(contrast some of the later biblical books) is in general not a question of obeying

and disobeying explicit instructions, but of maintaining an attitude to life generally

that results automatically in one’s doing the right, or wrong, thing in particular

circumstances that suddenly arise. We are not told merely to ‘keep God’s laws’,

man is not to turn himself into a law-keeping machine, but to ‘go in God’s ways’,

to keep the spirit of the Torah as a whole. This also involves knowing which

individual laws are to be kept in spirit as well as in letter, and which are to be kept

in letter alone. The narrative tells of Aaron’s two elder sons who died because they

erred on this very point. At the other extreme, Phineas broke the law and executed

a man without trial, and was justified for it because freak circumstances demanded

it. Only one thoroughly familiar with both halakhah and aggadah is competent to

decide when the ‘spirit’ can override the law, as in this case.

To learn slowly through life what exactly are the ‘ways of God’ we need lessons

from the experience of others (aggadah), we need our own experience, and we need

to keep the laws (halakhah). The last is needed not only for their own sake, but also

for the discipline involved in keeping them, both those that seem reasonable and

those that do not.

The Torah is an entity, with halakhah and aggadah deliberately mixed, not too

much as to cause a muddle, but enough to show that both are merely parts of an

indivisible whole. The laws, we must always bear in mind, are not the be-all and

end-all of Torah, only a part – a major part, but a part. Thus we help to undo the

damage done to us by the anti-Jewish founder of another religion, Paul, who

deliberately mistranslated ‘Torah’ in order to bring it into contempt as mere ‘law’.
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This book is concerned with laws, and then only to an introduction to some of

them. We have considered aggadah only so as to place the laws in perspective. Why

then divide what should not be divided?

Because it is written for adults who are beginners, or who want to start again

from the beginning as beginners, and who wish to gain some rough idea of the

overall picture of the basis of Jewish law in a very short space of time. Even so

there are arguments against such division, but it has already been effected in many

books, starting with Josephus if not earlier, in which the aggadah has been extracted

as something on its own. Most people are far more familiar with the aggadah of the

original Torah than with the halakhah, and can also usually separate easily that

which appears in the original from the interpretations and extras (‘midrashim’)

added on later, but are not so able with halakhah.

Further, any books on Jewish law for beginners always deal either with practical

laws for housewives etc, or with legal principles and theories as developed by the

rabbis, for the benefit of law students; in both cases giving a mixture of original

and derived and developed laws. Taken with some philosophy and theology that

suits the mind of the author, the reader is left with a concept of Judaism as a

religion, a combination rather than a synthesis of law and belief, with study as a

religious obligation serving an end in itself – a religion much like other religions

only different, to be chosen against other religions on the basis of either tradition

(it’s ‘ours’) or a balance of merits and demerits. This book, after being read, should

not be studied carefully, it is merely an introduction to the written Torah itself, to

be first read carefully, and then studied. (NOT the usual way, which is to study the

Torah before carefully reading it.) The synthesis of halakhah and aggadah will then,

it is hoped, emerge, and this synthesis will be seen to operate fully and properly

when the parties involved are not only the Torah, the Jew, his fellow-man and of

course God, but also the Land, the Land of Israel.

In the meantime, all this study is a slow process. It does not replace the study

of modern practical Jewish law; but this modern law will never mean anything until

the basis is understood. Midrashic and cabbalistic explanations of the deeper

symbolism and significance of various rituals, even if correct (a matter often open

to question), are no substitute for seeing the rituals in the context of a united Torah

based on the original teachings of Moses. To the beginner they even help to present

Judaism as a religion of monotheistic idolatry. If he is in this way ‘put off’, that is

bad. If he accepts it that way, it may be far worse!
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Interpretation and Development

Parliamentary laws are drafted by lawyers who try to make them as watertight

and unambiguous as possible; despite this, they always sooner or later come up

before the courts where other lawyers, usually judges, have to ‘interpret’ them. This

is somehow in the nature of things. So too, laws of the Torah need interpretation,

and there are rules for such interpretation. Sometimes the interpretation is by

deduction, according to given rules, sometimes it is by an oral tradition. There may

be different possible interpretations, of which only one is accepted or on which

differing views are held. In the latter case, controversy has to be decided, generally

by a majority vote held at some particular time, after which the loser abdicates. His

view may be quoted as one that has been considered and rejected in favour of

another view. At times the interpretation may appear to contradict the plain

statement given in the text, or seem very far-fetched. Here is not the place to enter

into all this. A beginner cannot at the outset possibly understand the rules of

interpretation and may find the results hard to accept. So I have as far as possible

tried to avoid giving laws that arise from ‘interpretation’ (whether by deduction or

from tradition) – except where to an average intelligent person, without explanation,

the result is fairly plain from the text. This is not to say that interpreted laws are

less important, merely that they are not ideally suited to present as an introduction

to Jewish law for the beginner. Some laws are expressed so vaguely that they are

virtually meaningless without interpretation – here is not the place to explain or

consider why they are so expressed. Some are ambiguous. Others need merely a

simple, straightforward common-sense understanding, while some demand blind

obedience without common-sense, and one has to know which are which. Very

approximately, common-sense is used (within limits) in what lawyers call ‘civil

law’ (as distinct from criminal, ritual, etc.) in other words claims by one person

against another, but not in ritual law.

A few examples are not out of place to indicate what ‘interpretation’ is about.

First let us consider the case of a person who is looking after something for

someone else. He is responsible for that which he is in charge of should anything

go wrong, but to what extent is he responsible and liable to compensate the owner?

Suppose he is negligent and loses it, or he does take care but it is stolen by a

burglar, or suppose a robber takes it with violence, or, if an animal, it has an

accident and dies, or suddenly becomes ill?

In the written Torah we are given civil laws not in the form of legal principles

but as simple typical cases from which the principles are derived. Here we are told

in one paragraph of the degree of liability of the person who looks after money or
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goods. The next paragraph tells us that if he is looking after an animal, his degree

of liability is greater. The interpreters ask ‘why?’

The answer they give is that to look after money or goods is normally very little

trouble: the owner asks a favour, and if done it is done as a favour, free. Looking

after an animal however involves a lot of trouble, not only feeding, and the owner

would normally pay for the service. The man who accepts such payment accepts in

return a higher degree of liability. Thus, say the interpreters, the first case (money

or goods) is given as a typical case of looking after another man’s property as a

favour, free, while looking after an animal is typical of doing it for payment. The

law is then decided that the lower degree of liability applies when there is no

payment for the service of ‘looking after it’ and the higher degree applies when

there is a payment. Whether in fact it is money, goods, or an animal that is being

looked after makes absolutely no difference.

In other words, the presentation is such that a simple person can read it all and

have at least some idea of what is actually happening in the simplest of cases. It

is written primarily for him to understand; the lawyer is then left to bust his brain

over it and apply it in more complex cases. This is unlike a modern law book,

which is written for lawyers: if the common man cannot understand what it is all

about, so much the better – he is then completely in the hands of lawyers who need

offer him no explanation but who take their fee whether they win his case or lose

it for him.

Another example is the burglar caught tunnelling in the night. The Torah says

that if the householder discovers him in the act and kills him he is not blamed, the

burglar deserves what he gets. It then adds, however, ‘but if the sun shines on him

[the burglar]’ and the householder kills him, that is murder. The interpreters reason

as follows: since a burglar may be armed, the householder feels his life to be in

danger, and the Torah explains that he need not risk his life by waiting till he is

sure, by which time he may be dead. He is entitled in such circumstances to ‘shoot

first and ask questions afterwards’. By breaking in at night time to steal, the burglar

has asked for trouble. However, in daylight where the house-holder can see that the

man is unarmed, he has no right to kill a mere harmless burglar just to defend his

property. If it is daylight and he can see that the man is in fact armed, the case is

too obvious to mention – he is certainly allowed to kill in self-defence, and if an

armed man enters his house without permission he can assume the worst of

intentions and shoot first. The law is thus that you may not kill a burglar that you

can see is unarmed, or that you recognise as harmless or as one who at least would

not harm you; that if threatened you may kill in self-defence; that an armed burglar

in effect threatens you; and that if in genuine doubt and fear, you may shoot first
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and ask questions afterwards. Sun and tunnel are irrelevant.

These are two very simple cases of basic interpretation, before we come to the

more complex cases not mentioned, for instance what happens if the burglar shouts

out? or in a country where unarmed burglaries are common but armed burglaries

are rare?

Now contrast two laws. We are not to wear clothes made of a mixture of wool

and linen together, and we are not to plough with a bull (or cow) and a donkey

together. Both laws are worded in almost identical format, and both belong to the

same small group of laws mentioned in the same place. Does the ‘mixture of wool

and linen’ mean any two different fibres, or animal fibre with vegetable fibre

(applying equally to camel-hair and cotton) or just to specifically wool with

specifically linen? The interpreters tell us it is the last one. All mixtures are

permitted except wool and linen. So presumably we can plough with any two

animals together, as long as they are not a donkey and a bull? No! The interpreters

have ruled otherwise. Even a goat and a horse may not be linked to the same

plough, since the law of a bull and a donkey is ‘typical’, while that of wool and

linen is ‘specific’. Why the difference?

It is NOT because of any ‘humanitarian’ or other logical distinction or reasoning,

both laws are regarded as laws of discipline to be obeyed, not as based on reason,

unlike the earlier examples given which are based on reason. The process of

interpretation involves the precise wording in each case, similarities with the

wording of other laws, and various matters far too complicated to discuss here. We

have given here illustrations not of the process but of the results of interpretation,

enough to see why, in this book, we are not getting involved.

Development of law is needed to meet changing conditions if nothing else.

Matrimonial and associated laws must change to some extent (but not necessarily

to the extent considered essential by some countries) with the changing position of

women relative to men in society. It is not a question of ‘women’s liberation’ and

all that bunk but of the degree of segregation, particularly in employment, and of

the extent to which society expects a woman to be looked after by her husband or

allows her to easily earn her own living independently.

Lending money on interest (or for that matter borrowing on interest) is strictly

forbidden between Jews because who borrows? The poor man, who must not be

exploited by interest! But when economic conditions change and we find the rich

man borrowing money to invest in a speculation that will make him far richer, the

moral aspect changes. The laws are (with very rare exceptions) not altered but

developed. Additional laws are made, and old ones ‘reinterpreted’, and although
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this process started much earlier we first meet it in the Talmud some 1500 years

or more after Moses. The developed law is so vast that it has by now completely

outswamped the original in quantity, and to it have been added many other things,

including customs incorporated into law, not to mention customs not yet

incorporated into law, so that we have an overwhelming, almost impossible mass

of material to study and, in theory at least, to observe. With all this we are liable

to forget where and how it all began and what is the basis, something we should

not forget for two vital reasons: we should have some idea at least of what we are

doing and why, where we are going, what it is all about; and we should remember

which parts are so vital that they may not be compromised on, even when special

circumstances compel us to compromise somewhere. Hence this book – not a

defensive justification for it, but a demonstration of its urgency and a complaint

that it should have been left to me to write it!

Reading in Context

There is one final point, small but important. For all the main advantages of

reading the laws of the Torah in context, there are some laws which can that way

easily be overlooked, or noticed and then forgotten, by the beginner, either since

they are mentioned in the middle of a piece of narrative (like the part of the animal

not eaten in memory of Jacob’s fight with the ‘angel’) or because they occur almost

casually in the middle of something else, or scattered in bits, or both (as with

‘tefilin’). All the same there is nothing, even for the advanced scholar, to replace

reading in context, particularly when you know what you are looking for and where

to find it, to help with which there are ample reference books.

Only beware, if reading the original in English, that every, repeat every,

translation in existence contains a large number of mistakes.
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SOCIETY AND LAND

The Torah, we said, is meant as a guide to life. To what sort of life? Even a

superficial reading will show that the life referred to is not a special or different

life comparable, for instance, with that of ascetics who cut themselves off from the

world. It is not an artificial life but an ordinary good healthy life. True it does

contain some artificial elements, which we call ‘rituals’, but then all human beings,

whether aware of it or not, insist on having some artificiality and some ritual in

their lives, and these elements are limited. Some are expressly ordained (e.g. the

festivals), some are specifically forbidden (e.g. human sacrifices), others are left

to you: you are not obliged to take a walk for ten minutes every morning, but nor

is there any reason not to do so. The Torah is mainly concerned with the way in

which you live that ordinary life (for instance, when selling your produce to use

only honest weights and measures) and with what happens when something

expected or unexpected turns up (e.g. how to divide a legacy, what to do when you

catch a murderer, how to bring a thanksgiving offering), together with some

positive rituals (e.g. to tithe your produce, cease production on the seventh day of

each week and wear blue fringes on four-cornered garments) and some prohibitions

(e.g. not to commit adultery, eat pork or break a vow) thrown in. The whole, it is

emphasised in Moses’s last speeches (the book of Deuteronomy), is for your own

good, so that you can live the sort of life you are best able to enjoy.

Put briefly, to get the most out of life, into which you have willy nilly to put in

a lot of labour, you need to be able to succeed in your efforts of labour and to

enjoy the products of that success. For this to be possible you require peace, and

this can be achieved only if there is justice. The supreme importance of justice is

emphasised again and again, and in fact while there are different ways of viewing

the purpose of the Torah, from one of these viewpoints the whole ultimate aim is

the achievement of universal justice! All the rest – yes, all – can be seen as being

necessary for the achievement of that end! And for justice to exist among people

there is a need for some sort of organised society. An organised society need not

be solely concerned with justice but it can cope with it, whereas a totally

disorganised group cannot.

Society can be – societies are in fact – organised in any of a variety of different

ways, and every type of society has something to be said for it and something to

be said against it. Sometimes one heavily outweighs the other, but usually the

relative merits are debatable.
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Ignoring idealistic theories that are in practice unworkable because human nature

will not allow them to work, we can safely say that there is certainly no generally

agreed ideal or perfect form (or even best form) of society. If there were one it is

doubtful if it would be attainable, but that is another matter. The first question to

which we must address ourselves is, what sort of society does the Torah advocate?

This question is of great importance here, because the laws we are about to

consider were originally framed and specially tailored to suit, to fit in with, the

society in which those expected to keep them would find themselves. We have

since then adapted the laws of the Torah to the different societies in which we have

later found ourselves, with varying degrees of success. But these were not the

society in which they were primarily intended to operate and for which they were

originally formulated. So when we read these teachings and the way they are

expressed we may well be surprised and find them difficult to grasp and at times

to accept. All of this is made much easier if we understand not merely a little of

the historical circumstances in which the Torah was given – which need not be

given here, we all know some ancient history nowadays – but also something of the

structure of the proposed society for which the Torah was intended to form the

constitution.

Two main considerations are the basis of the Torah’s concept of the proposed

society, and they must be remembered throughout. The first is that while a society

does form a sort of entity which, for certain limited purposes, may be considered

on its own, it is essentially the sum of its individual members and cannot be

considered as independent. Only when an individual misbehaves and breaks the

rules can his interests really be said to conflict with those of ‘the state’. There can

however be conflicts between the interests of different individuals, and it is the

duty of society to resolve these within the framework of given rules.

The second concerns the natural tendency for the oppressed, once liberated, to

become oppressors, for the persecuted to become persecutors, the victims of

tyranny to become tyrants, both on a national scale and in petty personal spheres.

The teaching of the Torah is to not treat others in the bad way you were treated –

this starts with the individual before applying to the whole of society, nobody is to

rule over another. With many laws this concept is explicitly stated (‘remember you

were a slave in Egypt’) and behind many others it is seen as underlying. [A famous

teacher, Hillel, once went so far as to tell someone that this principle constitutes

the entire Torah: ‘That which, against yourself, is hateful, against others avoid

doing. The rest? Just explanation, go and learn it!’ This might well be borne in

mind in all that follows throughout this book, even if at times we appear to have

lost sight of it.]
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For this purpose the people were removed from Egypt, whose culture they were

to reject having suffered under it. They were taken for a short training period in the

desert, and then sent to a new country. In the latter they were to remove all the

native inhabitants without exception, and to completely destroy, eradicate and

obliterate their degenerate culture, though they could leave and inherit their

civilisation, their towns, non-religious buildings, farms and so on.

Israel was to establish an entirely new culture based on these principles.

There is no specific section in the Torah saying ‘this is the structure of the

society which you are to have’, but numerous very clear hints and references make

it obvious that a certain type of society structure was anticipated. Yet except in

certain departments (as will be made clear) there are neither details nor instructions,

and where details have to be mentioned they are often vague and even ambiguous.

This is probably deliberate – an outline of the social and political structure is

indicated, the details are left flexible for the people to decide on in their own way.

Examples of details which are specific and instructed are the appointment of

judges and the appointment of priests. (But note that we are not told how judges are

to be appointed, or by whom!) One that is ambiguous is the instruction to go, when

in doubt about a law, ‘to the priest or to the judge’ – to which? And for vagueness

we find reference on occasion to ‘the elders’. Who are these ‘elders’ and how are

they appointed? We are not told. But before we proceed to consider what we are

in fact told, let us give a very brief resumé of the historical context of the giving

of the Torah and its laws, to ensure that the details are fresh in our minds.

The people had come out of Egypt where they were slaves, and were taken into

the desert. Odd bits of what was later to be incorporated into the Torah had already

been given – not only the laws of circumcision and of procreation, but also of the

‘passover’, the firstborns and a reference to ‘tefilin’. The people, something of a

mixed rabble and certainly totally undisciplined, were marched for six weeks not

to the promised land itself but to a major stop en route, actually off the direct route,

the end of the first stage, Horeb or Sinai, in Midian, now part of Saudi Arabia. On

the way they were told about the Sabbath, and at Sinai they were given the bulk of

the Torah (though parts were given later, until the last days of Moses). Here was

something often overlooked: there was clearly never any intention of taking a

crowd of just-liberated slaves, marching them through the desert, stopping for just

a few days for them to witness a divine revelation and get instructions, and then

taking them to a new country. On the contrary, they were going to a new place

where they would live as free people, they were NOT to treat each other there as

they had been treated in Egypt, though this is the natural thing for freed slaves to
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do, and that is what the Torah is all about.

So it was essential for them to have a transition period during which they could

forget their old habits and learn through practice under guidance how to behave in

future. An environment was needed totally different from that of the past, and also

from that of the future. They would not be enslaved, but nor would the environment

itself allow them total freedom. Instead they would be thrown and held together,

close together, so that their leader could give them such guidance. The desert was

ideal, God taking care of all the practical problems (food, water, etc.), and the

original intention appears to have been for the stay to last about a year. In this time

they were given something to do – to build a ‘tabernacle’ which would later have

a practical use not only from a religious but also from a social and political view.

In so doing they would learn to work, not as slaves for someone else but as

volunteers working for themselves. The final result would be a great object of

national pride – the greatest, despite its simplicity – and everyone was anxious to

volunteer, to be able to point afterwards and say ‘I had a hand in building that!’ In

the building process they would learn to work together and live together as free

men, in accordance with the code of behaviour they had just been given, and which

was being explained, illustrated and amplified all the time by Moses.

In the event there were two delays – a lesser one caused by the incident of

treachery involving the Golden Calf, and a much longer one caused by public

reaction to the report of the reconnaissance party – so finally the journey took forty

years instead of about one.

The purpose of all this however was not to teach people how to live in the

desert, as an end in itself. Quite the reverse, special arrangements divinely

organised for providing food and drink for two million people meant that at the

time they did not have to directly work to produce their food; during the training

period all this was done for them, but afterwards they would have to look after

themselves. The Torah was intended to teach them how to live a normal life, not

how to live an artificial or abnormal one. Two million people as a group were to

set an example to the world on how people are to live. For this they would need a

country of their own, an area of land over which they could exercise total

sovereignty, in which they could organise themselves as a nation operating with a

constitution (the Torah) which would lead to the best possible of human societies

– not one like anarchism or ultimate communism in which human weaknesses are

ignored in the hope that they will disappear, but one in which human weaknesses

are properly dealt with. And when we use the phrase ‘organise themselves as a

nation’ we come back to the question of the structure of society.
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The country ‘problem’ had been dealt with, a country had been promised and

allocated to them, one which would supply all their needs, but there were

conditions. It had to be conquered, as someone else was in occupation at present

who had to be ejected, removed, or destroyed. And the land itself had to be treated

with respect and given its rest periods. The land in turn was taken into the group

of parties involved and would take note of how people behaved there in general,

and each individual had to consider his relationship not only with God, with

society, with individual members of that society and with himself, but also with the

Land. There was to be a sort of three-way partnership, the parties being God, Israel,

and The Land. But more of this later.

Structure involves organisation. After marching the freed slaves six weeks

through the desert, getting them to receive the Torah, giving them a job to do (to

build the Tabernacle) and having this latter finished, Moses had to – was told to –

get the disorganised rabble, who by now had begun to get used to living together,

organised and disciplined into some sort of military arrangement ready for the

coming war of conquest. This involved getting the desert ‘crowd’ organised into a

form of society, but the structure of this desert society was quite obviously not

intended to be the permanent structure of the future society in the coming

homeland. Apart from all else, it was essentially a military structure ready for war,

but the war was to be a fairly quick one, with clearly limited geographical aims, to

be succeeded it was hoped by peace, for which such a structure was of course

unsuitable. All the same, there were aspects of this military desert structure which

were indeed intended to remain as permanent and to be adapted later for civilian

life. One in particular was the division of the people into ‘tribes’ or clans. It was

made clear that such a division was to form the geographical basis of the division

of the land for allocation, though without the accompanying military formation used

in the desert. Another was the removal of the Levites (the tribe of Levi) from the

general system and their allocation to special duties; just as they were treated

differently from the rest in military formation, so they were to be treated differently

when the land was to be allocated. More of this too in due course, but let us bear

in mind that the separation of the tribe of Levi has remained with us to this day.

They are not a separate part of the people on the outside, or half-outside, but a

separate part in the middle, just as they were in the military formation in the desert.

Our first clue is with the instructions for the allocation of the land. It was to be

allocated according to the tribes, i.e. each tribe (except Levi) would have a separate

geographical area, to be decided by lot. These areas were to be subdivided and

allocated according to ‘fathers’ houses’ (sub-clans), families, and finally
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individuals, again by lot and again according to the number of people in each sub-

division. The instructions are rather complicated and not too easy to understand, but

it is nowhere suggested that sub-clans necessarily had contiguous territory.

Although the allocation was to be by lot, it was to be allocated on the basis of

a portion for each person who fought for the Land in the War of Conquest. The

Levites were exempted from all military service in return for their religious service,

they did not fight for the Land and so did not receive a portion each. Instead they

were scattered throughout the country: each tribe (not each sub-clan) had to allocate

a number of towns to the Levites.

Then comes the specific law to appoint judges and officers in every ‘gateway’

(i.e. in the market place, the equivalent of a central square, in every town)

‘according to your tribes’. It seems then that the divisions into sub-clans etc, was

for the purpose of the initial land allocation; even in the army the officers were

appointed on a different basis, namely the number of people under them. But the

division into tribes was more basic and applied to many things, in particular the

administration of justice. Judges and law-enforcement officers were to be appointed

for every town, ‘according to the tribe’.

There is further evidence that the division of the land into ‘tribes’ differed

inherently from the division into sub-tribes. There is an instance in the Torah itself

of what lawyers call ‘case law’ with a legal ruling as a result. Inheritance of land

normally passes from father to son and a son naturally belongs to the ‘tribe’ of his

father, so the land stays within the same tribal region, but what happens if a man

has daughters but no sons? In such a case the daughters inherit, but their choice of

husband is then restricted to somebody from the same ‘tribe’ (since the girl’s sons

will take the tribe from their father but inherit land also from their mother) ‘so that

the legacy (land) should not pass from tribe to tribe’.

A general reading of the Bible gives a fairly clear impression that in ‘those days’

the main functions of a king – not necessarily of Israel, but rather of the

surrounding peoples – were to act as the supreme judge in all types of law case,

and to lead the people in battle, with perhaps some religious function as well. Even

today, one of the prime functions of government is to be responsible for the

administration of justice. So the tribes appear to have been intended to provide

some sort of regional government. But the amount of local tribal, as distinct from

national, patriotism that was inevitably to be created by the arrangements in the

desert, and which in fact did later arise, suggests that the tribes were to act not as

mere regions but as states. The states were to have state government and would

thus be to some extent autonomous, something on the lines of the early days of
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Canada, Australia, U.S.A. and South Africa, forming a federation, but differing

from the examples given in two respects: there were to be the same laws, that is the

same system of laws, the Torah, in all the states, who would not be free to create

their own alternative legislation; and there was no provision made for a central

government! This last fact when realised comes as something of a surprise, but we

will soon see what replaces it, since clearly a cohesive force is necessary to keep

the people united and prevent the whole lot from disintegrating into totally separate

and independent states.

If the laws were to be the same and the judges appointed town by town, then

what, one may ask, is meant by saying ‘according to the tribe’? Probably the

general administration of justice was to be in the hands of the tribe or state.

Possibly it was they, and not the local townspeople, who would appoint the judges

for each town, certainly it was their responsibility to see that judges for each town

were appointed. This would help to prevent a powerful local group appointing

corrupt men to look after their personal interests, as happened in the Wild West (or

at least in Wild West films) before Wyatt Earp or Ronald Reagan killed the sheriff

and cleaned up the town with a shoot-out.

Alternatively, local by-laws would also have to be enforced by judges, and the

Torah demands that all matters, even such laws as this, must be dealt with on the

basis of justice; hence the administration of justice is in the hands of the state or

tribe.

[The Civil War described at the end of the book of Judges seems to have been

over the responsibility of the tribe (Benjamin) to step in and ensure justice when

this was not available at town level because the whole town (Gibeah) was corrupt.]

For all this, there is very little about government in the Torah. Great emphasis

is placed on personal responsibility, and when Moses says ‘you’, switching from

singular to plural and back, he clearly indicates that the people as a whole must

behave themselves, that each individual must behave himself, and that each

individual by his behaviour carries a measure of responsibility for the behaviour of

the whole community. Government implies a devolution of responsibility in public

affairs, contrary to the spirit of the Torah, and thus we find Moses before his death

asking God to provide the people not with a ruler but with a shepherd to guide and

help them, that they should not be like lost sheep. Such a guide was Samuel who,

much later, strongly resented the demand for a king, the symbol of central

government, because it would mean the devolution of responsibility towards public

affairs from the individual. And he was angry because he knew that it was for that

very reason that the people wanted a king. For all that, the Torah does say that IF

the people want a king they can have one, subject to certain conditions and to
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certain restrictions. But this is worded as implying a concession. Once a king was

appointed the social and political structure changed and the attitude to the Torah

did in fact have to be adapted. Certain things had lost their point, such as the tribal

or state division which David and Solomon tried to abolish in practice if not in

theory. (The fact that vestiges of the old system remained had the tragic

consequence of the division of the people into two nations instead of one.) We are

here concerned with the society structure which the Torah originally envisaged,

which might have been kept even under a monarchy had the Torah’s rules for

restricting the king’s behaviour not been disregarded.

Returning to a question referred to earlier, if there was to be no central

government, then what was to be the cohesive force to keep the people united?

Unity was essential for the defence of the nation against enemies, but for this we

were promised that a national leader ‘will arise, like Moses, from among the

people’, when the occasion demands it, as in fact often happened – here from one

tribe, here from another. Such leadership meant absence of hereditary power and

wealth; it also meant absence of continuity. But unity was also essential for

safeguarding the constitution, the Torah. For this the centralising force was

‘religion’, in its ritual aspect, with its associated group of people, the tribe of Levi,

who had hereditary status without hereditary wealth.

The Sanctuary, which was not a seat of government but the focus of national

contact with God, was to be the physical centre instead of the king’s palace. It was

made as a portable structure not merely to enable it to be moved about in the

desert; it was not given in advance any fixed location, and could be moved to the

most convenient spot according to circumstances. In the event of inter-tribal rivalry,

although this is not stated, it could presumably spend a certain period in different

tribes, just as the government of South Africa sits half the year in Capetown and

half in Pretoria. And it was not a case of finding the capital and then putting the

Sanctuary there, but of finding a suitable place for the Sanctuary which would thus,

for the while, act as the capital. (The German chancellor Bismarck, asked why he

did not sit at the head of the table, replied ‘where I sit IS the head of the table’.)

Only when there was a king, with a permanent residence and fixed seat of central

government, did it become undignified for God’s house to be in a mere tent while

the king’s was more solid, and it became necessary for a temple to be built as a

permanent structure in the accepted capital.

We have mentioned the undesirability of having a devolution of responsibility

in government from the individual to someone who is paid, by taxes, to take care

of all communal affairs. This undesirability does not apply in the Torah to religious
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ritual. Here on the contrary while the individual had his own obligations, all

communal matters and even part of the individual’s affairs were placed into the

hands of professionals. And these professionals were to be neither elected nor

appointed on merit, but were appointed once and for all time in the time of Moses

to continue on a hereditary basis, father to son. ‘Religion’ generally was placed in

the hands of the tribe of Levi, of whom a sub-clan, the descendants of Aaron, were

to act as priests (Hebrew Cohen.)

Certain rituals were only to be performed by the priests, they alone normally

could enter the Sanctuary itself (the altar was outside), and the other Levites were

to assist in some general matters such as looking after the place and doing odd jobs

connected with, but not part of, the ritual. Details of the form of payment, the

privileges and the specific responsibilities of the Levites, including the priests (who

form a section of them) will be dealt with in a later chapter. Here we are concerned

with their extremely important position in the structure of society.

The relationship between ‘religion’ and government envisaged by the Torah is

not easy to define, but there is no question of ‘church and state’. As was

emphasised earlier, Judaism is not a religion as such but is based on religious

beliefs and includes practices which are a blend of national, religious and other. In

a sense everything is religious, even a normal business contract. Certain spheres of

pure ritual were looked after by the priests, and the High Priest had a very

important position in society. For all that he was not expected to interfere in

government (presumably as long as nothing contravened the laws of the Torah), in

case of war he was to act in certain matters jointly with the national leader and

commander-in-chief (the latter dealing with the war but the High Priest performing

certain duties) and the national-leader /commander-in-chief was so involved in

religion that Joshua was ordered to study the Torah by day and by night.

Religion was intertwined with all matters of life, particularly all communal

matters, yet while the functions of the respective leaders overlapped a little there

were spheres in which each was not to interfere with the other. This separation of

functions prevented too much power going into the hands of one man – the High

Priest could be an influential restraining factor against excesses by a lay leader.

Twice in history the functions were combined – by Eli and by the Hasmoneans, in

each case with disastrous results.

Another useful function of the High Priest could perhaps be the continuity

provided by his hereditary position, much like the modern ‘constitutional

monarchy’. Here you have a supreme-ranking public figure who is not involved in

politics and who is automatically at hand to be consulted or to act as ‘acting

chairman’ when a new civil leader is being appointed, or such an appointment is
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being considered by public delegates or by a national mass-meeting.

The Levites themselves, and that includes the priests, were not allocated land of

their own on an individual ‘permanent legacy’ basis, nor was the tribe as such

granted an area or region of their own. Each of the other twelve tribes had to

allocate some of its towns, making a total of forty-eight, to the Levites, together

with a small area of land surrounding the town. A Levite could then own a house

and land which could not be permanently sold outside the tribe but could

apparently – the Torah is not too clear on this point – be sold permanently to

another Levite, and a son would inherit it only as property (like goods) and not as

fully entailed land. The Levites were thus scattered throughout the country, and

their duties in the Sanctuary, from which the young and the old were exempt, were

performed on a rota basis. They would have close ties with the Sanctuary, the

National Centre, while living among the people of the different tribes, and so would

act as tentacles from the centre, a cohesive force. It was their duty, apart from turns

in the Sanctuary, to go round teaching the Torah to people generally; in other words

they were responsible for public education.

Taking the sequence of events at Mount Sinai at face value (which many do not)

it appears that after the Divine Revelation of the Ten Commandments Moses

ascended the Mount to receive the set of laws and instructions which he wrote

down and called the Sefer Haberit or the Contract Document, of which more in a

later chapter. After presenting this to the people he returned and went up to the

very top of the Mount where he stayed for forty days. What laws and instructions

did he receive then? The text implies that he received instructions concerning the

construction, consecration and use of the Tabernacle, the appointment and

consecration of the priests, and an emphatic reminder of the importance of Israel

keeping the Sabbath. The rest of the Torah (other than parts already given) was

given later in the actual Tabernacle, up to the time of Moses’s death some forty

years later.

One section, given to Moses at (not ‘on’) Mount Sinai and presented as an

appendix at the end of the book of Leviticus, deals specifically with the Land, the

conditions on which it was being given, rewards for keeping those conditions, and

severe penalties for failing to do so. This section constitutes the Contract With the

Land, or more briefly the Land Contract. It should not be confused with the

Contract Document referred to above which deals with judgements and

miscellaneous matters, a contract between the people and God regarding their

behaviour overall. The Land Contract elaborates the law of resting the land

every seventh year, and gives the law of the Jubilee, the fiftieth year when land
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reverts to its original owner. It also gives various laws concerned with the sale and

redemption of land, the freeing of slaves on the Jubilee and laws concerning

slavery. We are made to feel that if we break these laws the Land itself will

complain of being abused and betrayed and cry for vengeance which God will

execute with various punishments to teach us a lesson. We are told clearly that if

we fail to learn we will ultimately lose the Land itself. It’s not all threats, there are

great rewards for keeping the laws, and even if we fail then after suitable

punishment there will be an eventual reprieve and return from exile. We will later

give details of this Contract, but for the moment note that these are not the general

agricultural laws dealing with the produce of the land, such as tithing, giving to the

poor and underprivileged, etc; they concern how we treat the land itself, and the

associated laws of slavery.

Why associated? In England, under the old feudal system (which the Torah

clearly detests) the whole question of ownership of land and that of serfdom were

intimately connected – it is reasonable to presume that in any society that is

primarily agricultural this is generally so, and everything in the Torah shows that

the society envisaged was primarily agricultural. There was anyway little else in

those days to choose from.

There is one further point before we leave the subject for a while. Elsewhere,

with regard to sexual laws and the prohibition of such perversions as incest,

adultery, sodomy and so on, we are told that our predecessors in the Land had

practised these perversions (in connection with their idolatrous practices which even

went to human sacrifices) as a result of which the Land was ‘vomiting them out’;

and that if we practise them the Land will likewise vomit us out. The idea that the

Land can take the law into its own hands and execute its own justice with God’s

blessing is not of course meant to be coldly analysed as a scientific statement, but

treated as a way of looking at things.

In summing up then we see that the proposed structure of Society was meant,

like so many other things, to contrast with Egypt, with which the people were

familiar. We know from archaeology how the Pharaoh, the king of Egypt, was all-

powerful, wealthy, and regarded almost if not actually, as a god; and that there was

a heavy and cumbersome government system that included a highly complex

bureaucracy. Great importance was attached to the screening of foreigners and the

building of fortifications for national defence.

Israel by contrast is told how to behave, to deal with defence problems as they

arise, and to rely on God to help them which he will if they deserve it. Too much

government seems to be discouraged, but the application of justice and its

enforcement, and the enforcement of public law, are to be of prime importance.
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There was to be a federation of basically autonomous states, based on the tribal

division of the land, with a central constitution, the Torah, applying to all. There

might occasionally be a national leader who would act principally as a guide and

as a leader in war. Otherwise the centralising was to be in religious affairs, through

the Sanctuary which all males are obliged to visit three times a year, and which was

run by priests and other Levites, doing turns of duty and then (with the exception

perhaps of the High Priest) returning to their homes. These were deliberately not

in a special allocated region for self-government but scattered throughout the

country, roughly equal in all the states, in towns allocated to them, compulsorily,

by the states. Thus the people were to be linked together into a cohesive whole

without the need for the wastefulness and tyranny of a central government.

But then, if there was not to be such an authority, several problems would arise.

The Levites, who had no allocated land, had to live, and the underprivileged, who

admittedly had recourse to the courts if treated unjustly, had to have their interests

taken care of in the general run of things, when there was no specific case against

anyone that could be brought to court. These problems were to be dealt with by

society as a whole, not through delegated responsibility but by every member of

society, who had to take upon himself the duty of looking after not only himself but

anyone else in need who came his way and whom he was able to help. Sometimes

he even had to seek such people out.

In other words, personal resoponsibility plays a vital part, and there are a large

number of laws, some of which will be quoted in due course, dealing with this.

These are laws of obligation on the individual, laws which cannot be enforced by

the courts, laws of moral responsibility both general and specific. Finally, if there

was no central authority, if national leaders emerged only from time to time and the

High Priest’s role was limited, then what was to be done in a national emergency

if a conference of delegates could not reach a decision? In this case God could

always be consulted via the High Priest, who used a sort of oracle system involving

the Urim and Thummim. What these were and how they worked is not stated.

A King?

What if the people insisted on central government? A free translation of the

relevant paragraph, now that we have the background, is appropriate, keeping the

substance but altering the style and format.

‘Suppose, after you have settled in the land, that you decide that you want a

king to rule over you, like the surrounding nations? Alright, you may go ahead

and appoint a king, but with the following conditions:
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1. God will choose him.

2. He is to be one of your brothers, you can’t appoint a foreigner.

3. He is not to possess too many horses,

or he may take the people back to Egypt to get more horses,

seeing that God has said you are not to return on this route.

4. He is not to have too many wives,

they might turn his mind away (from the right track).

5. He is not to have too much money (lit. ‘silver and gold’).

6. When he sits on his throne, he is to write a copy of the Torah (or possibly

the book of Deuteronomy) guided by the Levite priests, keep it with him, and

read it every day

– so that he will learn to fear God, keep the Torah and its laws,

– that he should not come to consider himself superior to his brothers or

stray from the divine instructions to left or right;

– so that he and his sons should reign long over his kingdom among

Israel.’

Note that ‘he should not consider himself superior to his brothers’, and the

phrase at the end ‘among Israel’, not ‘over Israel’.

In other words, a proletarian king, chosen by God, but his divine appointment

does not give him the right to do whatever he wants! He is to remain a humble

proletarian, a man of the people, and he is to be restrained from excesses!

One major point has not been mentioned. Was there to be some form of National

Council, or National Supreme Court, notwithstanding all that has been stated

above? There is certainly no clear instruction. There are references that could be

interpreted in different ways depending on the translation of words of doubtful

meaning, and such institution(s) if existing might be on a permanent basis or might

be on an adhoc basis, i.e. set up when the occasion demands. Certainly there was

a ‘Council of Elders’ set up by Moses, which appears to have continued to beyond

the time of Joshua and then died out. Between then and the time of the kings it is

not mentioned, and there were certainly times when no such institution existed. Was

it intended as a permanent idea, or as a temporary expedient to help out Moses and

Joshua until the land was settled and the tribes could take over? Here is not the

place to debate the issue, we have a picture of the proposed society structure

leaving this point open, and can now begin to see the context into which the laws

were initially intended to fit.
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THE CONTRACT DOCUMENT

While still in Egypt, the Israelites received instructions for immediate action, but

also some for future generations, concerning the Passover sacrifice, the eating of

Matsot (unleavened bread), laws concerning human and animal firstborns and so

on. These laws were later elaborated. In the desert en route to Sinai they were first

taught about the Sabbath. Two laws were traditional from pre-Egypt days, from

patriarchal times and even earlier: to reproduce (as instructed to Adam and Eve,

and later to Noah) and circumcision (as instructed to Abraham). The first applied

to everyone and the second to all descendants of Abraham. There was also the

custom in Israel not to eat a certain part of the animal (from the time of Jacob,

after his struggle with the angel). These can be considered as a forerunner to the

Torah, into which they were later incorporated, but the giving of the Torah itself

took place initially at Sinai and continued until the death of Moses. . . E v e n

among the most traditional of Jewish scholars, many dispute that the events that

took place at Sinai from the Israelite arrival until work commenced on building the

Tabernacle occurred in the order in which they are written. In other words, the

order of narration is not necessarily chronological. In one case without any doubt

it is not: the story of Jethro’s arrival is told before that of the people’s arrival at

Sinai, though when he arrived we are told that they were already there! However,

we will assume that the other events did in fact take place in the order recorded,

bearing in mind that some disagree.

Briefly, Moses left the people after the last point of call, Refidim, after the battle

with Amalek, and went on ahead up the mountain, where he received instructions

about preparing the people for the Divine Revelation to come. God would make a

‘personal appearance’ in a few days and the people were to get ready, to abstain

from sexual relations, and to keep themselves and their animals away from the

mountain. Moses went down and passed on the instructions, went back up and was

told to go down again and make sure that everything was in order.

Next comes the Revelation itself, in which God gave the Ten Commandments,

speaking at least the first two directly to the people, though the other eight may

have been spoken via Moses. The characteristic of these ‘Ten’ that concerns us at

this stage is that all were matters that had to be accepted: ‘I am GOD..... who

brought you out of Egypt.... do this.... do not do that.... ’ etc.

Moses then again went up to the Mount, or at least approached close to it, to the

thick cloud surrounding it, where he received a long and complicated message, and
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at the end instructions on what to do next day. He returned and repeated the

message to the people who promised to accept all that God wished. He wrote down

all that God had said, and this document is referred to as the Sefer Haberit, the

Contract Document. In the morning he got up early, built an altar with twelve

pillars, got the young people to prepare and offer sacrifices, collected the blood, put

half aside and flung half onto the altar. He then publicly read out his Document to

the whole people, who promised to accept, and then he flung the rest of the blood

onto them, saying ‘This is the blood of the contract which God has made with you

in connection with all these words’.

It is with the contents of this Document that we are concerned in this chapter,

but first let us finish the outline of events.

We have to use a little imagination and presume that the ritual of flinging ‘blood

of a contract’ onto people was in line with contemporary practice regarding

contracts of a very solemn nature, to be regarded as binding with a deity or deities

watching and ready to punish any who break the contract. But the idea of a contract

between man and any sort of god was not usual – this was something completely

new, as we do not seem to have found any records of any such thing elsewhere.

Following instructions, Moses approached the Mountain with his attendant

Joshua, brother Aaron, Aaron’s two elder sons and seventy elders. In some sort of

way they ‘saw’ God, bowed down and returned; all, that is, except Moses and

Joshua who carried on up the Mount. Finally Moses left Joshua (apparently

equipped with a supply of food and water) and went on alone. After six days he

received a call and entered the cloud (perhaps this is when he left Joshua, it is not

very clear) climbed the Mount and stayed there forty days and forty nights without

eating or drinking. There he received instructions concerning the Tabernacle, and

a warning about the importance of the Sabbath.

Suddenly he was told to go down because of the Golden Calf.

Moses went down, picking up the faithful Joshua on the way, the latter hearing

that something was the matter from the distant noise but not knowing what. And

with him Moses took the two Stone Tablets on which God himself had written the

text of the Ten Commandments, but on seeing the Golden Calf Moses deliberately

threw these tablets down and smashed them.

After dealing with the situation as best he could, he went back to beg

forgiveness and reprieve for the people, returned to the Mount for another forty

days and nights, and finally came back with a replacement pair of stone tablets. He

also brought a revised and shorter form of the last part of the text of the Contract

Document.
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So much for the historical context. What was in this Contract Document? We

referred to it earlier simply as a ‘message’ but what is special about it?

The answer to the second question is that it is the basis and the core of the

whole Torah, and part of the purpose of this book is to restore it to its rightful

place. To the first question we will answer first in summary form, and then

elaborate.

In summary, it consists of a short prologue concerned with the worship of God,

followed by the main part, the Judgements; the third section appears at first sight

to be a hotch-potch of laws concerning behaviour to one another, religious ritual,

religio-criminal activities, attitude to justice generally, agricultural practices,

consideration for the underdog, and again the Sabbath based on a different

reasoning.

Finally come the promises, God’s side of the bargain, with a strong warning

against allowing the inhabitants of the Land of Canaan to remain living among the

Israelites. Now for some details.

The Prologue

The message opens with the words ‘God said to Moses: “Thus you are to say to

the Israelites...”’. ‘Thus’, quite common where the later ‘prophets’ are involved, is

not usual in the instructions given to Moses to pass on. It means that you are to get

the message across, not by repeating the words parrot-fashion but by expressing it

as you feel suitable in your own words, because this is something that has to be

understood properly, not just heard and obeyed.

‘You are not to make gods of silver and gold‘ – even alongside God. ‘You are

to make an altar of earth on which to offer your sacrifices, but if you do make one

of stones they are not to be hewn – because you have profaned them with your

sword.’ (There are different interpretations of this.) ‘And you are not to ascend my

altar using steps, by which your nakedness is exposed.’ (The normal male dress in

those days was a sort of kilt, likewise worn without underwear.)

The Judgements

After this prologue comes the significant sentence ‘And these are the judgements

that you are to place before them:...’ Note the word ‘place’ or ‘put’ or ‘set’. These

are not instructions to be given, not orders to be obeyed, not laws to be imposed,

but a set of judgements to be ‘placed’. These were to be offered to the people for

inspection, as a shopkeeper shows you the goods he has to offer and asks if they
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are to your satisfaction: are they what you want, will you accept them, agree to buy

them? They are the core, the main part of the Torah, and the whole of this Sefer

Haberit or Contract Document is a sample of the consignment for which the order

for the whole is based. (At the end, in the last days of Moses, there was another

Contract in which the whole consignment, as finally delivered, was accepted.)

Many things in life are obvious, once we see them or have had them explained

or at least shown to us. But until they are pointed out in the first place we fail to

see them. Here too, the judgements are to be placed before the people who will

immediately start to think about them and see how obviously good they are. So they

have to be presented in a way that fairly simple people without great depth of

intelligence can still appreciate, while the more intelligent do not feel they are

being ‘spoken down to’. No legal concepts are stated – the intellectuals can derive

these – but simple cases are given, as when one man’s animal kills that of another

or a man injures a slave.

What are these judgements? Mainly the decisions to be given in cases of claims

against someone for loss, damage, injury or even death; decisions on responsibility

and consequent liability where guilt is at most a secondary, not a primary factor in

arriving at a decision. If the injury is fatal the claim is made on behalf of the victim

by a near relative or a representative of society as a whole (a public prosecutor)

demanding some form of redress.

A most important part of the message is to make it clear that they are not being

asked to replace the stupid and obnoxious religious practices of Egypt and Canaan

with a new religion that is, if not obnoxious, then at least equally stupid only

‘Jewish’ or Israelite. What they are being offered is a way of living, a guide to such

a life based on principles of fairness, justice and consideration for others, especially

the underdog, a system that they can understand. And with it go other things that

have to be taken on trust, that will eventually prove to be neither obnoxious nor

stupid, but which must be taken as part of the ‘package deal’.

The people had just been released from slavery, so the opening sub-division of

the ‘judgements’ deals with how to treat a fellow Hebrew who has been bought as

a slave. In fact he is not a real slave, but merely someone who has sold his services

as an employee in advance for a fixed term of service not to exceed six years. It

is clear from here and elsewhere that the whole idea of an Israelite being a slave

of any description is distasteful to God, and the case here is really allowed even

with its severe limitations only as a concession. Even non-Israelite slaves have

rights, it is shown later, that are not given to slaves in any other ancient system of

law. As for the female Israelite whose father sees fit to sell her (as is still done in

the East) she has even better treatment. The whole of this sub-section is placed here
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under ‘judgements’ to indicate quite clearly that these laws are not laws of moral

behaviour which man has to answer only to God for, but are laws enforceable by

the courts! If a man sells himself as a slave for eight years, the sale for the last two

is not legally valid. He works six years and is free.

The main judgements, the core of Israel’s civil and criminal law, itself the

essence of the Torah, start with matters involving the most severe penalty (the

death sentence) and descend. These are not moral laws. Here we are not told ‘do

not murder’ – that comes somewhere else. So does the duty of trying to trace an

unknown killer, and telling the murderer who seems to have got away with it that

God will punish him. They do not concern us here.

What does? A man commits a murder and does not get away with it, he is

caught. What happens to him then is what concerns us here. He is tried and found

guilty – never mind how, rules of trial procedure do not enter at this point. What

is his sentence to be? That is the ‘judgement’.

The modern lawyer will find something strange here. There is no distinction

between civil and criminal law, they are mixed up in the section. Criminal law

implies some sort of blame, civil law does not, but in the Torah, at least in this

section, all that is totally irrelevant, except where it affects the penalty (and this is

then stated). What matters is responsibility and liability, whether it is criminal or

not. If I strike a man and he dies I am liable, if I kill him by pure accident I am

not, if there is some degree of negligence I may still carry some degree of liability.

If I smash someone’s window deliberately I am clearly responsible and have to

pay, but even if I take care of something for someone (particularly if he pays me

to do so) and it is damaged through reasons entirely beyond my control, I may still

in certain circumstances be liable to pay.

This section is not concerned with punishment except if that involves a liability,

nor is it concerned with blame except where that affects the degree of liability; it

is concerned with liabilities in answer to claims. The grouping, though strange to

modern lawyers, has much to commend it that these lawyers will not admit to.

A person who strikes a man (who then dies as a result) is to be put to death, but

if it is not deliberate a place will be allocated for him to escape to; but if he

murders with pre-planned cunning he is to be dragged from ‘my’ (God’s) altar to

die. One who strikes or curses a parent is to be put to death, likewise a kidnapper

who sells his victim.

One who injures another in a fight, whether by fist or weapon, has to pay

medical and unemployment charges. (Note: there are other charges as well,

mentioned or deduced from references elsewhere.) One who strikes his slave with
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a stick does not pay compensation for injury, but if the slave dies he is to be

avenged; however, if he destroys a tooth or an eye the slave goes free.

An animal that kills a man or woman is put to death and its flesh must not be

eaten; if the owner has been warned that the animal is a killer and fails to control

it then he too is to be put to death, but may ransom his life at whatever price is

decided. (Note: this is the only case in the Torah where a man can buy himself out

of a death sentence.)

If a man opens or digs a water cistern (presumably in a public place) and fails

to cover it, and an animal falls into it, he must compensate the animal’s owner.

Where a man’s animal kills that of another, there is a complicated law of part-

compensation, but where the owner has been warned that it is dangerous and fails

to control it he must pay compensation in full.

A burglar killed as he is caught breaking in has no blood claim (i.e. the

householder who killed him goes free) but not ‘if the sun shines on him’ – as we

explained in an earlier chapter. A thief must pay compensation and if he cannot pay

he is sold as a slave – note that this is the only case where a man can be sold as a

slave against his will. In many cases the thief has to pay double, sometimes even

four or five times the value of the theft.

A man must pay compensation for any damage done as a result of his letting his

animals graze on someone else’s land, or as a result of a fire lit on his own land

which then spreads to someone else’s.

If someone agrees to look after something for someone else, laws are given as

to when he is liable to compensate even for loss or damage not caused by him. If

there is loss or damage through matters beyond his control in a case where he does

not have to pay, but he is unable to bring clear evidence, he has to take an oath, in

God’s name, that he himself has not misappropriated the property. There are also

laws, alas in this case a little ambiguous to us, regarding the liability of one who

borrows or hires something.

Finally, the seducer. It appears that a man would normally give his bride’s father

an amount of money which we might call the bride-price,1 a custom still in vogue

in certain societies today, which is less if she is not a virgin. Here we are told that

a man who seduces a virgin must then marry her and pay the full bride-price or pay

(her father) the bride-price of a virgin (if he does not marry her) as compensation.

The above is the gist of the bulk of the ‘judgements’ given here, and it must be

remembered that this whole section, perhaps more than any other, is a happy

1. This expression is used in newer translations, as there is no English word for it. King James wrongly
calls it a dowry, which is what the bride brings into the marriage!
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hunting ground for interpreters. ‘When does this apply?’ they ask. For instance the

law regarding one animal killing another applies they decide, or deduce, in a public

place. What happens then, they ask, if it occurs in private property belonging to (a)

the owner of the dead animal, (b) that of the killer, and (c) neither? Such is the

study of Torah. Many of the cases quoted in the text are not interpreted at face

value, which is why the above translation has left them vague or omitted them

completely. But the above list as given is roughly true in law even as far as it goes,

and gives an idea of what a major part of the Torah is all about – a part sadly left

out to all but advanced students, yet in a way the essence of the whole Torah.

The Sample Selection

Next comes the section of the Contract Document that gives a cross-section of

laws, nearly all expressed very briefly and without details, the part that at first

looks like a hotch-potch. Inspection by one who is more familiar with the Torah as

a whole suggests that this part is not so much a hotch-potch as a cross-section or

sample selection of the Torah which the people were yet to receive in greater detail.

Witchcraft, bestiality (sexual relations with animals) and idolatry are to be

punished by death. You are not to exploit or harass the (foreign) resident (often

mistranslated by the meaningless words ‘oppress’ and ‘stranger’) because you were

residents in Egypt. You are not to torment a widow or orphan – if you do ‘if he

cries to me I will certainly hear his cry, get angry and kill you, so your wives will

be widows and your children orphans!’

‘If you lend money to one of my people, a poor man, you are not to impose

interest..... you are not to curse a judge or a chief.... do not delay bringing me my

share of the produce.... you are to give me the firstborn of your sons.... likewise of

your sheep and cattle: it can stay with its mother seven days, on the eighth day give

it to me.... you are not to eat meat from a carcass killed by an animal, you can

throw it to your dog..... do not carry (spread?) a vain rumour, do not join a bad man

to be a witness to produce injustice; do not follow the majority to do wrong’ (i.e.

‘everybody does it’ is no excuse); ‘do not favour a poor man in his quarrel’ (i.e.

he is right or he is wrong, being poor has nothing to do with it, a rich man also has

equal rights). ‘If you encounter your enemy’s animal straying, return it to him; if

your enemy’s ass is crouching under its load (i.e. overloaded) you must help him

(your enemy – to reload it). You must not fail to give the poor man justice in his

cause. Keep your distance from anything false; do not kill an innocent man,

because I will not vindicate the wicked.’ (I.e. in case of doubt, err on the side of
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innocence and I will deal with him. The idea that a man is innocent until he is

proved guilty is so ingrained in English law and education that it is easy to forget

how this does not apply in all systems, even today.) ‘You are not to accept bribes,

because bribery blinds the seeing and corrupts the straight.’

‘You are not to harass the resident – you, you know the feelings of the resident

because you were residents in Egypt.’ (Note the repetition of this already mentioned

a few sentences earlier.) Concern for the welfare of the foreign resident and for

treating him properly and not badly is mentioned over thirty times in the Torah! It

concerns any non-Israelite living ‘among’ you except for any of the original

inhabitants of the Land who had to be thrown out or killed. (It would presumably

not refer to invaders with whom you are at war and are trying to remove!)

‘Six years you can sow your land and reap – on the seventh you are to leave it,

the poor can eat of it and the rest the wild animals’ (i.e. it can go to waste), ‘and

likewise your vineyard and olive-grove. Six days you can make and prepare your

needs, and on the seventh you are to stop (or ‘down tools’) so that your animals

may rest and your servant and the resident may have a break.’ (Note the new reason

given – nothing to do with the creation of the world, but a social reason.) ‘Be

careful about all that I have told you; other gods are not to be mentioned, their

names not spoken. Three times a year you are to celebrate and all your males are

to appear before me’ (i.e. visit the Sanctuary): ‘the festival of Matsot in the month

you left Egypt, when you are to eat matsot for seven days as I have instructed you;

the Harvest festival when the first produce is ready; and the Input festival when you

take in (the last of) your produce at the end of the (agricultural) year.’ (Next a

sentence with technical instructions about the ‘passover’ sacrifice). ‘You are to

bring the first of your produce to God’s house; you are not to boil a kid in its

mother’s milk.’

The above is not an exact literal translation, but an approximate one, simplifying

or in some cases omitting that which is complicated, technical, ambiguous or which

cannot be easily and traditionally understood without ‘interpretation’, but it

approximates well enough to give the beginner an idea. (The original can always

be consulted, but beware of bad translations, especially officially recognised ones.)

The last half-sentence is interesting. It is interpreted more widely to mean ‘do not

mix meat and milk’ but why is it expressed in this form? Boiling a kid in its

mother’s milk was a Canaanite idolatrous ritual, but there are also other

explanations.
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The Promises

Finally we have the last section of the Contract Document. Promises. ‘I am

sending my messenger before you to take care of you on the way and bring you to

the place I have prepared..... if you listen to him I will fight and deal with your

enemies.... when you reach the Amorites, Hittites etc..... you are not to worship

their gods or let them be served, or follow their practices but destroy them and

smash their images, and serve God, who will bless your bread and your water and

remove illness from you.’ (Illness is often caused by bad water.) ‘You will have no

miscarriages or childless women, I will give you a full life-span..... I will frighten

all your enemies.... your territory will extend from the Red Sea (Elat?) to the

Mediterranean and from the desert to the Euphrates, because I will enable you to

drive out the local inhabitants; you are not to make any treaty with them, they are

not to live in your country, lest they make you sin against me, because you will

serve their gods and it will be a trap for you.’ End.

The Contract Document, unlike isolated laws given previously, is the

introduction to the whole system. In particular it demonstrates that the Torah of

Moses is not a code of behaviour for saints, nor for ascetics who are to give up as

far as possible all forms of ‘worldliness’ in order to devote themselves to God or

to approach God. On the contrary it is for ordinary men and women, not beyond

their ability, it is for people who live very worldly lives, because we were put into

the world to live in it, not to scorn it. We are however expected to choose from

what is available, to reject what we are told is ‘bad’, and to devote ourselves to

God by the way in which we live our very worldly lives. We sow and reap, but not

on the Sabbath; we may happen to get rich in which case we pay God our ‘taxes’,

help the poor, and enjoy the rest; lend money but not on interest; meet our

liabilities to others when we cause damage and ensure that others do likewise,

making sure that there is justice for poor and for rich alike, and particularly for

alien residents; remove from society those elements that threaten to destroy it such

as those who practise murder and witchcraft or who strike or curse their parents;

and after fulfilling our obligations we enjoy our holidays. If none of us are rich we

cannot help the poor, and there is no shame in earning, honestly, in possessing, and

in legitimately enjoying worldly wealth.

The ‘Ten Commandments’ which we will consider later on (which are also

referred to by Moses as God’s Contract) have often been described as the core of

the Torah, and in a way this is so. But in a different way it is the Contract

Document, the Sefer Haberit, which is the core of the Torah, around which the rest
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is built. Unlike the former, which we were ‘commanded to observe’, this was ‘laid

before’ the people for voluntary acceptance initially, and why it was accepted

should be obvious to us all today. Once it was accepted the people were ready to

receive the rest of the Torah, accepting it in advance.
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LAWS OF BEHAVIOUR (i)

The main part of the Contract Document contains not so much laws as

statements of the law, i.e. judgements. As an example, there is no reference to ‘do

not murder’ but to what happens to someone who does. The mixture of civil and

criminal cases is well illustrated by the liability of a man whose animal does

damage (a) unexpectedly, where he is not to blame but still liable, and (b) after he

has been warned and failed to take action, so that he is criminally to blame as well

as being liable. Even so, his liability to God is not considered, only matters that can

and should be dealt with by the courts, and even there only the final decision, not

the procedure.

The rest of the Document does give a list of laws, but apparently only to indicate

the scope of the Torah, as nearly all these are elaborated elsewhere in more detail.

Having been thus introduced to the legal system, we can now start to look at the

wider spectrum of Torah laws concerning general things (as distinct from specific

rituals) that should or should not be done, from the point of view of the person

likely to do them, the individual. We can mention the judicial consequences where

there is a criminal aspect, but from the individual’s point of view. The

consequences from a legal point of view, the administration of justice and so on,

we can leave till a later chapter. The sub-division into sections is the author’s, for

convenience only, and not that of the Torah.

Behaviour – Civil and Criminal

The Ten Commandments set out the framework not, as Christians maintain, of

the moral code, a purely personal matter between man and his conscience, directly

between man God, but of the criminal code; a matter between man and Society, the

society that God wants us to maintain – the framework on which the criminal code

is based, as it is not part of that code. We are commanded to respect:

(a) God, his uniqueness, and his name (nos. 1, 2, 3)

(b) The Sabbath (no. 4)

(c) Parents (no. 5)

(d) Our fellow-man, in particular

his life and person (no. 6)

his wife as being his wife (nos. 7, 10)

his property (nos. 8, 10)

his right to justice (no. 9).
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An additional respect mentioned elsewhere, for property ‘holy to God’, is not

included here.

Failure to observe these respects can in certain cases be a capital offence.

Among cases involving the death penalty are:

(a) idolatry and blasphemy, witchcraft etc.;

(b) desecration of the Sabbath;

(c) striking or cursing parents;

(d) murder;

(e) kidnapping (and selling as a slave);

(f) adultery.

Exactly where, how and why the death penalty is actually applied we will

consider in later chapters. The interpreted law indicates that to actually obtain a

court conviction and be able to execute sentence is very difficult indeed, but here

we are looking at it from the point of view of the individual: certain acts are liable

to capital punishment, if he performs them deliberately then that is the penalty he

is supposed to pay. Whether he actually gets it or not, or whether through legal

problems the court cannot impose it and God later deals with the matter in an

alternative way is irrelevant. The seriousness of the offence is clear, and by

implication he should make great efforts to make sure that he does not do any of

these things inadvertently.

Capital punishment was also carried out in one of four different ways, depending

on the offence, and precisely which way it was to be carried out is also an

indication of the severity of the offence, but there is no need for the beginner to go

into such detail.

Idolatry is the most serious of all the offences. Not only is the idolater to be put

to death but also anyone inciting another to idolatry. In the case of mass idolatry

by all the inhabitants of a town, confirmed by a thorough investigation of all the

facts and evidence, there is to be a massacre of all the inhabitants of that town,

everything in it is to be burned complete as it is (buildings and contents, the lot),

the whole to be buried under, or covered over with, earth, rubble and so on, and left

permanently desolated, with no rebuilding of the site! This almost certainly never

happened as the threat was enough to prevent it.

The seriousness of the offence is mentioned repeatedly, as is the importance of

destroying any idols found left by the Canaanites and their colleagues. Over and

over again we are warned that keeping them as souvenirs or for some other use will

eventually lead to their use again as idols and hence towards Israel’s destruction.

The one who worships idols is more than any other criminal not merely sinning
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privately against God but introducing into society an evil which we could compare

in our own time to heroin, to germ warfare or nuclear radiation fallout, which if not

dealt with instantly and drastically will spread so rapidly that it will become

impossible to contain.

The next poison to society is murder. A murderer must be dealt with or the value

of human life drops and the land becomes full of blood. Not only is there capital

punishment for the murderer. Even one who kills another without intention but

where there is some degree of negligence (the legal technicalities are complicated)

– even such a person is severely dealt with, by being exiled for an unknown period

(‘until the death of the High Priest’, which cannot be foretold) to a special ‘Refuge

City’. While in exile he is legally protected, but if he leaves the town even for an

hour or less, for any reason whatever, his life is not legally protected. The value

of human life is emphasised many times, and the whole thing is also connected with

The Land. The Land will not accept and cover up, and allow to be forgotten,

innocent human blood that is shed on it.

The third poison is excessive sexual licence. More will be said on this subject

too in a later chapter, but the categories are not quite as one brought up in a

western (or Christian) environment might expect. Some matters can be dealt with

by the courts, in various ways, some are threatened with dire punishment from

Above, some with lesser punishment, there are minor prohibitions, and cases where,

though you might expect one, no prohibition or penalty is mentioned at all!

At this point let us consider the principal capital offences in this sphere. These

in each case refer to both partners in the offence, except for the victim or presumed

victim of rape who goes free. They are:

1. Adultery, which in Jewish law means sexual intercourse between a woman

who at the time has a husband, and a man who is not her husband. (Note: a married

man cannot commit adultery with a single woman, but a married woman can

commit it with a single man. The offence is equal to both partners in the crime –

it is a crime and not merely a sin – except for a victim of rape.)

2. Certain cases of incest, i.e. sexual intercourse between close relatives. They

need not be blood relatives, but may be related merely by marriage, e.g. a man and

his step-mother (even after his father’s death). There are other cases of incest which

do not carry the death penalty, but all cases of forbidden incest are treated very

seriously by the Torah regardless of the degree of punishment stated. (Note: not all

cases treated as incest by Christians are so treated by Jews. For instance even

according to rabbinic law a man may legally marry, live with and have acceptable

children by his brother’s daughter.)
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3. Sodomy, or homosexual intercourse between men. (Lesbianism, where no

‘seed’ is passed, is not mentioned at all.)

4. Bestiality (sexual intercourse between a man or woman and an animal).

In all these cases (except, as mentioned, for a human victim of rape) both parties

are to be executed, in the first two groups the man and the woman, in the third both

men, and in the last the human and the animal are to be killed.

Here too The Land is connected. We are told that these practices were performed

by the Canaanites and their fellow-inhabitants as a result of which the Land

‘vomited them out’, and it will do the same to anyone else following in their ways.

The offence of human sacrifice, referred to as the worship of Moloch or passing

children through the fire (from which they emerge dead) is that which has to be

most quickly stamped on, but is also shown up to the Israelites to produce from

them a natural horror and loathing, so that they can see how low the inhabitants had

sunk and how easy it is to sink that low. It involves a combination of all three evils

– idolatry, murder, and it seems a sexual connection.

After these primary evils, there were also other offences that carried the death

penalty, at least in theory. Most serious is the desecration of the Sabbath, which too

is an attack on one of the main pillars of society and thus on society itself. The

question of the Sabbath deserves a special chapter to itself, but why capital

punishment for someone who quietly lights a cigarette at home and is suddenly

spotted through the window?

A digression here is necessary; the law could never be applied to such a case.

Here we are not considering laws derived by interpretation, but we will just

mention that such a law enables the capital penalty to be inflicted only, in practice,

when someone publicly and defiantly, after due warning immediately before the act,

commits the offence. This applies to all capital offences except idolatry. There is

evidence to suggest that this is not merely a practical detail of law enforcement, but

that capital punishment for such matters as desecrating the Sabbath is only meant

to apply to someone who publicly and defiantly breaks the law. Such a person is

a menace to society and must be removed before the whole law collapses and it is

too late (as has already happened in the case of the Sabbath). But a person who

smokes his cigarette at home, secretly, sins against God; a serious sin, carrying a

serious penalty, but only indirectly a crime against society. If he is suddenly caught

out, his shame alone would partly compensate for the ‘crime’ aspect. Idolatry alone

is, according to the Torah, not just a sin but a crime in all cases, even in secret.

Some other capital crimes have already been mentioned – witchcraft, blasphemy,

striking or cursing parents, kidnapping. In addition there are certain cases of
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conspiracy (to get someone sentenced to death by giving false evidence), and the

peculiar case of the rebellious son. There is a tradition that this last never has

occurred and never will, but is taught because it introduces legal principles

applicable elsewhere.

Religious crimes (as distinct from mere sins) do exist, such as misappropriating

property declared holy (even if paid for) or defiling something by contamination.

In such cases there are penalties if deliberate, and compensation plus some sort of

fine if accidental, but these fall in the category of religious ritual. Various aspects

of punishment for crimes come under the heading of the administration of justice,

in a later chapter.
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LAWS OF BEHAVIOUR (ii)

Behaviour – Social

We have seen the sort of social and political structure envisaged by Moses when

he handed out the Torah, the sort of ‘state’ as we should say today, and it is

definitely not a socialist one. Not that socialism is necessarily bad, nor that it was

an idea too advanced for the times, but it suffers the same drawback as central

government, and even requires central government to administer it – it involves a

delegation of responsibility from the individual. If central government means a

delegation of reponsibility for the administration of justice, defence, public welfare

and so forth, then a socialist state involves a delegation of responsibility in matters

of social welfare, the care of the poor and needy and of the less fortunate in various

ways. You pay your taxes when you earn, you draw when you need, and the whole

problem of dealing with it is that of officials who draw their income from your

taxes. If you are well off, then once you have paid you need no longer care about

anyone else. This is the ultimate of the socialist ideal. In modern conditions it is

perhaps to some extent essential. It is certainly superior to the sort of free-for-all

capitalist system so popular until recently, where there was no government

administration of social welfare, no taxes paid to cover it, and only a tiny few who

bothered at all while the underdog starved. (There are countries where this still

applies.) However, the ideal of the Torah is diametrically opposite. Each individual

carries the personal responsibility of caring, and the laws are so varied and

widespread that you keep having to do something new, frequently; you cannot pay

an annual cheque, however large, and wash your hands of the whole thing,

forgetting the needy till next year.

True there is a general instruction, which might be considered as a purely moral

obligation, to look after and not forget the less fortunate and the needy, something

akin to what the Christians call ‘charity’. But that plays a small part in the system.

Mainly we have special laws that place an obligation on the earner to pay specific

taxes or make specific things available – in various forms of food – for those in

need. The latter in turn claim these things by right, and are not humiliated by

accepting ‘charity’. In addition, there is a specific law to give or lend money,

sufficient for his needs, to any poor man who requires it. ‘Give or lend’ according

to circumstances, that is the circumstances of the recipient who may have no

prospect of repaying and so require a gift, or whose self-respect demands that he
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accepts only a loan.

Money may not be lent to a fellow-Israelite on interest, and to make quite sure,

it is illegal to pay interest. This too has consequences in civil law. A loan

agreement which demands interest repayment has no validity as far as the interest

is concerned, and the debtor is forbidden to pay it. In addition, every seventh year,

the sabbatical year when the land lies fallow, there is a sort of amnesty on loan

debts. (Not on all debts, only loans are cancelled, but payment for something

purchased, obligations for damages and so on are not covered.) At the same time

there is a very careful warning against refusing to lend money to the poor because

the sabbatical year is approaching and you might lose it. This is a personal matter

between the man who lends and God who will bless and reward the one who heeds

the warning.

To the ‘foreigner’ you may lend money on interest. From him you may accept

interest because he can force you to pay interest. He is not subject to your laws, so

you are not obliged to restrict yourself or put yourself at a disadvantage towards

him. But this ‘foreigner’ is the man who lives abroad. He may live abroad, where

you met him, or you may communicate with him through a third party, or he may

occasionally visit your country on business. He may be a trader passing through

with his caravan between Syria and Egypt. He is a ‘foreigner’. But the word used

is not that used for a foreign resident, one who lives in Israel. (In one case

concerning unfit food, both words are used in the same sentence with a different

law for each, showing that they are not the same.) The foreign resident, it appears

from the whole context and from various laws concerning him, would not be liable

to pay or eligible to receive interest.

Money is for various needs, including such things as clothing, shelter, purchase

of basic tools, investment to ‘get started’, replacement of property lost by

misfortune (such as fire, animals stolen by rustlers or dead from plague or drought),

repayment of pressing debts by less considerate creditors and so on, quite apart

from food. But food is the basic, and there are various taxes on food that have to

be given to the poor. In addition to taxes on food harvested and gathered in, there

are cases where food may not even be gathered in but must be left for the poor; and

if the poor do not bother to collect it you must still leave it, even if it goes waste

and the wild animals, to whom you owe no obligation, take it away. In other words,

leave it to rot – the wild animals will see that it doesn’t get that far.

The poor are not alone among those classified as ‘needy’. Nor are they alone as

regards receiving taxes and both voluntary and compulsory contributions.

God imposes his taxes. These are required of the individual and of the

community and are often given in a form in which they ‘disappear’, simply cease
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to exist. God doesn’t use them, doesn’t need them, they are to impress the giver

with his indebtedness and obligation to God and so on. These are not ‘social’ taxes

but constitute religious ritual. However, next on the list comes the Sanctuary, that

is the Tabernacle or its successor, whose importance in the community not merely

as a religious centre but as a political and national centralising force has already

been explained. It has to be kept up. Voluntary contributions would probably

suffice for its principal requirements, but the priests who serve there have to live.

They do not get fixed salaries, but nor are they expected to work for nothing and

live on love and air pies. They receive portions of all offerings brought, as a sort

of tax, but that only helps those priests on duty at the time. With duties on a roster

basis, how can they live the rest of the time? And what of the Levites who assist

them in their duties, also on a duty-roster basis, and who likewise have no land

legacy to pass on as an inheritance? They were granted small patches, probably

allotments rather than fields, in the ‘green belt’ surrounding the levitical towns, but

these would not suffice, and what if a duty comes up at harvest time?

So there are certain taxes on farm produce at various stages, some of strictly

defined quantity (like the tithe, 10%) and some of unspecified quantity (first

produce, first of the wool sheared, first of the dough, and so on) some of which are

given to the priest and some to the Levite. The main tax is the Levite’s tithe of

agricultural produce – grain, oil and wine – and of this he in turn has to give ten

per cent to the priest! It is not clear whether the priests, who are of course Levites,

are eligible to receive the Levites’ taxes, with their own as an extra, or not. The

book of Nehemiah indicates how this was understood in practice until it was

changed, but that was in Second Temple days a thousand years later!

The treatment of the Levites in all this is somewhat similar to their treatment in

the allocation of land. At the time of Joshua, who immediately followed Moses and

led the conquest of Canaan, each individual nonLevite Israelite was personally

allocated a specific portion of the land to be his to pass on to his heirs to all times,

reverting to the family on the Jubilee if sold to an outsider. The Levites were only

allocated certain towns (with their green belts) that were given ‘to the Levites’. It

was up to them to decide among themselves how to allocate to individuals, and it

appears that one Levite could sell his land to another, it would not return on the

Jubilee, and his heir would have nothing. The Torah does not actually say this, but

it appears so, because it stresses that the Levites do not have a legacy, yet they do

have the towns and green-belts. An alternative possibility is that Levitical land was

communally owned and the individual Levite might have a house but would not

own land.
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The parallel with taxes is that while the Israelite was obliged to give certain

things to ‘the Levite(s)’ he was never obliged to give any particular tax, or any

payment of tax at all, to any particular Levite! The same applied to the priests,

except that when something was brought to the Sanctuary as an offering,

compulsory or voluntary, the priest dealing with it had certain rights, while certain

other things were to be distributed fairly between all those on duty. This meant that

one Levite, with many rich friends, might do very well for himself, whereas another

might have a lean time on the tithes and taxes. Unfair? Let us consider the

consequences.

The first, clear one is that the Levite might find it to his advantage to make

friends. Not might, but would. So he would tend to go out of his way to be nice to

people. He would also have to come into contact with and mix with a large number

of people, whom he would be in a position to influence. Through his connections

with the Sanctuary, the Levite would perform the function of acting as a binding

force between the semi-autonomous, or even autonomous, states (which we call

‘tribes’) as earlier explained, and this would help him.

What else was he to do, what was his job when off duty? One can only presume

that he was meant to go round teaching the people the Torah and what it is all

about. A man who is too busy to spend much time teaching his children would

presumably employ a Levite as the most ready, available and suitable person to fill

that function. Someone who is not nice to people is not the best person to set an

example as a teacher, but if of necessity he has had to learn how to make people

want to give him their tithes, or part of them, one can see the whole fitting into a

pattern.

But what if he can’t? Then the Levite has the same rights as the poor to go

collecting, in particular all the parts that have to be left unharvested, or harvested

yet not brought in. There is also a very specific command ‘not to forget the Levite’,

in other words to help him as you help the poor, ‘because he has no permanent

legacy’. But if he is poor why does he need special mention? And if not, why does

he need help? The poor man may one day become rich, so you help him to get his

necessities of life, but the Levite will presumably never really be rich, so he can

be helped to maintain a higher standard. Meanwhile he has to go round spending

his life as a beggar? Not really, because like the poor he does not beg, he has a

right to what he gets, a legal right granted by the Torah, by God.

What is more, you can ‘remember’ the Levite, who is usually (unlike the average

poor) an able-bodied man, in quite a different way – by giving him casual

employment. In a basically agricultural, or at least farming community there is

always scope for seasonal work and the farmers too would benefit from having a
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pool of ready labour who at the same time would not become a class of serfs, and

who would bring some education into the household.

There was of course nothing to prevent the Levites from earning their living in

other ways, as scribes, artisans, merchants and so on, but ‘you must not forget him’

because not all could earn their living that way, and because when business is bad

one still has to eat. The farmer has his food store, the artisan, scribe and merchant

do not.

Who else was to benefit from social welfare provided by each individual instead

of by the government as we are used to? The widow and the orphan are mentioned

as specific cases, because they are typical of the needy and frequently met with.

And also mentioned is the foreign resident, who has equally full rights with the

poor, the widow, the orphan and the Levite. Like the Levite he too has no legacy

of land, no inheritance, nothing to fall back on, no security, and he must be helped

whether he is poor or not. He has chosen to leave his own country, his family and

friends, his own language-group, to voluntarily come and live among the people of

Israel. He must be made very welcome, must be given full justice, must not in any

way be exploited (this is repeated several times), must in fact be loved (mentioned

twice) and must be given help, encouragement and a good example in every way.

He has the right to collect food that has to be left for the less fortunate, along with

the poor and the Levite. In return we make one demand of him – he must fully

respect our laws.

There is at least one other social obligation apart from the provision of welfare

for the underprivileged, and that is the ‘pursuit of justice’. Not only does each

individual carry a measure of the responsibility of ensuring that judges and court

officers are appointed, but there is the specific command to ‘pursue justice’. It is

not enough to see that it is executed properly and fairly when it comes your way;

you have to go out of your way to ‘pursue’ it. The exact meaning of this must

perhaps be discovered by each individual, by putting his or her mind to the problem

– it is an obligation!

Finally we must return to the sordid subject of money. The administration of

justice alone must cost something, even if there were in those days no blood-

sucking professional lawyers as we have today. Judges presumably would not get

paid, but would act in an honorary capacity. Men with spare time would be well-off

and less tempted by bribes, possibly also retired or semi-retired ‘elders’. But one

could hardly expect the law enforcement officers, clerks and administrators to work

without wages which would have to come from public funds and not from the
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litigants. And if for no other purpose public funds would certainly be needed to

purchase the various public offerings that were ordered to be brought in the

Sanctuary at various times. Where was this money to come from?

The half-shekel collected in Second Temple times for public sacrifices was an

annual tax allegedly based on the half-shekel collected by Moses when numbering

the people (and used for silver in constructing the Tabernacle). But there is no

indication in the Torah that this was to be an annual tax; on the contrary it seems

to have been intended only when calling up the people for military service. A tax

for maintenance instituted by Moses to be collected by the Levites is mentioned in

the Book of Chronicles, but nowhere in the Torah. One can only guess that there

was a presumption that ‘the authorities’ would impose taxes from time to time as

required, the details were not specified in the Torah so that nothing would be rigid;

the taxes would be collected presumably by the state or ‘tribe’ for general

administration costs. Such a tax even if imposed by the Torah would be a ‘social

obligation’, but not a law of the type with which this chapter is concerned.

Just a quick resumé, with emphasis on one point. The main social obligations fall

into three groups.

First, taxes that had to be actually given, to the Levite, the priest and the poor.

Here the giver could choose his recipient – exactly to which priest(s), which

Levite(s) or which poor he would give them.

Second, the obligation to help the needy and so on, and here it is the recipient

who chooses him. He can of course check on credentials, but otherwise is not to

refuse; with one exeption he can himself determine the amount. (The exception is

that if a poor man has a particular need for an amount of money he must if possible

supply the full amount needed, as a loan or a gift.)

Third, that which had to be left for the underprivileged to collect; it is no

concern of the giver who in particular collects or how much any one individual

takes.

There is certainly no obligation to go around looking for poor people to give

something to (except for the tax for the poor), though the whole tone and tenor or

the Torah makes it quite clear that doing so as an extra to keeping all the laws is

an easy way of getting into God’s good books and perhaps helps to mitigate on the

Day of Judgement.
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LAWS OF BEHAVIOUR (iii)

Behaviour – Moral

This chapter deals with ‘laws of moral behaviour’, not ‘moral laws or obligations

regarding behaviour’. Except where indicated otherwise the actual obligations and

restrictions are not moral but legal, whether or not they can be dealt with by the

courts. The fact that they can in some cases be dealt with only by the Divine court

does not mean that they are not strictly legal.

That is the difference between the attitude of Jews and Christians – the latter

regard as ‘legal’ only matters that are within the jurisdiction of the courts, but

God’s laws outside this sphere are only ‘moral’ laws. We too have ‘moral’

offences: for instance traditionally to steal less than a certain minimum value (a

petty insignificant amount) is not considered as stealing, legally, not only in court

but in any respect; however to deliberately and systematically steal just below the

limit so as to cumulatively acquire a worthwhile amount is, according to legend,

typical of the sins that led to the destruction of the second Temple! Yet it is only

a ‘moral’ offence.

But where a matter is specified clearly it is legal, not moral. You cannot be

charged in court if you spot something that an acquaintance has lost and look the

other way, to avoid the trouble of returning it, but your action is illegal all the

same. Is it a crime or is it ‘just’ a sin? Neither, actually, but something inbetween

for which there is no word in English. Why not? Because there was no need for

such a word in the language of a people who decided that anything not covered by

(in England) Anglo-Saxon or (in Scotland) Roman law could only be wrong if it

is, by Christian teaching, a ‘sin’, and the whole basis of Paul’s Christianity was to

deny to ‘sin’ any legal basis. Jews, he decided, had ‘The Law’, his deliberate

mistranslation of Torah (teaching, which contains law but does not consist of it)

while his own new religion consisted of ‘something higher’ which foreigners could

keep not as an alternative to but in addition to the laws, even cruel and unjust laws,

of their own country and of the Roman Empire.

Our Torah tells us clearly and unambiguously that if you spot any article

belonging to your fellow-man that he has lost, you are to return it to him; that if

he lives far away you are to take it home and keep it for him until he claims it; and

you are not to ‘hide yourself’, i.e. look the other way and pretend that you did not

see it. The instruction is clear and it is not a matter to discuss with your
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conscience. What if you notice it while driving an ambulance to an emergency?

Then you decide on which of two conflicting legal obligations takes priority, to

save a life or property; you make a legal decision, it is obvious which way, but it

is a decision on law, not a matter of conscience. All this is not a matter of mere

philosophy, but a question of taking the correct attitude to these instructions and

treating them with the same importance, no less, than the prohibition against eating

pork or the duty of taking the lulav and etrog or wearing tsitsit. The fact that so

many ‘observant religious’ Jews do not take such an attitude alone justifies the

writing of this book.

Many if not most of the laws of moral personal behaviour are contained in a

chapter which begins ‘You are to be “holy” because I your God am “holy”...’. It

is made abundantly clear both here and elsewhere that God takes a great personal

interest in the way we behave to one another, in both our business and private

relationships.

Parents – both mother and father – are to be respected. To strike or even curse

them is a capital offence. The elderly are to be shown respect, and for the very old

one is to stand up. It is also forbidden to curse a judge or anyone appointed chief

or leader among the people. For a slightly different reason, ‘do not curse one who

is deaf’, nor place an obstruction in front of a blind man that might cause him to

fall over. A special curse is reserved for anyone who misdirects a blind person.

In justice there is to be no discrimination for or against the poor or the rich, each

is entitled to his rights. Special care must be taken to ensure that the foreign

resident, the widow and the orphan receive full justice in their cause, but one must

not let pity for them produce more than their entitlement at the expense of the

better-off, since the rich man too is entitled to justice. Also in the sphere of justice

‘you are not to recognise faces’, nor take bribes. Although these laws are usually

considered as being instructions to judges who sit in court, and of course they are,

a little careful thought will show that we are all constantly facing situations where

we have, in some small matter, to judge between our fellow men. In all such cases

we can remember these rules, or the principles behind them (though we seldom do)

as well as the main rule ‘With justice are you to judge your fellow-man’.

‘You are not to go among your people telling tales.’

Many words in Hebrew having specific meanings that King James’s men did not

understand are mistranslated in the Christian bible as ‘oppress’ so we will not use

the term.

‘You are not to.....’ deal falsely (lie in a deal), deny (an obligation or liability

where you know you are liable), steal (burgle?), rob, exploit, hold back wages or

delay payment of them, or swear falsely in God’s name. (Yet if you do swear, it
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is to be in God’s name.) You must restore any lost property you find to its owner;

if he lives far away or is unknown to you you must take it home and look after it

for him till he comes to claim it, you are not to pretend that you didn’t see it.

Likewise if you see someone’s animal collapsing under an overload you must help

him to reload it, not turn away. And both of these laws – regarding lost property

and reloading – are repeated where the owner is specifically your enemy. You are

not to lend money to ‘your brother’ on interest, but to a foreigner you may (as we

have explained earlier). Nor are you to take a person’s means of livelihood as a

pledge against a loan. Very particularly you are not to ‘pervert justice’ by using

untrue measures for length, weight or capacity: you are not to have ‘two weights’

(such as a kilogram of 900 grams and another of 1,000 grams for when the

inspector comes!), this being an abomination before God.

If there is no actual Hebrew word for ‘to swindle’ it is quite clear that any form

of swindling that can be devised will come under one of the categories mentioned

above. Even to mislead a buyer by merely ‘creating an impression’ without saying

anything false and playing on his innocence and simplicity is like putting a

stumbling-block or obstruction in front of a blind man.

Suppose that someone does in fact misappropriate a deposit or charge that he is

looking after for someone else, or some lost property that he has found, or he

withholds wages, hangs on to stolen property and so on, and denies liability, or

denies liability to a loan or anything similar, and then swears falsely that he has no

liability; the court is, of course, obliged to accept his oath. Suppose further that he

later repents and feels guilty. Is it enough after all this to merely cough up and say

‘sorry’? No, it is not. First he must realise that he has acted treacherously towards

God. People believe and accept an oath taken on the divine name which he has thus

betrayed, he has committed treason. He must then, immediately and without any

delay whatever, restore to the rightful owner that which he has misappropriated in

full, plus ‘its fifth’. (There is a dispute as to whether this means 20% or 25%, but

it is certainly one or the other.) Finally – only after all that – he must bring a

special sacrifice, and ask the priest who offers it to in so doing beg pardon for his

sin.

We then have an interesting two verses which must, to obtain the plain meaning,

be taken together as a whole. ‘You are not to hate your brother in your mind; you

are to rebuke your fellow-man and you will not sin on his account. You are not to

take revenge or wait for a chance against any of your People, but you are to love

your fellow-man like yourself; I am God.’ There are various alternative ways of

translating these two sentences, due to ambiguities of Hebrew grammar and of the

word rendered here as ‘rebuke’, but after a little thought the meaning as a whole
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becomes clear. Chopping it into pieces will expose ‘deeper’ meanings, and the

various subtleties of translation do then give different, not necessarily conflicting,

results, but the plain meaning remains.

Finally, what about ‘telling a lie’? In Christianity, falsehood is considered

wrong, though telling a lie is not necessarily a sin. In Islam, however, there are

those who maintain that this is the worst of all sins. This is not entirely without

logic – the teachers of Islam reason that ‘it is not the first little lie that does such

harm, but then you have to tell a second, slightly bigger one to cover up on the

first, then an even bigger one to cover up on that and so on, until a really big lie

comes up that does tremendous damage’. There is without doubt a great deal of

sense in this, but what is the consequence? A religious Moslem may in various

circumstances practise mental contortions to produce a statement designed to

convey an untruth without directly and technically stating one. Western politicians

who consider themselves as upright men justify the same thing under the name of

‘diplomacy’. But our Torah does not approve of cunning and deceipt, as is made

clear if not in the legal then in the narrative sections. There are cases, we all know,

where a lie is justified, even necessary, and in such cases an honest and upright

man will often far sooner tell a straight lie than lower himself to cunning and

distortion to deceive himself.

So the Torah does not state ‘do not tell a lie’. True we do find ‘do not be false

or deny (obligations) to one another’ but the context here suggests business

dealings where a financial or equivalent loss is involved. What we do have is ‘From

anything false, keep your distance’. The meaning is clear: keep away from

falsehood, lies and deceit, be honest; but it is the principle that counts, not the

technicalities. The law is sufficiently flexible for you to use your judgement and

not worry about technicalities when a lie is really justified. You can live an honest

and upright existence without telling your hostess, when asked, what you really

think about her cooking. Likewise we are not handed too great a burden to carry;

we are expected to live, all of us, as human beings, we cannot all become saints.

Judaism and Christianity

A number of remarks made earlier may give the reader the impression that the

author is anti-Christian. Far from it, Christianity in its pure form, unadulterated

with remnants of paganism, is a fine teaching and raises people from the

abominations of paganism to a higher level of living as decent human beings. Ideal

for non-Jews, and many issues which we do not accept are not so much bad things

as unattainable idealism that demand too much of human nature. The Christians,
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who do not have the Exodus from Egypt (which we do have), need a starting point,

and so take the teachings of a certain person instead. I understand and appreciate

this, and while not accepting all their beliefs I have a great respect for non-Jews

who hold and sincerely try to follow them.

But that is for the rest of the world. As Jews, as the people of Israel, we have

been given the Torah and have somewhat different values to observe, particularly

in our behaviour towards other members of our own special society. What the

present author objects to is when some Christians (starting with Paul) take our

teachings and distort them – even this can be forgiven, one can say it is not our

business, but when Jews accept these distortions as being a correct interpretation

of the Torah the author’s indignation is aroused. If the Christians misunderstood

things, the real blame is not with them but with those of our people, sadly including

even rabbis and teachers, who should know better.
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DEBT TO HISTORY. LAWS AND ATTITUDES

The laws of our Torah cannot really be completely divorced from the narrative,

as many of the laws have, or are to be regarded as having, a historical basis.

Theology likewise starts with history, and not, as many like to think, the other way

round.

The written history that we are given starts with God busy creating the world.

To the question ‘Who then is this God?’ we answer with a provisional definition,

that God is the name given to the one who created the world – it all had to start

somewhere. All this however is a little abstruse, and often leads to more involved

questions more and more difficult to answer (such as ‘who created the water that

was there before the world? God? Who says so? Why doesn’t our account start with

that?’ and so on). It is all based on concepts (such as that of a ‘creator’) and

philosophy which confuses some people and bores others. It is alright for a

provisional start to get a history going in chronological order, saying ‘we’ll sort out

the theology later’ but there comes a time when this has to be sorted out, and it is

not always convenient to go through ancient pre-history first.

Our teachings start with history, but not with the start of history. Our beliefs are

based initially not on ideas but on real life experience, on historical facts, recorded

at the time (‘contemporaneously’ if the reader can swallow such an ugly word) and

transmitted continuously ever since, with various bits of supporting evidence in

addition to continuous tradition, and with bits of subsequent history being added on.

The main facts are that we were a people, a distinct people, slaves to another

people in the latter’s country; that without invasion, overthrow or revolution we

escaped and were not recaptured; we became independent, did not succumb to

becoming slaves to another group, nor did we become masters of an empire taking

over the position of our previous overlords; we did not become absorbed into any

other group but maintained our identity. Such had never happened before in history

anywhere in the world as far as can be ascertained, nor has it ever happened since.

At least there are neither records nor traditions of it ever happening to any other

nation.

We had a leader, Moses, who should, according to the behaviour of all leaders

of liberation movements, have claimed full credit. But this same Moses, who put

it all on record, and who is not prepared to share any of the credit with any other

human (except, to a limited extent, his brother who none the less nearly messed it
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all up at one point) this same Moses goes out of his way to point out and stress not

only that he did not do it without help but that he could not have done it without

the help of a superhuman power. He even goes further and emphasises that in fact

it was the superhuman power that did it all while he himself acted merely as agent.

He has acted throughout on instructions and not on his own initiative, even his

record has been dictated, and he passes on instructions. At the very end he once

acted on his own initiative contrary to instructions, and was on his own admission

punished by being prevented from seeing the fulfilment of his life’s work.

Acting on his instructions he arranged for the whole people to be directly

addressed by this superhuman power, who introduced himself in the first of ten

injunctions (or ‘commandments’) by announcing that ‘I am GOD your God, who

brought you all out of Egypt, out of the slave house’. So who is God? The

superhuman power who rescued Israel from slavery, who is our superhuman boss.

In the second command we are warned not to have or worship any other gods, in

other words we are not to consider any other superhuman bosses, but it still doesn’t

follow that there aren’t any, for other people’s benefit, or that there isn’t a

superboss above ours. Only in the fourth command are we told that after every six

days of activity we are to take a day off, because GOD (defined or introduced in

the first) created the world, the whole universe in fact, in six days and took the

seventh day off.

We are only now told, as a statement of fact, that our God, who rescued us from

Egypt, is the power that created the universe; why should we not believe it? He is

the only superhuman boss, he is himself in fact The Superboss, there is none

higher, and he takes a personal interest in the welfare of Israel. If we find it hard

to believe we can put it to the test. We are even told how to do so. We follow his

instructions and see what happens, and watch and compare what happens to those,

whether of Israel or not, who do not do so. To put God to the test this way is

certainly not forbidden. (We are told not to put God to the test ‘as you did at

Massah’. What happened at Massah was something else.)

In other words, our belief in God is empirical, it is based on the historical fact

of the Exodus, or going out, from Egypt, the starting point after which we are asked

to have faith, and this faith is constantly reinforced by experience; it is not based

on abstruse ideas or wishful thinking about what happens after death.

But that is not all. As we read through the Torah, and particularly as we read the

laws with their appended comments, comments that are part of the main text, we

see that only at the beginning are we asked to keep God’s instructions because he

brought us out of Egypt, as a sort of payment for an obligation. It is a way of

looking at it, mainly for the more simple-minded, but we begin to see it from the
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reverse – that we were manipulated into being slaves so that on being rescued we

would remember what it was like to suffer and as a result be prepared to follow the

instructions. The following summary covers a very large number of the instructions

directly, and probably many more if not all of them indirectly: ‘You were slaves

in Egypt and remember what it was like, how terrible it was, what they did to you

and how you suffered as a result? Well don’t behave the way the Egyptians did to

you, so that others don’t have to suffer what you did, because if you do then it will

rebound on yourselves.’

One of the instructions handed to us by Moses is what to answer when our son

asks us to explain what are all these instructions that our God has given us.

(Although we quote this in the Passover Haggadah, the son’s question does not

refer to Passover ceremonies but to the laws of the Torah in general.) And we are

told to answer him that ‘we were slaves to Pharaoh in Egypt....... God brought us

out to bring us to and give us the country that he had promised our fathers...... and

has given us these instructions for our own benefit...... and we will be rewarded if

we keep them.’

We are told to ‘remember the day you left Egypt all the days of your life’ – this

itself is a law, in addition to the many references to the need to remember that we

were slaves in Egypt till God rescued us. We also have many rituals including

festivals to remind us of the Exodus, of which those connected with Passover are

the principal but not the only ones. And we are told to remember that we were

slaves in Egypt in connection with a wide diversity of laws. These include leaving

bits that you drop, while harvesting, for the foreign resident, the orphan and the

widow; not perverting justice for the orphan and resident and not taking a widow’s

garment as security for a loan; keeping honest weights and measures; observing the

sabbath; bringing the first-fruits to the Sanctuary; wearing fringes on garments;

giving a Hebrew slave gifts when you release him on the seventh year; and so on.

All these are connected with our lives as slaves. A picture of a slave’s life in Egypt

begins to emerge far more clearly than from any archaeological records.

So it is not enough to keep the laws of the Torah, we are told to have the correct

attitude towards them as well. In some cases it is not sufficient to say ‘God told me

to do it so I do it’, it is also necessary to remember why we are told to do it, that

we were slaves in Egypt whence God brought us out. The Exodus is really the

starting point of the history of the people of Israel, and also the starting point of

Jewish law. What happened earlier may be thought of as the prologue, and the two

or three laws originating in that period, though no less important than the rest, are

part of the prologue.
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Our Torah is often attacked, but it is extremely strong and resilient and quite

capable of withstanding attack. It needs to be, to withstand not merely the attacks

of our enemies who try to vilify and distort it, but also the far stronger attacks of

its lovers, the cabbalistic philosophers on the one hand, and the legal analysts on

the other. The latter are determined to tear it to pieces in order to squeeze the last

useful drop out of it like a pack of wolves on the prey. We should not despise the

legal analysts, we need them, without their approach the Torah might well prove

insufficient for our needs, but we must also not let them bully us into believing that

it belongs only to them and was written and given merely for their benefit, and for

them to hand us what results after they have ‘processed’ it all for us. It may well

contain inner coded meanings, and altogether it needs to be studied carefully if it

is not to be totally misunderstood, but it is not a book written in a secret code that

only the initiated can understand. It is for everybody to get something out of, even

if some can extract more than others.

In this chapter we have discussed the attitude to certain laws; there are also laws

of attitude, and this is something the legal analysts are loth to accept. They appear

to have, among others, two principles: first that the Torah does not waste words,

hence nothing is written twice if once would do. The corollary is that if a law is

mentioned in one place and then again elsewhere, the second occasion refers to

slightly different circumstances, it is in fact a different law even if expressed in

exactly the same words. Their second principle is that a law can refer to an

obligation or prohibition concerned with an actual physical action only, not an

attitude. Why? Because you cannot force a person to take an attitude, and perhaps

because observance of such laws is not clear-cut (i.e. that you either keep the law

or break it – attitudes can waver).

Thus the law to ‘remember’ the Exodus is kept by mentioning it – if you

mention it you keep the law, if you don’t mention it you don’t keep it. Not to

desire another man’s property cannot mean not to let yourself really want it or

become obsessed about it, as that is not an action; it cannot mean not to steal it, as

that is mentioned elsewhere; so it means not to take it (without permission) and

leave the money, forcing the owner to sell against his will. Not actually stealing but

almost as bad.

I have no quarrel with this piece of analysis, nor would I deny that the Torah

could be coded to produce this result, as interpretation of a secondary meaning of

the text, for us to observe no less strictly than any other laws. But is it the primary

meaning?

We ordinary people who are not legal analysts, joined may we hope occasionally

by the analysts themselves when they forget for a time that they are analysts and
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climb back down to earth to the level of ordinary people – we ordinary people can

take a more human approach instead of a legal one. We can remember that the

Torah was given to all the people of Israel, most of whom are incapable of

becoming legal experts even were it desirable, and that it is a very human book. We

can see that laws may be repeated for a number of reasons, such as to show how

they fit into different groups or categories, thus having more than one significance,

or for emphasis to show how really important they are relatively. Perhaps ideally

we should each of us treat each of God’s instructions with equal importance, but

we are human and our nature leads us to treat some laws as more important than

others. The Torah wants to emphasise that certain matters are the last to be

neglected, even though nature may tempt us to neglect them first.

We also do not see the need for observance to always be clear cut in a way that

satisfies the legal mind. When God tells us to adopt a certain attitude our reaction

is not just one of either obedience or disobedience. Even what is expected of us is

not necessarily obedience. What we try to do, what we are expected perhaps to do,

is to do our best. If I feel jealous of my neighbour on account of his house, his ox,

ass or colour television set, or his wife, I cannot (unless I am a German who acts,

like a machine, only on orders) simply order myself not to be jealous and leave it

at that. But I can try gradually to adopt an attitude by various ruses – first telling

myself that it is simply not mine and that is that. Then, that perhaps I have not

earned it, if I do what is right maybe one day I’ll have it too; or maybe look at the

other side, start to think of all the things that I have that he has not, and to ask

myself which of the most precious of them I would be willing to give up in return.

Or I can look at the bad side, at the troubles that he has that I have not, for which

these things are compensation, or finally the troubles he is likely to have, perhaps

on account of them. I have nothing but I sleep at night, his wealth attracts burglars.

If my wife has lost her looks and no longer attracts me, probably she no longer

attracts others either but I have a loyal companion and help; while his beautiful

wife, whom I fancy so strongly, attracts many men – either she runs after them, or

he lives in constant fear that she will. I have nothing and survive, as I have nothing

to lose, but if he suddenly loses what he has it could finish him, he is dependent

on what he has. And so on. Jealousy can often be cured, where there is a will, by

slowly cultivating a different attitude of mind.

It is not the purpose of this book to moralise, and moralising is not the purpose

of the last paragraph. Its purpose is to show that it can be done, that a law

regarding attitude can in fact be observed and so is a meaningful law, though its

observance is not a matter of instant action; it is a slow and arduous process, a

continuous one, one where we do our best and ‘keep trying’. This human approach
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does not contradict the legal one of the analyst, which is also correct, but we may

not let the talmudic analyst convince us that the human approach is wrong.

Laws of attitude include, apart from those mentioned, the law to ‘love GOD your

God’, to ‘love your fellow-man as yourself’ (whether he is your next-door

neighbour or not) and to love the foreign resident – ‘because you know what it

feels like to be a foreign resident because you were residents in Egypt’. Likewise

we are to regard certain major offences, such as idolatry, witchcraft, adultery,

incest, sodomy, bestiality, human sacrifices and so on, as abominations. Not only

are we not to practise them (laws of specific action) but we are to regard them as

abominations (attitude) as they are inherently abominations and we should even

have realised this without being told. That is why the Canaanites were punished for

doing them, but to make quite sure we don’t follow them we are told and warned.

Then there are the carcasses of forbidden animals which, when considered as

possible or potential food, we are to regard as repugnant. Not ‘abominations’ but

‘repugnant’ – the Hebrew word used is quite different, as something different is

involved. These are not inherent abominations that no human being should eat – on

the contrary, people are allowed to eat them, but we are not, and we are to regard

them, as far as we are concerned, as repugnant. The difference in attitude occurs

when we see a non-Israelite eating pork, which we may condone, or sleeping with

his sister which we may not condone even if we can do nothing about it. An

analogy may be seen with a Catholic priest who would even go so far as to bless

a marriage while not daring to contract one himself; yet he could never condone

theft or murder by himself or by anyone else. So the laws of attitude are varied and

involved; many more will be seen on reading the text, such as ‘enjoy your

festivals’, and the various laws of attitude towards God, not only fear and love but

also gratitude and appreciation.

Let us single out one happy law on which to end this section, one involving both

attitude and action, which has but one interpretation satisfying both the legal mind

and the poetic. It is, to ‘eat and fill yourself and bless God.....’. After enjoying a

good and satisfying meal, express your thanks to the one who provided it, and mean

it.
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OWNERSHIP OF LAND; INHERITANCE

Moses himself allocated the land east of the Jordan, whose inhabitants had been

wiped out in two wars (against Sihon and against Og), to the two and a half tribes

who said that they wanted it there. He was not a member of any of those tribes, and

was clearly impartial; furthermore his authority and respect at the time were such

that his decision would be accepted without question. On entering the Promised

Land itself, west of the Jordan, the Israelites were strictly instructed, repeatedly and

most emphatically, that the residents there at present were to be completely driven

out or annihilated and any of their property that had been used for any sort of

religious purpose whatsoever was to be utterly destroyed. No pity to be taken on

silver or gold, on works of art of great beauty, or on anything else.

Ordinary property not used for religious matters, such as houses and the wealth

they contained, would, except where there were clear instructions to the contrary

(as at Jericho), be available as spoil for use. The seven nations inhabiting this

country were to be treated differently to all other human beings, even enemies, and

the ‘foreign residents’ who were to receive kind treatment were definitely not to be

Canaanite remnants, but foreigners from elsewhere who might come later to live

among Israel because they wanted to. After the conquest the land was to be divided

out among the tribes and allocated to individual families by lot, according to the

size and thus the needs of each; this allocation was to be done by Joshua, the

national leader appointed to succeed Moses, assisted by Eleazar the High Priest.

Here we already see the political structure envisaged for the country and how it

would work out. As we saw in chapter 2, the system was not to be one of

feudalism, since everyone except the Levite would own a piece of land, and the

Levites would not be serfs. The system was not to be communism or socialism as

there would be private enterprise and ownership, nor anarchism as there would be

judges and courts. It would not be free-for-all capitalism, as land returns to its

owner on the jubilee, and there are obligations for the rich to provide for the

welfare of the poor. It was not to be aristocracy or oligarchy, since the elite were

the Levites and priests, who did not have power: particularly they did not have

land, and could not purchase any on a freehold basis, land being the main thing

necessary for power. The system was also not to be a monarchy, though that could

be tolerated with certain restrictions. As we have seen, these restrictions would

restrain the king from gaining too much power, and if they were to be enforced

then it was vital that the king be controlled from the outset and prevented from

obtaining too much power. In other words, too much power was never to be placed
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in the hands of one man, and in this the High Priest, a man whose position was

hereditary and whose functions as a national leader in certain spheres might overlap

to some extent those of the civil leader, would exercise a restraining influence.

Conversely, the civil authorities, especially the judiciary, could restrain the High

Priest.

The job of allocating the land belonged really to Joshua. It was not the business

of Eleazar. But Joshua belonged to the tribe of Ephraim. Somebody had to watch

him and check that he was impartial and did not give his relatives more than their

due. In addition, he himself was to receive a share, which was due to him anyway,

and an extra one in return for his faithfulness when he went to spy out the country

forty years earlier. Not that Joshua might be tempted to be in any way unfair, but

it was important for his own sake as well that nobody could ever accuse him of

being unfair. Nor could they on those grounds attempt later to invalidate the

allocation. And who better to help him than the High Priest, completely above

suspicion since he not only came from a different tribe, but from the one tribe that

was not to receive any allocation at all? (True, the Levites were to be allocated

towns, but that was a number from each tribal territory or state.)

If the land was to be allocated by ‘lots’ (in the sense of ballots) presumably in

‘lots’ (in the auctioneer’s sense), fairly according to needs (decided by the number

in each family), then presumably the ‘lots’ in the second sense would be parcelled

up according to the size (or area) and quality of the land, that is its potential value.

Potential and not actual present value, since the latter would depend on its

condition; some land would for a variety of reasons be neglected and in need of

many years’ preparatory work before it could yield its riches or perhaps anything

at all. The result would be that some lucky ones with land in good condition, or

with many animals who merely need land to graze on, could utilise all their land

immediately, while a less fortunate neighbour would have more on his hands than

he could initially cope with. The temptation to the first to encroach on unused land

belonging to the second would be very strong; or the second might allow the use

of his unused land temporarily, which the other or his heirs might later claim as

his/their own, citing past use as evidence of ownership. What is more, such a

situation might well arise not only initiallly but even at a much later date, when for

a variety of reasons a piece of land gets neglected.

Hence the first law concerning land – not to encroach upon your neighbour’s

territory that has been allocated by those in the beginning (i.e. Joshua and Eleazar).

Since this is something that can often be done unobserved and even undetected,

there is a special curse, among the curses for those who do offences unlikely to be

detected, against the man who encroaches on his neighbour’s territory.
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A little word here about King James, who did so much to help the Bible to be

misunderstood by mistranslating it. He rendered this rule as ‘do not remove your

neighbour’s landmark’. He was fond of the word ‘neighbour’ which he regularly

misused, but for once he used it correctly, this law does indeed refer to a

neighbour; but there is no removing and no landmark, and removal of a landmark

is liable to be detected. In the interests of accuracy, the actual instruction is not to

cause your neighbour’s territory to recede, and the translation ‘not to encroach’ in

the sense explained is what this amounts to.

The land belongs to God and cannot be sold permanently on freehold. If it is

sold, it returns automatically to its original owner on the Jubilee, which occurs

every fifty (some say every forty-nine) years. If the owner is dead it goes to his

heirs or to whoever would have already had it if it had not been sold. The Torah

makes it explicitly clear that the land itself is not really sold, what is sold is the use

of the land and its produce and crop for each year until the next Jubilee. The sale

can and if possible should be redeemed before that (at a pro-rata price depending

on the number of years since it was sold and the number left till the Jubilee) either

by the original owner or by a near relative acting on his behalf who will at least

keep it for a while in the family. The purchaser cannot refuse to sell it back at the

pro-rata price. A house in a town has a limited ‘redemption period’ of one year, but

otherwise anything sold (apart from Levite towns and surrounding green belts) is

sold.

Inheritance

Inheritance is automatic, not by will. The legacy land allocated by Joshua and

passed down through the generations can only change ownership automatically by

inheritance. The rules for inheritance are that if a man has one or more sons, then

an only son will inherit the lot, more than one will divide it. The firstborn son, if

there is one, gets a double share, that is he counts as two sons, and apart from that

all share equally. But he must be a firstborn, not just the oldest son. If he has an

older sister he is not a firstborn, even if she is dead. For the purpose of inheritance,

a son is a son and a firstborn is a firstborn, even if born of adultery, or even if born

of incest, and may not be deprived of his right. (Note that for purposes of

inheritance the firstborn is that of the father.)

If he has daughters but no sons then the daughters inherit, but since the land will

eventually pass to the sons of these girls, who will take their ‘tribe’ from their

fathers, the girls who inherit must marry only within their own tribe, so that legacy

land does not pass from tribe to tribe. If a man dies without children, the land goes
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to the nearest male relative; a special order of priority is given that covers most

cases.

Inheritance of property other than the legacy land follows the same rules, only

some differences are obvious: there will be nothing returning on the Jubilee, any

land bought from someone else will have to go back on the Jubilee and is

meanwhile redeemable on demand, and a man can give away property other than

legacy land to anyone he wishes, such as his favourite son, during his lifetime. (The

text appears to suggest that a will has no validity, but tradition does not accept

this.) But what is his property at death without a will, and legacy land in all cases,

is divided acording to the laws of inheritance and not in accordance with his

wishes should they not be the same.

Non-Israelite slaves, of which more in another chapter, are also counted as

property and inherited. What about credits and debts – are they inherited? These are

not mentioned, the law can only be determined by legal analysis and is outside our

scope.
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USE OF THE LAND AND ITS PRODUCE

Use of the Land. Farming

In chapter 1 we considered the social and political structure that was apparently

envisaged when the Torah was given, a basically novel one and not one already in

existence. Quite the contrary, it was to contrast with those in existence, and the

laws appear to have been designed to facilitate the establishment and maintenance

of such a structure. But we said nothing of the economic structure envisaged, nor

of one particular point in the social sphere which was then completely obvious and

did not need to be mentioned.

First the latter. It was normal, and except in ‘western’ countries still is today in

most parts of the world, that the family unit is a strong one which is very closely

knit and within which there is much division of labour so as to make the unit self-

supporting in a wide range of necessities. The family group or unit in this sense

would of course include slaves and servants, and when in this section we consider

‘occupation’ we are concerned primarily not with the particular occupation or job

of the individual but with that of the head of the family, which might be a set of

occupations. For instance the main occupation of the family might be agriculture,

but there would be one person who draws the water, another who does the laundry,

someone else who cooks, some who actually plough and reap, another who milks

the cows and so on. These would be done within the family and not professionally

for all comers or all the inhabitants of a town. So laws concerning such activities

would usually, though not necessarily, be the responsibility of the head of the

family, not of the individual workman.

We see the effect of this in the laws themselves, which seem to preponderate in

those matters in which the head of the family would normally take a direct interest,

rather than in those matters which only concern the individual worker. This applies

particularly to taxes, as a result of which the independent professional where he did

in fact exist would largely escape having to pay taxes. On the other hand it would

be mainly Levites, who had no land, who would be attracted to such occupations,

such as scribes, artisans, and travelling merchants. The circumstances mentioned

here would be encouraged not by laws, but partly by the accepted way of life in the

Orient in those days and partly by the system of land allocation.

Regarding the general economic way of life, there was here an assumption that

the Israelites would inherit that of the Canaanites, quite different to that of the
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desert or of Egypt or even the nomadic life of Abraham, Issac and Jacob (see

below). The way of life was the obvious and best one at the time to suit the climate

and the nature of the land, and there was no reason why the Israelites should not

copy the Canaanites in their way of life in the economic sphere; it was only in their

religious habits and their general behaviour to each other (including sexual) that

they were not to be copied.

What occupations were there available? Hunting was possible, even

professionally – Esau was a hunter – but the country would not be able to support

a nation of hunters. Fishing and mining, and even forestry for quality timber, were

limited to certain local areas. Many nations lived by conquering others and

squeezing the conquered, but that was clearly not the purpose of Israel – still less

to follow the occupation of the Midianites and Amalekites, and in fact of many

Arab tribes in very recent times, of living by sending out gangs of marauders to

rustle, attack, rob and plunder, perhaps killing a few en route and kidnapping for

ransom. An industrial society in the modern sense was largely unknown; the nearest

to it was that of the Egyptians who utilised vast numbers of slaves in the very

system from which the Israelites had been rescued and which they were not to

emulate. True they were allowed to own a few foreign slaves, but were not intended

to base their economy on possessing vast numbers of them. (Subsequently, much

later, Solomon did start to industrialise the country, which he did by turning the

entire population into slaves, with ultimate disastrous results.)

Two possibilities remained: the nomadic life of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, as

practised by Arab Bedouin until today (though rapidly dying out) but the allocation

of land implied that they were not intended to be a nation of nomads. (Even the

Levites were given towns so that each might have a fixed location.) The other,

emphasised by the allocation of land, was farming. So the assumed way of life for

the bulk of the population was to be farming, and the laws were designed not

specifically to encourage this but to apply to a society where this was the case.

Just a word of explanation for those who are confused by the references to an

enormous number of towns (which King James calls ‘cities’), following the remarks

about town and country in Egypt. The Israelites in Egypt were given hard labour

to do in Town and Country. We picture that some lived in the country, maybe in

villages and small ‘open’ towns, living a ‘country life’ as today, while others lived

a ‘town life’ as today in the larger cities. That may have been true of Egypt, a

united and fairly secure country, fairly flat and uniform in nature as it was

inhabited only near the Nile and in the Nile Delta. All else is desert. But Canaan

was different.

A land on the crossroads of the trade routes joining Egypt to the south-west and
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Arabia to the south-east with all the major countries to the north and east, all Asia

in fact with all of Africa, a country used to this very day as the main stopover for

millions of birds migrating twice-yearly between continents, it was also the cross-

roads of the routes of all invading armies. By nature of its terrain it was, until the

Israelites came, always conquered piecemeal by would-be settlers, so was never

united but consisted of a large number of small states inhabited by different tribes.

If they did not fight each other they had to defend themselves against conquering

imperial armies and bands of marauders. With no national government or unified

people there was absolutely no possibility of defending the country, each group

defended itself, and did this by building towns or cities with strong walls around

them. Each town was defended like a castle.

But these were not cities for city-dwellers. The economy was farming, people

would go out and work in the fields, groves and vineyards, but it was far too

dangerous to live in isolated farmhouses or even villages. There were exceptions,

but the usual thing was to go back home to the house in the town at night, to sleep

within walls whose gates were locked at sundown. Locked, barred and bolted. In

times of danger the fields would be abandoned and everyone would enter the towns,

whose gates would remain shut and defended. By contrast, at harvest time in days

of peace the town might be almost empty by day. All this we can gather without

archaeology from the various stories told in the Bible.

Farming then was the main occupation, and for the purpose of setting out the

laws with which we are concerned it is as well to divide it into various groups,

though many might carry on mixed farming in more than one group.

The main types of farming are (1) agriculture, growing produce directly from the

land, (2) arboriculture, growing trees, and (3) animal farming. There are laws for

each group, to some extent parallel. The parallels between the first two groups are

very close.

Agriculture was concerned mainly with food production. Linen was known, and

certainly grown in Egypt – possibly in Israel too. The principal crops however were

wheat and barley, used for bread, the main staple food, and for fodder. Thus there

are laws applying specifically to wheat and barley, and laws applying to agriculture

generally.

There were many forests, some unwanted, when the Israelites came. The best

timber was cedar wood, grown mainly in Lebanon and exported by the Phoenicians,

so there was probably no occasion to cultivate trees for timber, and there are no

laws about it, with only one law about the use of trees for timber. Trees were

grown for fruit.
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Among the fruit-trees there are sub-groups:

(i) the vine provides grapes which were also used as fruit, but whose main

function was to provide wine. Wine was regarded as a semi-luxury, almost a

necessity. When there was no television, no tobacco, tea or coffee, people had to

have something to do in life beyond sitting and working, and something to drink

apart from plain water.

(ii) the olive tree provides its fruit which, as it comes from the tree, is quite

inedible. Stuffed pickled olives are a recent idea, and if there was anything similar,

that was not the purpose of growing them. The olives were pressed for oil which

was the principal source of ‘fat’ used in cooking and also probably the main form

of illumination – burning oil-lamps. It was also used for anointing oneself as a

protection against the sun. Oil was considered a basic necessity, next to corn.1

(iii) other fruit-trees. Dates, figs and pomegranates are mentioned in particular.

Fruits, and especially dates, were the main source of sugar, which was unrefined,

and King James mistranslates date syrup as ‘honey’. Dates, figs and raisins can be

preserved, unlike other fruits, but were not considered basic foods – people could

live without them. The relevance of this to our subject will soon be apparent.

As a side-issue, one may ask why there is specific mention of six types of plant

(the wheat-plant, barley-plant, vine, fig-tree, pomegranate-tree and olive-tree)

together with the fruit (syrup) of a seventh (the date-palm). None of these, which

include the producers of all basic foods and some luxuries, require irrigation, as

they receive enough water in the winter, both directly from the rain and from rain

water flowing down the hills into the valleys. Moses here contrasted Canaan with

Egypt, where all had to be irrigated manually from the Nile, whose annual overflow

provided the sole source of water for crops to grow. (Rain in Egypt occurs

extremely rarely.)

Animal farming was for a wide variety of purposes: meat and dairy products for

food; wool and skins for clothing; traction for pulling ploughs and sometimes carts;

and ‘beasts of burden’ for transporting goods. More will be said about these in the

next chapter, but here two remarks will suffice. First, meat was something of a

luxury reserved for special occasions, and second, dairy produce was not farmed

intensively as today. Cows would be milked about twice a week and each milking

would produce a far lower yield than each of the thrice daily milkings of today.

1. For illumination olive oil has been replaced by electricity, but the medical profession has discovered
that incorporating some in a regular diet reduces the risk of heart disease. Further, doctors recommend
rubbing olive oil into certain parts of the body as prvention of and even treatment for certain rheumatic
pains. Anointing is forbidden on Yom Kippur.
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Furthermore, before the days of Pasteur and refrigerators milk and its products

could not be kept for long in a hot climate. So neither dairy produce nor meat

constituted ‘basic’ foods, but both wool and the offspring of animals were forms

of produce or yield on investment of money and labour.

As might be expected, it is those things most generally owned or produced that

figure most in legislation. In the case of animals that means cattle, sheep, goats and

donkeys, and in the case of crops corn (wheat and barley), grapes and olives. All

these too were subject to taxation, at various stages, as well as to a lesser extent

other agricultural and tree crops.

Corn, grapes and olives also have a special place for another reason: all are

processed. Corn is threshed, grapes are trodden and olives crushed, before being

stored for long periods as grain, wine and oil respectively, so although their

harvests are seasonal, they are available throughout the year.

We thus have laws regarding all agricultural produce, and special ones for corn

and grain and its products; laws for all fruit and special laws for olives and oil and

for vineyards, grapes and wine. Animals and their products are dealt with in the

next chapter.

All this introduction has not been superfluous, even to those who ‘already knew

it all’. It is necessary to be aware of the relative importance of the different aspects

of farming for which the laws were made, in order to understand the impact of

these laws on the individual at the time.

Agricultural Laws

Irrespective of whether the year begins in the spring or in the autumn, a point

on which ancient peoples differed (it was the Greeks and Romans who decided to

start it in mid-winter), and despite the clear instruction to Israel to start with the

first month in the spring, the month of the Exodus from Egypt, the fact remains that

the agricultural year begins in the autumn with ploughing, and there we shall begin.

It is in the winter alone that there is rain in Canaan, first heavy (the yoreh) to

break up the dry ground after the long hot dry summer, then at the end light (the

malkosh) to freshen the growing crops without damaging them. Summer rain is

virtually unknown – if once in ten years rain is reported falling on one particular

day in some small area of the country it is considered a freak, and in ancient times

an evil omen.

Ploughing then starts in the autumn, and here is the first law – the plough is not

to be pulled by a bull (or cow) and a donkey harnessed together. Nor is ploughing

(nor any other work in the field) to be done on the Sabbath, that is the seventh day
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of the week, or on the principal festivals, or at any time in the seventh (sabbatical)

year or the fiftieth (jubilee) year. The first two are to give the owner, the workers

and the animals a rest, the two latter primarily to give the land a rest.

The prohibition against working the land on sabbaths, festivals, sabbatical and

jubilee years applies likewise to sowing. And when sowing, seeds of different

species of crop, whether corn or anything else, may not be sown together in the

field. (There is no law against mixing or cross-breeding varieties, only species.) In

a vineyard there are stricter laws regarding sowing of non-vine plants.

Reaping or harvesting is of course forbidden on sabbaths and principal festivals.

On the sabbatical and jubilee years, after no ploughing and no sowing there is not

likely to be much of a crop, but a certain amount grows by itself, perhaps from

seeds that have dropped the previous year. Such yield is to be left unreaped as

ownerless, for anyone to help themselves, especially the poor, the widow, orphan,

Levite and foreign resident. In fact the owner himself may collect as much as he

needs for immediate use, but not harvest for storage. What is left uncollected may

still not be harvested but must be left for ‘the wild animals of the countryside’ to

eat. We are nowhere given the responsibility of feeding wild animals, and to do so

one year in seven is rather ridiculous. So the remark is clearly a way of saying

‘don’t be afraid to let it go to waste, at worst the wild animals will eat it and it

won’t be wasted altogether’.

There is an instinctive human aversion to allowing waste, but obedience to God

is more important – thus we are instructed to destroy idols and anything used in

their worship however expensive and beautiful, to destroy all leavened bread before

Passover (see later) and to leave the seventh year and jubilee year produce in the

field (beyond what is for immediate use), whether corn or vegetables or what have

you, even if it rots.

The first crop of corn to ripen is barley, in early spring. Wheat ripens some

weeks later. An ‘omer’ of the first reaped corn, the first sheaf of barley to be cut,

is to be ceremonially offered in the Tabernacle on the second day of the Passover

festival, and until this is done none of the new crop of corn is to be eaten in any

form whatever. The omer is a measure of capacity, the amount of manna collected

per person per day in the desert after the Exodus. The bringing of the omer was

apparently not intended as an obligation on the individual but as a public ceremony

performed on behalf of the whole population.

It is presumed that the crops that ripen first are the best in quality. In any event

there is great pleasure in seeing the first crops ripen, as in seeing the firstborn of

animals, or even of one’s own. So a certain (unspecified) amount of the first crops
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to ripen is to be plucked and put aside, to be subsequently brought to the

Tabernacle and ceremonially offered. This tax, known as the bikkurim or first-crops

(a variant of bekorot or first-born), applies by tradition only to the seven types of

crop considered to be particularly important in Canaan: wheat, barley, grapes, figs,

pomegranates, olives and dates, crops that do not normally require irrigation as long

as the rains come as required. As the only ground crops are therefore corn, the rest

being tree crops, we will go into further details when we consider fruit, later in the

chapter.

These bikkurim are brought by the individual, at a time convenient to himself,

and apply of course only to those items produced on his land. They are not to be

confused with a totally different public ceremony, on the Festival of Weeks

(Shavuot), when bread made from wheat bikkurim is offered, a ceremony in which

individuals are not involved.

If you enter someone else’s field containing unreaped corn, you may pluck ears

of corn by hand and eat them, but you may not use a sickle or put any into a

receptacle (to take home). This obviously applies only to someone entering the field

to work there as an employee, otherwise it would be regarded as either stealing or

malicious damage. If you do not prevent your animals from grazing on or otherwise

damaging the crops growing on private land you must compensate the owner, and

likewise if you light a fire on your own land which spreads and does damage on

someone else’s.

However there appears to be no law against trespass, nothing to say that you

may not enter someone else’s land provided that you do no damage. In fact the

poor, if there were such a law, would be unable to obtain the food that is to be left

for them. When harvesting any field crop, the poor and needy (including the widow

and orphan, the Levite and the foreign resident) must be remembered. The edge of

the field may not be reaped. (Note: edge, not ‘corner’.) Corn that has been cut but

not yet bundled, and which drops from the hand while being carried, may not be

picked up. And if after the bundled sheaves have been collected some are found to

have been overlooked and left behind by mistake, it is forbidden to go back and

collect them. All three, the edge, the corn accidentally dropped and the forgotten

sheaves, are to be left for the poor and needy to come and ‘glean’.

Threshing, or separating the grain from the corn, may not be done on sabbaths

and principal festivals, though there is no legal reason why corn collected earlier

should not be threshed on the seventh or jubilee years. When using an animal to do

the work it may not be muzzled.

The next and in fact main group of taxes applies in sequence ‘from the threshing

floor’, that is before the grain is removed from store for sale or use.
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First comes the priests’ levy. A small unspecified quantity is separated and put

aside, to be given to the priest – to any priest you choose to give it to. This levy

is holy food, and may only be eaten by priests and their households,2 and even

then only in accordance with the rules for eating holy food.

The remainder is tithed, that is to say ten per cent is separated and put aside, to

be given to a Levite – to any Levite you choose to give it to. This constitutes the

First Tithe and is not holy food. The Levite however, on receiving his First Tithes

(but on no other income) is himself liable to pay income tax: he must separate ten

per cent of what he gets, that is one per cent of the original, and give that to the

priest of his choice. That too is holy food, but with what he has left the Levite can

do what he wishes, even sell it.

This may all seem a little complicated – tax laws are always complicated – and

there’s just a little more to come. One very simple tax remains before the grain can

be used, but what happens to it is complicated. After deducting the priests’ levy and

ten per cent of the rest for the Levite (the First Tithe), the farmer has to deduct a

second tithe, ten per cent of what is left. (For the mathematically minded, 10% of

90% is 9% of the total.)

In the third and sixth year of the seven-year sabbatical cycle this second tithe

constitutes the Poor Tithe, which is to be taken out and left ‘at the gateway’ –

presumably the ‘gateway’ or market square of the town – for the Levite, foreign

resident, orphan and widow, i.e. the poor and needy, to come and help themselves.

(Note the difference between this and the First Tithe regarding the Levite.)

In the remaining years, that is the first, second, fourth and fifth of the cycle, this

Second Tithe is to be taken by the owner when he goes to visit the Sanctuary and

eaten in the town in which the Sanctuary happens at the time to be situated. If this

is not convenient he may redeem the tithe for money, take the money there instead,

and use it to buy any food or drink he wants, to be consumed and enjoyed in the

town where the Sanctuary is, ‘before God’. In the seventh year (and the jubilee

year) when there is no proper harvesting, none of these taxes or any others

connected with harvesting apply.

(We have slightly exceeded our terms of reference here. The laws of the second

tithes are expressed somewhat confusingly in the text, and we have quoted the

traditional way in which they are sorted out.)

Finally, a tax on dough, irrespective of whether the flour is bought or home-

grown. When baking, an unspecified amount of the dough must first be removed

and given to the priest, holy food like the ‘levy’. (Traditionally this only applies

2. Specified members of the family, and slaves, but not employees even if they live in.
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when baking a minimum amount at a particular session.)

Trees and Fruit

When besieging an enemy town in war, any fruit tree that is handy is not to be

cut down to make a battering ram ‘because the tree of the countryside is the life-

support of man’; only one that you know does not provide food may be cut down

and used for the purpose, so that you can defeat the enemy completely.

Whether the tree does or does not provide food, the law has for centuries

provided much food for thought, discussion and argument.

Another even more difficult law to understand is the prohibition of sowing mixed

seeds in a vineyard. This is parallel to the law which prohibits sowing mixed seeds

in a field, but in that case the broad meaning is clear and only the details need

clarifying; here the whole law is capable of various totally different interpretations.

A third law, concerning the planting of new trees in the Land, is also somewhat

ambiguous. For the first three years the fruit may not be eaten, and the fourth

year’s fruit is ‘holy’ (meaning, according to tradition, that it is treated in exactly

the same way as the Second Tithe in the 1st, 2nd, 4th and 5th years of the cycle)

– the crop of the fifth year may then be eaten ‘to increase its yield’. What is

ambiguous here is whether the ‘first three years’ (and likewise the fourth and fifth)

are the first three years after the tree has been planted, of which one or more years

may be cropless, or they are the first three years of actual crops, actual fruit that

grows. An olive tree for example does not normally bear fruit until it is about seven

years old, a walnut tree takes longer, so on the first interpretation the law would

in practice not apply to olives or walnuts, on the second it would.

Despite the fact that some sort of reason is given or hinted at in each case, these

three laws – against cutting down a fruit tree, sowing mixed seed in a vineyard and

eating the fruit of the first three years (with restrictions on the fourth) – cannot be

easily understood. Just what precisely is forbidden? Consideration to decide exactly

what they do mean has been given by the legal experts and is out of place here, but

they have been cited as they constitute an important part of the picture we wish to

display, an overall view of the laws.

In parallel with the laws of agriculture, the planting, pruning and harvesting of

trees is forbidden on sabbaths and principal festivals, and on the sabbatical and

jubilee years. The laws for the sabbatical and jubilee are the same as those for

agriculture, crops being left for anyone to help themselves. At other times if you

enter someone’s vineyard – again the presumption is that you enter as an employee

to reap the grape harvest – you may pluck and eat as many grapes as you wish, fill
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yourself with them, but not put any into a container (to take out with you). There

is no parallel law for olives, since no normal person is able to pluck olives from

a tree and eat them. They have to be processed to make them edible.

There are laws mentioned applying to all fruit crops which are parallel to the

agricultural laws requiring the edge of the field, dropped stalks of corn and

forgotten bundles to be left for the poor and needy. With fruit crops too there are

things to be left, in a very similar way, but the details are different, the language

is difficult and the whole has to be interpreted from the text to make any sense.

Next come the bikkurim or ‘first-crops’ which by tradition apply only to five

types of fruit: grapes, figs, pomegranates, olives and dates. These together with the

two ground crops wheat and barley make up the seven principal products of the

country, which should need no irrigation. (Vines, fig-trees, pomegranate trees,

olive-trees and date palms should receive enough water from the winter rain not to

need watering in the summer, though date palms need to be planted near a water

supply – river, lake, pond, oasis or the like – in the first place. Watering vines in

particular in the summer does more harm than good.)

The same procedure for bikkurim applies to all seven, or such of them as the

person concerned happens to produce. An unspecified amount (left to your

discretion) is to be put into a basket, taken to the Tabernacle, and handed to the

priest with the statement ‘I report today that I have come to the land that God

promised our ancestors’. The priest takes the basket and lays it before the altar.

You then make a precisely worded declamation which says in effect that ‘my

father’ (Jacob, or Israel) went down to Egypt with a small family which grew into

a big, powerful nation, the Egyptians persecuted and enslaved us, we cried out to

God who heard us, rescued us with miracles and brought us to this place, giving us

this wonderful country, and now I have brought the first produce of the land which

you, God, have given me. Finally you bow down to God, and then go and enjoy all

that you have received.

The main taxes that apply to corn apply also to grapes and olives. Just as with

corn the taxes are levied ‘from the threshing floor’, i.e. from the grain obtained

from the corn by processing (winnowing, threshing and so on), so with these fruits

they are levied from the winepress or olivepress, that is to say from wine and oil.

First comes the priest’s levy, of unspecified amount, which is holy. Ten per cent

of the remainder is put aside as the First Tithe to give to a Levite (who in turn

gives ten per cent of his receipts as a levy to the priest). Ten per cent of what is

left is then deducted as a second tithe, with no taxes on the seventh year as there

is no harvest. The second tithe in the 3rd and 6th years is the Poor Tithe, as with
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grain, and in the other years of the cycle it is treated exactly like that of grain and

the ‘fourth year crop’ of a newly planted tree – taken to the town where the

Sanctuary is situated and eaten there, or redeemed for money which is taken there

and used to buy food and drink to be consumed there.

After the Poor Tithe (of grain, wine and oil) has been not only deducted but

disposed of properly by giving to the needy, by which time all other taxes should

have been deducted and paid for the past three years, there is again a special

declamation to be made in the Tabernacle. An approximate translation is as follows:

‘I have cleared out all the holy food and also given to the Levite, the foreign

resident, the orphan and the widow, exactly as you instructed; I have neither

deviated from your instructions nor forgotten anything. I have not eaten any of it

when unfit to eat it, nor misused it, but have listened to my God and done all that

you have told me. Look down from your holy abode, from the sky, and bless your

people Israel, and the land that you gave us as you promised our fathers on oath,

a land that is an emitter of milk and sweetness.’

A word about wine, whose alcoholic content has led its use to be discouraged

and even forbidden by various religious teachings. The Torah regards it as one of

God’s blessings, and if it is dangerous in excess so is everything. The priests are

forbidden to drink it when on duty or about to go on duty; the ‘nazirite’ (who takes

a voluntary vow of abstention for a limited period) is forbidden to touch grapes or

any derivative of grapes during his abstention period; wine that is ‘holy’ may only

be used in accordance with the rules for its use; and of course any wine that has

been desecrated to idolatry is forbidden to all. But otherwise wine is there to be

enjoyed and it is left to one’s common sense to realise where and when to stop.
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FOOD AND ANIMALS

Food – an Introduction

Anything of vegetable or mineral origin that can be used as food (including such

things as nuts and salt) may be so used without any inherent restrictions whatsoever

and without any inherent requirement or restriction on processing. The word

‘inherent’ has been used because there may be restrictions in certain circumstances,

such as not to eat food that has been desecrated to idols, that has been leavened on

Passover, untaxed grain, wine or oil, first three years’ crop from a new tree and so

on. Such restrictions are not inherent in the type of food.

But when it comes to food of animal origin there are indeed many restrictions.

Only certain creatures may be used for food, they have to be killed in a certain

way, checked, processed and certain parts removed. The slaughtering may require

a side-ritual, and there may be cooking restrictions! We will shortly indicate the

main points of such laws.

Animals were used not only for food but also for providing clothing materials,

tent-skins and so on, and there are other living creatures such as birds, fish, insects

and ‘crawlies’, so let us take a wider look at them.

Use and Treatment of Animals and Living Creatures

At about the time of Moses, the main types of animal that were bred, owned and

used in the region were cattle, sheep, goats, donkeys and camels, hence it was these

that figured most in the legislation and that were liable to be taxed. They were used

for food (cattle, sheep and goats) both meat and dairy produce, wool for clothing

(sheep), skins for clothing and tents, and for work: cattle would draw the plough

(and perhaps carts where there were suitable roads or tracks for them), donkeys

were the maids-of-all-work, mainly used for carrying heavy loads as short- and

medium- distance transport, on the farm, taking goods to market, and often on

longer journeys, and for riding on.

Camels were owned by the wealthy and used by nomads to carry all their goods

whenever they moved, as well as by marauding tribes like the Midianites and

Amalekites who could arrive suddenly, raid, pillage, rape and murder, and quickly

escape with the booty. They were also appropriate for long-distance travel,

especially across the desert, carrying large loads between countries. However the
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allocation of portions of land to each person made the Israelites feel less tempted

to follow the ways of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob in living as nomads. A nation of

marauders was definitely not envisaged, and the heavy-haulage export/import

transport industry was already in the hands of others like the Ishmaelites. These ran

the caravan services, with which the Israelites did not seem inclined to compete.

So although camels were widely used they were probably not owned by Israelites

to any great extent – otherwise it is indeed hard to understand why they were not

subject to any form of taxation.

Horses in those days were not ridden but used to draw chariots. They were

expensive, and used mainly for military purposes as a sort of tank. In Egypt, where

they were more plentiful, Pharaoh seems to have used them to draw limousines as

well; but while the Canaanites had them for use in war, it was only Solomon who

introduced them to Israel, again for war and normally owned by the king. Dogs are

mentioned but would not normally have been owned in any quantity. Other animals,

mostly wild, such as deer and hares (and perhaps also pigs) were not normally bred

but captured whenever required for food or hides; and the same applies probably

to birds and their eggs.

Creatures were used for other purposes too – mention is made of dyes which we

know (from other sources) to have been extracted from insects and marine

creatures. The use of these was required in the Tabernacle construction for dying

sheep’s skins used with goats’ skins and the waterproof skin of an aquatic animal

(which could be a badger, otter or seal) and also for dying wool.

All this points to an assumption, that it is permissible to kill and use animals and

other creatures for human need. (For self-defence there is no question, witness the

various references to killing snakes and even lions and bears.) But does the creature

in fact have to be killed first? With warm-blooded animals required for meat there

is no doubt at all, it is made quite clear in the Torah that the animal must be killed

and its blood removed. Vivisection is by tradition and interpretation definitely not

allowed, but this is not stated explicitly; nor is any indication given concerning

lesser creatures. Without doubt we are intended to cultivate an attitude of

consideration towards God’s creatures, as is evident from the following laws, but

admittedly all refer to warm blooded creatures and all except the first to domestic

animals. With others we are left in the dark; ‘normal human feelings’ are no guide

as they vary from person to person.

First bird-nesting. Neither young birds nor eggs may be taken away with the

mother or in her presence. You must first send the mother away and only in its

absence may you take the young or the eggs.
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As we shall see later, cattle, sheep and goats are the only animals acceptable as

sacrificial offerings. When a young one is born, it is to remain seven days with its

mother. Only from the eighth day onwards is it acceptable as a sacrifice.

Animals with certain blemishes are not acceptable as sacrifices – in particular

there is a reference to animals that have been castrated or similarly treated ‘and in

your country you are not to do this’. In passing it may be worth mentioning the fact

that an ox or a bullock (they are the same) is a castrated bull, so that reference to

them in the English Bible are normally mistranslations, except that the word ‘ox’

was also used as a general name for the species, irrespective of sex. A young bull

is a calf, not a bullock. For this reason the word ‘bull’ has been generally used in

this book in preference where the male is meant or usually meant, and ‘cattle’

otherwise.

Different species of animal may not be interbred.

We have already noted that an animal is not to be muzzled when it is threshing,

nor are a bull (or cow) and a donkey to be used together to plough with. (A single

animal might pull a plough, but it was more usual to harness them together in pairs

with a yoke. Two donkeys or two head of cattle, but the Torah prohibits mixing

them. No reason is given, but the different strengths could cause great hardship for

one of them.)

An animal and its offspring may not be slaughtered on the same day. As the

father is usually unknown this must refer to mother and child.

Finally, one of the reasons stated for observing the sabbath is ‘so that your cattle

and your donkey may rest’.

Food of Animal Origin

Creatures that may be used for food are included under one of five headings, and

all others are strictly forbidden. The groups are: (i) domestic animals, (ii) wild

animals, (iii) birds, (iv) flying insects, and (v) water-dwellers (fish). In each group

there are some permitted creatures and the rest are forbidden, and the permitted

ones seem to belong to a biological sub-group.

Taking the first two groups together (the difference is in the process of slaughter

only) the only permitted creatures are those which have fully cloven hooves and

chew the cud. This amounts in practice to bovines (cattle, sheep, goats and various

types of antelope) and types of deer, with possibly some of their relatives.

The criteria for determining which birds are permitted are only traditional

(apparently three physical features plus one behaviour pattern) but they are not

written down, though a list of the commonest forbidden birds is given.
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Certain flying insects are permitted – they belong to the locust-grasshopper

group and are characterised by specially built legs that enable them to leap. But

there is no indication as to how they are to be dealt with, whether they have to be

killed or not and if so how; the Jews of Yemen alone have a tradition on this which

others have lost long ago.

As for water-dwellers, anything that has both fins and scales when in the water

(even if they drop off when leaving the water) is allowed, and nothing else. This

permits a large number of different types of fish, but all other water creatures are

excluded.

It is accepted that for fish it is sufficient to let them die and then eat them. Even

the blood is cold blood and not affected by the many repeated prohibitions against

eating blood, which refers to hot blood only – that too is tradition. Birds and wild

animals have to be slaughtered properly, but the method is given entirely by oral

tradition. All we are told in writing is that they are to be slaughtered, the blood is

to be poured out and covered with earth. Domestic animals also have to be

slaughtered (by tradition the method is more complicated) but the ritual of pouring

out and covering the blood with earth does not apply.

Blood is not to be eaten with the meat (still less without it !) ‘because blood is

the life’, you may eat the flesh but not the life ‘which is in the blood’. The

prohibition against blood is repeated many times. Animals that are killed (e.g. by

others) or that die of themselves are not allowed.

Finally, parts of the animal that are forbidden. The only animals (as distinct from

birds) that can be brought for offerings are, as we shall see in a later chapter, cattle,

sheep and goats; and when the offerings are brought there are certain rituals

performed, the main ones involving the blood and certain specified ‘fats’,1 the

blood being somehow transferred to the altar and the ‘fats’ being smoked on the

altar. The law is that these parts – the blood and the specified ‘fats’ – that are

offered on the altar in the case of a sacrifice may not be consumed at all (even

when the animal is not a sacrifice) if the animal is the type that could be so

offered, i.e. cattle, sheep and goats. Blood is anyway forbidden even with permitted

wild animals and birds; this is a further prohibition.

And for quite a different reason a part of the animal known as the ‘sinew of the

thigh’ is forbidden; it was a custom in Israel not to eat it after the incident of Jacob

and the ‘angel’, and when this was written into the Torah it became incorporated

into law.

1. A list of certain fats together with certain organs is known collectively as ‘the fats’.
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It is assumed that eggs may be eaten from and only from a permitted type of

bird, and milk and dairy produce from and only from permitted animals. Honey

from a bee, a forbidden insect, is not referred to, but by tradition this is eaten to

this day, possibly because the honey is not created by the creature’s body but

merely processed by it.

Taxation

Since animal farming was as important in the life of the population as agriculture

and fruit farming, it is only natural that it should be taxed. There are in addition

obligations on various occasions to bring animal offerings, but we will not consider

them here as taxes; perhaps in a way they are, but they do not depend on owning

animals, there is simply an obligation to bring them, and they may have to be

bought.

The tax system is far less complicated than with agriculture.

First, wool. This is subject only to the priest’s levy, an unspecified amount taken

from the first of the annual shearing (not from each animal) and given to the priest.

There is no tax on dairy produce, perhaps because it is perishable, perhaps because

it is not seasonal.

Second, the firstborn animal (if male) is to be given to the priest who is to offer

it as a sacrifice, the meat then being his to eat (as ‘holy’). This tax applies to cattle,

sheep, goats and donkeys; in the case of the first three the animal cannot be

exchanged, but since a donkey cannot be offered as a sacrifice its firstborn is to be

‘redeemed’ with a sheep or a goat (but not cattle) given to the priest instead. If it

is not so redeemed, its neck is to be broken (to render it useless). Not as cruel as

it seems: it is a threat unlikely to occur, as a dead donkey is no use to anyone.

The law goes hand in hand with the law for redeeming a firstborn (human) son

and giving away the money to the priest, and at first sight the reason appears to be

parallel to that of the ‘bikkurim’, of giving the first produce. There seems to have

been a natural instinct to offer the ‘first’ to whatever god one believed in, offering

the firstborn of animals and in many heathen practices even of humans as

sacrifices, or failing that of dedicating the firstborn son as a priest. Thus the Torah

says ‘yes’ and ‘no’ to accepted forms of practice: the first produce is brought to

God, who tells the priests to keep it and eat it, and to use the first wool; the

firstborn of animals are brought to God who tells the priests to offer them up as

sacrifices and then eat the meat; but the firstborn of humans are under no

circumstances to be brought as sacrifices, nor even to be ‘redeemed’ by animals as

sacrifices. The second choice is preferred: the firstborn of humans are to be
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dedicated to God to work as priests, but the job was taken from them. They were

exchanged for the Levites, who act as semi-priests, a section of the Levites (the

sons of Aaron) acting as full priests. So the firstborns are ‘redeemed’ or exchanged

for cash, a fixed amount per head, which is given to the Aaronite priest as a sort

of payment. (For that reason Levites do not redeem their firstborn sons.)

There is just one thing wrong with what is written in the last paragraph, and why

the words ‘at first sight’ are used. The reason quite clearly and repeatedly

expressed in the Torah is that God said ‘the firstborn of all people and animals

belonging to Israel are mine’ on account of the fact that they were spared in Egypt

when all the Egyptian firstborns were mysteriously killed overnight. Perhaps the

idea was for Israel to remember the reason given (what happened in Egypt) partly

for its own sake and partly to prevent the practice from being in any way confused

with the similar and parallel heathen practices, and to emphasise that the whole

thing is to save human lives, not to destroy them. The danger of people being

influenced by the Canaanite practice of human sacrifices was very real, as can be

seen by the repeated warnings and threats and from what in fact occurred later in

history. But from a safe distance we can see that the parallel between the bikkurim

(first produce) and the firstborn is too obvious to be totally irrelevant.

(In passing, all the laws regarding firstborns of humans and animals, like the

killing of the Egyptian firstborns, refer to the firstborn of the mother, the ‘opening

of the womb’. Inheritance, as pointed out earlier, considers the firstborn of the

father, ‘the first of his strength’.)

The third is not really a tax. The tithe – every tenth animal (of the newborn each

season) that passes under the rod is to be separated. The animal is to be taken as

it comes, good or bad, and not to be exchanged for another, and it is to be brought

and offered as a sacrifice and then eaten: it is ‘holy’. Perhaps because donkeys are

not bred in such numbers they are exempt, and do not even have to be redeemed.

Anyway the tithe is levied only on cattle, sheep and goats.

Finally, when an animal is slaughtered for meat (and not offered as a sacrifice)

there is a tax on the meat – certain specified parts of the animal are to be given as

a present to the priest, or rather to a priest. This is parallel to the tax on dough. It

is not to be confused with certain other parts of the animal that are to be given to

the officiating priest when it is brought as a sacrifice, those being not a tax but a

fee. The subject of sacrifices deserves and gets a chapter on its own.

Cooking

We have mentioned the tax on dough, and the need to remove blood from meat.
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The Canaanites had a religious ritual of boiling a kid in its mother’s milk, and

this we are told three times, without reason, not to do. The oral tradition is that this

is merely an example of a general law not to mix together milk and meat when hot,

nor heat them when mixed. Although we are not really dealing with laws not

clearly expressed, this one is interesting and deserves mention, since although it is

an ‘isolated’ law it first occurs in the Contract Document; and subsequently in

history, when the people of Israel have had to abandon so many laws because they

are no longer relevant and have decided to abandon so many more because they are

not so convenient, this law has remained as one of the few mainstays of the ‘Jewish

religion’ in the diaspora!
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EMPLOYMENT AND SLAVERY

The Concept of Slavery

The Israelites on receiving the Torah had just come out of Egypt where they

were slaves, and the whole point was not just a transfer of address from Egypt to

Canaan but a release from slavery. So any laws concerning slavery were given

priority.

There were two basic considerations. First, that the Israelites should not copy the

Egyptians by taking slaves and treating them as they themselves had been treated

by the Egyptians. From the type of law to which the Torah appends a reminder

‘that you were slaves in Egypt’ one can build up some sort of picture of what such

a slave’s life must have been like. The second consideration was that the Israelites,

having been once freed from slavery by God, should not again become slaves.

All this does not preclude the Israelites from taking slaves, but there were very

stringent conditions about whom, and about how they were to be treated.

In the early chapters when considering the type of social, political and economic

structure envisaged for the proposed society, we did not mention anything about

employment, still less slaves. The emphasis on individual landholding may have

given a slightly misleading impression to the effect that slavery was non-existent,

though the Levites at least, not being landholders, would naturally seek free

employment. At the time of Moses, slavery was generally accepted throughout the

known world, and perhaps surprisingly it was not to be totally banned in Israel. It

was however something to be permitted, not a system on which the economy was

to be based (as it was very largely in Egypt), and the permitted slaves, for personal

use and not for national purposes, were not to be Israelites.1 Slaves would then

constitute at most a very small section of the population, insignificant when

considering the overall type of structure of society.

In the last two to three hundred years, three and a half thousand years after

Moses, the distaste for slavery indicated in the Torah has finally percolated through,

and an attitude opposed to it is generally accepted. If some cases exist in subtle

form it is at least not practised ‘officially’. Despite this, the modern approach and

that of the Torah diverge.

1. Regarding the so-called ‘Hebrew slave’ see later.
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Our idea is that slavery is bad because a person should be free and

unhandicapped in all ways; in addition we object to the cruel and unjust treatment

to which slaves can be and usually are subjected.

The Torah is not over-concerned about the first point. There is an old proverb,

‘Man is born free, but everywhere we find him in chains.’ Man was not born free,

a baby is dependent from the start. Man is never and can never be completely free.

The Torah claims that the only way to avoid returning to slavery is for Israel to

become servants, almost slaves (the Hebrew word is the same), of God, which

implies restrictions and certainly not complete and absolute freedom without any

handicap. More of this later.

As for the other point, there is an alternative in ensuring that masters do not treat

slaves cruelly and unjustly, and the Torah partly finds a solution in this way, but

realises it is not enough. Human nature is such that observance of a proper code of

conduct by those in power cannot be enforced easily in enough cases.

The emphasis in the Torah is not so much on the evil of one person imposing

himself over another, as on one person allowing himself to be imposed upon by

another. God has granted the people of Israel self-respect and demands that they

maintain it. Thus the essential opposition is not to the Israelites owning slaves, but

to their becoming slaves after God liberated them. This would also imply an

objection to Israelites persuading other Israelites to become slaves, or treating them

as such. The people of Israel acquired an absolute right to freedom from human

bondage, through being liberated and agreeing to pay the price by keeping God’s

laws. Others had not yet acquired such an absolute right.

The difference between the two attitudes is not one of abstruse philosophy but

one that has practical consequences in the laws stated and in their nature. Our idea

is that if a person has absolute freedom, this includes the freedom to become a

slave if he wants to, yet nobody would ever want to; while nobody has the right to

deprive another of his freedom, or restrict him against his will, in any

circumstances whatsoever. (Though we give ‘society’ the right to do this!) The

Torah assumes that some people do want to become slaves of their own free will,

and there are slaves who do not even want freedom, two undesirable states of mind

for an Israelite, to be deplored. What is behind such an attitude so very different

from our own?

Leave aside for the moment the question of forced enslavement: a person sells

himself into voluntary slavery, whether permanently or for a fixed period, as a

means of ridding himself of responsibility. He gives up his freedom in exchange

for security. He works and does what he is told, but does not have to worry about

providing for his own welfare. It is not in his master’s interest to starve him, as he
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needs his services. We have seen in an early chapter how central government

implied a devolution of responsibility from the individual to paid representatives,

this being the basis of the Torah’s objection. The essence of the Torah is to teach

people individual responsibility in life, in spheres where this is often neglected. In

the same way, slavery implies a devolution of responsibility from the slave to the

master. If the slave simply does what he is told to do, especially if the

consequences of disobedience are unpleasant, then ultimately it is the master who

is responsible for the slave’s actions.

A man cannot obey two masters. If the owner tells a man to steal and God tells

him not to, he cannot obey both. If he chooses to obey God, he is not a true slave,

but a rebel. If he listens to his master, he abdicates his responsibility towards God.

He might answer the Supreme Judge ‘I was forced to do it’; it is to prevent such

a situation arising that an Israelite is not allowed to become a slave.

By contrast, one who is not an Israelite but is a slave to one does in fact, as we

shall see, have a large degree of personal responsibility and even certain privileges;

not to the same extent as a free Israelite, but sometimes more than a free foreigner,

particularly one whose poverty gives him a low status in his homeland that stops

him obtaining justice.

The attitude of the Torah towards the potential slave-owner (permitting foreign

slaves but not Israelites) may also perhaps be compared to the attitude towards

creditors regarding interest, where morality takes into consideration reciprocity.

Today, when non-Jews are all forbidden, by their own laws, to own slaves, it would

not be appropriate for Jews to accept the Torah’s ‘permission’ to own slaves.

Full Slavery

The criterion of a slave in the full sense, as understood in olden times, is that he

is regarded as mere property, and his master is his owner, his status being

approximately, and at times exactly, the same as that of cattle. The laws of the

Torah are incompatible with such a definition, so they do not deal with a full slave

but the nearest that is allowed to it, who even in this limited sense cannot be an

Israelite. (The nearest an Israelite can approach to this is dealt with in a later

section.)

Slaves may be bought ‘from the surrounding nations and from the foreign

residents’ – it is not quite clear whether this means that they may be bought as
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slaves or (more likely) merely that their slaves may be bought.2 In certain cases

too, war captives became slaves. All these are permanent slaves whose own

children are born slaves. They are regarded in certain respects, but by no means all,

as property which the owners’ children or heirs inherit. Surprisingly there is no

mention of any provision for, nor any prohibition against, Israelites selling their

slaves to one another, a puzzling omission. But all this does not mean that a slave

can never gain freedom.

Ever since circumcision was introduced in the time of Abraham, it has been a

man’s duty to see that his male slave, whether purchased or born in the household,

is circumcised; the slave is then considered part of the ‘household’, a term that

approximately means family plus slaves, but excluding married daughters and paid

servants. As a result he becomes a part-Israelite, a sort of half-Jew, with the

responsibilities and privileges attached. According to tradition he is obliged to keep

all the laws of the Torah except for certain rituals from which women too are

exempt (so as not to interfere with their domestic responsibilities).

This itself gives him a degree of independence and freedom of mind. Suppose

his master asks him to steal from a neighbour, a thing often asked of a slave

because if he is caught the master disclaims responsibility. The slave is then not

just entitled, but obliged, to refuse! There are also privileges, for instance the slave

of a priest may, as a member of the household, eat ‘holy food’ of a type even a

non-priest Israelite may not eat.

The text clearly states that a man is not only obliged to enjoy a ‘break’ or day

off on the Sabbath, but also to see that his slave does likewise, and obliges the

slave himself to do so; one of the reasons given for observing the Sabbath is ‘so

that your slave may rest, the same as you’. So the slave is given a day off every

week, in memory of the time we were slaves in Egypt and were not given a day

off, even begrudged a three-day holiday by Pharaoh after some hundred years of

slavery.

A man’s slave we are told is in a way his property – valuable property. If an

animal attacks a slave and kills him (or her), the animal’s owner has to pay the

slave’s owner a fixed sum of money as compensation; however, the animal has

killed a human being and must be destroyed. If the owner hits his slave so hard that

he dies, the slave is to be avenged. The man, though a slave, was a human being,

the owner has committed murder, no less, and must pay the full price. Such a law,

2. Although the rabbis called a non-Israelite slave a ‘Canaanite slave’, there was no such thing. It was
a euphemism, presumably for diplomatic or political reasons. No Canaanite was ever allowed to be
used as a slave – they all had to be expelled or exterminated.
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till the time of Moses, was probably unheard of. Only if the slave does not die

immediately but dies a day or two later as a result of injury, is he ‘not to be

avenged, because he was his property’. The implication is that even then if it had

been another man’s slave, not ‘his property’, he would have been punished as if he

had killed a free Israelite, since he had no right to hit him in the first place; but that

he is in fact allowed to hit his slave, to make him work, but not too hard. Clearly

he did not intend to kill him, and he has lost a slave.

The owner does not have to kill to be punished. If he strikes his slave and as a

result destroys his eye or even knocks out a tooth (the interpreters reasonably

understand this as destroying any organ that does not regenerate) then he has a very

severe punishment indeed – he loses his slave, who admittedly gets no

compensation but automatically gets his freedom. Thus a man who beats his slave

does not break the law, but is warned of the consequences, and the law has

sanctions.

In the last resort, a slave might run away. If a slave escapes from his master and

comes to you for refuge and asylum, you are told not to hand him back to his

master. He may stay with you, wherever he wishes, wherever it suits him, and (as

with the widow, the orphan and the foreign resident) you are not to exploit him. In

some countries ‘harbouring an escaped slave’ used to be a capital offence!

Moses first appears, other than as a baby, watching an Egyptian beating a

Hebrew slave to death. He stepped in, killed the Egyptian, and then had to flee and

spend many years in exile, never regretting his action – he could never have

accepted a God who disapproved. Since the concept of slavery is clearly distasteful

in God’s eyes, why not abolish the institution completely, rather than allow it to

continue? Apparently we have a compromise, as with other laws that ‘tolerate’

things discouraged. Slavery was an internationally accepted institution, and if the

world could not be made to give it up (at the time) it could at least be shown that

slaves are, and can be treated as, human beings, and that you do not make proper

slaves out of your own family. Hence the treatment of slaves who are not Israelites

was strictly controlled by legislation with sanctions, and the ownership of Israelite

‘slaves’, as we shall see, was made unprofitable.

Employment

When King James and his Merry Men set about ‘translating’ the Bible into

English, they came across a number of words they did not understand and used the

first ideas that came into their heads. Three such words, meaning three totally

different things and all referring to things that are not to be done, they ‘translated’
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as ‘oppress’, a word so vague as to be meaningless in law.

One of the words means to ‘harass’ (literally, to squeeze 3).

The second, from the various contexts in which it occurs in various biblical

books, can only mean to ‘withhold wages’ or delay payment of them,4 and the

Torah after using the word even spells out the meaning. It is rather tragic that the

language found it necessary to have a special word for this, but even today it comes

as something of a shock to a person leaving England for another country to

discover that the employer who always pays wages on time is the exception, not the

rule.

The third word, whose meaning is again clear from the various contexts and

from the meaning of other words from the same root, means ‘to exploit’, that is to

take unfair advantage of another person’s dependent situation.5

All three are forbidden. Harassment is emphasised regarding a foreign resident;

withholding wages in connection with the poor and the foreign resident;

exploitation with respect to one another, the widow, orphan, foreign resident, and

escaped slave seeking asylum.

There appear to have been essentially two types of employee, the freelance

casual worker employed and paid on a daily basis, and the one who worked for a

fixed term, such as a year. Even if the latter was an employee who lived in,6

working for a low wage and ‘all found’, he was still neither a slave, nor for legal

purposes one of the ‘household’.

There are no references in the Torah to any specific ‘terms of employment’;

probably it was taken for granted that these are matters for negotiation and contract

between the parties. It is only in recent times, since the abolition of serfdom and

slavery, that we see the unpleasant ‘master-servant’ relationship between the

employer and employee, a relic of the slavery which the employee gives in to as

he requires a degree of security. We considered this aspect regarding slaves, earlier

in the chapter. Nowadays we find a ‘boss-worker’ system where traditionally the

boss lays down the conditions which the worker accepts or rejects, in the latter case

going elsewhere; and where this system is reversed following large-scale rebellion,

the worker lays down conditions which the boss accepts, failing which he finds

himself without workers due to a strike. Negotiation is only after, or through fear

3. Hebrew ¼9N+ L0.
4. Hebrew ¼;W̧ L6.
5. Hebrew ¼(I4¼} ¼(.
6. Hebrew ¼% Ļ ¼} ¼º, as against the ordinary empoyee ¼<¼- H/ Lµ. The word ¼% Ļ ¼} ¼º has a different meaning (‘a
settler’) when used in conjunction with ¼<Iy.
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of, duress. Today we are brainwashed to forget that the employer is the one who

provides the money while the employee or contractor provides the services or work

– it makes no difference if he is a taxi driver, consultant, factory hand or farm

labourer – two equal people of identical status who enter a partnership, or

alternatively who conduct a business sale of work or services for cash.

But Moses lived in an era long before the recent squeezing out of freelance

workers. The days of mass employment, factories, large-scale exploitation of

workers necessitating strikes and trade unions, and so on, were thousands of years

in the future. No special laws were made to avoid such problems, but the law

against exploitation was there, as a basis, to be applied subsequently to whatever

circumstances might arise. An exception is the law against withholding, or delaying

payment of, wages, which applies in all cases. Wages must be paid when due, but

it is additionally spelt out in reference to one who is paid for a day’s work at the

end of the day: his wages must be paid before sunset.7

The employee, unlike a slave, is never a member of the household when it comes

to eating holy food or the Pessach, even if he lives in. There is a complex law, of

disputed interpretation, concerning the liability of an employer for loss of, or

damage to, property of an employee hired with him (e.g. when a man is hired with

his donkey to do a particular job). Where a man withholds wages and falsely denies

liability on oath, but later wishes to repent, then, as we have seem, he cannot bring

an offering to atone for his sin of swearing falsely until he has first paid up the

debt in full, plus a fine of 20% or 25% to the injured party. The man who delays

payment of wages is classified along with the robber. Beyond that, there are no

special laws concerning employment, apart from those dealt with in the coming

section. (Laws of safety are not restricted to employment and dealt with separately.)

The Hebrew Slave

A man who is destitute, who has no source of sufficient income, who has

pressing creditors and perhaps a family to keep, driven almost to desperation,

would, in olden times, be tempted to sell himself, for a fixed period (a number of

years) or permanently, as a slave. The downpayment he receives would clear his

debts, perhaps give his family something to live on, and thenceforth he would have

no worries – his food and needs would be provided for and all he need do is work.

His chief creditor might press him into this after manipulating him into debt. It was

quite common for a master to refuse to liberate a fixed-term slave once his period

7. Traditionally it refers to a day worker, and a night worker must be paid by sunrise.
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of service expired. We have already seen the Torah’s attitude to all this,

particularly as concerns Israelites, but nonetheless there was no absolute ban.

Perhaps such a ban would have been unworkable or unacceptable. Instead, a

compromise was tolerated, to which was attached the name ‘Hebrew slave’, the

word ‘Hebrew’ (and not ‘Israelite’) being used as a reminder of what the Israelites

were called in Egypt, a stigma on a practice discouraged even though it was only

semi-slavery or less.

The sale or purchase of an Israelite as a slave can be, and is, compared with the

sale or purchase of legacy land. In the latter case the land is not actually sold, all

that is really sold is the right to use the land and its produce for a limited period,

after which it returns to its original owner; there are certain rights of redemption

at a pro-rata price according to the number of remaining years. Likewise the

‘Hebrew slave’ is not actually sold, only his work and service for a limited period,

after which he returns free; in certain cases there are rights of redemption here too

at a pro-rata price, and the Jubilee year liberates both legacy land and Hebrew

slaves. The principle is more or less the same, and some of the laws intentionally

similar, but the details are quite different. For one thing, land lives for ever but

fifty years is a large chunk of a man’s life.

The Hebrew slave may not be treated as a slave but as a fixed-term employee

on annual contract is treated. (His position is of course different, he has been paid

in advance and he is not a free man, but his treatment is to be that of an employee,

not that of a slave. He also has certain privileges, as will be seen.)

Compulsory sale is, with one exception, totally banned. Only a thief, caught and

unable to restore or pay restitution for what he stole, may be sold by order of the

court to pay for this.8 To kidnap an Israelite and sell him is a capital offence. The

Hebrew slave has the same responsibilities, rights and privileges as any free man,

except full freedom and the need to work, and not the more limited or different

ones of the slave.

An Israelite selling himself as a slave to a foreigner living abroad has disobeyed

the command that Israelites are not to be sold, but there is nothing that legislation

can do about it. However, should he sell himself to a foreign resident, the latter is

subject to the laws of Israel, so something can be done.

8. When considering claims for injury in the form of loss of a limb (such as an arm), a judge would
assess the value of the damage as the difference between the man’s estimated value on the slave-market
(as a full slave to a foreign buyer) with and without the limb. This was a simple and convenient method
of assessment, but nobody was actually sold - compulsory sale is never to pay loan-debts or damages,
only restitution for theft and not always then. A. Cohen in the Soncino Chumash (p. 477) says
otherwise, misunderstanding a Hebrew commentator and necessitating this footnote.
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First, no Israelite is to see the resident force the ‘slave’ to work excessively hard

and allow it; he is to be treated not as a slave but as an employee. Second, the

‘slave’ goes free on the Jubilee. Third, he is to have redemption rights at all times,

at a pro-rata rate according to the number of years left till the jubilee, with the

obligation on the nearest relative – and failing that the next nearest and so on – to

redeem him; or if he can afford it he can redeem himself.

If he is bought not by a foreign resident but by another Israelite, the same

principles apply, though the laws are somewhat different. Here it is easier to

impose obligations directly on the purchaser. The man is to be treated not as a slave

but as an employee, may not be ill-treated or driven to work excessively hard, and

goes free on the jubilee, but does not have the rights of redemption. Instead,

however, his maximum period of service is six years, and if no jubilee intervenes

he goes free on the seventh, without having to make any ‘liberation payment’. On

the contrary, the master, who has paid in advance for six years’ service, still has

to pile him up with gifts when he leaves. The seventh year, it must be stressed, is

the seventh year of service, not tied to the sabbatical year of the land; but the

jubilee is the fiftieth year of the land, not of service.

If the man refuses to accept his freedom at the end of six years, he is taken to

court, where the judges take him to the doorpost and pierce his ear with an awl. He

then becomes the man’s permanent slave, carrying the humiliating brand-mark for

the rest of his life. A lot of rigmarole about nothing? In a way, yes, but aimed to

discourage slavery among Israelites and to teach them self-respect and the love of

freedom with its responsibilities.

The laws concerning the Hebrew slave apply both to men and to women, but not

to girls; it seems that fathers sometimes sold their daughters in a way similar to

slaves for the purpose of marriage. The laws connected with this practice are of

particular interest, as they include mention, ‘incidentally’ and as side-issues, of the

general basic rights of a wife, which are not mentioned elsewhere. For this reason

we will defer this case until we come to the whole subject of the family and

marriage in chapter 14.

Since the owner of a Hebrew slave cannot force the latter to work by anything

that could be considered as ill-treatment, it seems that if the slave refuses to work

there is little the master can do about it, and he has paid in advance on the mere

chance of getting value. He also has to pay again at the end in the form of gifts

according to his means. In short, a Hebrew slave is more of a liability than an

asset. The method used to discourage Israelites turning themselves into slaves is to

make it not worth anyone’s while to buy them.
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Conclusion

The whole subject of slavery may well be distasteful to us today, when we

regard it as an abomination, but we will do well to remember, after reading all the

above, three things.

First, that the Roman, two thousand years after this was first written, had the

power to arbitrarily execute his slave at whim, and often exercised that power.

Second, that nearly two thousand years later still, there were very severe

penalties in America for anyone caught harbouring an escaped slave.

Third, that only the extremely slow but effective influence of these early biblical

laws eventually led to the modern consideration of slavery as an abomination.

Less pleasant is the fact that large Japanese factories today offer their workers

tremendous welfare benefits if they agree to sign that they will work for the

company for the rest of their lives. The Egyptians did not enslave the Hebrews by

force but by cunning: slavery may yet return.
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SACRIFICES AND THE TABERNACLE

Sacrifice or Offering?

The word ‘sacrifice’ strictly means ‘making (or made) holy’, but has come to

mean today to deprive oneself of something. We are not considering the latter, and

the former, making something holy, can be done in various ways having no

connection with the Sanctuary. So generally we prefer to use the word ‘offering’,

something offered to God in the Sanctuary. But this too can be done in various

ways, and we are concerned with offerings that go, at least in part, on the altar (to

be explained), most of which are animal offerings.

Two sets of laws, both highly complicated and widely distributed in the Torah,

are connected with offerings. One deals with what may be brought (voluntarily),

what must be brought (compulsorily) and by whom and when. The other deals with

the procedure in each of several types of offering. There is no need for us to give

all the details, merely enough to grasp the basics, to know where details exist, and

to understand why these laws, and why offerings altogether, are so important in the

Torah, what their need was and what their purpose was. We will also see later how

offerings fit into certain other matters discussed in later chapters.

However, we will first consider the construction and use of the Tabernacle,

before returning to the subject of what is offered there.

Uses of the Tabernacle

The Tabernacle was intended as the religious and spiritual centre of the people.

It was to be the place for the public and private worship of God through rituals

performed on behalf of the public and on behalf of individuals by the priests; these

included offerings to God, which were to be offered nowhere else. But it was also

the place to which any individual ‘seeking God’, or even the leaders of the people,

would go, whether to offer thanks, to pray, to fulfil obligations that could not be

fulfilled elsewhere, or to seek advice or justice unobtainable elsewhere. Lay judges

might not always be found there, even one recognised as a supreme authority on

points of law or on decisions, but the priest would be, and he too would act often

as an arbiter in appeals against possibly decisions but certainly indecisions of a

lower court, and he was to be the expert consultant and deciding judge on laws of

procedure, particularly ritual matters.

First the Tabernacle itself, and then some of the actual rituals performed there.
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Construction of the Tabernacle

The Tabernacle was intended as a simple, neat, elegant yet portable structure, to

be dignified and beautiful as well as practical. As explained in chapter 2, it was to

be a source of national pride, and was not given in advance any fixed location, so

that it could be moved to the most convenient spot according to circumstances. In

addition, a matter that is often overlooked, the actual building process provided an

opportunity for the people to learn to live and work together as free men, in

accordance with the code of behaviour they had just been given, and which was

being explained, illustrated and amplified all the time by Moses, as well as learning

about the Sabbath (to be explained in a later chapter).

In some ways it would of course resemble any other religious temple, but it was

to differ in many basic respects; some of these are not easy to spot, since the nature

of the Tabernacle is emphasised while heathen parallels are simply ignored. Our

knowledge of the structure of the latter is mainly from archaeology, but pagan

temples were certainly very familiar to those who had lived in Egypt.

A tabernacle is defined in the Oxford Dicvtionary as ‘a fixed or movable

habitation of light construction’. Here it is used as a not too accurate translation of

the Hebrew word mishkan, which means simply a ‘domicile’ or home. God clearly

cannot be housed, but would have a symbolic ‘home’, a sort of address, and Moses

himself visited it as God’s ‘office’ where he would attend if he was required to be

in conference. This led to its being referred to as the Conference Tent,1 replacing

the temporary tent that Moses had set up outside the camp and named the

Conference Tent. The portable building 2 was surrounded by an area or

courtyard.3

The Torah gives a very detailed specification of its construction. These details

doubtlessly had a very great symbolic significance, both superficially and in depth,

but we are concerned with laws, not with the symbolism. However, to understand

the laws concerning the use of the Tabernacle we need to have some idea of its

construction, so let us have a quick summary.

Heavy metal sockets acted as supports to wooden boards which formed the walls.

These were draped with curtains which covered the walls outside and also acted as

a ceiling, from side to side and front to back. The curtains were in turn covered

with waterproof materials, and in the front (east) the entrance was covered by a veil

1. Hebrew ¼' I6¼} ¼2 ¼0 J(N$. The Hebrew word ¼0 J(N$ sometimes means a tent, but sometimes it is used as a
synonym for ¼3 L¤ Ḑ H2 meaning a home, which can even be a house that is a fixed building.
2. Hebrew ¼̧ J'N; (a holy place or, elsewhere, time).
3. Hebrew ¼̧ Lz D; H2 (holy place) includes both building and courtyard.
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that could be pushed aside by anyone entering or leaving.

This was the main building, divided into two rooms, an outer and an inner,

separated by a heavy veil. This heavy veil, which hid the inner room from view,

unlike the outer veil which merely acted instead of a door, seems to have had some

special significance, which again need not concern us here.

The inner room was the Extra-Holy,4 which housed the ‘Ark’, a wooden box

overlaid with gold and containing the Two Tablets which Moses brought down from

the mountain, with the ‘Ten Commandments’ written on them. On the Ark was a

thick gold lid out of which, beaten from the same piece of gold, emerged two

cherubim. Nobody knows just what cherubim were, though most people claim to

know and insist that they were figures of angels. (But what are angels? And do they

have a special appearance? An angel is simply a messenger, and an angel of God

can be a man, an epidemic, a hailstorm, or even the flame in a burning bush! It is

only in mediaeval times that artists and sculptors started to represent them as babies

with wings.) Most likely the word ‘cherubim’ simply means embossings. From

between the cherubim God spoke to Moses.

The only other things in the inner room were a few oddments added later: a

scroll of the Torah, a stick and a jar of Manna. It seems that these were not inside

the Ark but beside it.

Apart from Moses, who was always welcome, the only person ever allowed into

this inner room was the High Priest, and then only for a few minutes during a

special annual ceremony on Yom Kippur.

The outer room, the ‘Holy’, contained three pieces of furniture: a wooden table

overlaid with gold, on which the showbread was placed; a small altar (platform),

also of wood overlaid with gold, which we will have more to say about; and a large

seven-branched lampstand made of solid gold. In addition, there were utensils used

in conjunction with the furniture, such as tongs to carry the fire to light the lamps.

All four pieces of furniture, ark, table, lampstand and altar, were fitted with

attached rings at the sides through which poles could be inserted. Before travelling,

the priests would cover up the items of furniture; then after dismantling the

Tabernacle the Levites would carry them by the poles, without touching or even

looking at them. The outer room was otherwise entered only by the priests, not

even by the Levites.

In colder climates there is usually an entrance hall inside a building where a

visitor is received, and possibly waits, before being conducted further inside or

being turned away. In hotter climates it was usual to have the reception outside, in

4. Hebrew ¼1¼- Ḩ L'G; ¼- I̧ U' L;, literally ‘Holy of Holies’.
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a yard (as with a yard surrounding a house) where it was decided whether or not

to admit the visitor; some visitors would conduct all their business there. This was

known as the entrance area.5

The Tabernacle was surrounded by such a courtyard which the public could

enter, though part of it, including the altar (see below), was cordoned off by Levites

to prevent non-priests from entering that part. Known as the Conference Tent

Entrance Area,6 it was of fixed dimensions, oblong, and bounded by curtains

attached to wooden pillars placed in heavy metal sockets.

A third veil covered the courtyard entrance, which was in the east, facing the

Tabernacle entrance which was also in the east. The building lay east-west, so that

the Holy of Holies was at the western end. Those serving God would tend to face

westwards, and this was kept up in the later construction of the Temple. While no

reason is given, it seems probable 7 that it was for people to have their backs to

the rising sun, as many pagans, especially in Egypt, worshipped the sun facing east.

The main item of furniture in the courtyard was the copper8 altar, placed in the

area between the yard entrance and the building entrance; nearby was a copper

washstand for the priests to wash their arms and legs (including hands and feet, in

traditional oriental manner) before entering the Tabernacle or serving at the altar.

‘The Altar’ normally refers to the copper one which was in constant use; where the

golden one, of more limited use, is meant, it is specified.9

The Tabernacle itself contained only those things stated, but in the courtyard

there were no doubt many other things required for practical purposes, in addition

to those mentioned.

Uniforms

The priests when on duty had special uniforms designed to make them look both

dignified and resplendent. There were three different sets, the High Priest’s

standard uniform, the High Priest’s special linen uniform (for entering the Holy of

Holies on Yom Kippur) and the general priests’ uniform. Certain duties could only

be performed by priests (on duty and in uniform), some could be performed by

Levites, and some – including, surprise, the slaughter of an animal for an offering

5. Hebrew ¼+ K> J², meaning ‘entrance’, mistranslated as ‘door’ or ‘doorway’. Door is ¼> J0 Jz.
6. Hebrew ¼' I6¼} ¼2 ¼0 J(N$ ¼+ K> J².
7. Suggested by the story in Ezekiel 8:16.
8. Or brass, or perhaps bronze? Hebrew uses the same word for copper and its alloys.
9. Cassuto points out that the gold one had a roof. The copper one was a covering for a mound or earth
and stones, open on top. Metal would not have withstood the heat.
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– by any Israelite, man or woman, or even (by tradition) by a non-Israelite slave!

Rituals Inside the Tabernacle

Of the actual rituals performed inside the Tabernacle, the showbread on the table

was changed every week, the lamps of the lampstand were prepared every morning

and lit every evening, and twice a day special incense was offered on the golden

altar, which was used for no other purpose. The fire for this incense had to be taken

from the outside altar. These rituals could only be done by priests and not be

increased or decreased; strict discipline was insisted on in obeying instructions

precisely, and when Aaron’s two older sons, with the best of intentions, attempted

to vary the procedure, they were instantly struck dead.

The incense referred to was made of a mixture of spices blended according to

a precise formula, and nobody is allowed to make incense of that precise formula

for private use.

[Along with this law is given the law of the oil used for anointing the High

Priest, to be blended with various other ingredients. Moses alone was to make it,

nobody else to make an oil of the same formula. Historically, this oil was kept for

centuries. When, after the exile (or some say before), it was lost, the ‘anointing’

custom was replaced with a custom not involving oil. For the lamps, pure olive oil,

which is normally available, was used.]

The Altar

The main activity was in the courtyard in connection with the copper altar, a

platform, used for the offerings which could be of animals, birds or meal, together

with libations of wine. Certain other offerings, such as leavened bread, fruit etc,

were ‘proffered’ at the altar though not allowed to touch it, but libations of wine

were poured on it. (Other uses found later in connection with the Input Festival

show that the use of the altar was not quite as restricted as it appears.)

The Hebrew word translated as ‘altar’ means literally a ‘place of slaughter’,10

a raised structure or platform on which the animal is placed to be slaughtered. This

was indeed its original purpose,11 but even in heathen temples (before the time

of Moses) it acquired a greater importance and wider significance. It had ‘horns’

sticking up at the corners, to which a fugitive from justice might cling and demand

10. K+ Ix D* H2. Compare the use by Abraham in the Binding of Isaac.
11. Compare the use by Abraham in the Binding of Isaac
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asylum, the origin of the phrase to seek sanctuary. As we saw in chapter 3, the

Torah denies a cunning murderer such asylum, implying that the heathens did not.

The concept of an altar, a platform resembling at least in general terms that used

by pagans, was retained in the Tabernacle, and the word originally meaning ‘place

of slaughter’ (altar) was still used because of the nature of the structure and its holy

significance. But neither of the two ‘altars’ was ever used as a ‘place of slaughter’,

any more than the altar in a Christian church today. We have explained the use of

the golden altar and will consider the use of the other one later.

Why All the Details of Procedure?

It is not necessary for an ordinary person to be familiar with details of

procedure, only to know what to bring and when, whether the offering is a

voluntary one or a compulsory one. Priests must know all the details, but they are

trained first. So we will not burden the reader with details here. However, all is

open and above-board, all the laws are given in the Torah for whoever is interested

in studying them, there are no ‘secret’ rituals which are known only to the priests.

Members of the public can then see and understand what is happening, and if

necessary keep a watchful eye on the priests to ensure that they do not deviate from

the ritual prescribed.

However, we offer here an outline of the various types of offerings and their

procedures, to enable the general reader to gather an idea of what it is all about and

the sort of things that happen.

Classification of Offerings

Offerings could be of animals, birds or meal, frankincense (a gum resin from a

type of bark, sometimes used as a component of incense), libations of wine, and

sometimes combinations of these. They can be classified in different ways. One

way is according to who brings them:

(1) A private or personal offering brought by an individual;

(2) A public or communal offering bought from public funds and offered by the

priests on behalf of the whole community.

Another classification depends on requirement:

(1) A voluntary offering (including payment for a vow);

(2) A compulsory offering, ordained by the Torah in specific circumstances.

Each of these might involve different types of offering, but the procedure for a

particular type is the same for private or communal, voluntary or compulsory
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offerings, except where specified otherwise.

Animal Offerings – Cruelty to Dead Animals

First let us dispose of the ‘cruelty’ idea. One can at least understand vegetarians,

but not why so many meat-eaters get worked up when they hear about ‘animal

sacrifices’, calling them ‘primitive barbaric customs’, with strong condemnation of

the cruelty involved. After all, the animal is killed in exactly the same way as when

required for meat, the only difference being what happens to it after it is dead.

Furthermore, unlike with pagan offerings, slaughtering the animal, though

essential, was the least important part of the ceremony. A paradox? The important

parts of the ceremony were performed by the priests and began with collecting the

blood, immediately after the slaughter (which could be done by a layman), and

dealt with a dead animal. Any cruelty involved was cruelty to a dead animal!

Nobody ever complains about cruelty to dead animals except when talking about

the Temple service and animal offerings!

Procedure for Animal Offerings

It must be understood that the laws in the Torah were given to people who were

familiar with animal offerings. To us these laws are extremely complicated and

very difficult to understand, but to the Israelites leaving Egypt their characteristic

was their simplicity of procedure as against the pagan rituals discovered by

archaeologists. The details, and consideration of problems when something goes

wrong fill up large volumes of Talmud, but the procedure when all goes well is

relatively simple. We will try to simplify things even more.

The only animals allowed for offerings are cattle, sheep and goats. Others, such

as deer, may be eaten as we have seen, but not offered on the altar.

Here is the basic procedure. The animal is not slaughtered on the altar but in the

courtyard near the altar, so that it is instantly available, and expertly, as when the

animal is killed for food, any fault in the slaughtering rendering the offering unfit.

(1) As the animal is killed, the blood, which drains out, is collected and is

applied (as specified in different cases) on the altar. That is the first stage.

(2) In the second stage, after other rituals with the carcass, parts are removed

and smoked (i.e. slow-burned, explained below) on the altar.

(3) In the third stage the rest of the edible meat is consumed; sometimes after
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deducting a priest’s levy.

That, in a nutshell, is the outline procedure.

In each case the detailed procedure varies according to the type of offering. The

third stage may then be subdivided:

(a) In some types it is eaten by the one who brings it;

(b) In some types it is eaten only by the priests;

(c) In one special type it is burned (NOT on the altar) and not eaten;

(d) In one very common type, all and not part is smoked on the altar in the second

stage, and there is nothing left for a third stage.

Production of Smoke

What is this ‘smoking on the altar’, and why?

First, the English word is ambiguous. We are talking about slow-burning to

produce smoke, as with incense or tobacco (and not passing smoke over something

as with smoked fish).

Nothing apart from fuel is actually burned on the altar. At first burning coal

(‘fire’) is laid on it, and wood is then placed on top. The fire msut never go out.

In the second stage of an offering (above) certain fats and organs in a specified list

(known as ‘the Fats’) are removed from the carcass and then placed on top of the

wood where they will slow-burn, giving off smoke, just like a cigarette or incense,

and the purpose is likewise to provide smoke. [In one type of animal offering only,

the entire carcass is smoked on the altar.] The remaining ashes are removed daily.

The idea that God has no material form is repeatedly stressed in the Torah

because it was not easy for the ancients to accept. Nor is he even to be represented

or symbolised by anything that has material form. Anything tangible has material

form, and could eventually be confused with God. But before the public had been

brainwashed by scientists in the last few centuries, anything intangible and

transient, even if perceptible, was considered to have no material form, so we do

find, on occasion, symbolic representation by something non-tangible and transient,

such as a pillar of cloud, or fire, to indicate his presence. Likewise it would be

wrong to suggest that God can, even symbolically, ‘eat’ human food. (Three

miraculous exceptions were when fire suddenly came and consumed the offerings

– on the Eighth Day of Consecration of the Tabernacle, and centuries later in the

time of Solomon and again in the time of Elijah.) But, symbolically, God can

‘smell’ an aroma, from something that goes up to the sky and disperses.
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The smoke produced on the altar rises into the sky emitting a ‘relaxing aroma’12

which God ‘smells’. This way God can detect and accept that which is given to

him, instead of, but as if, eating it, and without being represented in a physical

form, while humans can also feel that there is a way in which this detecting and

accepting can take place.

The smoking of the ‘Fats’ contrasts with the pagan custom of leaving food for

the god to eat, which the priests consumed quietly later.

Types of Animal Offerings

Let us first recapitulate the main stages:

The first stage is with the blood, which is put onto the altar.

The second stage is with the ‘fats’ and smoking on the altar.

The third stage is the rest of the body, essentially the meat.

Basically there are three main types of animal offering (with sub-types). It is

best to use Hebrew names, since they are technical terms and translations are

always misleading, as their original meanings have changed, as with the word

translated as ‘altar’.

(1) The first type is the olah, the unique case mentioned above where the entire

animal (except for the hide) is smoked on the altar and nothing is eaten.

(2) The next is the zevach, an animal brought by someone who wishes to make

an offering (of the blood and ‘fats’) to God before eating the meat. He may have

to first give a certain part to the priest as a fee, depending on the sub-type.

This is always a private offering, never a communal one, and nearly always

voluntary. There are seven sub-types, with sometimes different details of procedure:

(i) A freewill offering. (For this an olah could alternatively be brought);

(ii) An offering for payment of a vow (if the vow does not specify an olah);

(iii) A compulsory offering for a nazirite;

(iv) A thanksgiving offering;

(v) A firstborn (offered and eaten by the priest who receives it);

(vi) A tithed animal (mentioned in chapter 10 above);

(vii) The Pessach (a compulsory offering dealt with later).

12. Hebrew K+N+¼-H4 K+¼- I<. Christian translations invent words and say that the fats ‘are burned to produce
a sweet savour’ but the translations ‘burned’, ‘sweet’ and ‘savour’ are nonsense. The fats are smoked,
to produce a soothing or relaxing aroma. God does not need to relax, but smells an aroma of the type
that humans use to relax.
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The first four are also called shelamim, a technical term which originally meant

a ‘payment (offering)’ for payment of a vow (NOT a peace-offering), but the use

of the term was extended to include the other three types.

Certainly at the time of Moses everyone understood clearly the first two types,

and nobody confused them. Frequent references to both types in the later Biblical

books, the Neviim, can often be understood only by knowing the difference between

them.13 Even the verb used for offering them is different.14

(3) The third type is never voluntary, only compulsory and in specified

circumstances. Here there are three sub-types:

(i) The ‘inside’ hatat offered only by the High Priest;

(ii) The regular ‘outside’ hatat;

(iii) The asham.

They differ in procedure. With the first, the meat (third stage) is burnt outside

the Tabernacle premises, and with the others the meat is eaten by the priests.

Originally, hatat wa a sin-offering and asham was a guilt-offering, but to say that

the hatat is brought when there is a sin and the asham when there is guilt is utter

nonsense. If there is no sin there is no place for guilt; if there is no guilt there may

be a sin but no point in bringing an offering to atone for it. They have become

mere technical terms for types of procedure, and cases where there is neither sin

nor guilt involved, such as a woman after childbirth, may require one or other of

these to be brought.

Unless specified otherwise, the procedure for a particular type or sub-type of

offering is standard, regardless of the reason for bringing it.

No offerings may be offered anywhere except at the Tabernacle.

All offerings had to be salted.

No leaven (yeast) or leavened bread or date syrup is ever to be offered on the

altar, though they can be brought as offerings not via the altar. No reason is given,

but there must have been some significance.

Finally, if the meat becomes unfit to eat, either through contamination (to be

explained in a later chapter) or because the time-limit for eating has expired, it

must be burned (destryed, not smoked) outside the precincts (NOT on the altar).

13. Saul’s excuse to Samuel for not destroying the Amalekite animals of better quality was that they
wished to offer them to God – not as Olahs but as Zevachs, enjoying the meat! See also Jeremiah 7:21.
14. Hebrew ¼(L0¼} ¼6 ¼>¼}¼0F6 K( but ¼+K%J* K+N%L*.
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Complicated? It’s not too bad really. Anyone who has mastered this section has

mastered the basis of the Jewish laws of offerings, and the remaining instructions

are details which can easily be followed and understood by simply reading the

source. There may be some problems, but the mind is not completely befogged.

Bird Offerings

A bird could sometimes be substituted for a hatat or a compulsory (or even

voluntary) olah. The only birds allowed were certain types of pigeon, which are not

slaughtered, but treated no worse than the chicken whose neck is wrung, standard

procedure of non-Jews who regard our offerings as primitive, cruel and barbaric.

Meal Offerings

The regular meal-offering or minhah, consists of flour, or bread baked in one of

various ways, with olive oil. Frankincense (explained earlier) is put onto the

offering, and the priest smokes all of this with a handful of the rest on the altar.

The remainder is to be eaten by the priests. But a minhah brought by a priest is to

be smoked entirely on the altar.

Sometimes a slightly different meal-offering was brought for a hatat.

The Accompaniment

Every olah and nearly every zevach (but not a hatat or asham), whether private

or public, whether voluntary or compulsory, had to be accompanied by a meal-

offering and a libation of wine, each of specified quantity depending on the animal

brought.

The Purpose of Offerings

Much has been written about the deep philosophical meaning and symbolism of

offerings and the various rituals involved, a great deal of this being based on

speculation and often of very questionable validity, but here is not the place to

enter that subject. What is relevant is to understand enough of the purpose and

meaning of the offerings to see why they needed to be included in the system of

the Torah, that is why they were necessary at that time. Here are a few questions:

1. Why the need to bring offerings at all? If God has everything, why do we need

to bring him anything?
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2. Why in particular animal offerings? Even if God allows us to destroy his

creatures (to which, as we saw in chapter 10, we are taught to show some

consideration) for food and other needs, need this also be done ‘for God’? When

Noah offered sacrifices from animals that he had saved from the Flood ‘to keep

them alive’, God, far from being pleased, was exasperated, and acknowledged

man’s inherent wicked nature.15

If we were to meet an Israelite contemporary of Moses and ask ‘Why does the

Torah need to include animal offerings?’ the reply would be ‘Why not?’. If today

they appear meaningless and unnecessary, to such a person life would be

unthinkable without them. Still, we might like to ask just what they did mean, in

those days, to the average pagan; and were they intended to mean the same thing

to the Israelite, the only difference being to whom they were directed? Or if the

meaning was to be totally different, what was it to be?

In fact, the meaning was intended to be different, because, as we have

mentioned, worship of God is not the same as worship of idols (the main difference

being who the object of worship is, followed merely by technical differences). It

was bringing the offerings with this wrong attitude to which the Neviim such as

Isaiah objected so strongly. By its very nature, worship of God is inherently

different to worship of idols, even where there are superficial similarities.

To the pagan it is simple, the purpose of an offering is payment. That is all.

There are different types of payment. First, thanksgiving – if you don’t pay for

what you got, you won’t get next time. Next comes advance payment for goods and

services required. If the services you require are at someone else’s expense, you

have bribery, and all pagan gods can be bribed. Then, out of fear, comes

compensation for a sin committed: sin if you wish, but compensate with an offering

as a gift in order to avert punishment. Finally, also from fear, comes payment of

‘protection money’ or its equivalent, a form of blackmail: the priests have

convinced you that all sorts of nasty things will happen to you, whether you

deserve them or not, unless you pay the god to ‘lay off’. It is worship of God in

this way, with this attitude of mind, that Isaiah and others condemn.

By starting with the Creation the Torah shows that God needs nothing, owns all

you have and can take it at will, and as expressly stated in the Torah cannot be

bribed. He accepts the giving of the gift, rather than the gift itself, and on occasion

demands it. He also demands respect, certainly no less than pagans give to their

idols, which is why all instructions regarding the ritual of offerings must be very

strictly adhered to, with very severe penalties for failing to obey precisely,

15. Read Genesis 8:21 carefully.
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particularly for the priests. To the contemporary of Moses, though not to us, what

would be most noticeable in the Torah is not the large number of instructions given,

but on the contrary how few there are compared to pagan customs. The limitation,

not to add any ritual outside the given framework, is as important as the positive

side. Nadab and Abihu, Aaron’s sons, were killed instantly in the Tabernacle by

‘fire from God’, not because they forgot or omitted to do anything, not because

they made a mistake in the procedure, but because they thought themselves clever

and decided to add something of their own, beyond their instructions.

The idea of animal offerings was one already deeply ingrained in the minds of

everyone as the ‘done thing’. When Abraham was told, at the last minute, not to

sacrifice his son, he saw a ram and offered it up instead, without being told to do

so. It was the obvious thing to do. The practice was so deeply ingrained that the

Torah could not totally ban it even if, as some seem to think, it might have been

better not to have it. (The mediaeval rabbi and philosopher Moses Maimonides

suggests that they were a ‘concession to the times’.) If the desire to sacrifice were

not carefully channelled, it might express itself in a bad and misdirected way. But

no offering was to be offered anywhere except in the Tabernacle. The reason is

stated ‘so that they should not offer up their offerings to the “goats”’, the word

goats being a sarcastic and contemptuous reference to the objects of idolatry.

However, meat could be eaten by those who live too far from the Tabernacle for

an offering to be convenient, with three stipulations.

One, most emphatic, is that blood may not be eaten. The second is that from

those types of animal suitable for offerings – cattle, sheep and goats – the ‘fats’,

those fats and organs referred to earlier as being smoked on the altar, may also not

be eaten. The third is that certain parts (not the same as with an offering) must be

given to a priest.16

A further point was the prevalence in Canaan at the time of human sacrifices,

perhaps the worst of all the abominations considered in the Torah. If the people

were to resist that influence yet feel an uncontrollable desire to spill blood, let

animal blood be put onto the altar to beg pardon for their sins, not human blood.

It is also worth noting how far the idolatrous procedure was modified to make

it acceptable to God, with a simplified ritual to avoid superstitions. At no point was

the animal ever tortured or subjected to cruel treatment. The execution did not take

place at the altar itself, the focus of attention, so was not likely to encourage any

sadistic feelings. There was no suggestion of giving any part of the carcass to a

16. There are other requirements regarding the slaughter and eating of animals for food, but these three
are stipulated conditions for not having to bring them first to the Sanctuary.
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hungry god to eat, being later retrieved by the priests when everyone has gone.

That which the priests took was all open, legal and above board, and the ‘fats’,

given to God, were smoked in full view of tthe public. The ceremony did not take

place indoors, with screens behind which to hide; the entire ceremony took place

outside in the open air where all could see, though they had to keep a distance.

(Only on special rare occasions the High Priest took some of the blood inside.)

So the offerings were necessary, in a negative sense, to prevent ‘worse’ things

such as human sacrifices, pagan sacrifices, and incorrect offerings to God in pagan

style, which would have happened had correct ones not been specified. What of

the positive side, beyond this?

Private offerings fall roughly into four categories. The first includes thanksgiving

and friendship: something akin to giving a friend or relative a birthday present, or

a token or sign of appreciation in return for favours received. The second category

is the payment for favours actually requested by a vow. The third is removal of

guilt (see below). The fourth is just obedience to instructions.

Public offerings are for ceremonial purposes, essential to maintain national pride,

or to remove public guilt, or a combination of both. The Pessach offering is unique,

having a significance of its own. (Both are discussed more fully in chapter 15.)

‘Removal of guilt’ requires some explanation. Offerings cannot get pardon for

a deliberate sin – mostly they are brought when a minor sin of forgetfulness leads

to a very serious sin committed inadvertently. A person feels very guilty over the

minor sin, forgetfulness, in view of what it has led to, and carries a guilt complex

which can only be removed by some form of punishment. (As Bernard Shaw wrote,

‘Beware of the man who does not return your blows, he neither forgives you nor

allows you to forgive yourself’.) Punishment can be self-inflicted but to be effective

cannot be self-determined. So he is told to go to the trouble, expense and perhaps

humiliation, of bringing an offering to beg pardon, is forgiven, and the major sin

then becomes in effect accidental. It is not enough that he is forgiven, he has to feel

forgiven, and this is so because he is told that if he brings the offering as

instructed, he will be forgiven. But even in such a case, the offering cannot atone

or even be brought where the major sin is misappropriation, until full restitution is

made, plus a percentage fine!

Note that an offering does not ‘atone’, but begs pardon, which, if all is done

correctly in specified cases, is granted. ‘Atonement’ means compensation, which,

where applicable, has to be made before the offering is brought. A full appreciation

and understanding of this makes it clear that Isaiah does not contradict Leviticus.

In this sense, it is the offering brought to remove guilt (hatat or asham) that is the
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true ‘peace-offering’, brought to make one’s peace with God and with one’s own

conscience. English bibles mistranslate something else as ‘peace-offering’.

The ‘exile’ imposed on one who commits unintentional homicide is similar – it

neither punishes nor atones for the killing but expiates for the negligence that

caused it, and the killing then becomes accidental.17 This has important legal

consequences in complicated cases.

Animal Offerings to be Reinstated?

Animal offerings were thus, in one way or another, truly meaningful to ordinary

people in olden days, but if they were to be suddenly reintroduced, would they still

have such an obvious meaning? Once everyone owned animals or could, unless

very poor, buy one from a neighbour. Normally one would need to have or buy an

animal in order to be able to eat meat. Today animals are owned by very few,

usually companies, meat is bought ready-slaughtered and in portions, and the bulk

of the population live in towns and never see a cow or a sheep unless they go on

holiday. Many other aspects of the rituals would also be meaningless today. Could

our attitude be so adapted as to restore their practical effect? Perhaps, but if not

some solution must be found when the Temple is rebuilt. Offerings fulfilled very

useful purposes for which no satisfactory substitutes are yet available.

17. The exile applies only to homicide through a degree of negligence, and is not needed for pure
accident. Traditionally the High Priest’s wife (or mother) made sure that any exile in a Refuge City was
very well looked after, so that he should not pray for her husband’s (or son’s) death.
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RELIGIOUS MALPRACTICE

We have already referred to the fact that blasphemy is a capital offence, and to

the severity with which idolatry is to be treated, even if necessary to the massacre

and destruction of an entire town.

There are other practices on the fringe of idolatry, such as witchcraft whose

practice also carries the death penalty, fortune-telling and similar superstitious

things. There is a list of them, most of whose meanings are guessed at since the

words used are not really understood, but the general idea is clear. However, the

number of different words and names used for what are clearly just variations of

witchcraft shows how widespread such practices were.

A long-standing controversy exists as to whether witchcraft really works

(‘otherwise why need it be forbidden?’) or is it quackery (‘but people are misled

into believing that it really works and into relying on it instead of on God’) with

strongly held views for each side.

One such practice alone can be easily understood as it needs just a simple

translation of a few simple words, nothing fancy or technical: ‘seeking after the

dead’. There is more to this than mere sorcery. Not only is the religious aspect of

this obnoxious, but the dead are gone and this fact must be recognised. Their

memory may well be respected, the good example they left behind may be

followed, but they are no longer there. When a very difficult problem arises in law,

you are to go to the judge or priest who happens to be ‘at that time’. In other words

you turn to, and accept the decision of, the best judge or legal authority available

and thus alive, and not turn to a great and outstanding personage of the past

generation and ask ‘what would he have said?’ Do not pray to the dead, do not seek

their advice.

It seems that in many contemporary religions death and the dead played an

important part, human sacrifices being just one aspect. Scanning the Torah, one can

see how every effort is made to keep both death and the dead as far away as

possible in every manner from anything connected with religious and ritual worship

and service of God.

When capital punishment was enforced there were various methods of execution,

but hanging was not one of them. The custom was to hang or impale the corpse

afterwards, as a public example, but we are told not to leave it hanging overnight

– it must be buried the same day. If this happens even to a villain who is executed

as a punishment, there is an obvious obligation to bury any dead on the same day
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if possible. True, it’s easier with the villain as arrangements can be made in

advance; furthermore an ordinary person may wish to be buried at some place

distant from where he or she dies, or may die on a Sabbath or Festival when he or

she cannot be buried, but if not the same day we do the best we can. (Traditionally

a person who is busy arranging a funeral – preferably the oldest son if he is

available, or any other relative if nearby – is temporarily exempt from many other

Torah obligations!)

Even so, a person who touches or comes into direct contact with a corpse, or

even finds himself under the same roof as one, becomes ‘contaminated’ and hence

‘barred’ – something we will explain more fully in a later chapter.

Approximately it means that he may not eat any holy food, or enter the holy

precincts of the Sanctuary, and he can contaminate other objects to a lesser degree,

until he is ‘cleared’, which takes seven days, with a complicated ‘clearance’ ritual.

Even those participating in this ritual, or even involved in preparing the accessories

needed for it, become to a lesser degree contaminated and remain barred until

evening after undergoing a much simpler ‘clearance’ ritual.

All this ensures that anyone who comes into direct or even indirect contact with

the dead is kept well away from anything connected with ritual religious worship,

and in particular from the Sanctuary, any service taking place there, and any holy

food.

Most particularly it keeps any priest who is so contaminated away from it all,

so that there can be no connection or even apparent connection between the corpse

and worship of God. The law goes even further: a priest is not allowed to

contaminate himself by contact with or proximity to a dead body, whether he is on

duty or going on duty or not, unless the deceased is one of a short list of very close

relatives whom it is necessary to bury. This is why to this day the Cohens do not

enter a cemetery.

The High Priest is not allowed to so ‘bar’ himself even for a close relative.

Should he be ‘barred’ from any cause whatsoever, and there are other causes not

connected with death, he cannot even perform the Yom Kippur ceremony, which

would have to be dealt with by a deputy. He may not even mourn: when Aaron was

on duty in the Tabernacle with his four sons at the priests’ consecration ceremony

and two of his sons were suddenly struck dead, Moses ordered him to carry on as

usual with his remaining sons, regardless. Near relatives who were not priests

would take out and bury the bodies, and the general population would do the

mourning. But he, as High Priest on duty, must ignore the event!

The practices of making cuts on the body (of the mourner) or shaving a bald

patch on the head (of the mourner) when someone dies are strictly forbidden to any
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Israelite. These were apparently religious or pseudo-religious customs. Even

tattooing, for whatever reason (mourning or otherwise), is forbidden.

But mourning, to show grief and respect, is recorded in many instances in the

narrative without disapproval, and at times expected. The accepted customs appear

to have been to tear one’s clothes and let the hair grow wild, since these are only

forbidden to the High Priest, to whom, exceptionally, mourning is forbidden. Where

mentioned, the period was thirty days (one month). But there is no instruction to

mourn, and certainly no reference to any sort of religious practice, service, prayers

or anything else that should be followed, and no praying for (still less to) the ‘souls

of the departed’. All such customs among Jews – and there are many, from the

relatively harmless yizkor to the abominable habit of the sexton praying to the dead

for forgiveness at the graveside (ugh!), with a large number of others en route – are

of much later origin. It is extremely difficult to reconcile any of them (apart from

the kaddish which does not refer to the dead at all) with the spirit of the original

Torah of Moses. There, mourning is permitted, whereas joy and celebration,

particularly on Festivals, is commanded!

[As a digression, the kaddish is a prayer of much later origin, praising God, said

as a routine by the hazzan during the daily prayers, and said by the mourner to help

him to overcome and remove any feeling of bitterness that may have arisen from

the tragedy. In the latter case it is commendably a prayer for the living, the

mourner who remains, not for the dead. Can the Cabbalistic concept of the kaddish

as a prayer for the dead, admittedly for and not to, be reconciled with the spirit of

the Torah?]
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THE FAMILY

Marriage

It is strange but a fact that nearly all the laws concerning the positive side of

marriage, the obligations involved, and concerning divorce, are either mentioned

incidentally when some other topic or some special case is being considered

(lawyers call this obiter dicta), or referred to indirectly, or not mentioned at all. In

the latter case the traditional laws are based either on a tradition, or on an

interpretation deduced from law or from a custom described in the Torah’s

narrative section. In order not to step beyond our self-imposed terms of reference

where avoidable, we will endeavour to tread warily, but some references to

narrative will be needed just to show where the problems lie.

A word first about the status and life of women generally. We have seen how

various laws we have considered under other sections were tailored to suit a

particular set of social, economic and political conditions which were in some cases

existing and taken for granted and in other cases to be specially created. So here

basically the way of life of women was taken for granted, except that what may be

approximately termed promiscuity unrestricted was not to be allowed; and the laws

were tailored accordingly. (As we shall see, the restrictions were not as limiting as

those later adopted by Christianity, but in many cases those applicable were to be

treated far more seriously.)

Basically society did not enable women to be that independent, though there are

enough stories to show that women who wanted it were not actually prevented from

achieving independence, however difficult it might prove to acquire. In return, they

would be given protection, thus affording them security. The position is analogous

to that of children. In neither case is it a general law that they are to be protected,

it is a social fact that they generally are. Hence the frequent references in the Torah

to the need to care about the widow and the orphan, because they are the (typical)

cases of exception, who do not have the protection normally afforded to women and

children by husband or father.

Excessive promiscuity was in fact practised widely by the Egyptians and by the

Canaanites and other inhabitants of the Land (not to mention the nearby Midianites

and Moabites) and this probably gave women more independence, but the fact that

these nations are pointed out suggests that not everyone in those days behaved that

way. Abraham and Isaac, when visiting the Palestinians (alias Philistines),
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recognised that often the locals would commit murder rather than adultery. The

laws of the Torah do not prevent or prohibit modern ‘western’ independence of

women, but are based on the assumption that this did not normally exist and was

not normally wanted. Women themselves preferred security and are often today far

from happy under modern ‘western’ conditions. Not that they were treated as slaves

or inferiors – two laws demand, in different words, respect for in one case ‘your

father and your mother’ and in the other ‘your mother and your father’, and it is

virtually impossible to respect both where they do not respect each other.

Normally a girl would be looked after by her father, just as a boy would be; but

whereas a boy would at a certain age tend to become independent and go out on his

own, eventually finding his own wife and so on (though not always, as in the case

of Isaac), a girl would remain at home as the responsibility of her father until the

latter found her a husband. It is simply assumed that usually, repeat usually, the

girl’s father would decide who the husband is to be. (If he was dead, a brother

might take over the responsibility of caring for his sister and finding her a

husband.) Responsibility for looking after the girl would then pass over, in two

stages (as we shall see) from the father to the husband.

The Torah stresses that the daughters of the deceased Zelophehad retained the

right to choose their own husbands, only that due to special circumstances their

choice was limited to members of their own tribe. The fact that a father normally

found a husband for his daughter does not mean that a girl could be forced to marry

someone against her will.

In much later times (and it was assumed in those later times that the same

practices went back to the time of Moses and earlier) child marriages were

common, but with a proviso: a man could marry off his young daughter any time

before she became of age (12 years) to a man who undertook the responsibility of

looking after her. But this man could not consummate the marriage until she

became of age, at which time, only, she could exercise the right of opting out of

the marriage, making it null and void. If she did not, it would become valid on

consummation. It is not certain that this was in fact the practice at the time of

Moses, but it was the custom until very recently among the Jews of Yemen to

marry off an orphan girl at the age of eight or ten – I know of an actual case.

So much for background, now for the laws themselves. A man had, it appears,

the right to ‘sell’ his daughter as a sort of slave. We mentioned this casually

without detail when considering slavery. Such a slave-girl was not treated in the

same way as the adult Hebrew slave who went free after six years’ service, or in

the jubilee year. Bear in mind that the whole idea of the ‘Hebrew slave’ was

distasteful, and tolerated by the Torah presumably to allow for cases of desperate
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poverty. The distaste is made quite clear. The man who bought a slave-girl had a

choice of action. If he took a dislike to her (after buying her) and did not marry

her, or marry her to his son, then he should redeem her, that is presumably to sell

her back at a reduced rate. He may not sell her to a foreigner ‘having dealt with her

treacherously’, i.e. having let her down.

The implication is clear. The whole purpose of the ‘sale’, its only justification,

is for the purpose of marriage. A poor man has a daughter whom he cannot afford

to keep, to feed, so he sells her to a man who in turn undertakes to look after her

and eventually marry her or marry her to his son – if so, he must treat her as (any

other) girls, that is to say she must be a full wife and not a slave who is ‘used’.

Then comes an interesting sentence: ‘If he takes on another wife as well he may

not reduce her allowances of food, clothing and sex.’ It is from this obiter dictum

alone that we are able to see the responsibilities of a man to his wife, and that

though polygamy was allowed he could not take on a second at the expense of the

rights of the first wife.

Returning to the purchaser of the slave-girl, ‘if he fails to do any of these three

things’ namely to marry her, to marry her to his son, or to redeem her, ‘then she

is to go free without any payment’. It does not say when – presumably when she

becomes of age.

But this selling a daughter is a rare and special case. It is given a prominent

place in the code of laws because it deals with slavery from which Israel had just

emerged. What of ordinary marriage?

There are many references both in law and in narrative to a man ‘taking a

woman’ in marriage. Hebrew, like German and many other languages, does not

have a separate word for ‘wife’ but uses ‘woman’. There are also references about

who not to take, but nothing on how it was done! There must have been some sort

of ceremony, but we don’t know what it was. We do know, though, from the words

used and the laws applying, that there were two stages.

The first stage is often mistranslated ‘betrothal’ which means simply engagement

or promise to marry, but it was not that; it was the first stage and the woman was

half-married. The bridegroom would pay the girl’s father a bride-price, which

would be more for a virgin than otherwise. (As we saw in an earlier chapter, a man

who seduces a virgin must marry her, but if her father does not agree to it he must

pay the girl’s father ‘according to the bride-price of virgins’, in other words the

financial loss.) There would be some undefined ceremony and the girl was then

half-married. The marriage would not be consummated, the girl would remain at

home under father’s responsibility, but any infidelity on her part would be

accounted as adultery, a very serious offence, in fact a capital offence, more serious
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even than after full marriage, as she would be betraying both her husband and her

father.

Then at a later date, presumably after a second, also unknown, ceremony, the

marriage would be consummated and the husband would take over full

responsibility from the father. This two-stage process is not stated as a law, but

there are legal differences between a fully-married woman and a half-married one,

as explained.

From the stories of Jacob and Samson it appears that in olden times there were

seven days of celebration after the full marriage. When a widow or a divorcee got

married, the two stage process may or may not have been used, we do not know.

Most likely it was more symbolic, with the two stages close together, but this is

guesswork.

[Just for reference, the modern Jewish custom is to have one long ceremony with

the guests watching all the time, the first stage (half-marriage) being at the

beginning and a ceremony representing the second stage being at the end. The

reading and signing of a settlement, with possibly a sermon thrown in, acts as a

break in the middle.]

To summarise, nothing is stated explicitly about the process of getting married,

but the two stages are referred to, and even after the first stage any infidelity on the

part of the bride is considered as adultery. Adultery always means infidelity on the

part of the wife, and her partner in the crime is equally guilty. But a man is

allowed extra wives (polygamy).

The Torah allows polygamy, it is still allowed and practised in many societies

today, even in Jewish communities (where a later edict banning it never applied),

but a man is not allowed to take a second wife at the expense of the basic rights

of the first one. Only a king may not have ‘too many’ wives. All the same, there

are many references to a man’s ‘wife’ and one to ‘if a man has two wives’; all this

coupled with narratives suggests that for a man to have only one wife was more

usual, though it was not uncommon to have more. Even the story of Adam and Eve

suggests that monogamy was preferable, but if a wife remained childless it was

advisable to take an extra one to produce children.

There is an interesting omission in the law of the Torah. We find frequent

references in the narrative, both of the Torah and of later books of the Bible, to the

word pilegesh. This word is not really Hebrew, it is a foreign word used in Hebrew,

and its exact meaning is unclear. It is usually translated as ‘concubine’, but that is

merely an old-fashioned word for mistress, and this is something more: a sort of
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wife of lower status, or common-law wife perhaps, but why should any woman

accept such a lower status? In many cases a distinction is drawn between a wife

and a pilegesh; yet nowhere is it indicated what the difference was.1 Adding to

confusion, certain women in the narrative are referred to in one place as ‘wives’

and in another as pilagshim (the plural of pilegesh). Maybe the exact usage of the

word was variable. What is interesting is that though the existence of pilagshim is

often referred to, they are nowhere mentioned in the laws.

The main obligations of a husband, we have seen, are discovered in the obiter

dicta of the laws on slaves. A man had to provide his wife with a fair share of

food, clothing and sex. In addition, a man who has just taken a wife is exempt from

military service and other unspecified responsibilities for a year, during which he

is to ‘make the wife that he has taken happy.’ Note this! It is followed by ‘He is

not to take the parts of a millstone to pledge, because he is taking a life to pledge’,

the millstone being essential for producing food. In other words by abandoning his

new bride before she has had a chance to find her feet and learn to look after

herself he is taking from her the means of keeping herself alive.

Divorce

The institution of marriage in some form or other occurs in nearly all societies,

but not that of divorce. However several references to divorcees in various

connections in law show that the Torah does recognise such an institution. In spite

of that, the procedure is only known from obiter dicta in a special case. The only

three references to divorce 2 (two of which are negative, cases where it cannot be

done) are to the man divorcing his wife, so it is assumed that that is the only way.

The word used for the verb, to divorce, is ‘to send away’, the word for divorcee

means one who has been ‘thrown out’, and the process is by the husband writing

a ‘document of severance’ and putting it into her hand. The words used give an

indication of the attitude to and concept of divorce.

The first reference is to the man who rapes a virgin girl. Unlike the seducer he

must both pay the girl’s father a fine and marry her – and in addition he can never

divorce her as long as he lives.

The second is to a man who falsely slanders his bride (with complex details

requiring interpretation) and likewise may never divorce her.

1. The rabbis say that a pilegesh is simply a wife without a ketubbah, but the ketubbah is a post-
biblical rabbinic institution, while pilegesh is a biblical term only.
2. Divorcees are mentioned a few times, but not how they reach that state.
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The third is the really interesting case. A man marries a woman and

consummates the marriage, then finds grounds to dislike her; he writes her a

‘document of severance’, puts it into her hand, and sends her away from his house;

she leaves his house and marries a second man; the second man hates her, writes

her a document of severance, puts it into her hand and sends her away from his

house, or the second man who has married her dies: the first husband who sent her

away cannot take her back again as wife, as she has become barred to him and this

is an abomination to God.

The obvious laws deduced from this, without needing any careful interpretation,

are that

(1) a man can in certain circumstances divorce his wife,

(2) the way is to write a ‘severance document’ and put it into her hand,

(3) a divorcee may remarry,

(4) a man cannot take back, that is remarry, his divorced wife if she has been

married to someone else in the meantime.

These are not the laws in all societies.

Widowhood

The last-mentioned law also makes it clear that while the widow cannot remarry

her previous husband, she can otherwise remarry, again not obvious, since some

societies do not allow this even today.

There is however a special case where there are restrictions. The details are

complex but we can present the main part.

A man dies without any children, but leaves a brother. His widow is not free to

marry any outsider, but her brother-in-law is to take her, so as to produce a child

and keep the family name going. Should he refuse, she is to take him to court,

declare that he has refused to do this, and perform a ceremony which includes

spitting at him publicly to humiliate him. (It seems that she is then free to marry

anyone else.) What happens if the deceased leaves more than one wife, or more

than one brother, is, along with numerous other problems, for the legal experts to

decide.

But what is the sense of the whole thing? To us it appears absolutely ridiculous,

and we would assume, wrongly as it happens, that to the Israelites in the time of

Moses this was a law to be obeyed without having any obvious significance.

But the law has a background, and to see it we have to turn to the narrative, the

Aggadah. The story of Judah and Tamar, which took place long before the time of

Moses, shows that something of this nature was commonly accepted practice in
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those times, and that while precise details of the custom may have varied, a set of

details were specified in the Torah. The custom even overrides what is otherwise

considered as a form of incest – to marry even a deceased brother’s wife.

It seems that a woman left as a widow in such circumstances would normally

have wanted and expected the brother-in-law to ‘do the correct thing’ (remember

polygamy was allowed) and if he refused he would be both insulting her (and the

memory of his late brother her husband) and letting the family down. The law as

stated, taken with the story of Tamar and the later story of Ruth, gives some sort

of insight into an attitude quite strange and different to our own, an attitude

extremely hard to comprehend.

We have here food for thought on a wider issue. Were it not for the stories of

Tamar and of Ruth, in spite of the attempts of the Torah to explain the law we

would find it utterly incomprehensible, and would class it simply as a law of

‘obedience’ probably never understood and never intended to be. There may well

be other laws in the Torah which we view in that manner, for which we have no

historical narrative to elaborate on them, yet which were in some way very

acceptable at the time, making sense even to the simple man.

Vows

If a man makes a vow he has to keep it, and sooner rather than later, but in this

respect women are treated quite differently. In some cases her father or husband

can annul the vow. The details given are complicated. The whole subject of vows

is dealt with in a later chapter.

Forbidden Marriages

As the Amalekites were to be utterly exterminated, it would have been

superfluous to forbid intermarriage. Yet there was also a clear instruction, to be

dealt with later, to exterminate the seven nations inhabiting Canaan, but here there

was additionally an emphatic prohibition against intermarriage.

There was a difference. The Amalekites as a nation had to be anihilated, to be

pursued wherever they might be, but the others had to be removed from the

country, either exterminated or driven out. If they chose to run away, provided they

left and did not try to return they could be left in peace, outside the borders of the

Land defined. One of the tribes in particular was the Hittites: we know that they

were a very large nation of which only a small part lived in Canaan, and it was

only with that small part that Israel needed to be concerned. Thus intermarriage was
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possible, but forbidden. Further, if (as in fact did happen) some of them were

allowed to remain, or it was not possible to remove them, then the sin of failure to

deal with them was not to be compounded by intermarriage. The reason is given:

‘they will lead you astray to worship their idols’. Not ‘they might’ but ‘they will’.

Members of two neighbouring nations – Ammon and Moab – ‘are not to enter

God’s congregation’, an expression understood to refer to intermarriage, ‘even to

the tenth generation’. The reason here is their treatment of Israel on the way to the

Promised Land, essentially their inhospitality. They failed to offer food and water

to the Israeites leaving Egypt. Hospitality is nowhere expressly mentioned as a law,

but that offered by Abraham was shown in contrast to its lack in Sodom. Extreme

inhospitality rather than sexual perversion (which was after all practised elsewhere)

was the unforgivable sin leading to the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah; and

the following law is also instructive.

The Egyptians treated Israel very cruelly and enslaved them, yet they were to be

considered more favourably than the Ammonites and Moabites: ‘You are not to

abominate an Egyptian, because you were a resident in his country – the third

generation may enter God’s congregation’. The redeeming feature of hospitality

they offered to Israel in time of trouble covered much. Note also that the Egyptians

were of a totally different race to the Israelites, while the Ammonites and Moabites,

descended from Abraham’s nephew Lot, were related. Water (in the desert) and

bread (to the hungry) are ‘thicker than blood’.

Also, ‘you are not to abominate an Edomite (descendants of Esau) because he

is your brother’ – here too the third generation was to be allowed. Presumably those

who become residents and later Israelites may still not intermarry, but could only

marry among themselves or each other, till the third generation.

Two other people could not ‘enter God’s congregation’. First the man who has

been castrated or similarly treated, and no reason is given. The second, also without

stated reason, is the oddly-named mamzer. This word is of obscure meaning, and

etymology does not help. We merely have a rabbinical tradition that it refers to the

child produced by either adultery or incest, some giving a wider definition, while

scholars have often guessed at totally different meanings. We do know however

from the written Torah that the ban, as with the Ammonites, applies for ever ‘even

to the tenth generation’.

Whatever may or may not be deduced from the above laws, there is no explicit

reference to intermarriage with any other nations such as Chinese, Eskimos or

Zulus. The implication is that they may certainly become residents, that after that

they may become Israelites as any other resident may, and that in such a case the
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third generation may intermarry as there is no reason not to; possibly even the first

generation may do so straight away.

Apart from intermarriage with the eunuch and some of foreign origin, other types

of marriage are also forbidden.

The priest, descendant of Aaron, is restricted in his choice of wife. He may not

marry a divorcee, or a zonah, or a halalah. Zonah can mean a loose woman,

sometimes a prostitute, but more usually one who is ‘unfaithful’ to her husband.

Here the interpreters give it an even wider meaning, which we will not get involved

with. Halalah, usually translated as profaned, could also mean born as a result of

a forbidden marriage by a priest. (Another meaning of the word, a corpse, is hardly

likely in this context.) The High Priest could only marry a virgin.

Note that these marriages are forbidden, and therefore possible and valid,

whether there are sexual relations or not. There is not, in the Torah, the ludicrous

situation like bigamy in English law which is an offence yet not valid as a

marriage. By contrast with the above, certain sexual relations are forbidden (listed

below) such as with one’s sister or with another man’s wife, in which case marriage

cannot take place. Any ‘marriage’ as such, or ‘form of marriage’ as English

lawyers would call it, would have no validity at all and so would not be an offence.

If not followed by sexual relations it would be a meaningless joke. All this has

important legal consequences.

Forbidden Sexual Relations

The following are the main groups. Note that incest applies not only to blood

relatives but also to relations by marriage (or its equivalent!).

i) Incest. A man is forbidden to have relations with:

A woman and her daughter or grand-daughter;

His mother or her sister;

His father’s wife;

His father’s sister, or father’s brother’s wife;

His sister or daughter-in-law;

His brother’s wife (except in the case given above);

His wife’s sister while his wife is alive.

ii) Adultery. A man is forbidden to have relations with a woman who is

married to someone else at the time.

iii) ‘Unnatural’. A man is forbidden to have relations with another man

(sodomy), or with an animal (bestiality); or a woman with an
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animal (bestiality).

iv) Passing children through the fire to Moloch.

Inclusion here suggests that this form of human sacrifice had some

sort of sexual aspect.

v) A man is forbidden to have sexual relations with a woman who is at the time

‘barred’ through menstruation. (see later, chapter 18.)

A moral reason is given only in the case of a man having relations with his

wife’s sister in his wife’s lifetime: mental cruelty.

All of the above are considered to be very serious offences indeed. They are the

practices of Egypt and of Canaan which are not to be copied. It is because of these

practices by the inhabitants of Canaan that ‘the land spat them out’, which it will

do to Israel if they do likewise. In other words, these are things which every human

being should understand himself, without the Torah, to be wrong.

Not in the same category, but still forbidden, is transvestism – a man wearing

a woman’s clothes or a woman dressing as a man.

There are also laws, open to interpretation, against prostitution; and the gift of

a zonah and the ‘price of a dog’ are not to be brought into God’s house as they are

an abomination. The zonah need not be a prostitute, merely a woman unfaithful to

her husband who here receives a gift from her lover. It is noteworthy that in

contemporary languages ‘dog’ was often used as a euphemism for a male prostitute,

its most probable meaning here.

The differences between the basic sexual laws of the Torah and those of the

Christian church actually consist of a few minor details (apart from the case of

polygamy) but the difference in the relative emphasis placed on different matters

is enormous, something Jews seldom realise owing to later ‘tightening up’ by the

rabbis which brought the actual laws closer together, added social taboos, and

blurred the differences between serious and less serious matters.

Children and Inheritance

Normally a child belongs to the same ‘tribe’ as his father, and inherits from him,

as we have seen in chapter 8, the father’s firstborn (if a male) counting as two. But

what of the status and rights of a child of a forbidden marriage, a forbidden union,

a union not forbidden but not within the framework of an authentic marriage, a

mixed union between an Israelite and a non-Israelite or a slave, and so on?

In order to clarify ideas on this, it is perhaps as well to first consider the

principles of English law, to attempt to unravel the confusion of terminology used
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there, and then to see how and where the Torah differs.

English law is fairly simple in its essentials, however unfair it appears:

(i) A child’s status depends on its birth, not its conception, and may sometimes

be amended in its favour by subsequent marriage of its parents.

(ii) Any child born out of wedlock (note these words ‘born out of wedlock’) is

termed a bastard. (Unless of course the child is born after the father’s death, which

alone caused the problem.)

(iii) A bastard, and only a bastard, is not considered as its father’s legitimate

offspring for purposes of succession (the inheritance of property, of a title such as

Lord, etc.) and is therefore referred to as its father’s illegitimate offspring.

Note that the words ‘legitimate’ and ‘illegitimate’ are relative, the child is not

the child of its parent in law as far as inheritance is concerned (though it may be

for a paternity order), but there is strictly no such thing as a legitimate or

illegitimate person. A child may be ‘legitimatised’ by its parents’ subsequent

marriage.

(iv) A bastard is in practice, but not in law, given a low social status and is often

discriminated against and handicapped in life (far less now than in the past) but

basically has no legal handicaps in life. (It is the social stigma attached to the word

‘bastard’ that led to the popular but incorrect way of referring to someone as an

‘illegitimate person’.)

No doubt there are exceptions and the law, like all laws everywhere, is far more

complicated, but these are the essential principles that concern us for sorting out

the terminology and for being able to explain the law of the Torah using words that

need not be misunderstood.

Torah law is not concerned with birth but with conception, which makes more

logical sense. Considering just Israelites, it makes no difference whether the

conception even took place within or outside ‘wedlock’. What matters is whether

the couple could have been married at the time of conception, even if they were

not. In other words it is the product of incest or adultery that is (by rabbinic

tradition only, it is not expressly stated) termed mamzer and forbidden legally to

‘enter God’s congregation’. But the mamzer has no other legal or social bar

regarding inheritance, birthright or anything else, on the assumption that his father’s

identity is indeed known.

The product of the union between a priest and a divorcee or halalah is (on the

basis of rabbinic interpretation but with some support from the text) called halal

(male) or halalah (female). A halal is handicapped only regarding certain priestly

duties and perhaps privileges, and a halalah is barred from marrying a priest. No
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other handicap.

The Torah contains a few instances of what lawyers call ‘case law’, where some

problem arose, the people asked Moses who asked God and was given the answer.

In such instances he was not merely told what to do but also explained the reason,

the general principle of which this case was a part, and other laws in the same

category. One such case was that of the blasphemer, where two men were

concerned. One was an Israelite, the other the son of an Egyptian and an Israelite

woman (and so presumably not considered an Israelite) and it was the behaviour

of the latter which raised the problem. The answer was to the effect that in general,

and specifically in a case of blasphemy, murder, assault with injury, and damage

to property, there is to be one and only one law for the ‘native’ (the Israelite) and

for the foreign resident. Clearly the son of the Israelite woman (and the Egyptian)

was considered as a foreign resident, and it appears that in cases of mixed unions

such as this the child goes after the father. (Completely altered circumstances at a

later age led to a rabbinic reinterpretation and ruling to the opposite effect – that

the child goes according to the mother, a rule upheld to this day. There were very

good reasons for the change, but we are dealing with the time of Moses when the

father was the head of the family.)

A foreign resident, we are told elsewhere, who wishes to become an Israelite

may do so on becoming circumcised; he then becomes a full Israelite for all

purposes. Except, of course, that he will not have the ‘legacy land’ apportioned at

the time of Joshua.

We see that there is no equivalent of the English ‘bastard’, that the mamzer is

something quite different in concept (though a person may well be both), and that

so far there is no case of ‘illegitimacy’. So far. But there is one case. Where there

is a union – even a marriage – between an Israelite (such as a Hebrew ‘slave’) and

an ordinary slave girl, the children born remain with the mother and ‘belong’ to her

master. They are not ‘bastards’ but probably illegitimate children of the father for

inheritance, just as under modern Jewish law where a child goes after its mother,

the offspring of a union between a Jew and a non-Jew, whichever way round,

would be ‘illegitimate’, that is would not in Jewish law be entitled to inherit from

the father. The reader can work this one out.
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CEREMONIES AND FESTIVALS

Ceremony and Ritual

Actual innovations occurring in the laws of the Torah are far fewer than appear

at first sight today. Existing laws and customs were taken and accepted (and thus

incorporated into the system) or amended, or outrightly rejected. Since even if

rejected the existing law or custom would be explicitly and clearly stated, with the

remark that it is not to be followed (just as W. S. Gilbert suggested in Iolanthe that

the law be amended simply by inserting the tiny word ‘not’), it is only to be

expected that the Torah often resembles, in format, contemporary systems recently

unearthed by archaeologists. Many have commented on the similarity, but the really

important part is the difference, the editing, the decision on what is good and what

is bad in other systems. All this applies particularly to civil and criminal law and

to rituals, as these are the main constituents of contemporary systems.

Since the main purpose of the Torah is justice and human conduct and

relationships, it is to be expected that ceremony and ritual play a comparatively

minor role, the rules being less numerous and far less detailed than those of

contemporary religions. This may well be, yet the amount of space devoted to such

matters and their details in the Torah, particularly where the priests are involved,

is considerable, and the rules are rigid and treated very seriously. This is essential

if God is to be treated with at least no less respect than the idols of surrounding

nations. The penalties for any infringement of the rules, particularly by priests, are

at times extremely heavy; this is not because the rituals in general are inherently

more important than other matters such as justice, but because they are meant to

set an example of respect and obedience. It is noteworthy that at times of greatest

disaster, such as the destruction of the Second Temple which was foretold as a

punishment for the people’s sins, the rituals were scrupulously observed in nearly

all cases by the vast majority of the population, and by the priests until the end.

Just as the software of a computer, which is its whole purpose, cannot work

properly unless the hardware is in good working order, so the maintenace of Torah

justice requires strict obedience to ritual, especially that least understood, as a

constant reminder of God’s presence overlooking our behaviour. But observance of
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the rituals alone is like using a computer with hardware but no software.1

The bulk of the laws of ritual are in some ways connected with the Sanctuary.

There are the daily routine, certain weekly routines, plus special ceremonies on

particular days of the year, the ‘holy days’ which were also holidays. In addition

there were constant demands by members of the public for use of the Sanctuary

facilities for a variety of reasons, whether to perform a compulsory or a voluntary

ceremony.

Rituals unconnected with the Sanctuary generally concerned only individuals,

rarely the public. The really serious sins in the ritual field are not done by failing

to do something but by doing something wrongly or something forbidden (such as

a priest arriving drunk on duty). Two major exceptions are the circumcision and the

Pessach offering, both of which are connected symbolically, legally and historically.

On account of their importance we shall dwell on them at some length. In this

chapter we shall also take a look at the Festivals, and a quick survey of a few of

the rituals not mentioned in other chapters.

Celebrations and Festivities

When people wish to express their joy at something they are inclined to

celebrate. The joy may be personal or connected with the family – a son is born,

a daughter is getting married, an illness is cured, an old friend comes to visit, or

a horse wins the Derby at 100 to one. (We are not considering the morals of

gambling but the causes of a desire to celebrate.) The joy may also be national –

the anniversary of gaining independence or of a victory, the start or end of the

harvest, or some annual event whose origins are lost in history.

The main ingredients of such a celebration would be, in olden times, first a gift

to the gods, followed by food and drink, song and dance, and perhaps an orgy. The

only reference to the last-mentioned in the Torah was to the Israelites’ intention to

start one after bringing offerings (sacrifices) to the Golden Calf; orgies involve sins

described as serious abominations, copying the behaviour of the Egyptians and

Canaanites. Song and dance are certainly not forbidden, they are mentioned in the

celebrations after the crossing of the Red Sea, but nor are they specially required;

they are left to take care of themselves. Regarding national festivals we are told

‘enjoy them and “but” enjoy yourself’, the ‘but’ obviously meaning ‘as long as you

1. Paul tried to create a new religion, Christianity, based on software without hardware, but it did not
work. The Roman Church simply invented new hardware and only nominally maintained the software.
The Protestants stressed the software, had a minmum of hardware, but sadly seem to be losing the
struggle to stay alive.
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don’t go too far’. Wine particularly is mentioned, showing that there is no objection

to alcohol, even for a priest unless on duty. We are left with thanksgiving and food,

both taken care of mainly by offerings, and both are encouraged.

Meat used to be something of a luxury, which a rich man would eat regularly

and which the poor might eat never. The ordinary person would reserve it for

occasions, celebrations both personal and national. One might indicate thanksgiving

by means of an olah offering, the whole being smoked on the altar to God, or by

a minhah (meal offering), but these tended to have a connotation of a type of

begging pardon for sins, in a general non-specific way. The official Thanksgiving

offering takes the form of a type of zevach, and ordinary eating of meat takes the

form of the more regular zevach: in each case the offering is ‘shared’, the blood

going onto the altar, the fats being ‘smoked’ to God, and the rest, after the priests

have taken their cuts, is eaten, not usually in the Sanctuary area but in the same

town. Thus one celebrates ‘before God’.

Although meat could be eaten at home, it could not be offered up as a ‘sacrifice’

except at the Sanctuary. Among other things, this would prevent the development

of local variations in ritual. It does seem that there were times in history when this

rule was relaxed officially, as well as times when it was not relaxed but not

properly observed.

It is specially worth noting here that the Hebrew word chag which means

‘festival’ also means ‘festival sacrifice (or offering)’ – the two meanings were often

confused, and it seems that nobody was bothered by the confusion.

Public festivals require public ceremonials, special additional offerings to be

brought by the priests on behalf of the public (and paid for out of public funds).

The daily offerings consist of two lambs brought as Olahs, one at the start of the

day and one at the end. On each Sabbath there are an extra two. On the Festivals

there are additional offerings of bulls, lambs and rams brought as Olahs, and a goat

as a Hatat. In all cases the animal offerings were accompanied by meal-offerings

and libations of wine.

It might be worth emphasising that in contrast to Hindu and Buddhist customs

the use of incense for offerings is restricted. The specially blended incense

mentioned earlier was offered on the golden incense altar twice a day, neither more

nor less, and only by priests. Frankincense, which is not the same thing as incense

but a gum resin (though used as an ingredient in blended incense), is added to the

meal-offering brought on the outer altar (the altar used for blood and fats). That is

all. Incense used by the High Priest on his annual visit to the Holy of Holies was

to form a cloud to obscure vision, not an offering.

What of sad ceremonies, of mourning or on the anniversary of a sad occasion?
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Anything of this nature must be kept well away from the Sanctuary, and there are

no such occasions specified or ordained. Many pagan rituals of mourning are

expressly forbidden. Apart from weeping and wailing, what seems to have been

permitted consists of letting the hair grow wild, tearing one’s clothes, perhaps

wearing sackcloth and covering the head with ashes or earth, but there are certainly

no religious rituals. Going beyond the limits leads to superstition and idolatry, as

can be seen even today when most other forms of idolatry have disappeared.

The Calendar

When exactly does the year begin? Since time is continuous it is for us, people,

to decide arbitrarily when we wish it to ‘begin’, but how do we decide? In ancient

times there were four schools of thought. The Egyptians and Persians among others

felt that autumn is the end of the agricultural year, all the harvests are in, the old

year is over. It is the time to start sowing for the future, the time therefore when

the new year begins. The Babylonians felt that the time to start is not the time of

ploughing and sowing, of conception, but the time of birth, the time when new

crops begin to appear, when sheep give birth to lambs, when everything suddenly

comes to life, when nature wakes up: spring, not autumn, starts the new year. The

Romans too started with March as the first month, hence September as the seventh

(septem = seven), December as the tenth (decem = ten), and so on; the change to

starting with January, in mid-winter, came much later. [The fourth possibility,

starting in mid-summer, was also not considered.]

The first important crop to ripen, at least in Canaan, was barley. Etymologists

debate the original meaning of the Hebrew word aviv, whether it means fruit or

produce or ear or ripe, but one thing is undisputed – the month of the Aviv is the

month in which barley becomes ripe, and that is the first month of spring. And

Israel was told ‘you are to take the month of the Aviv as the first month, because

in the month of the Aviv you left Egypt’. A new era and a new calendar!

So the year begins for Israel in the spring, birth and not conception, with no

actual New Year’s Day but certainly a New Year’s month containing the major

festival of the year, the Festival of Independence and Freedom. Is it mere

coincidence that this happens to coincide with the universal festival of the first

harvest? Or did God choose the time of the Exodus so that Israel might in future

celebrate the harvest festival as its National Freedom Festival, the rebirth of nature

coinciding with the anniversary of the birth of the nation, and not celebrate it the

pagan way with its attendant detested fertility rites and orgies? At any rate, the

festival is there, bang in the middle of the month, with the agricultural side not
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overlooked but playing a secondary part. First, though, let us clear up the rest of

the framework of the calendar.

The major divisions of time are the year, month, week and day. The year is

decided by the sun and the month by the moon, so there is no exact number of

months in a year – usually twelve but at times thirteen, and this fact is not referred

to in the Torah at all. One can only assume that a thirteenth month is or is not

included in the year according to the need to have the barley-ripening month as the

first of the following year.

Like the year and the month, the day too is decided by nature, again by the sun

but in a different way, so there is no exact number of days in either a month or a

year.

Only the week is artificial, it consists of seven days, and had to be specially

created, as it did not follow naturally from the behaviour of sun or moon. The total

novelty of the sabbath to the Israelites in the desert suggests that to the Egyptians

at least, if not to all other nations, it was unknown. In fact no evidence has been

found of it being celebrated anywhere in the world before the time of Moses.

When does the day begin? Nobody seems to have considered midnight (as we

start it today) or midday as a possibility for Israel, though even in ancient times

there were nations that did. The possibilities, as far as the Torah is concerned, seem

to have been either dusk (sunset or shortly afterwards) or dawn (sunrise or a little

earlier). Note, incidentally, that in Canaan the transition time from sunlight to total

darkness and vice-versa is very short, unlike in higher latitudes.

Which comes first – daytime or night? (Like the chicken and the egg!) Each

possibility had its adherents among the ancients. Which was Israel to adopt?

The story of the Creation states ‘and there was evening and there was morning,

one day’ and so for each successive day. This is usually interpreted as meaning that

night precedes day, but a grandson of the famous Rashi interpreted it on quite

logical grounds to mean the opposite.2 However, from remarks in the Torah

concerning the observance of two of the festivals, all agree that for legal purposes,

whatever did or did not happen at the creation of the world, we take the day as

starting and ending at dusk, night precedes day, when applied to the sabbath and

to all but one of the festivals. But with laws concerning offerings, night follows

day: something offered during the day can still be eaten, and the fats smoked,

during the ensuing night. This explains the exception, the first of the festivals,

which we are about to describe.

2. Samuel, known as Rashbam. ‘Evening’ means the end of day, and ‘morning’ means the end of night.
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(a) On the fourteenth day of the first month (of the year) is the festival (chag) of

Pessach; here we start to come up against the confusion of names of the festivals,

and will try to disentangle it all. Two factors have led to this confusion:

mistranslations from the Hebrew, and the fact that the names themselves were

changed in the thousands of years from the time of Moses till today in a confusing

way. Where there is fear of confusion we will stick to the original name; a table

at the end will compare the other names, ancient and modern, by which each is

known.

Pessach is usually translated as Passover, which is not strictly true. This is the

only case in the actual laws (though it occurs often in the narratives) that the word

chag is used to mean both festival and offering, the two deliberately confused. The

Festival of Pessach begins on the 14th of the month, in the afternoon, when the

animal is brought and offered up, and continues into the evening (already

technically the 15th) when it is eaten.

(b) From the 15th to the 21st of the month inclusive is the Festival of Matsot

(unleavened bread). To make it quite clear we are told ‘from the 14th in the

(concluding) evening till the 21st in the (concluding) evening’. So the first evening,

the 15th, is an overlap of both the Festival of Pessach and the Festival of Matsot,

and the Pessach offering is eaten with Matsot.

Confusion arises since today the Festival of Matsot is wrongly called Pessach

or ‘Passover’, which is strictly speaking only the previous afternoon and first

evening. We will return to the Festival of Pessach later.

The Festival of Matsot lasts seven days. The first and last days are ‘Holy Days’

on which much activity is restricted, roughly as on the sabbath (see later, chapter

21) except that certain restrictions on sabbath are relaxed on Holy Days for food

preparation. The five middle days are part of the holiday but unrestricted. For the

whole of the seven days leavened (i.e. fermented) bread, anything made from it, or

leaven itself (yeast) is to be neither eaten nor possessed nor even seen in the house

(or outside it for that matter). Instead, matsot, unleavened bread ‘loaves’, are eaten,

as a reminder of the ‘instant’ bread eaten by the Israelites on leaving Egypt.

The matsot that most of us eat today are hard ‘cracker’ wafers, but they need not

be. The Jews from Yemen bake matsot that are soft and very closely resemble

pittahs. Their main disadvantage seems to be that they do not ‘keep’, they were

baked and eaten daily. [Today they are kept in a freezer until needed.]

(c) This is the period of the first harvest, when the barley is ripe. When the first

sheaf is cut, the Omer (chapter 9) is brought, before which no produce of the new

crop is to be eaten.
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Though barley is eaten by man, its principal use is for feeding animals. The main

food crop is wheat, which ripens later. From the day of the bringing of the Omer,

‘seven weeks of seven days’, forty-nine days in all, are ceremonially counted, at

the end of which, on the fiftieth day, is the Harvest Festival, the Festival of Shavuot

or Weeks. It is also known in English as Pentecost, from a Greek word meaning

‘fifty’. This is the only festival that is not defined by a fixed date, but is the fiftieth

day after the bringing of the Omer.

When the Omer is to be brought has been a matter of bitter controversy. The

instruction in the Torah (‘the day after the sabbath’) is ambiguous and requires

some form of interpretation. The Boethusians, associates of the Saducees, claimed

that it was the first Sunday after the beginning of the Festival of Matsot, so that

Shavuot always occurs on a Sunday. The black Jews of Ethiopia (often referred to

as Falashas, a name they resent) whose customs are very ancient, observe Shavuot

fifty days after the end of the Festival of Matsot, so that the Omer would have been

brought the day after the last day of Matsot. [This is in accord with the Book of

Jubilees, from which many of their customs appear to originate.] This is the most

reasonable interpretation of the text, but means that the Festival of Matsot itself has

no agricultural significance, which is hard to believe. The Essenes or Dead Sea Sect

claimed that it was the first Sunday after the end of the Festival. The accepted

claim, that of the Rabbis, is that the Omer was brought on the second day of

Matsot, from which time the fifty days are counted. This would bring the date of

Shavuot to approximately the sixth of the third month – approximately, since the

length of a month by the moon varies between twenty-nine and thirty days,

depending on observation, and could not be determined in advance. Only two

thousand years later when the calendar was fixed did Shavuot acquire a fixed date,

and on the basis of this a historical significance was invented. But in the Torah it

was given no historical but merely a religious agricultural significance.

(d) Shavuot is a one-day festival, a Holy Day, celebrating the wheat harvest. In the

Sanctuary is the ceremony of the offering of the Bikkurim, bread made from wheat

of the new crop, brought, like the Omer, on behalf of the whole nation and not by

individuals. From this, Shavuot gains its other name, Festival (or Day) of the

Bikkurim.

A little sorting out of confusion is needed here. There is the bikkurim or first

produce referred to in chapter 9, applying to wheat, barley and five types of fruit,

brought to the Sanctuary and offered by the individual at a time convenient to

himself. This might be termed the private bikkurim, and also involves a ceremony.

Second is the public wheat-bikkurim mentioned here, offered on Shavuot. Third,
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just to add to confusion, on one occasion the Omer is referred to as bikkurim, this

being the public barley-bikkurim!

(e) In the autumn, when nearly everything that grows has been harvested and taken

into store (to protect it from the winter rains) and the agricultural year is at its end,

there is the third and final agricultural festival, the Festival of the Intake.3 This

lasts eight days, of which the first and last are Holy Days, with the same

restrictions on activity as before. The six middle days are unrestricted.

The first seven days of this festival, from the 15th to the 21st of the seventh

month, exactly six months after the Festival of Matsot, constitute the Festival of

Succot, or Shelters. Though not expressly stated it seems that two festivals overlap,

one lasting seven days and the other lasting eight.

The purpose of a shelter is to give some protection from above, in cold climates

mainly from the rain but in hotter climates, particularly in summer, mainly from the

intense heat of the sun. The main part of it is of course the roof, the walls being

of secondary significance, even if needed to hold the roof up. Such a shelter is

known in Hebrew as a succah (plural succot), the word meaning ‘covering’. But

because it looks like a hut some ignoramus decided to translate succot as ‘booths’

or ‘tabernacles’ (i.e. huts) and the name unfortunately stuck. The main feature of

a hut is its walls used as a protection against wind; the roof, to maintain the heat

and protect against rain, is secondary. One can have a hut or tabernacle without any

roof at all, but not a succah!

In a climate such as prevails in the country formerly known as Canaan, it was

usual during the summer for such shelters to be built in the fields for people to rest

in at midday, when it gets too hot to allow work to continue; also for vineyard

watchmen to sit in when on guard (perhaps sleep there at night) or even for animals

to enter to escape from the burning sun. In the summer there is no rain, and winds

are only light, so the walls need not be very strong and the shelters are built

roughly and quickly with a covering of branches and leaves and readily-available

material. Since the sun at its worst is at midday when it is virtually overhead, the

walls are not even important for their shade. It is in the autumn, when people leave

their summer outdoor lives and start to live indoors, that Israel is told to go out and

spend seven days, Succot, living – eating and even sleeping – in shelters, a

3. Strictly the Hebrew verb ¼7N5 L$ has two distinct meanings. One is to gather or collect. The other is
to take in or bring inside (the reflexive form, lit. to bring oneself inside, means to enter.) Here it can
only mean taking inside, since collecting/gathering has already been done, but translators have confused
the two and implied that the Festival is one of ‘gathering’. As it is also taking in they invented the
word ‘ingathering’.
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reminder that the Israelites lived in such shelters ‘when God brought them out of

Egypt’, though not at that time of the year. Nowhere, incidentally, is it suggested

that they lived in them for forty years in the desert; quite the contrary, once able

to organise themselves they lived in proper tents.

On the first day of Succot, fruit of a certain type of tree and branches of palm

trees, willow trees and a fourth type are to be ‘taken’. (These are popularly referred

to as the ‘four species’.) We are told to take them, but not what to do with them.

Perhaps at the time it was obvious. In later years these were carried in procession

much as banners and flags are today, and also shaken, which may or may not have

been the intention and purpose of the original law.

The eighth day, the day following the last day of Succot, is also a holy day. It

is often claimed to be a festival on its own, but the evidence suggests that it is the

last day of the overlapping eight-day festival. There are no special rituals attached

to that day.

(f) Thus the three agricultural festivals were all taken and adapted, and given new

and additional significances and ceremonies. These would direct the people away

from pagan customs, while allowing, in fact encouraging, national pride in national

festivals with a strong religious flavour. There is a particular instruction to enjoy

oneself on the festivals, to enjoy and be thankful for all the good that God has

provided, and particularly on two of the three; but only after making sure that the

poor, the widow and the orphan, the Levite and the foreign resident have been

looked after. And so we see how a link is retained between the part of the Torah

that might be broadly described as ‘ritual’ and that which might be broadly

described as ‘justice’. On these three festivals every (adult) male is obliged to make

a personal appearance ‘before God’ at the Sanctuary, wherever it may happen to be

sited. Women are not banned from going, but are not obliged to go. They may stay

at home to look after the children. There is even a promise that nobody will come

to rob you while you are away on the pilgrimage!

(g) The first day of every month (known in English as the New Moon just as the

first of the year is called the New Year) appears to have been a sort of holiday. It

is not clear whether the Torah expects it to be (though it gives no instructions) or

merely accepts it as something the people will want, and to which there is no

objection (which seems more likely). Perhaps just as it is important to have a day

of rest once a week, it is also useful to have a monthly day off which is not a day

of rest, when an employee can do odd jobs for himself, when markets are open and

traders can earn enough at the holiday trade to be able to afford another day in lieu.
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Such may well have been the function both of the New Moon and of the middle

days of the Matsot and Succot festivals, but this is mere guesswork. Scholars have

written volumes trying to explain references to the New Moon in the Bible, without

anything being certain. The Torah merely refers to the offerings and the trumpets

(see next paragraph), and while Sabbath and Festivals are referred to sometimes as

‘yours’ and sometimes as ‘God’s’, New Moons are only called ‘yours’.

On all of the Festivals – the three mentioned already, two more to be mentioned

– and on New Moons, there are additional offerings brought. And when they are

brought, on all these occasions, they are to be accompanied by the ritual blowing

of two silver trumpets – not to be confused with the ram’s horn.

(h) Apart from the three agricultural festivals there are two others no less important

but quite different in character. The first day of the seventh month, two weeks

before the Festivals of Succot and Intake, is Sounding Day or Remembrance Day,

on which the shofar or (animal) horn is sounded. This is one of the rare public

ceremonies not connected exclusively with the Sanctuary. It is a Holy Day with the

restrictions of activity applicable on Holy Days, and more than that we are not told.

The sounding is for remembrance, but we are not even told what it is in

remembrance of, though one may reasonably guess from what follows ten days

later. Additional offerings are brought ‘in addition to the Olah of the New Moon’,

so again we have an overlap: Sounding Day, and the New Moon on which it always

occurs.

Three things later happened to this festival. For technical reasons the day was

extended to two days, and for technical reasons not unconnected, the fact that it

was also New Moon was played down. But earlier than this, when the Persian

Empire ‘took over’, the Jews found that the Persians started their year in the

autumn. The seventh month of the Jews was the first month of the Persians, who

celebrated the first day of that month as their New Year. Somehow, to this extent

only, the two became confused. Jews started to refer to the biblical Sounding or

Remembrance Day as Rosh Hashanah, first of the year, or New Year, by which

name it is known to this day. But there is no hint of any such significance in the

Torah itself. Thus the year starts in the autumn but the first month of the year is

in the spring – something which only the Jewish intellect developed and refined by

Talmudic study could cope with. (This is not the only reason we are called a

‘peculiar people’.)

(i) Finally, on the tenth of the seventh month, between Sounding Day and

Succot/Ingathering comes Yom HaKippurim, known for short as Yom Kippur,
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Forgiveness or Pardon Day.4 This is not just a Holy Day, it is a sabbath, nearly

(yes, nearly) as important as, and with all the restrictions of, the regular weekly

sabbath. It is in fact the Sabbath of the Festivals if you count the Holy Days: two

on Matzot, one on Shavuot, Sounding Day, and two on Intake, making six in all,

with Pardon Day as the seventh. On it we are told to ‘torment’ or ‘humble’

ourselves – the word could mean either, and here probably means both – with

severe divine punishment for not doing so; but how it is to be done is not stated.

However, there is an unquestioned tradition that what is required is to abstain from

certain basic comforts, particularly eating and drinking, in other words to fast, at

least. In return, on this day sins are pardoned or forgiven.

The philosophy of this can be, and often has been, discussed at length. One

aspect is the removal of the ‘guilt complex’ (chapter 12). Another, favoured by the

‘Prophets’ in the later books of the Bible, could be indicated by a simple example:

in fasting for a day, you realise what it is like to go without food and water for a

mere twenty-four hours and suddenly remember that there are poor people who

have to do this every day because they are poor; as a result you feel humble, and

are prompted to remember to do something about it, to go out and help these poor,

feed them, clothe them and so on. And in so doing, your sins are forgiven, at very

least those of failing to do so previously. The idea was used when rallies were held

in Trafalgar Square at which people ate a slice of bread and drank a glass of water,

to remind them of the daily rations of those starving in Africa. People were

encouraged to dip into their pockets to donate to famine relief. The Moslem fast of

Ramadan is said to have a similar purpose. One can see the issue of feeding the

poor, and especially at the time of taking in the harvest, as an intertwining link,

enabling the people to later enter the Festival of Intake and Succot with a clear

conscience.

The great event of the day is the very special Sanctuary ceremony, described in

great detail and performed by the High Priest. Although he is to wear his own

special uniform for part of the ceremony, for most of it he is to wear a special

white linen uniform, being more in keeping with the idea of humility than his usual

gold one. Special offerings are to be brought, the ritual including actually entering

the Inner Room of the Sanctuary (the Extra-holy or ‘Holy of Holies’), the only time

this is done. Previous to this is the bringing of two goats on which lots are cast,

one being an offering to God and the other being the ‘scapegoat’ (the origin of this

4. Although fasting might be regarded as a sort of self-inflicted punishment which could perhaps be
translated as ‘atonement’, that is not the meaning of kippurim, which means either the pardon and
forgiveness granted, or the request for it. ‘Forgiveness Day’ or ‘Pardon Day’ is a better translation.
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expression) sent to carry the sins of Israel to the desert. The whole ceremony must

have been tremendously imposing and moving; though nobody was obliged to

watch, it must have been very difficult for the priests and Levites to control the

crush!

There is a tradition, based on interpretation, that Yom Kippur can only pardon

sins of man against God, but if a man sins against his fellow then even God will

not forgive him till the injured party does.

From all this, one can hazard a reasonable guess at the meaning of Sounding or

Remembrance Day – including the horn to ‘wake people up’, to remember their

deeds and obligations, and to sort themselves and their affairs out in preparation for

Yom Kippur. If that is not the meaning, nobody has yet suggested what else it

might possibly be.

(j) A further ceremony connected with Yom Kippur applies on the fiftieth year, the

jubilee, when the ram’s horn is sounded, just as it is each year on Sounding Day.

It signifies the release of slaves and the return of legacy-land to its owners, as we

saw earlier. Here the word yovel is used, as well as shofar, the latter meaning a

ram’s horn, the former probably meaning the one who blew it. Through different

languages, yovel has become yobel, yubil, jubil and eventually ‘jubilee’. Hence the

two meanings of this word in English: the call of freedom from slavery (as in the

American Civil War when the North cried ‘we bring the jubilee’) and the fiftieth

year (of a sovereign’s reign, later called ‘golden jubilee’ as against ‘silver’ or ‘half-

jubilee’ of twenty-five years).

Perhaps Yom Kippur was chosen because people are reluctant to part with that

which has been in effect theirs for a long time, and find excuses not to do so. Like

this they may come to feel that it is a condition of their being forgiven.

Incidentally, the modern Jewish custom of blowing a single blast on the shofar at

the end of the fast each year is a mere custom, and a very recent one at that.
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Summary of the Festivals (for those confused by the above)

Date Month Period Biblical Name, Status, Ceremonies &c. Modern Name

1st each 1 day New Moon (nothing special) New Moon

14th 1st (1 day) Festival of Pessach
Offering brought (afternoon)

& eaten (evening)
Anniversary of Exodus

(not observed)

15th 1st 7 days Festival of Matsot (overlaps above)
Pilgrim festival
Holy Days: 1st and 7th
Anniversary of Exodus
No leaven, leavened bread, etc.
Barley harvest (Omer on 2nd day)

Pessach
(Passover)

- 3rd 1 day Festival of Shavuot (Weeks) or
Harvest Festival, or Bikkurim Day
(50 days after bringing the Omer)

Pilgrim festival
Holy Day
Wheat harvest. Bikkurim brought

Shavuot
(Pentecost)

1st 7th 1 day Sounding Day (Yom Teruah)
Holy Day
Ram’s horn blown
Always falls on New Moon

Rosh Hashanah
(New Year)
Remembrance Day

10th 7th 1 day Forgiveness Day (Yom Hakkipurim)
Extra-holy day (sabbath of festivals)
Unique ceremonies in Sanctuary
Unique restrictions (fast etc.)
Ram’s horn blown 50th year only

Yom Kippur
(Atonement

Day)

15th 7th 8 days
of this
7 days

Festival of Input

also Festival of Succot
(Shelters)

Pilgrim festival (7 days)
Holy Days: 1st and 8th
First 7 days – live in shelters
First day – take ‘four species’
End of all harvest activity

and of agricultural year

Ingathering

Succot
(Tabernacles)

8th day is called
Shemini Atseret

For the technically-minded, an interesting result emerges from looking carefully at the
details of the extra public offerings brought on each of the Festivals and the New Moon.

Each time there was a hatat which consisted of just one goat, and an olah. The latter was
normally one ram, seven lambs and a varying number of bulls, usually one or two. On
Sounding Day, due to the overlap with New Moon there would be two rams, fourteen lambs
and bulls. Yet on each of the seven days of Succot (but not on the eighth) also there were
two rams and fourteen lambs (plus bulls) suggesting an overlap of the two festivals, one
lasting seven days and the other eight. Otherwise one would have assumed simply that the
eighth day was just an extra day added on to the end of Succot.
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Private Festivals

The public festivals, and in particular the Holy Days, are each referred to by the

Hebrew word mo’ed, meeting-time or appointment, when the people ‘meet’ God.

Apart from these there seem to have been regular private festivals, not mentioned

in law but which do crop up in the narrative, and have roots much earlier than the

time of Moses. One is the Family Festival, apparently an annual affair, when

offerings, especially the zevach, would be brought and eaten. Another is the sheep-

shearing festivity, and it does seem strange that the only reference in law is to give

the priest the first of the shearing. Unlike agriculture, wool is not publicly

celebrated. The occasions mentioned suggest that there was no custom of a fixed

time for this nationally, but that each farmer would choose his own date on which

to call his shepherds together, perhaps with other members of his household and

perhaps invited guests, and celebrate. The law does not seem to disapprove.

Circumcision and the Pessach Offering

The instruction concerning circumcision was given to Abraham, to be observed

by his male descendants. It involves removing the foreskin and (though not stated,

but this is important and relevant) the drawing of blood, however tiny a drop.

Abraham circumcised himself when he was an old man, but the duty is on a father

to circumcise his son at the age of eight days. When the father fails (as happened

with Moses himself) the mother or some close relative has in history taken on the

responsibility. A child who is not circumcised must deal with the matter himself

when he grows up. The result we are told is a sign of God’s contract with

Abraham, of which the main provision on the other side was the promise of an

enormous family of descendants to Abraham, and of the land of Canaan to some

of those descendants, specified later as those of Isaac, and again limited to those

of Jacob or Israel.

The ‘sign’ deserves an observation – it is most unusual in being a negative sign.

The circumcision ritual involves something being removed and disposed of as

unwanted and then forgotten. The ‘sign’ is not the presence of something – it is the

absence of something! One immediate consequence is that it cannot ever be

destroyed. A second consequence is no less important: any symbol or sign placed

as evidence of an agreement or of anything else connected with God runs the risk

of being ultimately worshipped, first as symbolic of, and later instead of, God

himself. But you cannot worship an absence.
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The very first instruction given to the People of Israel by Moses concerned the

original Pessach offering, of which the later annual one was to be a reminder.

Nearly everthing said about the purpose and meaning of offerings does not apply

to the unique case, the odd man out, the Pessach. Were this to be restored today,

it would without doubt have as much significance as it ever did at any time in the

past. Even those who, like Moses Maimonides, suggest that animal offerings were

a concession to the times, or were only instituted after, and because of, the sin of

the Golden Calf, cannot say this about the Pessach. Its origin lies in history, so to

history we must now turn.

When the Israelites were slaves in Egypt and wanted to take a brief holiday to

worship God, permission was repeatedly refused, but at one point Pharaoh

suggested that the people worship there, in Egypt. To this Moses replied that God

might ask them to sacrifice ‘the abomination of Egypt, in which case will the

Egyptians not stone us?’ From the earlier story of Joseph we know that the

abomination of Egypt was sheep and goats.

Later, the Israelites were asked to prove their worthiness of being liberated from

slavery by doing that very thing – sacrificing ‘the abomination of Egypt’ in front

of the Egyptians, who, after nine plagues, were, as it turned out, too frightened to

do or say anything.

The procedure was for each household to take a lamb or kid in its first year,

whichever they preferred, on the tenth of the month, and keep it for four days. A

small household could share one with a neighbouring one. On the fourteenth, in the

afternoon, the animal was to be slaughtered, and some of its blood was to be put

on the two doorposts and the lintel (the bar above the door) of the house in which

it was to be eaten. The eating was to take place indoors, at night, no meat to be left

over till morning, but if any did remain it was then to be burned. The meat was to

be eaten neither raw nor boiled in water but roasted over an open fire. Those eating

were to be dressed ready to travel with walking stick in hand, and to eat it quickly

as being in a hurry. It was to be eaten with bitter vegetables and Matsot, a form of

‘instant bread’.

The offering was called the ‘Pessach’ from a Hebrew word which means to skip,

both as lambs skip, and as we talk about ‘skipping (over) something’ in the sense

of leaving it out. The reason was that on that night God killed all the firstborn of

Egypt (as a result of which the people were not just set free but pushed out) but

‘skipped’ over the houses of Israel, where the blood on the doorposts was a sign

of people worthy to be rescued. There is also here a double use of the Hebrew word

for house, which means both the physical building and the family, as the attack on

the firstborns was against each family, and it was the ‘houses’ or families of Israel
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that were spared.

The Exodus from Egypt is the starting point for all the laws of the Torah, their

justification, and the starting point of the history of the people of Israel. So to

remember it, all the people were told to reenact, publicly, the Pessach ceremony

every year on the anniversary of the event. If done publicly, the logical place is of

course the Sanctuary, but people living far away can hardly slaughter the animal,

rush home with the blood, put it on the doorpost, and get back in time to eat! So

the blood is put on the altar instead, with one or two other minor points of

procedure amended or added.

The Pessach, as it is eaten, is of course a type of zevach, and the basic

procedure is the same as for certain other types of zevach, but not just anyone can

eat of it. Those prohibited, as a result of contamination, from eating holy food

(chapter 18) of course cannot bring or eat it. Also a person can only eat from an

animal in which he or she has reserved a share by prior arrangement. Most

important, a man may eat of it only if he is circumcised. Any man who, for any

reason whatsoever, is not circumcised, may not.

The connection between circumcision and the Pessach is interesting. One was the

first instruction to Abraham, father of the People; the other was the first instruction

to the People. Both were connected with the return to the land, one with the

promise and the other with the event. One is a reminder of the promise, the other,

after the event, is a reminder of its fulfilment. Both were symbolised by blood, the

blood of circumcision and the blood of the Pessach. Each was demanded initially

as an act of faith, each was at times an act of great courage; children circumcised

in Egypt were likely to be identified as Israelites and thrown into the Nile, but the

tradition was kept up. Abraham by circumcision identified himself as a man of God,

and the act was followed almost immediately by the birth of a son. The Israelites

in Egypt identified themselves as members of the People of God, and the act was

followed almost immediately by the birth of a Nation. And failure to keep the law

of circumcision, and failure (without justified excuse) to keep the law of Pessach,

are the only ‘sins of omission’ for which there is the divine punishment of

‘severance’ which normally only applies to serious ‘committed’ sins.

Thus we can understand why only the circumcised eat of the Pessach. The

foreign resident, who can bring certain other offerings (as even complete foreigners

can) is not allowed to bring a Pessach, but if he wishes to identify himself

completely with the People of Israel he must first circumcise himself and all the

males for whom he is responsible (children, slaves, etc) and so become a son of

Abraham. He thus becomes completely identified with Israel, becomes a member
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of the People, shares all their responsibilities, and may bring and eat the Pessach.

He too has now been rescued from slavery in Egypt.

A look back to chapter 11 will remind the reader that a non-Israelite slave of an

Israelite had many rights and privileges that were not afforded to the slaves of any

other nation. In return for this he too had obligations. From the time of Abraham,

such a slave, whether born in the household or bought, was to be circumcised.

When the Pessach was instituted, he too, under the same conditions, could eat of

the Pessach – true he is not a free man, but he is far better off (for instance he has

a day off once a week) than if he were a slave to any other people.

On the first anniversary of the Exodus, a number of people were ritually ‘barred’

as a result of performing the noble act of burying the dead; they complained to

Moses that they could not bring the Pessach and so identify themselves with their

People. (Anyone ritually ‘barred’ was not allowed to eat of any offering, the latter

being holy food.) As a result, the Second Pessach was established. This is exactly

one month later, on the fourteenth of the second month (leading into the evening

which is the fifteenth), to be kept by those who have a reasonable excuse for not

bringing the Pessach at the correct time. All the laws and procedures are to be

followed exactly as on the regular Pessach, including the eating of Matsot with the

meat, but the Festival of Matsot does not follow it, since the same excuses do not

justify not keeping that festival the first time round. And the penalty for not

bringing the Pessach offering is a severe one, identical to that for not performing

circumcision. (Where there is danger to life, circumcision is deferred temporarily

or sometimes permanently, but that is not part of the law of circumcision. There is

an obligation to preserve life and one to circumcise; if they conflict, the law of

conflict, a deduced law, applies. But the uncircumcised still cannot bring or eat of

the Pessach.)

Miscellaneous Rituals

Modern Jewish law is full of rituals that are apparently (and sometimes actually)

meaningless owing as a rule to one of two reasons: either the present practice has

become very remote from the original, or it is a custom whose origins have become

forgotten and lost in the obscurity of history. Very often the meaning can in fact

be traced and explained at length, but only by one who is very learned. In other

cases people dig into their imagination or consult books based on the imagination

of earlier scholars to find some sort of reason and ‘deep significance’ in such
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rituals. These are rarely obvious to an average simple person even after being

explained – he either takes it on trust or does not. But with most of the rituals of

the Torah, concerning ourselves with general procedures rather than detail, it is

possible, as I have tried to demonstrate, by understanding the social background and

general conditions and attitudes prevalent at the time of Moses (or which the Torah

aimed to create), to see how an ordinary simple person at the time would

automatically understand what he is doing and roughly why. Not in all cases – he

might not know why he may eat deer’s meat but not that of camel or pig, but such

rituals as the halitsah, when a man refuses to marry his childless brother’s widow,

had a real meaning.

Many laws are explained in the Torah as reminders of our slavery in Egypt, such

as leaving part of the field unreaped for the poor to collect. A notable exception is

the bringing of the Pessach offering which it is admitted (in the Torah) is likely to

cause surprise and puzzlement to anyone witnessing it; hence the express

instruction to explain what it is all about, the fact that it is of historical

significance, a reminder with gratitude of our salvation. The original ceremony is

easily understood in its historical context as has been shown.

The attempt has been made to show how laws of the Torah are not isolated but

all part of a comprehensive system, and for convenience they have been grouped.

What is surprising is how very few, extremely few laws do not fall into these

groupings and appear to be isolated and without automatic significance. (Contrast

our modern customs!) Even these can be fitted in if the groups are rearranged

somewhat, and one is strongly tempted to believe that they too were not as

meaningless in the time of Moses as they appear to be today.

The law of circumcision is an ‘isolated’ ritual, but its significance as a symbol

is explained, it is the sign of the contract with Abraham, which is general and

basic. A suggestion of one specific significance was offered, namely that it is a

negative sign.

Something which is similarly general is the law for each member of Israel to put

a fringe on the corners of his garments (four-cornered garments were normally

worn in those days) to which fringe is attached a thread of wool dyed a sort of blue

or purple with a dye that no longer exists today, though some claim to have

rediscovered it. The purpose of the fringe and thread is, we are told, as a reminder,

so that when we see it we will remember all of God’s laws and keep them. No

doubt apart from the general reminder of something unusual, the actual fringe as

such, and the thread, conveyed something not just to scholars but to an ordinary

person.
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Less easy to comprehend are some rather complicated laws regarding shaving

and haircutting. Noteworthy is that these are found together with a ban on tattooing

oneself, at any time, and laws about not practising forms of witchcraft or cutting

oneself for the dead, as a sign of mourning. The proximity may have been

intentional, maybe such shaving practices were common pagan rites with abhorrent

connections, or there may have been no connection at all, the proximity being

coincidental and the reason for the law quite different.

Within ritual spheres (such as the bringing of offerings) one expects to find some

ritual details which have no apparent meaning, but we are concerned here with

rituals that are independent. This brings us to one which can only be taken as a

demand on faith, as it is totally incomprehensible in the context of a system: the

prohibition against wearing any garment made of a mixture of wool and linen. This

law is grouped together with other bans on mixtures – of ploughing with a bull and

donkey together, of interbreeding animals, of sowing mixed seeds, all of which are

in a vague sort of way understandable. But this is merely a ban on actually wearing

a garment made of the mixture (not on making it, or selling it for export, still less

on using it for curtains or carpets), and only of a specific mixture (wool and linen),

not of say animal and vegetable fibres of which others were known and used. We

end this chapter by leaving this item hanging in the air, as it appears to inherently

defy rationalisation.
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THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE

Courts and Judges

‘You are to appoint judges and officers in all your gateways ....... according to

your tribes, who are to judge the people with just (=fair) judgements.’ So we are

instructed. The word ‘you’ is in the singular: the appointment of judges is a public

responsibility but the responsibility falls primarily on each individual as a member

of the public, to see that judges, of the right calibre, are appointed, as well as

‘officers’.

In Egypt the clerks who kept records of the work done by slaves were also the

organisers and enforcers, and were known by the word used here for ‘officers’,

literally ‘documenters’. Here the ‘officers’ would include the organisers of the

court, the clerks who record the judges’ decisions, and those who enforce them.

In an earlier chapter we have considered the possible meaning of ‘according to

your tribes’, but what are ‘gateways’?

For security reasons towns in Canaan were normally built with walls in which

there were gates. Alongside the gateway there was a sort of market place or market

square roughly equivalent to the English ‘town centre’, but more widely used since

the climate demands more time spent out of doors. Here merchants from without

came and did business, people from surrounding villages would come to buy and

sell, and so on. This would be the natural meeting place where everything went on,

such as public meetings in time of crisis, political meetings if not subversive,

perhaps entertainment as well. It was definitely at the entrance to the town and not

at the centre, partly to avoid outsiders the need to wander deeply into town and to

enable easy access for goods, but mainly to keep foreigners out, so that they could

not spy. A stranger wandering about within on his own or with other strangers

would quickly be spotted and suspected.

Furthermore, there is no advantage in having the main centre of activity in the

middle except where a town is started in the middle and gradually expands

outwards – this did not happen in Canaan where a town would normally be built

in one go and have its limits set by walls. If room need be left for expansion it

would be within the walls. So the ‘gateway’ is normally not the actual gateway as

we should describe it, but the area alongside, the centre of activity, and this is

where the judges are to sit. This is where most law cases arise, since the

commonest are between merchants, and in any case most people come here for
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some reason or other quite often.

In other words, and this is most important, ‘in all the gateways’ means in every

town, the judges have to sit out in the open where anyone can easily find them,

they have to be available and not searched for, and have also to be where everyone

can see them and watch and hear the justice they dispense and learn from it.

The ‘fair judgements’ with other remarks in similar vein have led to a principle

accepted in Jewish law which is perhaps unique in legal systems – that in civil

cases at least, justice is more important than, and at times over-rides, law. However

good a legal system may be, however carefully laws are designed to meet the

claims of justice, there will always be the odd case where by some fluke of a

combination of circumstances it would, if applied, produce injustice. God wants

adherence to the law because it leads to justice; where, in civil cases, it does not,

then it serves no useful purpose and is over-ridden.

Judges

To understand what sort of men are appointed, how one decides on men of the

right calibre, we are compelled to leave law for a moment and turn aside to

narrative. Israel was encamped at Sinai and Moses was wearing himself out, as well

as the people who had to wait in long queues, dispensing justice in accordance with

the laws God had taught him. His father-in-law Jethro the Midianite paid him a

visit and was quite shocked at what he saw. He suggested that Moses should, after

seeking God’s approval, for both his own sake and that of the people, search out

‘men of courage’ (or possibly men of wealth who have spare time) ‘who fear God’,

‘honest men’, ‘who hate profit’, and appoint them as judges of lower, higher and

intermediate courts to judge the people; the difficult cases alone would be brought

to Moses. Approval was given and this was done and it worked. The principle is,

to take men of known and proven character, men of integrity, teach them law, and

appoint them as judges.

This is quite the opposite to the normal procedure of taking men of brains,

teaching them law, training them in procedure and then appointing them judges, on

the assumption, frequently false, that anyone who has learned and studied and

knows right from wrong, and has not had to face the temptations of corruption and

dishonesty, automatically has the character and ability to judge others fairly. (Jews

have added a further assumption: a scholar who understands the world from books

and reports by his pupils, and has had a thorough religious training in all matters,

is a man who ‘fears God’, an assumption equally meaningless.)

The judges are to judge fairly, and are not to pervert justice, or to recognise
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faces, take bribes, or give preference or honour in justice to either poor (from pity)

or rich. Details of how the judges are to be appointed are not given, but as we shall

see, public responsibility does not end with the appointment of judges. To that we

will return.

Procedure

A fact can legally be established only by the evidence of two or more witnesses.

One witness cannot establish a fact against anyone, still less can ‘circumstantial

evidence’. In one case at least, and this was almost certainly meant as typical and

applying to all such, where the penalty is death and the victim is found guilty, it

is the witnesses on whose evidence he is convicted who must in the first place carry

out the execution; subsequently it is the duty of the entire population. What is

meant by ‘in the first place’ and ‘subsequently’ is a matter for study and

interpretation that need not concern us here. What does concern us is that

essentially, one who gives evidence that leads to a man’s execution knowing the

evidence to be false, or perhaps saying that he is sure when he actually has a doubt

in his mind (but feels ‘pretty sure’) – such a man cannot clear his conscience by

saying ‘I didn’t kill him, I merely gave evidence, the court sentenced him and the

executioner did the actual deed’. If he declares in evidence that someone has done

something which carries the death penalty, then he himself must participate in

killing that man. It may not be a security against evil scoundrels giving false

evidence, but it does act as a deterrent against two other threats to justice: the man

who isn’t quite sure but wants to take the opportunity of being big, making a public

appearance, and giving evidence in court, and the man who is subjected to pressure,

bribery, blackmail or threats to himself or his family, who might give in to these

but does not want actual blood on his hands.

There is another safety measure: where witnesses conspire against someone and

the conspiracy is exposed and proved – there is discussion among interpreters as

to exactly when this applies – they are to suffer that which their victim would

otherwise have suffered, whether the case is civil or criminal. The difference

between civil and criminal cases is blurred in many ways because a man is not

judged and punished, but a judgement is made by the court between two parties,

one of which may be Society (represented by accusing witnesses) making a claim

against an individual for its own preservation.

An oath of innocence is in certain cases required of a defendant in disputes

involving money or property, where he has the choice of swearing his innocence

or paying up. The testimony of one witness against him, in addition to that of the
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plaintiff, may be sufficient to demand this. But witnesses do not testify ‘on oath’.

Any oath that is taken, on any matter, is always to be taken in God’s name,

though nobody is ever compelled to swear, the worst alternative being to pay up if

there is a claim. A false oath is thus blasphemy.

Perjury, or false testimony, is not blasphemy but is something considered on the

same level of seriousness, even without the oath. (One breaches the third of the Ten

Commandments, the other the ninth.)

Court cases are never simple, and only the basic principles of law and justice are

given in the Torah. So judges have always to be very careful in establishing the

facts and interpreting the law to ensure justice, but whereas in civil cases a mistake

can possibly be rectified, in criminal cases with a guilty verdict it usually cannot.

In such cases, particularly where there is capital punishment involved, judges are

told that in the last resort, where there is the faintest doubt, they are to err on the

side of leniency. A criminal may not be acquitted where there is no doubt, but if

a guilty man is acquitted by the court from doubt, the Supreme Judge promises not

to let him get away with it.

Higher Courts

When there is a dispute which cannot be settled ‘in the gateway’ over any matter

whatsoever, whether civil, criminal or even ritual, then ‘you are to get up’ (the

Torah recognises that it may require an effort) ‘and go ......’ to the place where the

Sanctuary happens to be, and take your case to the Priest, or the Judge, whoever

happens to be in charge ‘in those days’, that is to say, at that period; and you are

to abide by his decision and do exactly what he says. In other words his authority

is supreme and his is the responsibility, even if your knowledge of law, perhaps in

some specialised sphere, is superior to his. Thus disputes are to be settled and not

allowed to linger, which is of benefit to the peace of the community so often

disturbed as a result of lingering disputes.

Judge or Priest? The former will normally, and the latter will always, be found

at or near the Sanctuary, but which do you choose? Probably this has been

deliberately left vague. In matters of ritual and similar nature we are told elsewhere

that it is the job of the priests to know and decide: they are the experts, trained in

details by father-to-son tradition. In these matters what is required is knowledge

and an understanding of the technical aspect, rather than wisdom, human

understanding and character, so the priest would be the natural choice. In other

matters it may be that at the time there is (as indeed after the time of Moses there

often was) an outstanding individual nationally recognised as a Judge; or there may
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be someone not universally recognised but at least acceptable to all parties. But if

that is not so, then there is the Priest, who must by implication assume the

responsibility of a decision. The overlap of function is left a little vague, probably

by intention. Deliberate refusal to accept and abide by the decision so given (by

Judge or Priest) is named as a capital offence!

Penalties

We have already considered many ‘judgements’ and a number of types of

penalties imposed by the courts. Here we can consider the latter in more detail.

Fines are not imposed for offences against Society, but apply in certain cases

where there is an injured party. (Where a girl is involved the injured party in law

is sometimes her father.) In all such cases, with two exceptions, the fine is paid not

to the court or any public fund but to the injured party concerned. The first

exception is where holy property has been misappropriated and the fine is paid to

the priest as custodian of the holy property concerned. The second is where

restitution, which may include a fine, is to be paid to someone who has died

leaving no relatives – it goes instead to the priest.

For certain offences, not merely religious ones but sometimes others (such as

misappropriation followed by false swearing of innocence) the penalty is an

offering (together with, where appropriate, full restitution plus fine), but this is not

normally a court decision; it is the penalty for the man who confesses.

Damages must be paid for injury and damage done to or by an animal, damage

to property and so on. We have seen the laws regarding fatal injuries caused by

animals or humans, to slaves and to others. By implication, non-fatal injury to a

person caused by an animal would merit compensatory damages. The interesting

case is of non-fatal injury caused by one person to another.

If a man injures his slave, the latter gains his freedom, as we saw. What if he

injures someone else? We are told that he must pay medical fees and

unemployment benefit, and the interpreters add to this compensation for pain and

for humiliation, where applicable, but all these are for short-term, temporary

matters. Traditionally, too, they apply only where the injury was the result of a

deliberate attack. Permanent injury demands some sort of payment, since even

injury to an animal (damage to property) involves liability to compensation,

whether intentional or not. (Complete blamelessness is an exception.)

Here we have the controversial ‘eye for eye, tooth for tooth’ law. The rabbis

have always ‘interpreted’ it to mean financial payment, though not all have always
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agreed that this means compensation (the value of the victim’s eye etc.) – it could

mean ransom (the value of that of the injurer). Others maintain that whatever the

rabbis said two thousand years later, the meaning at the time of Moses was

intended to be literal. Here is not the place to provide arguments in detail, but the

view of the rabbis has overwhelming evidence to support it. It is not based on a

mere tradition with an interpretation that happens to fit in; careful reading of the

text, plus certain other laws that could not otherwise make sense, make it quite

clear that the literal meaning was never intended. There is a further overriding

argument: apart from the fact that laws involving ‘revenge’ are inconsistent with

the whole Torah system, and that those involving deterrents are accompanied by a

mini-lecture or sermon – apart from all this, assuming that such a law applied here

for deliberate injury, it is inconceivable that it could be applied to unintentional

injury; yet the law is the same for both.

‘Life for life’ is different – it applies only to deliberate murder, the fact that

there is a death penalty is clearly stated, and so is the fact that compensation or

ransom for a life is not to be taken (except from the owner of a vicious animal that

kills people).

Corporal punishment is mentioned in connection with an interesting law

restricting its extent, but we are not told when it is applied. It is nowhere mentioned

for religious or other crimes, and it can hardly apply to civil cases or again it would

be mentioned. The reference begins ‘If there is a quarrel between men.... who come

to the court and are judged, and the court decides who is in the right and who is in

the wrong, then if the one who is in the wrong is to be beaten.....’. He is also to be

beaten a number of times ‘according to his wickedness’, yet the number is then

fixed! Possibly the intention was that it refers to law-enforcement, where a man

who is ordered by the court to redress a wrong to his fellow-man refuses afterwards

to do so, and is punished or at least coerced to make him comply. This is not the

case of the person who defies the Chief Judge or the Priest on appeal (a capital

offence) which can undermine the authority of the latter. Such is usually due to the

arrogance of ‘I know better’ by someone who refuses to accept a legal ruling as

correct; if he is a scholar he might win support and upset society as a whole. This

here is more the case of the horrid little hooligan who thumbs his nose at the judge

and says ‘I won’t. Do your worst!’ A more objectionable type, but not as yet a

major menace to society as a whole. He can be taught, and beating will not make

him a martyr. Or perhaps it is the person who apparently accepts the court’s ruling

but later refuses to comply. All this is only a guess at a possible explanation –

rabbinic law, less faithful to the text, disputes it.
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Returning to the restriction, it is that the man must be beaten in front of the

judges ‘forty times, no more’. Tradition takes the number forty as a round number,

the exact amount being thirty-nine. There is no mention of what is to be used, nor

of who is to do it, presumably a court officer (remember there is no executioner for

capital offences) and the limit appears to be more for his sake, or for the sake of

the judge and onlookers, than for that of the albeit guilty victim. This emerges from

the continuation of the law ‘lest he strikes him far more than this and you will

begin to have contempt for your brother’. Echoes of the restrictions and obligations

that apply to the king (chapter 2) ‘that he should not consider himself to be above

his brothers’. Here, the criminal must be punished and taught, but not unduly

humiliated to the point of losing his self-respect. One could compare it to the

practice of deriving pleasure from cruel sports: they harm those who enjoy them far

more than the victim. The paragraph on corporal punishment has a concluding

comment: ‘you are not to muzzle a bull (or cow) when it is threshing’.

Prison is not mentioned anywhere as a punishment, though it was certainly not

unknown – Joseph found himself in one. But the use of a guard house for an

apprehended criminal awaiting trial is referred to in the narrative sections.

‘Severance’ is a more serious penalty applied in some cases to those who

commit ritual, religious or sexual offences, or offences against society as a whole,

and to those who fail (without just excuse) to observe circumcision or to bring the

Pessach offering. The phrase used, normally with only minor insignificant

variations, is ambiguous due to the nature of Hebrew grammar. It could be

translated ‘that person will be severed from his people’, a simple statement; or it

could be an instruction ‘that person is to be severed from his people’.

Some have suggested, with good supporting evidence, that originally this may

have been an instruction: the court was to apply some form of excommunication as

a penalty. The rabbis have always interpreted it, again with good support, as a

statement, referring to some form of divine punishment, whatever ‘sever’ may

mean. The latter would be less severe than death by court order, since one can

appeal to God for mercy and repent, with hopes of a reprieve. A human court can

execute only justice, and cannot reprieve on grounds of mercy.

Homicide

Homicide, causing the death of another human being, was treated very seriously

indeed. ‘The land must not be polluted by blood. It will not accept innocent blood

that has been spilled’. And so on. We have seen that a man could be put to death
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for killing a slave, even his own slave, a non-Israelite, and this law may well have

been unique in the ancient, and even later mediaeval world, wherever slavery was

legally recognised.

A corpse suddenly discovered in the countryside, where foul play is suspected

but the killer is unknown, is sufficient to bring the law into action beyond mere

investigation. The elders and judges (of the region) are to go out and measure the

distance to each of the surrounding towns. In the presence of the priests, the

‘elders’ or leading citizens of the town found to be the nearest then perform a

special ceremony.

First, a heifer (young cow) which has never been used for work and never

carried a yoke is taken to a wadi. A wadi is a swift-flowing mountain stream of

which the country is full, and the term (and its Hebrew equivalent) is also used to

refer to the valley of the stream. Such a valley is either a cleft in the mountain or

the sloping valley between two mountains or hills, not a flat valley of a slow-

flowing river; it may be wild and rocky and thus unfit for growing things, but very

often it is very fertile indeed and used for growing. The mountain streams

themselves mostly dry up in the summer and start flowing again when the winter

rains come, but some flow all the year. For this ceremony, one of the latter type is

chosen, and it must be a wild wadi in which nothing is sown and the ground is not

worked. There in the wadi, the heifer’s neck is to be broken, the elders of the

nearest town are to wash their hands with the water (from which the English

expression ‘to wash one’s hands of something’ is derived) and to publicly declaim:

‘Our hands did not spill this blood, and our eyes have seen nothing; God, forgive

your people Israel, and do not put innocent blood in their midst’. Then, we are told,

the blood will be atoned for on their behalf.

The exact significance of the heifer, its killing, and the choice of the wadi with

its conditions is not obvious, though with some thought many possibilities can be

and have been put forward; but these are details. The overall meaning is quite clear

– there is a public ceremony, which will undoubtedly attract a very large audience,

and there is an element of public responsibility and guilt. Everybody in the nearest

town is assumed to be guilty, not of murder but of a share in the murder, until their

representatives on their behalf publicly declare complete innocence. This they

cannot do, it is obvious, until they have made serious efforts to trace the criminal.

A further point suggested by one of the commentators is that someone who has

seen or who knows something but would not normally come forward might well,

on seeing such a ceremony, feel obliged to speak out. Whatever mystic significance

may be attached to the details, the ceremony as a whole is not some weird piece of
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mumbo-jumbo to appease the gods, but something which has a real meaning even

for the most simple-minded, and which fits in well with the system of the Torah as

a comprehensive whole, a guide to the conduct of life both private and public, and

not a collection of rituals that are inherently beyond human comprehension.

Towns or cities of refuge were to be established by the Israelites as one of their

first duties on entering and conquering the Land, as Moses was at great pains to

emphasise. He himself set an example by establishing three such towns in

Transjordan, which was already under Israelite occupation in his own lifetime: one

each in the North, Centre and South of the country. The same was to be done in

Canaan, the country to be divided into three approximately equal regions (north,

centre and south) and a town approximately in the centre of each was to be chosen

as a Refuge City. If at some future date, as a result of something unforeseen, the

territory held by Israel was increased, in other words land beyond the defined

borders of Canaan and the part of Transjordan already held became occupied, then

up to three further Refuge Cities were to be appointed, making nine in all. These

towns were included in those allocated to the Levites, and served two purposes.

In the East, in fact among Arabs to this very day, there existed the ‘blood-

redeemer’, or nearest (male) relative who was morally bound to avenge the death

of his relative by killing his killer. The first killing did not need to be deliberate to

incite the avenger, and this often led to feuds between families for generations.

These could at times develop into virtual war between villages or towns with

massacres of alarming proportions. In Lebanon even in recent times whole

communities have become involved, leading to civil war and an excuse for

international intervention by self-interested neighbouring countries.

The concept of the avenging relative, or ‘blood-redeemer’, is not denied by the

Torah. On the contrary he is given a very positive role, but he is, by Eastern

standards, very much restricted. He works within the law, but can take over when

the law is flouted, and if he acts within his legal rights no counter-revenge is

allowed.

A person who commits homicide, knowing that the blood-redeemer is after him,

will wish to seek sanctuary. This he finds not at the Tabernacle but at the nearest

Refuge City, to which he escapes, and where he is to be protected, temporarily. The

authorities of his own town (or, presumably, where the killing took place) then send

and escort him back for trial, so that no-one takes the law into their own hands.

The blood-redeemer acts as prosecutor at the trial, and the judges are to decide

‘between him and the defendant’. It appears that such a case is not where witnesses

decide whether the defendant did the deed or not; there is no question as to whether

or not he killed someone, he admits it. The question for the court to decide, and
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guide-lines are given in the Torah, is whether or not it was deliberate, that is

murder. If it was, then the man is condemned to death and it is the blood-redeemer

who executes.

What about what lawyers call ‘manslaughter’, homicide which is not quite

murder, but where there is a measure of criminal responsibility, such as negligence?

In the case of unintentional killing or even accident where there is at least some

degree of responsibility – examples are given – then the defendant is sentenced to

exile; he is banished and sent back to the Refuge City from which he was brought,

permanently. He must live always in the Refuge City until the death of the High

Priest, and cannot ‘buy his way out’; he is not allowed to leave the place even

temporarily. The minute he leaves the town he forfeits his life, he becomes an

outlaw, and the blood-redeemer if he meets him can kill him with impunity. The

blood-redeemer in such a case is in the same position as the man who kills an

intruder caught breaking into his house in the dark of night.

By implication, where there is a complete accident, with no blame on the killer,

the latter goes free. However in the case of more serious homicide, where criminal

misbehaviour and not mere negligence leads to the unintended death of an innocent

bystander, the law is stated but the interpretation is not clear.

The Death Penalty

The death penalty, when applicable, was executed by various means, but hanging

was not one of them. However, the execution had to be publicised for its deterrent

effect on others, and the body was to be hung on a post. (Not by the neck but

impaled.) This was after death, not before, and the law states that the body is to be

removed before nightfall and buried the same day. Even the bones of a condemned

criminal were entitled to burial and not to be left to wild animals.

An interesting law is that sons are not to be put to death for the sins of fathers,

nor fathers for the sins of sons – a man is to be put to death only for his own sins.

That this was not totally obvious is realised by consulting the Babylonian Code of

Hammurapi (about 400 years before Moses) which says the opposite: if a man kills

someone else’s son, then his son is to be killed! But even more surprising is the

story of King Amaziah of Judah, who lived some seven hundred or so years after

Moses, as told in a later book of the Bible, with one of the very rare cases of a

direct quotation of a law of the Torah in a later book. Amaziah came to the throne

at an early age after conspirators assassinated his father. We are told that when he

became more firmly established on the throne he had his father’s assassins

executed, but did not execute their sons ‘as is written in the book of the Torah of
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Moses that God commanded, namely “fathers are not to be put to death for sons nor

sons for fathers...”’. One wonders why he might have even wanted to punish the

children, but clearly the law was necessary.

The death penalty applied to many other cases besides murder. A notable

instance is the proven false ‘prophet’ who attempted to mislead the whole public,

truly a menace. We have already mentioned the case of one who refuses to accept

the decision of the appeal judge or priest. Others include adultery, breaking the

Sabbath (but not breaking Yom Kippur), idolatry, various practices of an idolatrous

nature (such as witchcraft), striking or cursing parents, kidnapping (and selling or

attempting to sell the victim), sodomy and bestiality. In many of the cases

mentioned we are told, with variations on the wording, that the person concerned

is to be put to death, that you are to remove the evil from among you, that all the

people shall hear about it and be afraid and not deliberately do wrong again. The

suggestion is that the death penalty applies only to someone who acts deliberately

and defiantly and perhaps publicly, at least in the presence of others, of whose

presence he is aware. [This is in fact the law according to tradition.]

Assuming this to be the case, we can make sense of the reasoning and

understand the purpose of the death penalty, over which in recent years there has

been much controversy in many countries. It is not punishment, punishment is for

sins and the right to take a man’s life as punishment belongs only to God. It applies

to crimes, crimes against Society as a whole, and the man who publicly breaks even

the laws of the Sabbath in a Society that has undertaken to observe them is

undermining the security of that Society. The same applies to one who defies the

authority of the forces of law and order by murder, by defying the judges, and so

on, or who sets an example of defiance against the laws of sexual morality. Such

a person must first of all be removed to prevent the spread of the disease, as a

rotten apple must be removed from the crate before they all go bad, and his penalty

must be seen by others as a deterrent. The man who escapes from a Refuge City

is punished only in a negative sense as far as Society is concerned – he is outlawed,

that is to say the law removes its protection, as it does with the burglar who forfeits

his right to such protection. But it must be stressed that, contrary to the mediaeval

ecclesiastical interpretation of the Bible by the Christian church, a man or woman

sentenced to death for adultery is dealt the death penalty not as a punishment meted

to sinners for sinning against God, but as treatment for criminals who have

committed crimes against society.

It is for this reason that though the Torah appears to dish out death penalties

right and left for all sorts of offences, very great care had to be taken in practice
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before actually implementing it in any given case. Hence the law that judges are to

be lenient wherever there is any doubt, a law which requires a great deal of

elaboration in its application.

Where lesser penalties than death are given, the courts do in fact have the right

to ‘punish’ (as with corporal ‘punishment’ mentioned earlier) because here the

‘punishment’ can have a deterrent effect on the criminal himself, to encourage him

not to repeat the offence. Only with idolatry is there the death penalty for anyone

caught acting, or inciting others to act, secretly.

And likewise it is only with idolatry that we find a penalty greater than mere

execution of one or more individuals. A person might plead ignorance with respect

to sexual offences or breaking the Sabbath but not with idolatry: no warning is

needed. If there is a report that a complete town has gone over to worshipping

idols, then after a very thorough investigation to confirm the facts, the penalty is

destruction and massacre. The entire population and their animals are to be killed,

their property piled up in the town centre and the whole, with the town itself, set

on fire and burned. The rubble is to be heaped into a ‘tell’ which is to remain such

permanently, never to be built on again. (A tell is a low hill or mound formed after

a town is destroyed, usually by enemies, and the usual custom was to rebuild at a

later date on the same site, on top of the tell.)

Such an event seems never to have occurred and the law was clearly intended

as a threat and deterrent to emphasise the seriousness of idolatry. Lapses in the

recognition of God or in obedience to his instructions could be dealt with in various

lesser ways, in time, but deliberately going into reverse would have to be dealt with

by instant annihilation, to preserve the purity of what remained.
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VOWS, OATHS AND BANS

In the last chapter a brief reference was made to the ‘oath’ that a person may

occasionally take in a court of law. This is an oath on the past (‘I swear that such

and such did [not] happen’) with which we are not concerned in this chapter. There

is quite a different type of oath which refers to the future (‘I swear that I will [not]

do such and such’). Where such an oath is negative, concerning oneself, it is

referred to in the Torah as a ban. It is taken that an oath is in God’s name so it is

treated very seriously indeed.

No less serious is the vow, a conditional oath, which is a solemn obligation: the

vow referred to in the Torah is a vow to God, that is a solemn promise to provide

something, usually a gift such as an offering. A vow has to be ‘paid’, the word

meaning not just to give but to compensate or to give as an obligation in return for

something. Normally a vow was made as an undertaking or promise in return for

a request, perhaps for success in some venture or perhaps for some requirement like

a cure from sickness, a windfall of money, or a child, or perhaps for protection or

help when in trouble, or escape from captivity.

It is emphasised in the Torah that there is no need to vow, that if you do not

vow you will not sin (by breaking it), in other words the making of vows is

discouraged. But if you do vow, ‘do not delay payment, or God will certainly seek

it from you’.

As was mentioned in chapter 14, a man who makes a vow or imposes a ban on

himself must keep his word. But with a woman, in certain cases a vow or a ban can

be annulled by her father or her husband. The ‘ban’ in all such cases, it is made

clear, is one made on oath. As ‘oath’ is not mentioned in connection with the vow,

it can be assumed that the vow itself is a sort of oath.

An oath, positive or negative, can be for a particular occasion only, or for a

period, or permanently – no distinction appears to be made. If a person breaks his

oath, that is what might be termed a combination sin, that is to say the sin is a

combination of two things. For instance if he swears not to eat chocolate on a

certain day and does, neither swearing nor eating chocolate is a sin in itself. The

sin is in eating chocolate when under an oath not to do so. (Likewise, not eating

chocolate if he has sworn to eat it on a particular day, etc. In the next chapter we

shall encounter another type of combination sin.) Suppose he breaks his oath

through absent-mindedness, he forgets about the oath and breaks it; then he does

not, on realising his guilt, have to carry a guilt complex about but can atone by

bringing a hatat offering. But whereas a hatat is normally specified precisely, that
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is whenever one is brought the bringer is told precisely what to bring, a hatat

brought for a combination sin is variable, that is to say there is a voluntary means

test, and the bringer is given a choice or what to bring according to what he (or

she) can afford.

A particular type of vow is that of the nazirite. He undertakes abstention for a

particular period of time, which it seems he chooses. During that time he is not

allowed to partake of any produce of the grape vine, whether wine or grape-juice,

grapes fresh or dry (raisins), skins or stones (pips) of grapes. He may not have a

haircut, nor become contaminated by a corpse (see next chapter) even to bury his

nearest relatives. If by accident he becomes contaminated by a corpse, then after

being decontaminated (which takes a week) he has to undergo a special ceremony

bringing offerings ‘to beg pardon for his sin’. The taking of a nazirite vow is

clearly discouraged. In addition the time taken so far does not count and he has to

start again from the beginning, counting the number of days to which his vow

applies. At the end of the period he goes to the Sanctuary and brings a variety of

specified offerings, his head is shaved (in the Sanctuary area) and the hair burned

on the fire under one of the offerings, and he is finally allowed (or compelled, it

is not clear which) to drink wine, indicating disapproval of the whole thing.

There is no provision for a permanent nazirite – what happened to Samson was

an exceptional case not envisaged in the Torah, and the reference in a later Biblical

book to nazirites seems to mean something different. The idea of the nazirite could

then hardly be a new institution, but something about the procedure implies that the

laws are not quite in accord with existing practice. We seem to have another case,

as with slavery, where as a reluctant concession as well as a means of

demonstrating disapproval, existing laws and institutions are not rejected but

modified with severe restrictions. The grape was provided for man to enjoy, its

wine to be appreciated, and a vow to abstain from it is an insult to its provider.

Even more important is sex, given for the positive purpose of procreation, and

while there are limitations, total abstention for religious purposes is rejected. The

High Priest is in fact expected to take a woman, to marry, although there are

limitations on who is eligible to become his wife. There is no provision for

anything like the monks and nuns of Bhuddism and Christianity, even on a

temporary basis, while the other extreme, the Canaanite religious prostitute, is

strictly forbidden.

All in all, the message is conveyed, oaths and vows are best avoided, but for

those who feel the necessity there is provision, with rules. A person who has let

alcohol get the better of him and wants to rid himself of addiction can become a

teetotaller without making a vow, but not everyone can do this.
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A popular type of vow taken was to supply as a donation to God a ‘valuation’

on one’s person. This was not a valuation on the slave market, as used in cases

demanding compensation in civil claims, but more in the nature of a poll tax,

though of course a voluntary donation and not a tax. The amount is stated,

depending only on the person’s age and sex. A whole chapter is devoted to this and

to the associated idea of donating a ‘valuation’ on one’s land. In the latter case too,

it is not the value of the land but a nominal valuation depending on certain criteria

(such as area) and ignoring quality, much like the rates. Where precise amounts are

not specified, it is upto the priest, who acts as custodian of all such donations, to

decide, and his decision is final.
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HOLY AND NOT WHOLLY

Introduction

This chapter does not, as it may well appear to, deal only with obsolete matters

that do not apply today (like the offerings), but includes a very important matter

that does still apply. So please do not skip this chapter. However, this can only be

understood in the wider context of things that admittedly do not apply today, which

must be explained first. The laws and procedures, not just the derived ones but even

those stated explicitly in the Torah, are complex, but we will try to simplify the

subject as far as possible so as to give the reader at least a general idea.

Before we start, some technical definitions are needed without which the entire

subject can be misunderstood.

The Holy Place

Although in the narrative sections of the Bible various places are regarded as

‘holy’,1 so far as the legal side is concerned one place and only one is referred to

as such, namely the Tabernacle (or Temple) and its courtyard. This is the ‘holy

place’ that we are concerned with in this chapter.

The inner room of the Sanctuary is referred to as ‘extra-holy’, and nobody was

ever allowed to enter it except the High Priest, and he only once a year (on Yom

Kippur) with a firepan from which burning incense emitted a cloud of smoke to

obscure his vision. The other room could only be entered by priests, but most of

the courtyard was open to the public, except that some individuals, both priests and

laymen, were barred in certain cicumstances from entering, as will be explained.

Holy Food

Anything may be dedicated to God and declared ‘holy’, even food – for example

food not yet brought to the Sanctuary to be offered, or brought and not yet offered,

live animals brought for offerings but not yet slaughtered, and so on. All such items

are regarded as ‘holy property’ when considering abuse or misappropriation, but the

term ‘holy food’ is also used in a more limited technical sense.

1. Such as where Joshua stood outside Jericho.
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In this limited sense, the priests’ levy of certain foods, mentioned in chapter 9,

is called ‘holy food’, as is also the ‘second tithe’ and the fruit produced by a tree

in its fourth year. (For convenience we have stretched a point and used the word

‘food’ throughout this chapter to include wine, oil etc.) The same expression, ‘holy

food’, is used to describe any food, wine, oil etc. that has been already offered in

the Sanctuary as an offering, but not that which is merely about to be offered.

Throughout this chapter we shall be using the term ‘holy food’ (including wine, oil,

etc.) only in this technical sense.

Strictly speaking there are three ‘levels’ of holy food even within this narrow

sense. ‘Extra-holy’ food may only be eaten by priests within the Tabernacle

environs, there is holy food that may only be eaten by priests and their households

(wives, unmarried daughters, slaves etc.), and holy food that may be eaten by

anyone. But for the purpose of this chapter we do not distinguish between these

three types. Here too, certain people, whether priests or laymen, are barred in

certain circumstances from eating such holy food, as we will see. We do distinguish

between ‘holy food’ in the technical sense, which concerns us, and ‘holy property’,

even food, as described above, which does not.

Before proceeding with this important yet complex subject, which we have

promised to simplify, let us summarise.

The ‘holy place’ referred to in this chapter is the Tabernacle and courtyard.

The ‘holy food’ referred to includes wine and oil, and is limited to (a) what has

already been offered, (b) certain compulsory gifts to the priests (but not to the

Levites), (c) the Second Tithe and (d) the fourth year produce of a fruit tree.

In certain circumstances, which we are about to explain, certain people who are

otherwise permitted are barred from entering a holy place or from eating holy food.

Introducing the ‘Bar’

The ‘holy place’ had to be shown great respect. This respect demanded that

while the area would normally be open to the public, a person who, for instance,

has touched a corpse would thereby become ‘contaminated’, and as a result ‘barred’

from entering the holy place. This contamination does not defile, it produces a bar.

There is nothing wrong with touching a corpse, no sin involved, no character

stain. On the contrary, someone has to bury it, and this involves handling it, which

in turn ‘contaminates’ the one who does it, even if he does not actually physically

touch it, but one who is contaminated is barred from entering the holy place.

Respect must likewise be paid to holy food. Anyone barred from entering the
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holy place is at the same time barred from eating holy food.

A corpse is not the only source of such contamination producing a bar on

entering the holy place and on eating holy food; there are others as we shall see,

and the bar applies to priests no less than to laymen. Also, the contamination can

be passed on in some cases to other people or to certain articles, and also to food,

each of which in turn becomes barred. Any holy food that becomes contaminated

may not be eaten but must be destroyed. However, nonholy food that is so

contaminated may be eaten with no restriction whatever, as long as it is not

brought into the holy place. A person can contaminate food, but food cannot

contaminate a person.

It is a very serious offence for

(i) anyone who is barred to enter the Sanctuary precincts,

(ii) anyone who is barred to eat holy food,

(iii) anything barred to be brought into the holy area.

Holy food that has become barred may not be eaten, but must be destroyed.

How permanent is the bar? With people the bar is always temporary, but it does

not go away on its own. After a certain period of time (which depends on various

factors) it can be removed by a process of ‘ritual decontamination’. But note again

that he or she is not ‘defiled’, there is no defilement to remove, only the bar. A

person who is not barred is referred to as ‘clear’, so we may say that the barred

person is ‘cleared’ by a ‘clearance procedure’ and is then, to use the English idiom,

‘in the clear’. (The Hebrew word for this, tahor, is the one also used when

describing the sky or a precious stone as ‘clear’.)

People can eventually be cleared, but articles depend on the material of which

they are made: some2 can neither become contaminated nor pass it on, others can

be cleared3, a few cannot be cleared but must either be destroyed4 or remain

permanently barred and unfit to come into contact with anything holy. Food cannot

be cleared – if holy it must be destroyed, otherwise it may be eaten.

Perhaps the best way to begin to understand all this is by an analogy. A man is

a member of a high-class club, whose rules insist that anyone entering the dining

room must be decently dressed. As he enters the club a workman painting the wall

2. e.g. stone, plastic.
3. e.g. metal.
4. Earthenware must be broken.
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happens by mistake to splash some paint onto the man’s clothes. He has done

nothing wrong, has not broken any club rule by misbehaving or doing anything to

be ashamed of, but he is not allowed to enter the dining room until he has either

cleaned or changed his clothes. Likewise if he trips over something and bangs into

a waiter carrying a tray of food, so that the food splashes the waiter’s clothes, the

waiter (analogous to the priest) may not enter the dining room until he has cleaned

himself up.

The analogy refers to dirt and stains, but this is only an analogy, not an example.

Here we are not concerned with dirt or stains but with a different type of

contamination. Just as, for example, contamination by radiation differs from that

by disease, so this differs again. The point of the analogy is to show that the

contamination received need not be anything to be responsible for or ashamed of,

but respect demands its removal.

A side issue is that this ‘contamination’ does not interfere with the everyday life

of ordinary people; it is not a disgrace, and applies only to the creation of a bar

against coming into contact with anything or any place that is holy. However, since

priests are constantly in contact with holy food (even when not on duty), the whole

matter does affect their everyday lives.

The law we have stated is simple and straightforward, but the laws concerning

how such a bar or contamination originates, of which contact with a corpse is just

one example, how it is passed on, and how it is cleared, are not so simple by far.

In addition there are laws associated with certain bars, and while, as explained

below, most of the rules cannot be applied today, two of them still do apply, which

makes it important. One of these, strictly observed by religious Jews, is

misrepresented and totally misunderstood, because the word we have translated as

‘barred’ has been mistranslated as ‘impure’ or even worse, ‘unclean’! (To make it

still worse, this has been elaborated as ‘ritually unclean’ or even so far as

‘spiritually unclean’!) As we have seen, all it means is barred from coming into the

area of the Sanctuary or eating holy food. True it is passed on by a sort of

contamination, but this contamination does not in any way defile a person or article

any more than contamination by radiation. If this point has been repeated several

times, no apology is offered, as it cannot be over-emphasised. Excrement that a live

animal is liable to drop in the Tabernacle courtyard is undoubtedly unclean, but not

barred. A person inside a house where someone has a sudden heart attack and dies,

or who picks up by mistake a sealed packet of dog’s meat and immediately puts it

down, is barred but not unclean.
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Eating Holy Food

Holy food (as defined above) may usually be eaten by any ‘clear’ person in any

‘clear’ place. It is rare that a place, outside a cemetery, can be other than clear, so

this means almost anywhere. But there may be restrictions, as some holy food may

only be eaten in the vicinity (i.e. the town, not necessarily the precincts) of the

Tabernacle, some kinds of holy food may only be eaten by priests and their

households, and others only by priests in the precincts of the Tabernacle, as

explained earlier. There may also be a time limit.

Apart from references to a holy place, we find references to a special ‘clear’

place where anything that may not become contaminated may be safely kept, and

to a ‘contaminated’ place, where contaminated items that cannot be cleared are

taken to be dealt with, but these are special places.

The Main Categories

We have tried to explain the ‘bar’ as respect, that the contaminated person or

object can in some way sully that which is holy. One is led to assume that the

contemporary of Moses would understand and feel this, while we can only accept

it. How can we explain it without confusing ‘barred’ with ‘unclean’ or ‘defiled’?

The Tabernacle was essentially concerned with the ritual service of God, and

when it (or the Temple that replaced it) existed the converse was also true: ritual

service of God took place almost entirely in (or just outside) the Tabernacle. So the

laws about bars have as their object keeping certain things as far away as possible

from anything connected with the ritual service of God, that is with religious ritual.

These things appear to fall into four categories:

1. Things directly or indirectly connected with death and the dead;

2. Things connected with the physiology of the human reproductive organs (sex,

gynaecology, childbirth etc.);

3. Certain diseases caused by fungi (and possibly others) producing a flaking of

skin or surface (of people, cloth, leather, walls of houses etc.):

4. Some types of forbidden meat (carcasses).

When we remember that both death and sex often played a major part in pagan

rituals, we can already begin to understand the first two and why a complicated

clearance procedure was instituted.

Before considering the sources of bars, we may classify those affecting people

(not things or food) into two types according to how they are removed or cleared.

The reason for doing this first will become apparent.
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Removal of the ‘Bar’

Regardless of how the bar is obtained, the clearance ritual for a person always

involves at least two things: waiting time, and immersion.

The latter is washing by immersing oneself naked in water, either in a natural

spring, or in a pool or cistern into which rainwater flows naturally without being

handled or transported through pipes. Such a pool or cistern is known as a mikveh.

(The Christian custom of splashing people with special water is symbolic of this

same immersion, called ‘baptism’, which was practised for different reasons by the

early Christians, who were Jews.)

Bars are of two types, ‘major’ and ‘minor’. Minor bars can be cleared by

immersing in water (washing one’s clothes is sometimes required) and waiting till

evening, when clearance is automatic.

Major bars involve a minimum wait of seven days before immersion, and then

waiting till evening for clearance; but the wait may be more than seven days, or it

may not be possible to start counting the days until physical symptoms causing the

bar have disappeared. Extra rituals may be required before or during the seven

days, without which the immersion is ineffective; and extra rituals may be required

after the immersion, either as part of the clearance procedure, or as rituals without

which there is still clearance. All these depend on the cause of the bar.

However, the primary division into major and minor bars is simple and clear-cut.

The Effect of a Corpse

A corpse is the strongest source of contamination. It contaminates and bars

anyone and any article (that can be contaminated) that is, or comes under, the same

roof. The same bar applies to anyone who comes close to a corpse in the open, or

to a human bone or a grave, yet someone has to bury the dead, so there is certainly

no character stain attached to the bar. The bar acquired directly from a corpse,

whether by contact or by proximity, is a major bar.

Priests are not allowed to contaminate themselves with the dead if at all

avoidable except to bury a close relative; this law is kept even to this day, thus

Cohens generally do not enter a cemetery or become doctors. The High Priest is

even more restricted. Of course a priest who happens to be under the same roof

when someone suddenly dies cannot help it, but a nazirite (explained in the

previous chapter) may not contaminate himself with the dead even for a close

relative, and if it happens even accidentally he is considered to have sinned. He did

not need to become a nazirite in the first place.
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A person is cleared from such contamination in three stages over a period of a

week, including being sprinkled with a preparation made from water and certain

ashes that are kept permanently in a ‘clear’ place ‘outside the camp’ (i.e. not in or

near the Sanctuary), finally immersing in water and waiting till evening.

The ashes are made from the carcass of a pure red cow, something found slightly

(but only slightly) more often than a blue moon, in a ceremony outside the ‘camp’

and thus away from the Sanctuary. They are prepared only on rare occasions as

required, and kept and used as needed. Anyone who touches the preparation

(including three different people involved in preparing it) gets a minor bar.

Because these ashes are not available today, nobody can be cleared, and as a

result everyone is assumed to be barred permanently. For this reason even priests

(Cohens) today do not eat holy food. Also, with one important exception, we do not

bother today about clearance from other matters, as it could achieve nothing.

Finally, as a general rule, anyone or anything touching someone or something

that has a major bar, from whatever source, acquires a minor bar. (‘Anything’ in

the last sentence is limited to those things that can acquire a bar.) Thus the corpse

itself is ‘infectious’, while anything contaminated by it is merely ‘contagious’. A

live animal, unlike a person, can never become contaminated.

Physiology Associated with Reproductive Organs

A man who has a sexual emission carries a minor bar, that is he immerses in

water, waits till evening, and is clear. Any clothes or leather onto which the

discharge falls must also be washed and remain barred till evening. If such happens

to a soldier at war, he must leave the camp and not return until he is cleared.

When a man and woman have sexual intercourse, each carries a minor bar in the

same way.

A man who has a discharge due to gonorrhoea – the symptoms are described in

the Torah and the experts appear unanimous in identifying the cause – acquires a

major bar. He contaminates, among other things, anything he sits, lies or rides on.

Anyone touching them, or touching the man himself or receiving the man’s spit,

carries a minor bar, must immerse, wash his or her clothes and wait till evening

before being clear. The one who has the discharge must, after it has all stopped,

wait seven days, immerse, wash his clothes and wait till evening. He is then

cleared, but must also, on the eighth day, bring two pigeons as offerings ‘to cover’.

This does not mean that the bar implied a sin, but that like a sin it must be removed

and cleared out completely.
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A woman who has a normal menstrual discharge carries a major bar. She must

wait seven days and then follow the usual clearance procedure (immersion and

waiting till evening). In the meantime, anyone who touches her or anything she has

contaminated by sitting or lying on acquires a minor bar. And if a man, even her

husband, should in fact have intercourse with her (whether or not he is aware of her

bar at the time), then her (major) bar is acquired by him, and he contaminates

whatever he sits or lies on as she does, and has also to wait seven days for

immersion and clearance.

This last case is an exception to the rule that the ‘intensity’ of a bar decreases

at every stage it is passed on. That is, a person with a major bar who contaminates

another person normally only inflicts on the second a minor bar; one with a minor

bar cannot contaminate another person at all but only food, and so on. Thus after

a few stages the power of a bar to pass on contamination dies out; but nothing dies

out merely with time, without a clearance procedure. In this respect it is the direct

opposite of infectious disease, which does not die out with stages of infection but

does eventually die out in time.

Now comes the really important law that is associated with this. A man is

strictly forbidden to have sexual intercourse with any woman who at the time is

barred on account of menstruation. This applies even today. Two popular mistakes,

a mistranslation of the Hebrew word tammé and a wrongly expressed version of this

law, have led to this being misunderstood.

First it must be stressed that the woman is neither ‘impure’ nor in any way

‘unclean’ (not even ‘ritually’). We have already seen that the bar (Hebrew tammé)

means neither of these, but is to keep her away from anything holy – the Sanctuary

or holy food – as is the case with someone who has buried the dead. The degree

of bar is in fact less than it would be if she were in a house when another person

died under the same roof. In such a case she could still sleep with her husband; but

she would need a more complicated clearance procedure, including being sprinkled

with the special water-and-ashes preparation, before eating holy food. Nor is she

in any way ‘unclean’, even ritually, still less spiritually. Only those who call her

that are themselves spiritually unclean.

The second popular mistake is to say that a man may not sleep with a menstruant

woman (until the end of seven days etc.) ‘because’ she is tammé (barred). This is

quite incorrect. The ban on their having intercourse applies not ‘because’ but while

she is barred. The same thing that bars her from entering a holy place or eating

holy food also bans her from sexual relations, for the same period of time, and the

same clearance procedure applies to both, removing the bar and the ban together.
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It does not have to be duplicated: one clearance renders her clear for both holy

things (if there is no other bar) and normal conjugal relations. This is made obvious

in the Torah, where the ban on a man sleeping with a menstruant woman is not

mentioned anywhere among the laws of bars! We said that the law is ‘associated

with’ the bar – in fact it is found among the laws and restrictions concerning sexual

behaviour, alongside laws against adultery, incest and so on.

Breaking the ban is considered a very serious offence for both parties, and the

law is respected to this day. That is why women regularly visit the mikveh.

Summarising, the ban (on sex) and the bar (from things holy) coincide: they apply

simultaneously and are removed simultaneously, but one does not cause the other.

Remember, as far as the bar is concerned, this is only partly removed so as to

permit sexual relations, but the far more serious bar due to assumed proximity to

a corpse remains with her, as with everyone today, man or woman. So even if the

word tammé did mean ‘unclean’ she would at no time be more unclean than anyone

else. Putting a stigma on a menstruant woman is totally unjustified.

Returning to our main theme, a woman who has an irregular blood discharge

over a period of some days, whether at the time of menstruation or not, is regarded

much the same as a menstruant, but the clearance procedure is a bit more

complicated. (It is obvious that the same type of discharge is referred to, and not,

not, for example, a blood discharge from the nose or ear, which would not justify

referring specifically to women, and would in no way create any sort of bar!)

Finally, childbirth. A woman who bears a son is then barred for seven days, as

when menstruant. For a further thirty-three days she may still not touch holy food

or enter a holy place. If she bears a daughter, the first seven days are doubled to

fourteen and the next thirty-three are doubled to sixty-six. (There is no known

reason for this, nor any physiological explanation of the difference.) At the end of

that time she brings a hatat offering ‘to cover’ and she is cleared. Obviously there

is no sin here, and the ‘cover’ refers to clearing out the bar by analogy with the

clearing out of a sin.

[The reader who finds all the technical details in this chapter very boring but

has, in response to my request, struggled through it this far, may prefer to skim

quickly through the next few sections, until the section headed ‘Ritual and justice’.

Those who have found the Bible accounts unintelligible may prefer to read on,

slowly and carefully, to get an overall picture of the laws in outline.]

In these matters (physiology), the very nature of the cases has necessitated ‘men’

or ‘women’, as appropriate, to be specified in each case. But in all other cases of

bars, the laws apply equally to both men and women, always.
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Some of the laws in this section, notably contamination of and by seats and beds,

seem designed as much to keep others away from those barred as to keep the latter

away from anything holy; and while this may be true of this section, it is

undoubtedly true of the next.

Diseases of the Skin and Surface

The subject of disease is never a pleasant one, but the Mosaic Code covers

various aspects of life, not all of which are pleasant. Certain diseases cause human

skin to peel and flake, eventually falling off as a white powder ‘like snow’. The

best-known examples are common dandruff, athlete’s foot, the after-effects of

scarlet fever, and (though it might not perhaps be classed as a disease) sunburn.

Some, but by no means all, diseases of this type (but none of the four examples

quoted) create a ‘bar’ on the sufferer. Psoriasis is probably one of them. The Torah

lists a complicated set of additional symptoms which act as criteria to determine

whether a person suffering from such a disease does in fact have one of those

which makes him barred, or only a similar one that does not. Although the Torah

gives details, the average person is not expected to be an expert on the subject, but

the priest is, it is his duty to know the subject thoroughly.

A person with suspicious symptoms is to go to the priest who will conduct a

careful examination and decide on one of three courses of action. He may decide

that the trouble is one that matters in this respect and declare the person barred. He

may decide that the trouble is not one that concerns the law, and declare the person

‘clear’. But if the symptoms are not sufficiently decisive he is to isolate (that is,

quarantine) the suspect for a week, and then return and investigate again.

On the second inspection, he may have to repeat the process, but after two weeks

of quarantine he must make a final decision ‘barred’ or ‘clear’. It is the duty of the

priest to be an expert, but even if he is ignorant it is his decision, and not that of

a lay expert (who may differ), that is to be accepted.

The bar here is a major bar. Anyone so barred is not only forbidden to enter a

holy place or touch holy food. He or she must go with clothes torn, hair wild, and

upper lip covered (the accepted signs of mourning), call out ‘contaminated,

contaminated’ and live in isolation outside the camp (or town) until he (or she) is

cleared. The sufferer may not enter even to see the priest, the priest has to go out

to inspect the sufferer, and if the disease has cleared up he is to organise the

clearance procedure.

Note that all this is quite independent of medical treatment, which it is not

intended to replace! It is not the job of the priest to cure – he is not a witch doctor
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– but to decide who is barred from contacting anything holy, and to try to prevent

them from contaminating others. Between declaring the person barred and

inspecting to see if the disease has gone, he has nothing to do as a priest. If he

wishes to pray for a cure, he prays as an individual, not as a priest. There is

nothing to prevent a doctor helping the sufferer and trying to cure him.

As the sufferer carries a major bar, he can contaminate someone else who would

then acquire a minor bar. But according to tradition (though the text does not say

so) this is an exceptional case where the bar is not merely contagious but

infectious, a person can in certain cases become contaminated by the sufferer

without actually touching him. It follows that someone can easily become

contaminated by such a person without even being aware of it. The disease initially

imposes a bar on the sufferer, and isolation is to prevent the spread of the bar (not

the disease) by infection. In fact the disease itself may not even be infectious, a

non-sufferer can acquire a bar from a sufferer without acquiring the actual disease.

Assuming that the disease is infectious (or contagious), the disease initially

produces the bar, but after that each goes its own way, the subsequent histories of

the disease and of the bar do not coincide. The degree or intensity of a disease does

not decrease with successive stages of infection or contagion, i.e. as it is passed on

from one person to another; but the degree or intensity of the bar does, as

explained, decrease with successive stages. Against this, the disease after a number

of stages eventually dies out and goes away of its own accord (whatever damage

it might do before that), but a bar does not, it must be removed.

Let us return now to the person who has been declared barred and is living alone

‘outside the camp’. It is the duty of the priest to go out and inspect him, and as

soon as he is satisfied that the trouble has all cleared up, a highly complicated

clearance process, in three stages, can begin.

A reference hints strongly that these diseases come as a punishment for slander

– not that slander always produces such punishment, nor that it is the only cause,

but that it can cause it. Moses personally gave a warning to be particularly careful

about the laws of these diseases, and to pay great attention to whatever the priests

direct. But there is also the story told in a later book of the Bible of four men who

suffered and were sent out of town, as a result of which, by a peculiar chance, they

were able to save the entire population of a city from dying of starvation.

The Hebrew word used to combine all the diseases of this type is sara’at, a

group of diseases affecting the skin (which flakes off) and which usually pass away

eventually so that the patient recovers. This word sara’at was translated into Latin

and Greek correctly as lepra. In the Middle Ages, when medical ignorance was
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very high, someone started to confuse things by using the word lepra for a totally

different disease (for which Latin and Greek had a different name) which attacks

nerves and bones rather than skin, a disease from which people have not, alas, been

known to recover, and this was then called ‘leprosy’.

Bible translators then rendered sara’at as ‘leprosy’, and the laws of isolation led

people to believe that leprosy (the bone disease) is infectious, which it very rarely

is, is referred to in the Bible (which it is not) and comes as a divine punishment!

This led to a terrible stigma being attached to ‘lepers’, and sufferers were isolated

and in Christian countries often left to die! Even in earlier times, when people

understood what sara’at is and did not confuse it with leprosy, sufferers were

subject to stigma and contempt, but this was never the intention of the Torah. Signs

of mourning, yes, but we do not despise mourners! Isolating the patient, yes, but

we do the same to sufferers from scarlet fever (albeit for a different reason) and do

not despise them. The reference to ‘slander’ could be meant to prompt, where

appropriate, the sufferer’s conscience, as well as being a warning, but certainly

never to encourage others to judge the sufferer with self-righteous indignation!

Other diseases included in the category of sara’at affect not humans but wool

and linen, cloth made of these, leather, and the walls of houses. The effects are

basically similar, the surface is attacked, and it crumbles, peels or flakes, falling

away as a sort of powder. We see examples of these diseases caused often by fungi

appearing as a kind of mildew or, in the case of houses, as dry rot. In these cases

too, the article or material is taken to the priest, or he is called to inspect the house

walls, whenever suspicious symptoms arise. Here too bars arise, here too there is

isolation (and occasionally, as a last resort, destruction), and here too, the decision

of the priest is final.

A bar in the category of sara’at differs from all other bars in one respect. If a

gonorrhoea suspect is declared barred by the priest, or the disease is confirmed by

a lay expert, the bar is retroactive from when the symptoms first appeared, but the

bar on a sara’at suspect only begins when the priest declares him (or the house,

etc.) barred, though a suspicious case must be investigated.

Forbidden Meat

Anyone who touches or carries (or illegally eats) the carcass of a land animal

(except of a permitted species and properly slaughtered for food) or of certain

reptiles, carries a minor bar. As with other contaminants, clothes, utensils, food and

drink, etc. can also be affected. A live animal can never acquire a bar.
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Summary

We have covered in outline the main sources of bars and how the main laws

affect people. Certain articles (such as utensils, tools, furniture, clothes, etc.) and

food (along with drink and seed) are also affected, in different ways. Details are

highly complicated, but two rules always apply, without exception:

(i) A bar will never go away of its own accord without a clearance process, even

if that which originally caused the bar goes away.

(ii) The power of a bar to pass on contamination usually decreases (and never

increases) with successive stages, and after only a few stages must die out.

The principal cases of a major bar apply to:

1. Anyone who has touched or come under the same roof as a corpse, human bone,

grave, etc.;

2. A man who has a gonorrhoea discharge;

3. A woman who has (a) a menstrual discharge, (b) an irregular discharge for a

few days, or (c) a new baby;

4. A man who sleeps with such a woman while she is still barred;

5. A person declared barred by the priest, due to a skin disease.

The principal cases of a minor bar apply to:

1. Anyone who touches anyone or anything carrying a major bar;

2. A man who has had a sexual emission;

3. A man and woman after intercourse;

4. Anyone who touches or sits on a bed, chair, etc. used by any of . . . numbers

2, 3, or 4 of the paragraph above;

5. Anyone touching or carrying the carcass of certain creatures unless

permitted for food and properly slaughtered.

Disqualification

Quite apart from the temporary bar that can usually be removed by a clearance

process, there are two types of (generally permanent) disqualification.

First, an animal intended as an offering must be ‘perfect’, without any born or

acquired defect, injury etc. Otherwise it may not be offered but is permanently

disqualified for use as an offering, even if sent by a foreigner. No idolaters would

offer, or allow to be offered, any ‘faulty’ animals to their gods, as it would be

considered an insult, like giving damaged goods as a wedding present. God must

not receive less respect.
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Second, a priest who has any bodily defect, deformity or injury, born or

acquired, may not go on duty to participate in any ‘service’; he is (in most cases

permanently) disqualified, just as every layman always is. But he is still fully

entitled to all priestly privileges, including eating the extra-holy food (as well as

the ‘holy’) from the offerings.

Such disqualifications are in no way connected with, and should not be confused

with, bars or any form of contamination.

Ritual and Justice?

The question has no doubt already risen in the reader’s mind: ‘How do all these

laws of ritual, details of animal offerings and of things that bar people from coming

into contact with anything ‘holy’, fit in with a comprehensive system for

conducting an ordinary, as distinct from an artificial, way of life based primarily

on justice?’ More succinctly, ‘Haven’t we travelled a long way from the first three

chapters, and perhaps even got a little lost on the way?’ A very fair question

indeed.

Even those who see the point of it all and are prepared to accept the need for

such laws and details must be conscious of certain difficulties. In order to have a

society based on justice, we are given certain basic laws of justice, but these do not

cover most practical cases. We answer that they cover the principles on which the

answers to practical cases are based, and if judges and lawyers study these

principles they should be able to cope with whatever arises along the lines the

Torah desires. So we leave the judges and lawyers to use their intelligence in

application. Fair enough – but then, when it comes to the priests, we give them

masses of detail to start with, however much further they may, as a result of study,

probe deeply into practical problems arising. If all this ritual is not an end in itself,

but a sort of necessary ‘back-up’ to maintain the system whose main object is

justice, then why is such a large proportion of the Torah devoted to details of

offerings and the Tabernacle and ritual bars that primarily concern the priests? In

practice these matters generally concern the layman only when he is in contact with

the priests, who can then tell him what to do and what not to do!

These subjects fill up nearly half the book of Exodus, most of Leviticus, and

large chunks of Numbers, apart from bits elsewhere, that is nearly a third of the

whole Torah! If we remove the narrative, the exhortations and warnings, and so on,

and consider merely the legal parts plus descriptions of the Tabernacle, we will

probably find some eighty to ninety per cent is occupied by such matters! Why?

Part of the answer is that in many matters, especially justice, details can be
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deduced and inferred, using traditional rules of interpretation plus some

intelligence. Where the laws of justice are concerned, justice should be seen for

itself in the result, though a judge might be asked to state the reasoning leading to

his decision. Injustice even more so tends to stand out, showing up a wrong

decision, so an honest judge will be careful to avoid it. But with laws of ritual,

more details have to be given so that only ‘details of details’ are deduced, as there

is no natural check on the result. Further, the laws of justice could, in general, be

worked out without the Torah, only that people working the laws out on their own

will always get some right and some wrong. But nobody could possibly work out

the laws of the priests – they could, and pagans do, work out a set of rules, but not

the set we have, and could not get the right answers. Even if one person did, others

might not accept them, whereas with justice others can often see the justice (or

otherwise) in the result.

But all this is only part of the answer, not satisfactory as a complete explanation.

Nor does it show how it all fits into the system.

Priests Under Control

We must remember that the Torah was given at a time when everyone expected

‘religion’ with all its rituals. The Tabernacle with its priests and laws were

necessary not merely as the religious and political unifying factor explained in the

earlier chapters. They were also essential to prevent the adoption of any undesirable

alternative, such as the local idolatrous religions of the Canaanites and others. An

Israelite contemporary of Moses would have seen it all exactly in reverse to the

way we see it to-day. The priests are given very strict and complicated instructions

on what to do, but what would be noticeable instantly to the contemporary of

Moses, yet far from obvious to us, is the limitation.

Very strict discipline is demanded of the priests to follow instructions precisely,

and that means not doing anything that is not instructed, nor to add any ritual

outside the framework of that given. Nadab and Abihu, Aaron’s sons, were killed

instantly in the Tabernacle by ‘fire from God’ because they acted beyond their

instructions. The priests are, after all, the most educated section of the community,

and have to have specialised knowledge. If there is to be some control over them

so that they cannot misuse their knowledge as most other priests did to hoodwink

an ignorant – or relatively ignorant – population, two things are essential.

First, the public must be educated, and that means that they must have some

book which all can study at a low level, and can reasonably well understand, while

the experts use the same book, studied more carefully. That we have, the Torah.
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Second, that book must give the general public sufficient details of the duties,

responsibilities, and limitations of authority and action of the priests, so that any

ordinary person, and more so the ‘elders’, can instantly spot when a priest, or a

group of priests, starts going beyond what is authorised. This also means that it is

no good to produce the Torah in two parts: a general handbook containing matters

of interest and concern to everyone, and an additional priests’ handbook with

details of rituals. The rules that concern only the priests must still appear in, and

only in, the general handbook, so that everyone can see them. The price is that in

the general handbook a large amount of space is taken up with matters that may

appear to be of little direct interest to the ordinary person, but this is a small price

to pay in return for ensuring the impossibility of the priests imposing tyranny in the

name of religion. This would be very specially appreciated by a people who had

just left Egypt, where at the time priests wielded tremendous power over the

proletariat, and no doubt found it highly profitable. (Even Joseph, who broke the

power of the large landowners, was unable to tackle the priests.)

Let us take two examples, the first an actual historical case. In the time of Eli

the priests became corrupt and started to demand from the public portions of the

offerings to which they were not entitled. They used strong-arm tactics to get what

they asked. True that until God stepped in there was very little the public could do

about it, as they had allowed the High Priest, whose sons were the worst criminals,

to become Chief Judge; but at least the Torah itself was neither brought into

disrepute nor misunderstood. Were the details not written in the Torah for all to

read, the priests might have claimed that they were acting legally and entitled to

their demands. As it was, everyone knew that they were acting illegally, and had

they not let the High Priest get too much power it might not have happened.

Then consider, from a new aspect, the case dealt with earlier of a person who

suffers from a suspect skin disease. The priest’s first job is to decide from his

expert knowledge whether or not the sufferer is in fact barred, but the discretion

he is granted to apply his expert knowledge is limited. He must if necessary be able

to justify himself from the symptoms mentioned in the text. He might err on a

detail of detail, which is less serious, but not on a major detail.

Having decided that a suspect is barred, after giving instructions for the sufferer

to live ‘outside’ with the technical details mentioned (torn clothes, wild hair etc.),

his next job is merely to inspect as to whether or not the disease has disappeared,

and if it has, to help with the clearance procedure. Meanwhile, he is NOT a doctor,

he does not give treatment, nor prescribe any treatment other than isolation. He has

no ritual to perform, it is NOT for the priest to come and say magic words, splash

holy water, recite special prayers or psalms alphabetically or backwards to match
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the person’s name or similar superstition, or offer up special sacrifices, wave his

hand over the sufferer’s head or any other nonsense and suggest that this will cure

him or lead God to cure him. He can of course pray for a cure, as anyone can pray

for anyone else who is sick, but not as a priestly ritual, and while he might offer

to help as an individual in practical problems, he can be told to mind his own

business.

The only rituals that the priest does perform are after the disease has cleared up,

and these are not to heal but to remove the bar; they are those specified clearly in

the Torah, and the priest may be able to explain them more clearly but may not add

anything to what is written.

He cannot become a witch-doctor, the danger of which was very real. The whole

set of laws concerning ‘bars’ is (at first sight) outwardly similar to, but really quite

a contrast with, the laws of taboo of many primitive societies, where sufferers of

various complaints are sent out of the community permanently, nobody is even to

approach them, and they are left to die. Here, when the man or woman gets better,

the priest can ritually ‘clear’ them and they return to normal society. This means

that they must be allowed to get better, they are barred from ‘coming in’ but

someone can go out to see them and, with care not to approach too close, take food.

The priest, in fact, must go out to check.

(No food was taken to the four men outside Samaria simply because the town

was under siege and there was no food inside the town to take out to them. They

were left to starve to death outside just as people were starving to death inside.)

Compared with other current systems, there is no doubt that the laws of

offerings, bars and other matters dealt with by the priests were in basic matters

extremely simple, however complicated the inner details. On the positive side there

is doubtless far more that we today cannot appreciate, but would yet be beneficial

even in this age. If we accept the Torah we accept all this on trust – if we see the

sense in most of the book we assume it to exist even where we do not see it.
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WAR AND PEACE

‘If you keep my laws’, says God, ‘I will bring about peace in the country.’ Peace

is the ultimate objective, the third and final priestly blessing ends with the words

‘and (may God) grant you peace’. But it comes only at the end – first there is war,

then keeping God’s laws brings about peace.

Various categories of war are considered in the Torah. The first is the positive

command to either drive out or exterminate the current inhabitants of the Land, the

Canaanites and six other named nations. The land was promised to the Patriarchs,

it was now being given to their descendants, but God does not hand things on a

plate, he gives the opportunity to get and helps. If you want food, work for it – the

divine blessing is not that it comes of its own accord, but that your efforts meet

with success. Here too, the country had to be conquered. But first a little digression

on the subject of borders.

The patriarchs Abraham, Isaac and Jacob were told that their descendants would

have the land ‘from the desert (east of Transjordan) to the Mediterranean and from

the Euphrates to the river of Egypt’. The river of Egypt was probably the Nile, the

reference being to the eastern edge of the Delta. This is the land that the people

would eventually have, as a result one assumes of counter-attacking aggressive

enemies. But the land they were told by Moses to conquer, the land that was to be

distributed among the population, in which each individual had a legacy, was

limited and strictly defined. It was all on the West Bank of the Jordan, between the

Jordan and the Mediterranean, stretching from just north of Mount Lebanon to a

line going from the southern tip of the Dead Sea, through Kadesh (Zin) to Kadesh

Barnea and on to the ‘wadi of Egypt’, nowadays known as the ‘Wadi el Arish’.

(Moses had already conquered Transjordan and rather unwillingly allocated it.) It

was only within this limited area that the land was to be conquered; the inhabitants,

the seven nations mentioned (Canaanites, Amorites, Hittites, Hivites, Perizites,

Jebusites and Girgashites) being either driven out or exterminated, man, woman and

child, with no option of peace and permission to stay on any terms whatsoever. All

their holy places and idols, and anything connected with their religious practices,

were to be utterly destroyed, but their other possessions were to be taken as

plunder. (Jericho, which was not actually conquered, was later deemed to be an

exception.) Their civilization could be taken over and inherited, but excluding their

culture (based on corrupt religion) and anything associated with it.
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These seven nations were not Israel’s enemies, and in fact those outside the area

could be left alone. We now know that the Hittites had a very large empire, but

Israel was only concerned with the small section inhabiting the land of Canaan,

who had been corrupted by Canaanite influence. Israel was told that the natives had

become so corrupt as to be unfit to live in that particular country. God wanted them

removed, completely, and here was the way the promise to receive the land would

be fulfilled. No other nations, not even enemies, were to be treated that way.

There was no moral issue for Israel to decide, they were told to do it, but lest

they were tempted to feel that God was being unjust, the justification was explained

to them. The purpose was not to fight God’s battles but to fight their own; the

justification was given to prevent their having feelings of guilt towards fellow

human beings, and as a warning of what would happen to them if they copied

Canaanite behaviour.

The instruction was a test. Not only a test of obedience, but of strength, or moral

strength, strength of purpose, determination and perseverance. The strength was

necessary to win the battle against the admittedly superior physical strength of the

natives, as reported by the spies. It would not be too difficult at the beginning,

encouraged by quick early victories, but then the struggle gets harder, there are

frustrations, failures and possibly one or two defeats. It is then that a war-weary

people, who have previously been wandering homeless forty years in the desert,

begin to feel sorry for their opponents and want to make peace on terms, even at

any price. This is the weakness they are being tested on, and the warning is

repeated that such a policy is short-termed, that the remaining natives will slowly

influence the newcomers to their idolatrous ways, leading to their destruction in

turn at the hands of the next comer. In any event, we can see how a remaining

native population would handicap the establishment of the sort of society the Torah

envisaged, of a people apart living according to the Teaching of Moses.

The lessons to be learned from the rules of this war are: the importance of

obedience and of faith in God’s promise; the importance of steadfast moral courage

and perseverance to the very end; the danger of weakness and misplaced mercy; the

danger of compromise with the wicked; the importance of discipline and self-

control regarding the idolatrous ‘spoil’; and the knowledge of how not to behave

in any other war. In the war of conquest, every man of military age (twenty

upwards) was eligible for service and liable to be called on, (and received a pro-

rata allocation of land,) though only a section of the army was used in a particular

battle. The Levites alone were exempt from military service, they did their National

Service duties in the Sanctuary, and they did not receive an allocation of land.

A contrast is the unique case of Amalek, a desert tribe who lived by murder and
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robbery. We are told to remember their unprovoked attack on us, starting with the

weakest at our rear, when we were tired and weak after leaving Egypt. We are told

to wait until we have rest from all surrounding enemies, and then to attack Amalek

and completely obliterate them from memory. No plunder, their animals and their

property, and even their children, to be completely destroyed.

Apart from the war of conquest and the special case of Amalek, there was no

occasion for war except when necessary, in other words unless provoked by an

enemy. The Torah realistically accepts that at times there are enemies and war is

necessary. The country in particular, at the cross-roads between continents, always

has been and always will be desired by neighbours for strategic purposes, and is

inherently insecure. Perhaps for this reason it was chosen – to force the people to

turn to God for their security. (Historically, the alternative policy of relying on a

strong ally for defence has led always to one of two results: being let down, or

being conquered and humiliated by that very ally.) We were not promised that there

will be no wars, but that we will win them easily. And so we come to the second

category of war, that against an enemy, a counter-attack to teach them a lesson to

stop harassing us. It applies to enemies ‘further away’, from whom the Canaanites

and the other six are expressly excluded.

It is assumed that there is no standing army, but a general call-up in time of

emergency. First a priest is appointed – the reigning High Priest might not be the

best man for the job – to act as a sort of ‘chaplain’ to the army. He is not a mere

chaplain in the modern sense, going round helping individual soldiers, but his job

is to act as an unarmed leader and encourager of the whole army, keeping up the

morale, alongside the actual military leader or commander-in-chief. At the outset

he is to deliver a speech of encouragement, reminding the men that God is among

them, with them, to fight against their enemies, and they are not to be afraid.

He then makes way for the ‘organising officers’ who are to announce as follows:

‘Who is the man who has built a new house but not started to use it?

Let him go home, lest (he worries in case) he dies in the war,

and another man makes first use of it.

Who is the man who has planted a vineyard and not started to use it?

Let him go home, lest (he worries in case) he dies in the war,

and another man makes first use of it.

Who is the man who has half-married a woman and not completed?

Let him go home, lest (he worries in case) he dies in the war,

and another man marries her.

Who is the man who is frightened and weak-hearted?

Let him go home and not make his brothers afraid like himself.’
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Only after all this are actual officers of different ranks to be appointed. The two

messages are clear: a small army of high morale is superior to a large one

containing weak elements, and since an officer might find it hard to ‘step down’,

officers are not appointed till the end.

But before all this, there are the exemptions. Not only are priests and Levites not

called to the army, nor is the man who has just got married within the past year,

for quite a different reason. He is to be exempted from all duties for a year in order

to make his wife happy. Apparently it is difficult for a young bride to start to

manage on her own, whereas after a year it is not so difficult.

A soldier is to include a spade in his arms, so that when necessary he should go

outside the camp and dig a hole, and afterwards cover it up. Today a chemical toilet

might make this unnecessary.

Should he have an emisssion during the night, he is to go outside the camp, wash

himself and his clothes, and then wait till sunset before returning, as mentioned in

the last chapter.

Before attacking an enemy town, you are to offer them peace on your terms, that

they agree to become subservient and tributary. Should they refuse and prefer war,

then you are to attack.

Three regulations apply to the camp itself. A man who is barred as the result of

a sexual emission must leave the camp and not return until he is ‘cleared’. (See

previous chapter.) The equipment is to include a spade to be used to dig up soil

with which to cover up your excrement. And there is to be no sexual misbehaviour

of any sort.

As mentioned in an earlier chapter, a fruit-producing tree is not to be cut down

to make a battering ram to breach a town resisting siege. A non-food-producing tree

should be used. And when you defeat the enemy, kill all the men but spare the

women and children. The animals and spoil can be kept for plunder.

Finally, as the soldiers have fought and killed, they have become contaminated

from corpses, and so has the spoil. All must undergo a special decontamination

procedure. (That regarding people has been described in outline in the last chapter.

That regarding objects was referred to but has not been described in this book.)

Wars were not the protracted affairs they are today, but generally over quite

rapidly. So there was no point in taking prisoners merely to keep them out of

combat and to be returned later. Anyone not killed was taken as a captive to

become a slave unless ransomed, except when the enemy surrendered and agreed
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to pay tribute. But we are dealing with where the enemy refused to surrender,

otherwise there is no war. So a woman taken captive in war would normally

become a slave. If a soldier wishes to marry her, she must spend a month in his

home mourning her parents, made to look ugly with all her hair shaved off, at the

end of which time he may marry her. (Clearly he is not encouraged to do so.) If

after all he changes his mind and does not want her, he must set her free, he may

not sell her as a slave after humiliating her.

The third category of war is that of defence, against invasion. Here all we are

told is that the two silver trumpets, used in the desert to tell each group when to

march, and also used in the Sanctuary on New Moons and Festivals, are to be

blown in such an emergency. This is ‘so that you are remembered before your God

and rescued from your enemies’. When under attack you obviously have to defend

yourself the best you can, and it is not an occasion for making rules.

[Two wars are described in the narrative of the Torah. The war against the

Amorite kings in Transjordan was to typify the coming battles in Canaan, except

that the inhabitants of Canaan were not to be offered peace as Sihon was. In the

war against the Midianites, special circumstances caused a variation in the rules.]

Against three nations, Ammon, Moab and Edom (Esau), war is to be avoided if

possible, even if this appears to show cowardice. But requests for peace treaties

with, or favours from, Ammon and Moab are forbidden for all time.

War may be necessary to defend what was conquered and given by God. There

is no question of giving away land for peace. This was later demanded by the King

of Ammon and refused by Jephthah. If you give away land for peace, why have a

war to obtain it in the first place?

The expression ‘Land for Peace’ was next used by Hitler shortly before the

Second World War in connection with Czechoslovakia. Chamberlain at Munich

accepted this, although it was not his land, and the peace did not outlast a year.

Later it was used against Israel by the American president George Bush I, again it

was not his land, but he did not succeed, and we pray that his successors will never

succeed.

Peace in the country is not a direct aim to be pursued at all costs, a policy of

appeasement and degradation adopted later by Jews during two thousand years of

persecution. If we do not learn from the Torah we can learn from Munich. It is an

objective achieved through keeping the Torah’s teachings, particularly justice. Even

in a small way, in the private lives of individuals, it is not pacification by

appeasement or other display of weakness but only justice that brings real peace.
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SAFETY

A man kills another man as a result of an ‘accident’: they are out together

chopping wood when suddenly the metal head of the axe gets disconnected from

the wood (it is not quite clear whether this is the wooden handle of the axe or the

wood that is being chopped), flies off and hits, and kills, the other man. They are

known not to have been enemies, there was no motive for murder, it is considered

an ‘Act of God’, at least one that he caused to happen, yet the one who used the

axe is still labelled ‘murderer’ and is sentenced to exile in a Refuge City until the

High Priest dies, since it was caused to happen ‘by his hand’. There was no positive

wickedness, but there was criminal negligence, the man who used the axe did not

check it carefully enough, if at all.

That this judgement is a practical law, based essentially on neither superstition

nor ritual nor anything resembling such, is clear from another law, an explicit

instruction. ‘When you build a new house, you are to make a parapet around the

roof, because someone will (otherwise) fall off it, and you are not to put blood in

your house.’ It does not say ‘lest anyone may fall off’ but ‘because someone will’

– sooner or later, someone will fall off. (In hot climates flat roofs are used as extra

rooms.) The remark about blood makes it clear that the law is a general one on a

matter of principle, not a ‘specific’ law of ritual (like not wearing a garment made

of a mixture of wool and linen). And it shows where the responsibility lies – it’s

not up to your guest to ‘look where he’s going’.

Safety in a few limited cases has always been something to consider, but it is

only in the last few hundred years – the last hundred or so in particular – that the

appearance of complicated machinery, among other things, has made safety a major

issue. Probably the percentage of deaths caused not by callous negligence but by

carelessness and failure to take sufficient safety precautions has never been so high

in human history. And today, safety consciousness among the public varies

considerably between countries. Most civilised countries have masses of laws and

regulations concerning safety in the home, at work, and in public places, with

varying degrees of obedience and enforcement. Were the Talmud still in the process

of being written, by the same people who wrote it two thousand years ago, it would

contain a vast amount of laws and discussion based on the very law quoted above,

parallel to the regulations and laws that most countries enact. One could say that

the whole development of the law is similar to the development of Jewish law (in

other spheres) based on the Torah. Yet surprisingly, modern rabbis never preach

safety consciousness and responsibility as a part of the Torah, but prefer to
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concentrate on observance of kashrut (food laws), leaving safety to the civil

authorities as if God is not concerned. To emphasise that God is concerned, this

tiny law which has such tremendous consequences has been given a chapter of its

own. Those who lock or block fire escapes, a practice not unknown in modern

Israel even in large synagogues, are worse than the man who failed to check his axe

properly, as their action involves criminal negligence.

Worse still are those who park a vehicle on the footpath, forcing pedestrians to

step down into the roadway and possibly get killed by a passing vehicle – two

instances where this actually happened have come to my own notice! Parking on

the footpath is little different to putting a mild poison, which may or may not be

fatal, in a cup of coffee, not knowing who is going to drink it. God is concerned.
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THE SABBATH

‘Sabbath’ is a corruption of the Hebrew word derived from the verb root shavot

(‘b’ and ‘v’ in Hebrew are variations of the same letter), a word not easily rendered

into English, meaning to abstain or desist, as a rule temporarily, from something

you have been doing uptil now, implying a ‘break’. It is not a verb of action, like

‘to go on strike’, but one that expresses a state of affairs, like ‘to be on strike’.1

So in the Torah its meaning is not ‘to take a break’ but ‘to have a break’, or better,

‘to enjoy a break’. This may sound colloquial, but it is very often possible to

translate a Hebrew word precisely into colloquial English or even slang, while no

other translation is accurate. Most important of all, the word does not mean ‘to

rest’, though the idea is not far removed.

The derived word shabbaton 2 means having or enjoying a break or the

enjoyment of a break, and sabbath is a special period, usually a day, set aside for

shabbaton. The Torah states that every seventh day is to be, or rather already is,

a sabbath. Where it is the land, rather than individuals, that enjoy the break, it is

not a day but a year – every seventh year is a sabbath for the land.

Apologies for the lesson in Hebrew, but without understanding the precise

meanings of these words, and of two more that we are about to meet, it is

impossible to understand what the sabbath is meant to be and what its demands are.

The words have been mistranslated perhaps without exception for at least two

thousand years, leading to a concept of the sabbath totally at variance with

established traditional practice; and attempts to retranslate them so as to reconcile

the two have as a rule made things worse. If we get the words right, the

reconciliation is automatic. First, though, some background to the whole institution

as Moses presented it.

The Sabbath is a major institution in Jewish Law. It is introduced by the Torah

as an innovation – there is no evidence of anyone having heard of it previously, the

Israelites in Egypt certainly had not heard of it – and it is repeatedly emphasised.

We are first introduced to the Sabbath right at the very start of the Torah

narrative, but at that point it has no legal significance. God took six ‘days’ –

periods analogous to days in the life of a human being – to create the world in

which we live, or universe, and on the seventh he had a ‘day’ off; as a result he

1. The verb ¼>N% Ļ (shavot, from which ¼>Lx Ķ sabbath is derived) is used in that sense in Modern
Hebrew.
2. Hebrew ¼3¼} ¼>Lx Ķ , but beware, this has a different meaning in Modern Hebrew.
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blessed the seventh day and made it holy, whatever, for the moment, that may

mean.

There is no further mention of the Sabbath for a long time, throughout the period

of Eden, the Flood, the Patriarchs, Egypt and the Exodus. It was just over five

weeks after leaving Egypt that the people of Israel, who had yet a week’s travel

ahead of them before reaching Sinai, were introduced to the Sabbath. For five days

they had been collecting manna and had each collected the same amount each day.

On the sixth day they found they had double, and were told to keep half for the

next day (which they were otherwise forbidden to do) as the next day was to be the

Sabbath; they were not to go out and collect it but to stay at home, and if they did

go out they would not find any.

The next reference is in the Ten Commandments, where its inclusion makes it

clear that the Sabbath is to be treated very seriously indeed. It is put on the same

general level as avoiding idolatry, stealing, murder and adultery; not to observe it

involves breaking one of the basic laws.

We find it referred to again in the Contract Document (see chapter 3), in the

revised Contract Document (given when Moses begged forgiveness for the people

over the sin of the Golden Calf), and in various other places. ‘Each of you is to

fear his mother and father but keep my sabbaths’ – respect for parents, also one of

the Ten Commandments, takes second place to sabbath observance.

Apart from the tablets of stone, what did Moses receive when he spent forty days

and nights up the mountain? He was given instructions about the Tabernacle and

its accessories – collection of materials, the actual construction, priests’ uniforms,

and the consecration ritual – and finally special instructions concerning the Sabbath.

The relevance was obviously that it should be observed while the work was going

on, but two new points were made: that the Sabbath is to be observed ‘for all

(future) generations’, and that infringement incurs the death penalty.

On returning from the Mountain, Moses assembled everyone to report on what

he had been told, and reported first on the Sabbath, then about the Tabernacle. We

are not told of anything else Moses was instructed about on the Mountain – just the

Tabernacle with its ‘etcetera’, and the Sabbath. What is the connection?

The people were being given a job to do, not only in order to get the job done

but to teach them how to live and work together as free men without overseers

carrying whips; to teach them how to settle disputes that inevitably arise, in

accordance with the rules of justice, and to teach them how to live the way God

(subsequently through the Torah) indicated that he wished them to live. The most

important of all, told to Moses last so that he should not forget, but told by him to

the people first so that they should realise its importance, was to take a compulsory
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break one day in every seven, even from building God’s ‘domicile’. This piece of

narrative is important, as we shall see, for the understanding of the law.

In all there are thirteen distinct references to the Sabbath in the Torah alone,

under different headings (that is to say in different groups of laws) and with a wide

variety of reasons given: as a remembrance of the Creation because God rested on

that day, as a reminder of slavery in Egypt, as a reminder of the Exodus, so that

slaves may rest ‘like you’, so that your animals may rest ‘like you’, so that foreign

residents may be refreshed, and so on. But though rest is one of the purposes of the

Sabbath, and God ‘rested’ on the seventh day of Creation, yet there is nowhere a

command to ‘rest’. What God did in order to rest was to have a day off, and that

is what we are told to do; and we are told that rest will result.

From what are the people to have a break? What precisely is not to be done?

Here we have to return to our Hebrew lesson, as the key to Sabbath observance is

contained in two Hebrew words asot melakhah; the first is a verb, the second a

noun.3 This is what is forbidden on the Sabbath, but what does it mean? Since the

verb asot elsewhere can mean ‘to do’ everyone seems to assume, quite wrongly as

it happens, that ‘do’ is its meaning here. The noun must refer to some activity,

something that is done. What?

Two different incorrect translations of melakhah are popularly presented. The

commonest is ‘work’, the most likely word for what is done every day but must be

stopped in order to rest. But that conflicts fundamentally with long-established

deeply-rooted traditions regarding the Sabbath. It is also hard to define clearly what

is work and what not, so how can the death penalty be imposed for what cannot be

defined?

The second, compatible with the traditions, is that it refers to certain activities

defined by tradition. Then why does the Torah leave it so vague? Surely when

Moses spoke to the whole people about the Sabbath he expected even the least

intelligent among them to have some idea of what he was talking about, before he

got down to minute details? He would use words that they could understand, not

concepts that can only be grasped by mental gymnastics after years of study. Nor

would he refer to a long list of unconnected items without specifying them –

remember the penalty for non-observance was death!

It can be shown (and I have done so elsewhere, as it is far too lengthy to include

3. Hebrew ¼(L/ ¼$L0 D2 ¼>¼} ¼µF6, the verb from the root (=6. Other restrictions on the Sabbath are principally
connected with carrying, which we have not dealt with here. In the Bible this is additional to asot
melakhah (both in the Torah and in Jeremiah) and not included in it, although the rabbis later included
it in it for convenience of classification.
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here) that the word melakhah in fact is one of those vague words that occur in

every language, as in English we have ‘thing’, ‘item’, ‘possession’, ‘stuff’, ‘article’,

‘property’. Such words can never be exactly defined, can rarely be translated easily

into another language, yet everyone understands them and knows when and when

not to use them. It is a concrete collective noun, like furniture, it may or may not

include animals (when thought of as property) and roughly refers to all of a

physical nature that can be produced, acquired or owned; it is definitely not an

abstract noun like ‘labour’ or ‘activity’.

To make sense of this we have to correct a mistake in translating the verb. True,

asot can mean ‘do’, but like the French word faire it can also mean ‘make’. It can

mean to make, create, prepare, produce or acquire, and melakhah is not the activity

but the end-product of an action – that which is made, produced or acquired. Where

the expression is used in connection with the Creation, the melakhah is all the items

that God created – sun, stars, sky, earth, water, trees, animals, man etc. – treated

collectively. In connection with the Tabernacle it refers to the structure, furniture

and accessories, or occasionally to the raw materials for these.

So what basically is forbidden on the Sabbath is to make, create, produce,

prepare (where a change is involved) or acquire anything new. This would include

ploughing or sowing a field, reaping, and doing various (but not all) types of what

might be classified as work. But the criterion is not work, or the nature of the

activity itself, it is an action that results in an end-product. Work as such was never

prohibited on the sabbath unless it involved asot melakhah. We are attempting to

give an introduction, an overall picture of what is basic to the Sabbath; details are

of course more involved, and the whole nature of the Jewish Sabbath was fashioned

by a large number of additions and the extension to a ban on activities, but that is

not the basic law that Moses brought down.

The end-product need not be a final end-product, it can be a stage in a process.

What is forbidden is, roughly, production (and acquisition, to be considered

shortly). Not productive activity, but production, the action does not count unless

something is actually produced at the end.

One matter seems to have been in doubt as it is transient, and Moses gave a

clear decision – fire. Fire may not be produced or created. Logically this includes

adding fuel, which produces more fire. Fire was made in the time of Moses by

using a tinder box, similar to our matches, and did not involve work. Rubbing

sticks together had long been abandoned in that part of the world, four thousand

years before Boy Scouts were invented.

Use of the same word to mean on the one hand make or produce, and on the

other hand ‘acquire’, seems strange to us. The common idea is to provide or supply
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something that was not previously there. So we arrive at the basic idea of the

Sabbath – a day on which you are not to supply your needs, all is to be arranged

beforehand. The lesson of the manna now becomes clear, and also illustrates how

it is not always possible to disentangle the laws from the narrative. The man who

gathered not manna (there wasn’t any) but sticks (presumably for fire) on the

Sabbath was in fact put to death.

The Sabbath was to be a holy day, something special. The ban on production

would prevent most types of occupational activity, in the house (such as cooking)

and elsewhere, so that in effect work could scarcely be done, and the ‘day off’

would lead to rest. This would lead to remembering God’s supremacy as Creator

of the world, remembering the slavery in Egypt where there was no day off, and

many social consequences.

The paramount importance of the Sabbath in the structure of the new form of

society being created at the time of Moses is perhaps not obvious to us. Brought

up in a society into which this concept of a weekly day off has been incorporated

(even by non-Jews), it does not seem new, but it was new at the time. Only two

thousand years later the Christians, adopting the idea of the Sabbath from the Jews,

imposed it on the Romans who had until then despised it. Why take a day off from

work? Only later did they change the day from Saturday to Sunday to separate the

religions. It happens to be the only thing that the rest of the world (via Christianity)

obtained and learned from the Jews which they could not possibly have learned or

obtained from any other source.

It was basic to the whole structure of the new society also in that it would be

one of the first things to be noticed by a foreign visitor. One can see how anyone

defiantly breaking it threatened the entire structure of that society, and had to be

eliminated before spreading the disease.

Although the Sabbath might become a cornerstone of the society structure being

formed, it was, unlike the laws of the Land and the Tabernacle among others,

independent of that society. The Sabbath was given to Israel, but existed before

they did, unlike the festivals which were made for Israel. Had another nation

received the Torah they might have needed a different set of festivals, as these are

nationalistic as well as religious; even Yom Kippur needs a people to make use of

it. The Sabbath, however, exists, a memorial to the Creation, independent even of

humans. The new society might depend on the Sabbath, but the latter did not

depend on any particular society structure, it would have to modify the existing

structure if necessary.

In other words, a time was foreseen when neither the Land nor the Tabernacle
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would be available, but the Sabbath like circumcision must still remain. It is the

Sabbath that made the new society so different outwardly as well as inwardly, and

the Sabbath that has been the mainstay of the people of Israel to this very day,

which explains why so many additional restrictions were added later to protect it.
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CREED, PRAYER AND TEN COMMANDMENTS

Creed

Belief and faith in God may be sufficient in some religions. For Israel they are

meaningless unless accompanied by action. Balaam the wicked not only believed

in God, he even had a ‘hot-line’ for direct communication. Many of the worst evils

in human history have been committed in the name of God. Many have a strong

belief and faith in God who they hope will be useful in doing, if prayed to, what

they want. But for Israel the important thing is first to listen to God and to do what

he wants, before expecting him to listen to you.

For Israel, the main creed or belief is not in the existence of God, but in his

unity. We see in life many ‘gods’ (real ones, such as nature, weather, moral

principles etc., not false idols) and the creed says that they are not independent, but

all aspects of, or merely obedient servants of, just one, our God, unable to act on

their own initiative. It is useless to pray to them. Moses instructed Israel to listen

to, i.e. take note of, that fact, and followed it immediately with the instruction to

‘love’ God ‘with all your mind, with all your life, and with all your power’. As he

later explains, this ‘love’ is not a mere attitude of mind but the practical

consequence of it, to do certain things and to abstain from certain others, as God

wishes. The Hebrew for ‘listen’ is shema, meaning ‘listen and take note’ and the

paragraph that begins with these instructions is known as ‘The Shema’, about which

we will have more to say.

In a later paragraph we are told what happens if we keep these instructions (a

blessing) and if we go astray and worship idols (a curse). The blessing is the

provision of ample rain at the correct time (vital for the climate of the country) so

that there will be enough grain, wine and oil, plus food for the animals. The curse

is the withholding of rain, so that the land does not yield any produce and ‘you will

disappear from the good country you are being given’.

Each of the two paragraphs contains seven instructions (roughly the same in each

case, but in a slightly different order) concerning the paragraph itself, so the two

often go together, and the latter is known as ‘the second paragraph of the Shema’.

The instructions regarding the words of each paragraph are as follows:
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1. Keep them in mind

2. Teach them to your children

3. Recite them at lying-down time (evening)

4. Recite them at getting-up time (morning)

(both of these whether sitting at home or travelling)

5. Tie them on your arm

6. Use them in headbands

7. Write them on the doorposts of your house and in your ‘gateways’.

The first of these is self-explanatory. We will have more to say about the other

six in the course of this chapter and the next.

Prayer

Prayer is referred to in the narrative parts of the Torah, but arising as and where

necessary. We find Moses being told off at the Red Sea for praying too much,

instead of getting on with his job; he evidently learned, since when his sister was

ill he prayed in five short and simple words ‘Please, God, please cure her!’ (The

Hebrew words are even shorter!) There are many other examples of prayer, and

there was the song of praise at the Red Sea after the crossing, but no law or

instruction demanding regular prayers. Two things are demanded, namely the

recitation of the Shema morning and evening, mentioned in the last section, and the

‘blessing’ (or thanking) of God for the good land he has given, after eating and

filling oneself: what we would call ‘Grace after meals’. Prayers are also demanded

on special occasions. The declamation after giving the Poor Tithe (chapter 9) ends

with a prayer, as does the declaration by the elders in the special ceremony when

a corpse is found in the countryside (chapter 16).

There was a tradition that one should recite at least one prayer daily, in whatever

form and however short, but this is not a written law. Much later, in rabbinic times,

prayers became more or less of a standard pattern, finally fixed in the form of what

we now call the amidah with eighteen blessings. (All other prayers were built

around this later still.) The practice was, each morning, to recite the Shema, as

ordained by the Torah, followed by the amidah as ordained by the rabbis, and the

‘Ten Commandments’, as an established custom. The last was later abolished

deliberately, and just why we shall see in the next section.

To summarise, the reciting of regular prayers is generally a basic requirement

of every religious belief, but the Torah is not a text-book of ‘a religion’, as

explained in our introductory chapter. One prays when one feels the need; but

service of God is essentially by obedience rather than prayer.
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The ‘Ten Commandments’

Assuming that the reader is familiar with these, we may ask a few questions.

First, what are the ‘Ten’ individually?

Next, what are they as an entity, that is to say why are they so grouped? What

do they have in common to justify their grouping?

Third, why are they so important, or what is so special about them?

Fourth, why are they played down?

We can attempt to answer these questions in that sequence.

According to the Torah, the people ‘prepared themselves’ for three days

(including sexual abstinence) after which Mount Sinai was bordered off, with all

access prohibited. God then ‘came down’ onto the Mountain and made an

‘appearance’ in the form of various natural phenomena such as cloud and fire. An

exceedingly loud voice spoke, and the people heard it but saw no form or shape.

What the voice began to say was this ‘Ten’, but after the first two (which we have

in the first person) the people were afraid. Somehow it was all too terrifying, so

they asked Moses to listen and report to them what God wanted to say. Then we

have the other eight.

These Ten were referred to by Moses as The Contract, but are not the same as

the Contract Document or various other contracts in connection with all or part of

the Torah. Later when Moses went up the Mountain he was given two tables of

stone on which were written ‘with God’s own finger’, whatever that may mean,

these Ten. The first pair of tables were broken as a result of the sin of the Golden

Calf, and a replacement pair was provided. These were put into the Ark (or special

box) in the Holy of Holies in the Tabernacle and represented the Contract, or the

Evidence (or testimony) for the Contract; hence the Ark is known as the Ark of the

Contract, or the Ark of the Evidence.

Because the Ten were referred to by Moses as devarim, which appears to mean

statements or words spoken, it has been suggested by some that there are not really

ten instructions, but only nine plus an opening statement. It has been shown,

though, that the word davar (singular of devarim) in the Torah normally means an

instruction or command, especially when emanating from God, so the translation

‘Ten Commands’ (or, in Shakespearean English ‘commandments’) is not incorrect.

In spite of this, there has been controversy over exactly how they are divided up.

Everyone agrees on seven of them in the middle (though here too, in ancient

manuscripts, there has been inconsistency over the order and even the precise

wording), the question being whether there is one at the beginning and two at the
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end, or one at the end and two at the beginning; and if the latter, exactly where the

first ends and the second begins. The controversy was among Jews, and we shall

for convenience stick to the version finally approved, with two at the beginning and

one at the end. But before it was finally decided, the Christians had inherited the

different versions as well, and often divide them with one at the beginning and two

at the end, hence their ‘numbering’ of them differs.

The full text of the Ten is well known in mistranslation, but the errors (apart

from the terrible use of ‘kill’ instead of ‘murder’) are minor and need not concern

us, nor need we quote the full text. Here is a synopsis:

1. (Introductory) I am GOD your God who brought you out of Egypt, out of

slavery.

2. You are not to have, make or worship any other gods whatsoever, nor let

them be served.

3. Do not take GOD’s name in vain. (Which needs explaining.)

4. Observe the Sabbath.

5. Respect your parents.

6. Do not murder.

7. Do not commit adultery.

8. Do not steal.

9. Do not bear false witness against someone else.

10. Do not desire someone else’s wife or property.

It is worth noting that God is introduced as ‘your (Israel’s) God who brought

you out of Egypt’ and only later, referring to the Sabbath, is the same God said to

have created the world – not vice-versa!

Modern Christians follow the tradition of the early (Jewish) Christians who were

among those Jewish sects that considered the Ten to be far, far more important than

everything else. They now claim that the Ten are the whole basis for morality.

Man’s moral code, they say, is essentially to observe the Ten Commandments,

which are meant for each individual. Yet from those who say this it is mere lip-

service, since they do not observe them! They were not delivered from Egypt, they

do not observe the seventh day as Sabbath, they do not regard adultery as being any

worse than an affair between unmarried people, and they regard belief in Jesus,

who is not even mentioned, as most fundamental of all! This is not meant as a

criticism of Christianity or of Christians as such, their code is different to ours, but

they cannot honestly claim it to be based on the ‘Ten’.
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Many Jewish thinkers, under Christian influence (though they would deny this),

also talk about the Ten as containing the essence of morality, but justify their ideas

by deep philosophy, often too deep to be appreciated by the ordinary person for

whom the Ten were intended. The early sects about the time of the start of

Christianity used, as we stated earlier, to recite the Ten daily, as did most Jews, but

many also put them, unauthorised, as a fifth section in the tefilin (to be explained

in the next chapter); far worse, they preached the Ten as being so much above the

rest, until many claimed that they were the be-all and end-all of the Torah! ‘Keep

the Ten, and the rest does not matter.’

The rabbis, worried by this, decided to bring them back down to earth, abolished

the reciting of them daily as a ritual, and taught instead that they have no special

significance and are no more important than the rest of the Torah. They were

fighting powerful forces of heretical doctrines, one can see their attitude and fully

justify it, but viewed from today’s standpoint one need not take them too literally.

They ‘fell over backwards’ in reacting, perhaps over-reacting because they had to,

but without doubt there is something more important, or at least more fundamental,

about the Ten. That is not to say that observing them is any more important than

observing the other laws: if they are the word of God, so is the whole Torah! Yet

they are the basis of the Contract!

Just what is special about this particular group, what do they have in common

as against the rest of the Torah? Or alternatively in what way are they more

fundamental? They are certainly not, like the last part of the Contract Document,

a cross-section. For explanation, something stated in an earlier chapter deserves to

be repeated here.

The Ten are demands for respect for, in turn, God (nos.1 – 3), the Sabbath (4),

parents (5), and for other people’s lives, wives, property (6, 7, 8, 10) and right to

justice (9). They are the essence not of the moral code but of the criminal code.

And why? Because though addressed to and applicable to each individual, they

concern not so much the individual as Society as a whole, and indicate the

responsibility of the individual to society. They represent the basis of the structure

of the proposed society headed by God, incorporating both new ideas (the Sabbath)

and old ones (respect for parents), without which basis the proposed society would

collapse. And this explains the connection with the criminal code; the latter, in all

cases and not merely in the Torah, is a code designed essentially to prevent the

collapse of society, the death penalty being the ultimate deterrent.
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Respect for parents is generally taken for granted as a necessity in most societies

anyway, so while understanding its inclusion in the Torah one might puzzle as to

why (unlike marriage, also taken for granted) it is given so much prominence and

included in the Ten Commandments. A likely reason is that the Torah places so

much emphasis on respect for God that it may appear to push out all other

‘respects’ including that for parents. The latter then had to be reinstated, indicating

that as a vital element in the structure of society it comes straight after – but only

after – respect for God.

Before we leave the subject, there is one further point. The text of the Ten is

given in the book of Exodus, but Moses reminds the people and quotes the Ten,

shortly before his death some forty years after they were given, in the later book

of Deuteronomy. The interesting thing is that the text is in some cases not quite the

same, and the changes appear to be deliberate. Most of the changes are minor word

alternatives, within the last of the Ten the order is slightly changed, but the fourth

one is changed considerably. In the first version we are told to ‘remember the

Sabbath day .... because God created the world .... in six days, and rested on the

seventh..’ whereas in the later version ‘keep (or “guard”) the Sabbath day .... so

that your slave may rest like yourself ...... and remember that you were slaves in

Egypt and God brought you out ..... which is why he has told you to observe the

Sabbath’.

Initially it was a law of obedience, and a people to whom it was something new

were told to remember what they might otherwise forget. It is a reminder of the

Creation by God who must be obeyed. But those who have observed it for forty

years and acquired the habit as part of their way of life must be warned to keep or

guard it, not to let the habit lapse, and in retrospect after keeping it they can

appreciate its social value, contrast life with it in the desert with life without it as

slaves in Egypt, and remember not to treat their slaves as they were treated. This

ties up with matters we have dealt with in earlier chapters, showing again how the

Torah is an integrated whole.

From Moses’s other (minor) changes there is another lesson: while the precise

wording of the Torah is important to prevent its being misinterpreted and to avoid

missing an interpretation, the main thing is not the ‘holiness’ of the wording but the

message it conveys. Moses even altered the words of God when he saw that a new

generation would find the message more readily understandable and acceptable if

re-expressed in slightly different terms. But he was careful not to overdo it.
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A Digression on Mourning

When some people began to consider the Ten Commandments as the be-all and

end-all of Judaism, the rabbis abolished their daily recital and even played down

their relative importance. However, they are at least an important and fundamental

part of Judaism. Today we find many Jews who do not observe most of the laws

of the Torah, neglect in particular the Sabbath, but when someone dies are

meticulous in all the laws and customs of mourning. To them, mourning for the

dead is the be-all and end-all of Judaism, a milder appearance of a human instinct

(to which the Torah strongly objects) to worship the dead.

Were these same rabbis alive today, they might well abolish all the laws of

mourning, which are after all of rabbinic origin, allowing just a few customs to

remain, unconnected with religion. But perhaps, if they did, nothing of Judaism

would remain for those people. This way, among all the rubbish, they do keep

something and are reminded that they are Jews, like those in the time of Elijah who

worshipped both God and Baal. There is a problem here. Habbad certainly believe

that it is worth keeping rubbish if it is accompanied by elements of ‘Torah’ (though

it may contradict other elements) and even introduce more rubbish and superstition

specially for the purpose.
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EDUCATION AND REMINDERS

Abraham was chosen to become the father of a great nation that would inherit

the Land and through whom all the nations of the world would be blessed, not

simply as a reward for his love of God expressed in practical terms, but because

God ‘knew him, that he would educate his children and all his family that

succeeded him, that they would keep the way of God, to do that which is right and

that which is just’. Such a remark was made just before the destruction of Sodom

and Gomorrah, and makes clear two important points.

First, the ‘way of God’ is, in essence, not ritual worship but the doing of that

which is right (towards others) and that which is just (ensuring fair play when

judging others). Ritual worship is to keep us mindful of this. This must not be

overlooked and we shall return to it later.

Second, that even to behave properly is not sufficient. Educating children so that

subsequent generations maintain the tradition of proper behaviour is a vital

necessity. In the times when religions meant knowledge being the secrets of the

priests while the masses were kept deliberately in ignorance, Israel had a Torah for

all to study. The priests and Levites were the experts, but their job was to educate

the masses, not to keep them in ignorance. Above all it was the duty of every man

to teach his children. The tradition went so far that in the last centuries only two

nations in the ‘western world’ had a high standard of education among the masses:

the Scots (who were way ahead of the English in this respect) and the Jews.

Various specific obligations are mentioned in the written Torah. Among them is

the duty to ‘make known to your children and your children’s children’ what

happened at Sinai, the Revelation when God himself came down onto the mountain

and delivered the Ten commands – so that there is a firm and strong tradition

backing up the written word. Nobody can claim that it is all a legend or myth with

no basis in actual historical fact.

There is also the special duty to teach children the words of the Shema and of

the ‘second paragraph of the Shema’ mentioned in the last chapter, so that they

should say them regularly.

Then Moses, on instruction, taught the people of Israel the poem at the end of

the book of Deuteronomy, foretelling of future calamities if the people turned away

from God, but with hope through a promise of eventual rehabilitation. This poem

was learned by them by heart and was to be a piece of evidence for the future, if

and when things started to go wrong. The need to teach it to subsequent generations

is self-evident.
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There is the need to know the answer when ‘tomorrow, your son asks you’ what

all the various laws of different types that God has commanded are about, what

they are in aid of. And the answer to give is how we were slaves to Pharaoh in

Egypt, how God brought us out and gave us this wonderful land, and told us to

keep all these laws for our own benefit! – and that there is a reward waiting for us

if we keep all the instructions as God gave them.

There is too a special duty to answer children who say they cannot see the point

of the whole rigmarole of the Pessach offering (chapter 15): that it is because God

‘skipped’ over our houses and rescued them when he attacked those of the

Egyptians.

Two mutually adjacent paragraphs also refer to laws directly connected with the

Exodus and both have references to education. The first gives the laws of the

Festival of Matsot when for seven days matsot are eaten and leavened bread and

leaven are banned – you are to tell your son it is for what God did ‘for me when

I left Egypt’. The second concerns laws regarding firstborns, and you are to tell

your son, when he asks what you are doing, how God brought us out of Egypt and,

when Pharaoh got awkward about letting us go, God killed all his firstborns, animal

and human, ‘therefore I dedicate all my firstborn male animals to God as an

offering and redeem the firstborn of my children’. These two paragraphs also have

something else in common with each other and with the two paragraphs of the

Shema, to which we shall return very shortly. It is meanwhile worth noting how the

starting point of education is not abstract philosophy, theology, or blind obedience

to some obscure being one cannot understand, but a return to the factual statement

that we were slaves in Egypt, that an invisible but very real being rescued us, and

that in return we express gratitude, remembrance, and obedience.

Education consists not merely of teaching the next generation. We need to teach

ourselves, and to constantly remind ourselves and to some extent each other in

order to counteract a natural tendency to forget and to let things lapse. So there are

laws for special ritualistic reminders that are always there, apart from seasonal

reminders such as the Pessach, the matsot, succot, and so on. Two have been

already mentioned, circumcision, and the tsitsit or fringes with a blue thread placed

on the corners of certain clothes. Two others are also stated.

As we saw in the last chapter, there is an instruction in both paragraphs of the

Shema to ‘write them on the doorposts of your house and in your gateways’. The

doorpost of the house is seen when entering and leaving; in accordance with oral

tradition the two paragraphs of the Shema are written on a piece of parchment that

is attached to the doorpost. Mezuzah, the Hebrew for ‘doorpost’, has come to mean

also the piece of parchment attached to it. The ‘gateways’ are the entrances seen
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when entering and leaving the town, as explained earlier.

In each paragraph of the Shema there are instructions to tie them on your arm

(not ‘hand’ 1) and to use them in headbands. Similar instructions are given in the

two paragraphs mentioned above dealing with the laws of matsot and of firstborns.

The wording in each case is slightly different but there can be no doubt they are

referring to the same thing. Yet there is no possibility of any type of

‘interpretation’ that can explain just how this is to be done, so do we have to rely

entirely on oral tradition? Not entirely, as we have other sources which suggest that

the whole idea was not as strange to the contemporaries of Moses as it appears to

us today.

As late as talmudic times, some two thousand years after Moses, people were

occasionally in the habit of wearing ‘headbands’. A strap would surround the head,

something like the thing a Red Indian used to stick his feathers in or to which a

miner attaches his headlamp, but perhaps higher up in front and not covering the

forehead, probably tied at the back, and to which some form of box was attached.

In this tiny box would be an amulet or magic charm, or something with some words

written on, approximately the equivalent of a modern locket but maybe with a

different purpose. In three of the four above-mentioned paragraphs we are told the

words are to be ‘for totafot between your eyes’ – it is not certain whether the

obscure word totafot actually refers to the headbands, or to the tiny boxes that are

attached, or to the combination.2 In the fourth case we are told that the words are

to be ‘for a reminder between your eyes’. The meaning is clearly the same: the four

paragraphs are to be written on something which is put into one of these boxes

attached to a headband, the box being so positioned as to be corresponding to

‘between your eyes’. (But nobody would take the phrase ‘between your eyes’

literally. The railway companies often built stations and gave them the name of the

nearest town which might be several miles away, such as Tring. The station is the

nearest to that town that is on the railway, and so the box is placed at a point that

is the nearest to ‘between your eyes’ that is on the headband, i.e. centre front.) The

oral tradition fills in the details, and also explains ‘tying them on your arm’ as

meaning similarly tying a box on the arm by a strap, with details, this box too

containing the four paragraphs on parchment.

1. In both Biblical and Modern (but not rabbinic) Hebrew ¼'L- means arm-and-hand, hand being ¼7 K¤
( ¼'L£ K(), but it is used where we would use ‘arm’, which has no separate word.
2. Since there is a box on the arm as well but no headbands, and the word totafot is not theres, it
appears to refer to the headbands or (as it is a plural) to the combibation.
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What is quite surprising is that neither the written Torah nor even the oral

tradition as it has reached us tells us clearly just when they are to be worn. There

was a rabbinical interpretation of when they are not to be worn, namely on

Sabbaths and Festivals, but otherwise when? The custom was once for those

concerned with ‘holy’ matters, including scholars, to wear them all the time. Others

were discouraged from doing this, but told to put them on at least once a day. The

present custom of wearing them for prayers alone has led, through an accidental

similarity of words, to a complete misunderstanding of their function.

The set of two items, that is the box worn on the head and that worn on the arm,

together with their straps, is known as tefilin, an Aramaic word (singular tefilah

from the root TFL). But bad spelling (also mis-spelt in English tefillin) has caused

confusion with the Hebrew word tefillah meaning prayer, from the root FLL (or

PLL) ‘to pray’. In fact the tefilin have no connection with prayer except by modern

custom.

By tradition the one on the arm is worn on the left arm only, but by left-handed

people on the right arm only, and neither are worn by women. This suggests that

they were once worn in battle, the words of God bound onto the left arm while the

sword was held in the right. Tradition also supports the assumption, as does the

text, that the one on the arm is basically a reminder to the one who wears it, and

that on the head is a reminder to everyone else to see.

Certain sects at one time, without any authority either from the written Torah or

from tradition, put not four but five paragraphs in the boxes, the fifth being the Ten

Commandments, which was one of the reasons for the latter being ‘demoted’. But

far worse is the modern tendency, under cabbalistic influence, of giving the tefilin

a mystical significance, a sort of magic that is ‘kosher’ because God told us to do

it. This is directly at variance with the whole spirit of the Torah as understood by

the non-cabbalists. The tefilin are a sign and a reminder of what they symbolise,

namely what is written within, the importance of keeping God’s laws. These are

primarily those of justice and good behaviour, and secondarily those of ritual as an

essential back-up for preserving the primary ones. Giving them mystical

significance and an independent purpose on their own is the first stage towards

idolatry.

As a resumé, in case the reader has lost track, the four paragraphs contained in

each box of the tefilin are the two from the book of Exodus concerning matsot and

firstborns (both reminders of the Exodus from Egypt) and two from the book of

Deuteronomy, the Shema and the second paragraph of the Shema (concerning love

of God, and in the latter case observance of his instructions).
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THE CLASSIFICATION OF LAWS

The beginner may find this chapter confusing, and is recommended to either skip

it or read it and quickly forget it. Law students should study it very carefully for

the same reason – it is totally unimportant, but is included only because the book

would be incomplete without it.

As has been pointed out, the classification of laws as nowadays commonly

accepted is not found in the Torah. There is grouping, mostly based on subject

matter, and laws concerning priests are as a rule put separately from those for the

general public; also many laws are repeated in different places because they fall

under more than one category. But that is not the same as classification according

to the type of law. There is no strict division into civil, criminal, moral, religious

and so on as a modern lawyer might expect, but there is some sort of classification

all the same, even in this direction. The ‘judgements’ in the Contract Document do

occur together, and often there are separate groupings giving instructions for what

not to do and for penalties for those who do them. In this book we have made even

less attempt to group by anything other than subject matter, since it is merely an

introduction to the subject, while the Torah itself is not only a book to be read and

studied but also a book of reference to be referred back to.

The Torah refers, however, to different types of laws, specifically hukkim,

mishpatim and torot, respective plurals of hok, mishpat and torah, the last being

used in a very narrow restricted technical sense. Many have attempted to explain

the difference as being that hok is a law for which no reason is given, to be obeyed

blindly, and mishpat is one for which there is a reason given and which is to be

applied intelligently. A careful examination has shown that this system just does

not work, alternative explanations have been postulated, but all overlook the third

type, torah. This word is used in Deuteronomy in a wide sense of ‘teaching’ and

means the whole lot: laws, narrative, exhortations, songs and so on. But in the other

four books it is used in a narrow sense as a type of law contrasted with hok and

mishpat. And in at least one place all three are lumped together and contrasted with

a fourth type, mitsvot (plural of mitsvah, command or order or instruction). It seems

that approximately, mishpat means a decision, hok means something that is done

(a custom) or has to be done (an institution), and torah means the procedure

afterwards, or the last stage after the preliminaries have been completed. At times

they are put separately, but this is probably for the convenience of the reader who

would use the words in different senses and not like to see them confused. Even so,
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there is no consistency. At other times we are given a set of laws which are at the

end referred to as two or all three of the types, implying that in the body of the

work they are mixed up. There is a good reason for doing this (apart from the fact

that it is not really necessary to separate them), namely that a particular law may

have different aspects to it so that it can belong to more than one category. The

outcome is that it does not really matter since they are so often confused, and in

his speeches in Deuteronomy Moses constantly mixes up together hukkim,

mishpatim and mitsvot, all of which, he frequently repeats, must be observed.

The simple reason why the Torah at all bothers to mention the categories, since

it implies that it is not important to distinguish between them, is that Hebrew has

no single word, as we have, meaning ‘law’ and covering all these categories

together. It has different words that tend to overlap, and to convey the overall idea

of ‘laws’ as we understand the word, it puts them together.

In English we have something similar, though not quite a translation. When we

talk about ‘rules and regulations’ nobody ever stops and asks ‘which are rules and

which are regulations and what is the difference?’

That’s all! True there is a difference between a statement of law (a man caught

stealing must pay double) and a law (do not steal) but one feels that the Torah

would like to confuse them, just as we do in English, to show that all are part of

God’s instructions on what to do and what not to do, what is to be done and what

is not to be done. So why waste time as many scholars do, trying to unravel that

which needs to be ravelled up again?

And why this chapter altogether? To avoid the accusation that ‘you didn’t

distinguish between the different types of laws such as hukkim and mishpatim’. This

chapter shows that it was deliberate, and why. To minimise confusion it has been

put near the end, but you were warned at the beginning of its unimportance.
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LAW AND NOT QUITE LAW

We have referred to the various contracts incorporated in the Torah, between

God and Israel. At the end of Moses’s life, in the Aravot of Moab, Israel entered

into a contract accepting and promising to keep all of God’s Torah. Previously

there were others. There was first the contract of the Ten Commandments. Then

came the Contract Document, giving the judgements in cases where there might be

complaints about the treatment of one person or his property by another or by that

for which another might be responsible, followed by a cross-section of laws of the

whole Torah. And there was the Contract with the Land.

This last explained that just as people are to have a break one day in seven, the

shabbat or sabbath, so the Land, which works all the year seven days a week

producing food, even though it is not actually being ‘worked’ all the time, is also

entitled to have a break one year in seven. The same Hebrew words are used,

shavot, shabbat or sabbath, hence the English ‘sabbatical year’. In addition, on the

fiftieth year the Land is to have its festival, or jubilee. With all this go laws we

have mentioned concerning selling and redeeming the land, and concerning slaves

and their treatment. That is the first part of the Contract.

The second part is sub-divided: a list of blessings that will follow if you keep

all the laws, and then a list of horrible curses that will follow if you do not.

Included in these latter is that you will lose the Land and be exiled, and in that time

the Land will be able to make up all the Sabbaths of which you have deprived it.

So much in Leviticus.

At the end of Deuteronomy, after another set of blessings for keeping the Torah,

comes another set of curses on the people if they do not. The relevant point here

is that both sets of curses are on the people as a whole for general non-observance

by the people as a whole, the exact curses being specified.

These are not to be confused with the blessings and curses to be shouted on

entering the Land on Mounts Gerizim and Ebal (astride Shechem or modern

Nablus) respectively, and in fact shouted in the time of Joshua. In this case we are

not told what the blessings are; but the curses are twelve, corresponding to the

twelve tribes of Israel. They are not applied to the whole people for general non-

observance but to any individual for doing specific things. (Cursed be the man who

does A; cursed be the man who does B; and so on.) And the curses themselves are

not specific – just that the evildoer is cursed.

Why just twelve offences? The list shows a common characteristic. Each curse

had to be shouted very loudly by the Levites, and the people had to answer Amen.
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(It has recently been observed, and the reader can confirm for himself, that there

are unusual acoustics between these mountains and voices easily carry.)

Cursed is he who

1. makes an idol and puts it away secretly;

2. treats with contempt his father or mother;

3. encroaches on his neighbour’s territory;

4. misdirects a blind man on the road;

5. perverts the justice of a foreign-resident, orphan or widow;

6. sleeps with his father’s wife;

7. sleeps with an animal;

8. sleeps with his sister or half-sister;

9. sleeps with his mother-in-law;

10. strikes his fellow-man secretly;

11. takes a bribe to execute a fellow-man;

12. fails to support the commands of this Torah, to obey them.

The clue is given in numbers 1 and 10 – ‘secretly’. It can be seen that except for

the last, all of these things, whether they are expressed elsewhere as specific

offences or not, are things which a person can often do without anyone else

knowing, thus bluffing himself that he has got away with it. For instance, his step-

mother, sister and mother-in-law, unlike other relatives, very often live in the same

house, so they might easily be left alone together. On this basis it is fair to assume

that the last one too refers to that which is done in private. One who smokes his

cigarette quietly at home on the sabbath cannot be executed for it, but he is not

only punished by God, he is also the recipient of the curse of the whole nation.

The essence of the spirit of the Torah is the essence of the virtues in the

character of Abraham – honesty and integrity. The primary object of the teaching

– both laws and narrative – is to emphasise the importance of justice, whose basic

principles are not worked out by ourselves under bias of prejudice, fear, brain-

washing, emotional upset or various sub-conscious forces, not to mention the

problems of weak intellect or of social or political pressure. These principles have

been given by God, it is enough for us to apply them, to develop them for

application in more complex situations than the simplified ones listed. The laws of

ritual are secondary – they are no less important, for if they begin to erode then the

primary laws will also begin to erode; people, whether individuals for their own

purposes or leaders for the community will tend to adjust the laws for their own

private purposes; injustice prevails; and catastrophe follows, as in fact it did more

than once. But for all their importance, these laws of ritual are to back-up the
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primary laws and may have no meaning or purpose on their own, independently.

If you are absent-minded it may be vital to tie a knot in your handkerchief to

remind yourself to buy bread on the way home. Should you forget the knot you will

probably forget the bread, and, whether we admit it or not, we all, without

exception, tend to forget justice and the needy. But if you remember the knot and

forget the bread, what have you achieved? This is, in summary, the argument of the

Neviim or Spokesmen (often mistranslated as ‘prophets’) in the later books of the

Bible against the ultra-religious of their own day and the cabbalists of today.

Finally, a law on its own in the written Torah. Not only are you to be careful to

keep and observe all the laws etc, but ‘you are not to add to them, so that you do

not subtract from them’. If a pint pot contains an exact pint, every drop you add

pushes another drop out.
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AROUND THE LAWS

The Unwritten Torah

We have seen already how there are two parts of the Torah that were given by

Moses but not written down. One is the oral tradition, clearly necessary to explain

laws of slaughtering animals, of tefilin, and other matters. It is outside our scope

to state what these laws are but relevant to point out that they exist. The same

applies to the second part, the question of interpretations. There are rules for

interpreting, essentially a system of logically analysing the text, and the results of

such analysis. All these constitute what is called the ‘oral Torah’, to which was

added more material, more laws, later.

There is an accepted tradition, though one cannot say for certain whether it was

originally itself an oral tradition from Moses or a sensible custom that became a

law, to the effect that

(i) the oral Torah may not be written down;

(ii) the written Torah may be read, but not quoted by heart.

The reason for the second is simple and obvious. When books were rare and

statements not easy to confirm, it prevented wrong things being taught to ignorant

people. In fact the ban does not apply to parts familiar to everyone, like the Shema.

The reason for the first is less obvious. The oral Torah contains laws that are

dependent on circumstances, in other words flexible. Since it includes inter-

pretations of the written, it gives flexibility to what is derived from what is written,

but only within limits. The actual words of the written Torah are not flexible, but

may be interpreted to mean something different to what they appear to mean.

One would thus expect the Oral Tradition to contain only things that are in some

way flexible and not able to be written down in a fixed form. This does not always

appear to be the case.

Rule (i) above was relaxed about two thousand years ago, first gradually and

then completely, to avoid total loss of knowledge and tradition due to the Jewish

dispersion. The decision to relax the rule was not taken lightly, and the results have

not been without heavy cost. Far too many things have become rigid, as applicable

two thousand years ago when first written down but quite inappropriate today, with

no possibility of change. These tend to clutter up the system and bring it into

disrepute as a holy collection of mumbo-jumbo instead of a system of justice.

People fail to see the wood for the trees.
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Nonlaw Teaching

As was emphasised at the beginning, torah does not mean law, it means

‘teaching’; in our Torah law plays a major part as the ‘explicit’ part of the teaching,

but the ‘implicit’ part is no less vital. In this section we only look at its relative

position.

The narrative sections are intended not merely to provide historical background

and authority for the laws, as many seem to think, but also to provide teaching in

themselves, implicitly. The ‘teaching’ as a whole is not to merely get people to

keep and obey God’s laws, but to get them to ‘go in God’s ways’, towards

achieving which obeying the laws is the major part, but not the whole. Various

notions of the right and wrong way to behave, in matters that cannot be pinpointed

by rigid rules, become apparent from the narratives. Even the courtroom can be

affected – remember the Judgement of Solomon!

After laws and narrative, the major part of what remains is the exhortation and

encouragement, promises and warnings, given by Moses in the last of his five

books. From here one derives the simple subjective philosophy of the Torah. Only

some two and a half thousand years later was the complex objective ‘Jewish

philosophy’ introduced by Maimonides under the influence of the Greeks,

especially Aristotle with whom he was immensely impressed. Just as it is bad to

live without ever thinking, so too it is bad to think too much without getting on

with the job of living – or even to divide life into two parts, the practical and the

theoretical, where either there is no connection between them or one is artificially

forced into the other.

There is not really a great deal of ‘religion’ in the modern sense in the ground

we have covered. A man has to ‘visit’ God three times a year, not three times a

day, and a woman is not even obliged to do that. Otherwise one should get on with

the job of living a normal healthy life, conscious of God’s presence in the

background and remembering to obey his instructions and live according to the

code. (The recitation of the Shema twice a day and other matters help to remind

one constantly of God’s presence in the background, but is not in itself a form of

religious service or even a prayer to God – it is for the person who recites it.) To

a large extent the habit of keeping the laws should develop an attitude of mind that

will automatically lead to doing the right thing in a situation not covered by law,

if the attitude adopted to the laws is a sincere and positive one, from ‘love’ of God

rather than worship of the laws themselves (to be circumvented when permitted).

There are those who look to the Torah as religion, for ‘spiritual uplift’, for an

emotional outlet, for a philosophical-intellectual outlet for the brain to work on
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legal problems and puzzles, or a means for man to ‘aspire to higher things’, to

climb up and ‘raise himself, spiritually, mentally and morally’ so as to approach

‘nearer to God’; and from all this they obtain great satisfaction. Fair enough, these

things are not bad, but they are not the essence of the Teaching (Torah) of Moses,

which is that man should aspire not to rise above the world, but to go on living and

to bring God down to Earth alongside! As the great Rabbi Akiva taught, the time

to ‘go up’ is when you are called, not before.

Philosophy

We are concerned here about laws of the Torah, not its philosophy, but as all

matters are interconnected, a few words are not out of place. The whole basis of

Greek philosophy is objectivity. We are inside the world and try to look at it as if

from outside. People who have no ties to any system of belief can use a little

imagination, assume certain axioms that are hard or even impossible to disprove,

and from them logically deduce a system for the universe. Anyone who starts with

a system of faith as one brought up in the spirit of the Torah, and then comes into

contact with such attitudes and is concerned by them, has problems. He may accept

the new ideas and reject his former ones completely, or he may reject the new ones

out of prejudice, or he may get into some sort of muddle trying to reconcile the

two. Or he may, as many famous Jewish philosophers have done (particularly

Maimonides, who has influenced ‘Jewish thought’ for many centuries) try to apply

the methods of the Greek approach (objectivity and logical deduction from axioms)

to explain attitudes consistent with the Torah. In so doing he has to bring in many

ideas of his own which are not always acceptable to others. Maimonides himself

had many opponents who were so bitter that they persuaded the Christian

authorities to publicly burn his books. This produced a backlash, and only as a

result of that he became almost universally accepted as the supreme authority on

Judaism to this day!

A little thought without going deep will show anyone that if you are born inside

something that you never get outside throughout your life, and you are unable to

communicate with anyone who is or has ever been outside, then you cannot see the

outside, nor see what the inside is like looking from the outside objectively. Those

who try, who worry too much about the purpose of life, predestination and freewill,

and so on, tend to go mad or commit suicide unless they stop. (The Talmud quotes

actual cases.)

By contrast with Greek philosophy, that of Moses, expressed very clearly in the

fifth book of the Torah, is subjective. A person looks at life from his own angle,
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not an outside one. What does one want of life? What does one want to leave

behind?

Following the ways of the Torah means sacrificing expediency with its short-

term benefits for the more reliable long-term benefits promised. Much later,

Jeremiah translated this into the language of national and international politics,

something that could well be done again today. [But who listens to Jermiah? Do we

not read his sermons, and those of Isaiah, Hosea and the rest, in the haftarah

merely to learn how wicked people were in those days? Heaven forbid they may

apply to ourselves!]

And so we return to the laws. You don’t keep them for God’s benefit, says

Moses, but for your own. Selfishness, long-term selfishness that harms no-one else,

is a virtue. Here is not the place to develop this, but what of life and its purpose,

where does it begin, where does it all end?

Viewing all this subjectively, in a way not inconsistent with the words of Moses

(albeit possibly inconsistent with the teachings of many later Jewish teachers) one

might view life as an escalator (or, for the benefit of Americans, a moving

staircase) that is going down. To see the beginning, the end, or the purpose, or even

whether any of these exist, is objective and thus impossible, but we are climbing

up. We have to climb just to stay put, without getting any higher, as we all know.

We also see that the escalator is steeper lower down, and flatter higher up, so it is

worth climbing – if we do in fact manage to get a little higher it might be easier

to stay there. We keep trying, but often fail because we try the wrong way. We

never quite reach or even see the top or the bottom (if they exist) but it is easier

to stay near the top, and the Torah tells us how to climb and how to stay near the

top.

This is one way of looking at it. If it suits me, it may not suit others. For that

reason if for no other, philosophy cannot really be taught; it is derived by the

individual, from experience, after following a certain path. Whatever the purpose

of life is, it is fairly certain that there is one thing it isn’t. It isn’t the purpose of

life to spend it worrying what the purpose of life is. Here and there an odd person

may try this and get away with it, but if the bulk of the population tried it they

would starve. And if the odd individual finds the answer, what good would it do

him? Could he even succeed in communicating it to others? In all the time the

world has existed, nobody has succeeded in doing this. Anything useful that one

does find out about life is from experience, from study, from following a certain

path, but not from thinking about the problem. The whole purpose of conventional

‘Torah philosophy’ as a separate subject is to justify those who wish to follow in

God’s ways while yielding to the satanic temptation to philosophise on life, and
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seek a compromise. The result is not presented to others honestly as a compromise,

but as if it is the ideal! It leads one to the borders of idolatry, and occasionally over

the border. As Kohelet (Ecclesiastes) says, ‘Leve it alone!’

Lot’s Wife

We mentioned in an early chapter the lesson from Lot’s Wife, but it deserves

repeating here and elaborating. She was told not to look back, she did look back,

and she became a pillar of salt. It does not say that she was turned into salt. She

paused and stared, emotionally ‘rooted to the spot’ until the ‘rain’ of salt and

sulphur overtook her and covered her and she became physically rooted to the spot.

God did not send out a punishment against her for disobedience – the punishment

was there already. Anyone standing there would get covered. She was told not to

look, and obedience would have saved her from the punishment. By disobeying, the

punishment overtook her. The reason for the instruction could not be seen in

advance, nor could she be told, as she would find a way of talking herself round

it (‘I’ll only look for a second’). But the reason can be seen in retrospect.

Much, probably most, of the Torah is like that. Life is full of hardships,

problems, pitfalls and so on, and obedience helps you to avoid most of them.

Perhaps not all, but most. Disobedience lands you sooner or later in trouble, the

curses instead of the blessings. Obedience, based on trust, is needed, and meanings

can often be seen in retrospect, as elaborated in the sequels to the Torah, the rest

of the Bible.
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SUMMARY AND LATER PROBLEMS

Scrapbook or Comprehensive Entity?

One who reads the laws as written in the Torah without properly appreciating the

background is more or less forced into seeing them as independent pieces stuck

together in a scrap-book. It is the scrap-book that holds them all together, and the

only thing they all seem to have in common is that one mind put them all together

and that they were all given together, the entire scrap-book in one piece, to one

recipient, Israel. Or rather, the pieces were given in groups but stuck together at the

end, apparently by Moses, and even so not systematically. It was only Maimonides,

over two thousand years later, who, wishing to apply Greek logic and methodology

to Judaism, introduced a comprehensive system .1

By understanding how the laws are interspersed with the narrative, which

involves closer inspection, one can see the arrangement as less random and more

systematic; but the main problem, that of lack of unity, the piecemeal appearance,

remains. And so it is usually accepted by our teachers: ‘God, for reasons of his

own, gave us all these laws. Each has its own separate reason, which on occasion

we are told and otherwise not, and it is for us to blindly obey without question.’

There is a measure of truth in this, but it is not the complete answer.

We are told in the Torah to be careful to keep all its teachings (including the

laws) ‘because it is your wisdom and intelligence before the (other) nations’.

‘Wisdom and intelligence’ may not be precise translations, but the meaning is clear

– it is not merely our culture, but an enviable culture. This is then elaborated and

explained: ‘they will say “what a clever and intelligent people these must be to

have such laws (hukkim and mishpatim)!”’ So these are laws which, when put into

practice, can be seen even by foreigners to be brilliant and practical. Nor is it only

the mishpatim or laws of justice that will cause such comment; it is also the

hukkim, for many of which the reasons are far from obvious. Nonetheless, we are

told that when put into effect they will be seen to make sense.

Furthermore, we may not know the reason for each individual law, particularly

the details, and it has not been the purpose of this book to attempt to find such

reasons. (Attempts by others to do so, taking each law individually, have not proved

1. Rabbi Judah the President admittedly introduced system into his Mishnah, but his work was not
comprehensive.
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satisfactory.) We are, however, entitled to see some sense in the whole lot overall.

Otherwise we can be no better than others who have inherited sets of laws from a

haphazard collection of statutes, or the decisions of one man with his prejudices

(such as Hammurapi), or an arbitrary set of religious rules worked out by priests,

or a mixture of all these. We believe our system is better because our God, in

whom we believe, gave them to us; they believe that their gods, in whom they

believe, sanctioned their systems. How is ours superior?

The whole basis of the historical part of the Torah is that Israel did not accept,

and was not asked to accept, any sort of arbitrary god chosen at random, nor one

calculated by philosophy. The start, for us, was the Exodus from Egypt, slavery to

freedom without a bloody revolution. Our belief is empirical, we are shown enough

factually to encourage us to have faith in what we cannot foresee. Likewise in laws,

we are shown enough sense overall to enable us to have faith in keeping even

those, a minority, which we cannot understand. This alone can make sense of the

remarks quoted about the attitude of the foreigners to our laws when they see them

in practice. For one person will understand what another person does not, even

when the second does it without understanding.

Put differently, everyone can understand something, nobody can understand it

all. Each person understands, or can understand, most but fails to understand a part;

what is in this part is different for each person, but it is all understandable.

Admittedly much cannot be understood from theory, until one practises it oneself

or at least sees others practising it; much, but not all.

The average man or woman is not concerned with fundamental principles of law.

The farmer is interested in his crops and whether they will grow, his milk yield and

new lambs, what to do to stop rustlers, whether he needs to return something he

found on the way, how to divorce his wife, what happens if there is a war, when

he can have a day off, how to borrow money without being squeezed by interest,

and possibly the wife of the man next door! So if the Torah is to appeal to him, it

must express all its laws in simple, practical terms with examples that mean

something to him, against the background of everyday life, indicating where the

latter exists regardless and where it is to be changed and in what way. Today, after

nearly four thousand years, everyday life has changed to such an extent that we

cannot even recognise easily the sort of problems that occurred. We may wish to

apply some of the legal principles to modern problems, but cannot begin to attempt

to do this until we know what these principles are; and this we cannot find out until

we properly understand not only the details, often difficult because of language

changes, but also the background of the laws from which we wish to extract such

principles.
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An attempt has been made in this book to present the background with the laws,

both of the existing and the projected form of society. This background has been

derived at times from the laws themselves, or from other laws, or from other

material in the Bible whether historical or the exhortations of Moses or occasional

remarks, or from modern historical knowledge based on archaeology and old

documents; and just occasionally from conjecture, where a guess provides a

reasonable explanation. We have shown how the proposed system of the Torah was

indeed planned as a comprehensive system, not an integration of bits and pieces,

still less an unintegrated conglomeration. The system was for a way of life for an

ideal society. Not a ‘perfect’ society with the Greek concept of perfection, unknown

in ancient times and best forgotten today, in which nothing goes wrong, there are

no troubles, and nobody does wrong. The ideal society is one in which the bad

elements are dealt with by re-education, and only in the very last resort by

elimination, in which troubles and problems exist but are taken care of in the best

way for all concerned, in which things that go wrong are dealt with in accordance

with the principles of justice, in which man still has to struggle but reaps full and

positive rewards from his struggles.

The system needs a people who exist as a separate entity, to keep it; and the

people in turn need a separate land or country in which to live according to it. They

need freedom to practise its teachings, and if they are not to be slaves at all, even

to their own government, then they are best off without a central government. They

do however need some local authorities to enforce the social laws and they need

an approachable God to guide them. All this was provided, even a set-up of tribes

to provide states or regions in which the local authorities operate, with the Temple

and Levites to provide a cohesive force.

We then saw the demands of such a system. If there is to be no lapse leading to

a return to slavery, then first of all there must be a compulsory break for everyone,

where no person has power over any other in any way, and that is the Sabbath.

Then if God is to be appreciated he must make demands, and if the Land is to be

appreciated it too must make demands. Anything completely free without any price

is never appreciated. And of course, there is the society, which is more than a mere

collection of individuals but also an entity in its own right representing its

component individuals, something like a modern business ‘company’; it too makes

its demands on the individual members. All these are the demands of the Torah.

So first we have the foundations on which the society rests, the Ten

Commandments, implying respect for God, for the Sabbath, for parents, and for the

lives, property, wives and right to justice of others, including respect for marriage

whereby children at least know who their parents are in order to respect them!
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Then we have the Contract Document with the basic laws of justice, so as to

provide satisfaction for members of the society with reasonable complaints against

other members. This is followed by a quick survey of the rest of the demands.

The Contract with the Land gives instructions to see that the Land is not abused

and that both land and slaves have occasionally to be remitted. This prevents the

accumulation of too much power in too few hands, the main sources of power in

those days being land and slaves, with other forms of wealth coming third. History

has shown how the accumulation of too much wealth and power in too few hands

generally leads to a bloody revolution, which while curing some evils brings others

in its wake. The Jubilee ensures that a person who loses his land and his freedom

does not do so for all generations to come, with no hope of getting out of the trap.

Society has other demands besides civil law. It demands criminal law to apply

sanctions against the rebel who may attempt to destroy, quickly, all that others have

taken generations to build. It demands conventional behaviour between members

which we call honesty, and it demands that people take care of each other, the

better-off should not selfishly isolate themselves but must look after the less well

off. We have seen the laws for this, the taxes for the poor, the Levite and so on.

The Levite was not given land, so that he cannot isolate himself from others but

must turn to them, who are in turn responsible for his welfare; contrast Egypt,

where Pharaoh provided the priests with all the food they needed, even in times of

dire national famine, and they had large tracts of land as well. Society also

demands its festivals and national traditions, and these too are provided and

combined with other matters.

It is this combination that has perhaps struck us in going through the laws: that

many of the laws serve several purposes, and also that many occur under different

headings, indicating how the system is not merely integrated but interlocked.

One example of this is the Tabernacle, which performs so many different

functions. It is the focal point of the nation, enabling the people to have a centre

without a central government. It is the ‘head office’ to which all the members of

the tribe of Levi (including the priests) have to report regularly, while they live in

forty-eight towns scattered throughout the country, so their going and coming acts

like tentacles holding the twelve autonomous states together. It is also where every

male Israelite has to appear three times a year. It is the source from which

education emanates. It is the place to approach in order to obtain justice or any

legal decision that cannot be obtained at home. It is portable and can be moved

according to demands of circumstances which may be in various ways political. It

was built not by divine miracle nor by a wealthy king but by the voluntary efforts
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of all the people, so that everyone can turn and say ‘my ancestors helped to build

that’, a source of national pride. It is also the centre for religious worship, and for

the bringing of offerings for which there was a national demand. In the matter of

offerings it had a monopoly, to prevent religious (and national) fragmentation of

the people. Its rituals may seem involved today, but by the standards of the time

they were kept as simple as possible. However, to ensure respect they had to be

enforced rigidly and strictly. In fact, just as the Tabernacle acted as a focus for the

‘tentacles’ that held the people together, so it to a large extent acted as a focus for

holding the laws together, so many being in some way connected with it!

Just how big a part it, and its successor the Temple, played in the life of the

nation, can be seen in history. When Jeroboam led half the nation in a split, the

worst thing he did was not simply to introduce idolatry, but his reason for so doing,

namely to sever the people from the Temple, which held the nation together even

if it was split politically into two parts. So the Northern Kingdom eventually

disappeared. Later we see the catastrophic tragedy that affected the remainder. The

loss of the Temple was mourned far longer than the people massacred, the loss of

independence, or even the land that was laid waste! It led to near despair, and all

remaining hope has centred on its eventual rebuilding.

Changes in Society

The first major changes in the sort of society envisaged by Moses, the one for

which the Torah laws were particularly tailored to meet, arose with the appointment

of a king, central government. This led to the early virtual abolition of the

autonomous states, to bureaucracy, and to urban development with true town or city

life much as we know it, rather than towns being mere dormitories for farm

workers. Farming still remained the main national occupation, but to a less extent.

Later the loss of independence (twice), of the Temple (twice) and finally of the

land itself (twice) with subsequent dispersion of the people, caused greater changes

to the structure. People’s attitudes to many things have changed: slavery is

theoretically non-existent in the world; animals are not used for work and their use

as offerings have become meaningless (except for the Pessach); atheism has arisen

in place of traditional idolatry, and there is no need to wean people away carefully

from the latter, though there is still plenty of superstition, much of it even

encouraged as part of Judaism; forced monogamy and the ability of women to earn

their own living and lose their dependence on men have rendered many Torah laws

obsolete; many people live in blocks of flats instead of houses; and advances in

science and technology have changed and are changing people’s way of life
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apparently irreversibly throughout the world at an ever increasing rate. Perhaps the

use or mere threat of nuclear bombs will scatter people again out of the cities and

onto the land, and also destroy much of modern inventions, but that, for good or

bad, is mere speculation. The one loss by the people of Israel that seems

irreversible took place with the first exile, and removed one of the foundations of

the planned society: this was the end of the ‘legacy land’, the small permanent

inheritance that nobody can today claim.

The result of all this is that large parts of the Torah can no longer be kept,

whether we want to keep them or not, as they are no longer applicable. But other

parts that could be applied are deliberately pushed out. The rabbis have voluntarily

abandoned the laws of justice altogether, and the rabbinical courts in Israel have

substituted arbitration and compromise (with no option), the direct opposite of

using God-given laws as the Torah intended. Even for this the courts are not set up

‘in all your gateways’. Where I live the rabbinical court sits in one most

inaccessible village for a whole vast area and does not even trouble to travel in

circuit (as Samuel did). Further, it will take a lot to persuade judges to sit in the

open, or at least be directly accessible without having to fill up forms first and

make appointments! Moses used the open public court as the prime means of

educating the public on what the Torah is about, but today books are used instead.

The Torah forbids the giving or taking of interest, in order to help the poor. A

means was devised to circumvent this, in order to allow interest on investment paid

to the rich who wish to become richer, but this has now been allowed universally

so that any poor person can easily borrow money – on interest. Laws that suit the

rabbis are pressed hard, those that do not are pushed out of the way. What remains

of the Torah is mainly ritual, plus laws of moral and sexual behaviour, all applying

in essence to the individual as an individual rather than as a member of a society.

Apart from the Sabbath, which could in theory be re-established as a national

institution (as it has in part), there is not enough left to constitute a system of

behaviour for an ideal society, certainly not a comprehensive system. Even for

farmers the agricultural laws are largely out of date. For example, a fair system of

taxing mainly corn (wheat and barley), grapes (wine) and olives (oil) which

everyone grew would now create great injustice, with not only most people not

farming, but those who do growing mainly oranges and vegetables. Growers of

corn, grapes and olives would bear the whole burden!

In other words, a constitution for a society with a list of rules of behaviour by

members has degenerated into a handbook of personal religion! Even for the

individual, many of the laws that can be kept have lost their original significance

and can be kept only as a blind ritual with no real meaning. With no legacy land
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for anyone, and not even a Temple, giving tithes to the Levites is pointless. What

remains contains a disproportionate amount of formal ritual whose relative

significance has dwindled. Further, some rituals kept as originally decreed, such as

the halitsah ceremony, now go contrary to their original purpose. The forced

introduction of monogamy means that a man who is prevented from taking his

deceased brother’s childless widow even if he wants to do so is to be spat on and

insulted for not doing so. Remember, we are only considering laws clearly

expressed in the written Torah, approximately those considered in this book.

The problem is clear. The whole set of laws read as written and considered as

a comprehensive whole is out of date as such, because the bulk of its components

are. Is what is left worth bothering about? Is any of it worth bothering about, other

than as a historical curiosity? These questions must be faced, they cannot be swept

under the carpet.

The Options

The modern rabbinical approach is to ‘solve’ the problem by keeping all the

laws symbolically, turning the entire Torah into a collection of meaningless rituals.

These are kept because they are what God told us to do and what he basically

wants of us. Is it?

Though they hit us hardest today, the problems are not all new. The major social

changes started to come about with the establishment of the monarchy some four

hundred years after the time of Moses. Ezra, who arrived from Babylon over half

a century after the Temple was rebuilt, came to terms with a new situation.2 In

the time of the Talmud conditions had changed further and modifications were

made, but mostly by adding new obligations and restrictions, a matter not to be

discussed here as it is outside our scope.

What can and what if anything should we do today?

Could we scrap the whole lot? If God gave us this system and we were punished

for not using it properly, how can we now scrap it yet beg forgiveness and

reinstatement? We cannot rewrite it, as it is God-given. Had we indeed kept it, but

merely found parts obsolete due to such changes as machinery replacing working

animals, then we might feel justified in asking God for a revised version. Like this,

it is enough that we have got the land back (or some of it) and another chance to

keep part of the system. A revised version is something we will not get.

2. Ezra not only saw the Torah as meaningful, but even convinced the Emperor Artaxerxes and his
Seven Advisers of that. See Ezra chapter 7.
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We cannot amend and cannot rewrite. We could retain that which is applicable

and scrap the rest, but there is a natural aversion, obviously, to wanting to scrap

that which God has given. We could nominally retain the whole, but only pay lip

service to the ‘obsolete’ parts – this would make a mockery of it all to the next

generation. Anyway, what exactly is obsolete is not always easy to determine.

The only remaining alternative is to try our best to salvage what we can: to

nominally keep the whole lot, to declare certain parts that simply cannot be applied

as being ‘in abeyance’, and to squeeze out of everything, even the obsolete parts,

as much as we can in the way of principles which can perhaps be applied in a

different way to that originally intended, but in the same spirit and without

conflicting with the letter. Viewed slightly differently, we should do what we can

with the Torah in both letter and spirit, working from first principles. The early

rabbis, the Tannaim did this, extracting what they could in the way of first

principles from the laws of the Torah including those no longer applicable in their

original form, with at times ‘reinterpretation’, to suit current conditions.

A compromise, in some ways a rather messy compromise, but probably, with all

its failings, the best possible of all the options, for without the Torah what

possibility is there of returning to God, to the Land and to independence?

But the Amoraim, who followed the Tannaim, abolished the return to first

principles and started to work only from second principles, and their successors

tacitly avoided even that. Early decisions became rigid and only by modifying

these, working from third and later principles, can new decisions be made.

One function even the out-of-date laws of the Torah (the parts that we cannot

keep even if we wanted to) still fulfil. They help us when taken against a historical

social background to understand the ‘ways of God’, and to form for ourselves a

philosophy and outlook on life that we cannot obtain elsewhere, certainly not from

the Jewish philosophers and often at variance with their ideas. This does require

very careful reading and study, starting not at the deep end with Talmudic ideas but

at the shallow end, studying the speeches of Moses in Deuteronomy, and steadily

progressing. (This is not a criticism of the Talmud or its teachings, only of its

misplacement as an introduction, for which it was never intended and for which it

is totally unsuitable.) But this is a background to the laws, not involving the laws

themselves.

It also requires something else that is traditionally frowned upon through fear of

‘reform’ and ‘heresy’ – intellectual honesty, and making sure that the overall

philosophy derived does not go diametrically against all that we have learned in our

experience of life, as it often does. Life in the Diaspora, under foreign rule, has led

to a mentality regarding moral values expressed by leading rabbis in the name of
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‘Torah’ that contradicts much of the teaching of Moses. The fault lies not in the

Torah but in the way we have been taught it. One who discourages his pupil from

being honest in this respect does not have enough faith in God and his Torah. He

does not believe that the answers that he himself does not know do exist and can

be found. And he fails to see that in trying to ‘protect’ his pupil he is in fact going

to drive him, eventually, to take the wrong direction.3 As a code for the conduct

of society, the true spirit of the Torah can not be regained as long as we are not

allowed to return to first principles. Let us hope that a movement will arise that

will restore the judiciary system as originally intended, instead of just praying to

God in the Amidah to do it for us, and break the ruling of the Amoraim, enabling

the Torah to take its place once again, with modified applications of the legal

principles, as the constitution of our society.

Postscript

The author is human, so this book may well contain mistakes. It expresses the

author’s understanding of something viewed from a particular angle, which need

not conflict with other people’s views from a different angle, but might. The reader

is not asked to accept absolutely what is written, but to use it as a start for further

thought and study, and to check it subsequently. Anything found, after studying the

entire Torah text, to be inherently unacceptable, should be discarded. A man should

think for himself, but thought based on ignorance gives false results.

3. Those familiar with the book of Job will recall the attitude of God at the end to his critic Job and
to his supporters the friends respectively. Job was shown that he had looked at things too narrowly,
but his friends were told off for sinning, by being intellectually dishonest. God does not want lies about
the facts of life to be used to support or justify him.



EXERCISES

The questions that follow, especially the sections of question 3, are not rhetorical,
and need careful thought to produce honest replies. In each case it is far more
important to give the question consideration than to merely produce an answer.

1. After reading the above, consider a question often put: ‘Should we adapt the
Torah to the demands of modern life, or should we adapt our way of life to the
demands of the Torah?’

The question assumes that you wish the two to be compatible.
Has what you have read

(a) shown you an alternative interpretation of the question?
(b) changed your approach to the answer?

2. The ‘application of modern technology to halakhic (Jewish legal ritual)
problems’ (such as use of time-switches on the Sabbath etc.) is said to help
reconcile the demands of modern life and of Torah. Does this
(a) adapt the Torah to the demands of modern life?
(b) adapt modern life to the demands of the Torah?
(c) neither?
(d) tackle and solve the basic fundamental problems?

3. A world, even a ‘little world’, based entirely on justice, appears to be totally
unattainable. Does this justify an attitude of
(a) accepting injustice with a shrug of the shoulders: ‘nothing can be done’?
(b) putting the question aside and concentrating on ‘more important matters’ such

as kashrut?
(c) defying the world, interfering and ‘stirring things up’, and thus making enemies,

in the fight for justice?
(d) teaching others that injustice must be accepted as inevitable?
(e) distinguishing between injustice by individuals and that by large ‘bodies’ such

as companies, government, courts of law, etc.?
(f) distinguishing between injustice against a few individuals and that against large

sections of the population?
(g) distinguishing between injustice that the population accepts, and that which it

complains about?
(h) distinguishing between ‘small’ matters and so-called ‘important’ (i.e. large)

ones?
(i) distinguishing between those you yourself feel competent to tackle and those

you do not?

4. Is there provision in the Torah for laws that are enforced
(a) with discrimination (e.g. not against officials, rabbis, kings, diplomats etc.)?
(b) arbitrarily at the whim either of the police (like footpath parking) or of a

government prosecutor (who considers political implications)?
Should there be?
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Adding to laws 8, 210
Adultery 49, 127
Aggadah 16
Agricultural laws 77
Agriculture 75
Alcohol 83
Allocation of land 28, 70
Altar 105
Amalek 183
Animal farming 75

meat, dairy, wool etc. 76
Animal offerings

reinstatement? 115
Animals

carcass creating a bar 176
disqualified for offerings 86, 177
for food 84, 86
interbreeding 86
joining under a yoke 86
muzzling 86
resting 86
slaughtering 86
straying 43
tithes 89
use and treatment 84

Anointing oil 105
Arbitration 221
Arboriculture 75
Asot melakhah 191
Atonement

versus pardon 114
Avenging relative 158

Bars 166
main sources 177
removal 170

Bestiality 50, 127
Bird-nests 85

Bismarck 31
Blessings and curses 208
Blind 59
Blood 85, 87, 107, 113
Blood-redeemer 158
Borrowing 42
Bribery 44
Bride-price 42
Burglary 42
Burial 159

Cabbalistic philosophers 66
Calendar, the 134
Capital punishment 48, 50, 159
Carcass

creating a bar 176
Care and custody 42, 60
Categories of bars 169
Central government 30, 31, 35, 52,

220
Chag 133
Children

legitimacy 128
Christianity 61
Circumcision 37, 144
Cities and Towns 74, 150
Civil and criminal law 41
Civil War 30
Compromise

instead of justice 221
Computer

comparison 131
Conspiracy 51, 152
Contamination 166
Contract Document 33, 37-39, 208,

219
Cooking 89
Corporal punishment 155
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Corpse
creating a ‘bar’ 170
discovered 157

Creatures
edible 86

Creed (Shema) 195
Criminal code 199

basis 47
Crops 78
Cross-section of laws 43
Cruelty 107
Curses 208

Dairy produce 88
Date syrup 76, 110
Deaf 59
Death and the dead 116, 149, 201
Death penalty

see capital punishment 159
Defined 11
Delegation of responsibility 52
Development of law 22
Disqualification

animals 177
priests 178

Divorce 123
Dough 80
Dowry 42

Education 65, 202
Eggs 85, 88
Elders 26, 56
Employee

type 96
Employment 95, 232
Encroaching 70
Escaped slave 95, 96
Evidence 152
Exile

for homicide 115
Exodus

starting point 12
Exploitation 43, 56, 96
Eye for eye

‘lex talionis’ 154

Farming and taxes 73
Farming, types of 75
Fats

a technical term 113
Festivals 136

overlap 143
private 144
table 143

Firstborn
animal 43, 88, 109, 204
inheritance 71
son 43, 88, 204

Food 84
Food of animal origin 84, 86
Footpath parking

as murder 188
Forbidden food 43
Forbidden marriages 125
Forbidden sexual relations 127
Foreign resident 43, 44, 56, 59, 96,

98, 139, 146
Frankincense 106, 111
French Railways 15
Fringe, tsitsit 148, 203
Fruit-trees 76

Gateways 29, 150, 203
God

definition 11
god (idol)

worship of 10, 109, 112
Government 34

responsibility 29, 30
Guilt

removal of 114

Halakhah 16
Halalah 127
Half-shekel 57
Halitsah 148
Hanging 159
Harassment 43, 96
Harvest festival 44
Headbands 204
Hebrew slave 40, 97
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Heifer 151
Highway Code 10, 17
Hiring 42
Historical background 17
History 63
Hok 206
Holy food 166
Holy place 165
Homicide 156
Honey 88
Household 96, 97
Hukkim, mishpatim and torot 206
Human sacrifices 50, 113

Idolatry 43, 48
variations 116

Idols
do not mention 44

Incense 105
Incest 49, 127
Inheritance 71, 128
Injury 41, 154
Innocent man 43
Input festival 44
Interbreeding of animals 86
Interest 14, 43, 53, 60
Interpretation 19

Japanese factories 100
Jubilee 33, 44, 54, 69, 71, 78, 80,

98, 120, 142, 208, 219
Jubilees

book of the 137
Judgements 39, 208
Judges

appointment of 26, 29, 56, 150,
151

not to curse 59
situation 101

Justice 101, 219
abandonment 221
administration 150
and ritual 178
to be pursued 56

Kidnapping 98
King 220

conditions 35
main functions 29
restrictions on 35

Lamps
of the lampstand 105

Land
allocation of 69
sale of 71

Land Contract 33, 208, 219
Laws

cross-section 43
divided into 3 groups 15
of moral behaviour 58
types 206

Laws of attitude 66
Legal nonsense 206
Lending

articles 42
money 43, 53, 60

Leprosy
mistaken term 176

Levirate marriage 124
Levites 28, 32, 35, 54, 73
Liabilities 41
Libation 105, 106, 111
Lies 61
Lost property 60
Lot’s Wife 18, 215
Love (as a command) 68

Majority 43
Mamzer 126
Manslaughter 159
Marriage 119
Marriages, forbidden 125
Massacre 161
Matsot

festival of 44, 136
instant bread 136, 204

Melakhah 191
Menstruant woman

ban on sex 128, 172
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bar 172
Mezuzah 203
Milk and meat 44
Misappropriation 60, 154
Mishpat 206
Mitsvah 206
Moloch 50, 128
Monarchy 69, 222
Monks and nuns 163
Moral or legal? 58
Mourning 133
Murder 41, 49

Nazirite 109, 163, 170
Neviim 10
Noah 14

Oath
in court 152
to do or not do 162

Objective philosophy 13
Offences

against society 15
Offerings 101

on Festivals 133
private 114
public 114
reinstatement? 115
the purpose of 111

Oil
for anointing 105
for the lamps 105
in meal-offering 111

Orphans 43, 56, 59, 96, 139

Pardon 114
Parents 59
Peace 186
Penalties 154
Perjury 153
Personal responsibility 30
Pessach 109, 136, 144
Philosophy 13, 213
Pilegesh 122
Pilgrimage 44, 139

Political structure 69
Politics

national & international 214
Poor 59, 96, 139

justice 43
Pork 14
Prayer 196
Pre-Egypt 37
Priests

disqualified 178
limitations 179
portions 54
uniforms 104

Prison 156
Promises 45
Pursuit of justice 56

Refuge cities 158
Refuge city 49
Reminders 203
Removal of the ‘Bar’ 170
Reproductive organs, physiology

associated bars 171
Reptiles

carcass creating a bar 176
Revenge 60
Reward & punishment 13, 215
Rules and regulations 207

Sabbath 33, 37, 44, 50, 189, 208,
218, 226

and the Tabernacle 190
Sacrifices: see offerings 101
Safety 187
Sale of daughter 120
Sale of land 71
Sanctuary

as cohesive force 31
Sara’at 174, 175

wrongly called leprosy 176
Seducer 42
Selfishness 13
Seventh year: see Jubilee 44
Severance 156
Sexual offences 49
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Shelters 138
Shema 195
Showbread 105
Sins

against society 15
Skin diseases 174
Slave 147
Slavery 91
Smoke

from offerings 108
Smoking

on Sabbath 50, 209
on the altar 108

Society
individual as member of 14
structure of 25, 26, 32

Society and Land 24
Sodomy 50, 127
Spanish proverb 13
States

autonomous 29, 35
Stealing

from a non-Jew 15
from another Jew 15
less than the minmum 58

Swindling 60

Tabernacle 219
construction 102
holy place 165
uses 101, 105

Tahor 167
Tales 59
Tammé 172
Taxes 53, 73

agriculture 78
animals 77, 88
crops 77
dough 80
half-shekel 57

Tefilin 204, 205

Ten Commandments 33, 37, 45, 47,
197, 208, 218

recitation cancelled 199
second version 200

Thanksgiving 109
Torah

correct meaning 7
limited connotation 8

Towns and cities 74, 150
Transvestism 128
Trees 75, 81
Trees and Fruit – laws 81
Trespass 79
Trumpets 185
Tsitsit 148, 203

Uniforms for priests 104
Unwritten Torah 211
Urim and Thummim 35

Valuation
of person, property 164

Vows 125, 162

Wages, withholding or delaying
payment 96

Wars 182
Widowhood 124
Widows and orphans 43, 56, 59, 96,

139
Wine 83
Witnesses 43, 152
Women

rights 120
status 119

Women and children
security 120

Wool 88, 144
Wool and linen 149

Zonah 127


